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The broad objective of this paper is to investigate into the Ultimate Being
in Igbo Ontology. However, this is a rather ill-defined ambition; and so the First
of the Paper's Nine Chapters is spent translating it into definite, manageable
problems and questions. It is our firm belief that problems once identified are
already half solved. And that time is over due for us to begin thinking upon the
thinking of the pre-modern African on some basic issues to develop a systematic
philosophy for the modern African states based on the dogmatic but enduring
assumptions of the past. The Chapter conclucles with an examination of the
contributions of some scholars who made worthwhile contributions in our area
of investigation.
'This all-important chapter raises questions particularly about the untenable
nature of the sum-total of all the assumptions entertained by the pre-modern Igbo
in his conceptions of the Ultimate Reality. Consequently scholars of Igbo world
and world-view are divided into warring camps. I11 most cases, the issucs in the
foregoing Chapter are simply presented and discussed without any serious altempt
at a thorough-going scrutiny or critical analysis of them, although some efforts
are made to analyse such problems and briefly, too.

xiii
Chapter 11 gives the Western view on the problems. It is argued in this
Chapter that the notion of God in such great thinkers drawn from various epochs
in the history of Western thought, namely, Aristotle, St. Thomas Aquinas and
Hegel will give us a general view of what God is in Western thought. This study
will also show us whether or not the western conceptions of God differ from the
Igbo. It will also serve as a sound background study to our later analysis of God
in Igbo Ontology which is the proper context within which God is studied in this
paper.
Because the researcher has no doubts at all that critical Igbo Ontology is
closely tied to the Igbo World-view, and that the originality of certain
metaphysical, cosmological and eschatological beliefs of the pre-modern Igbo will
be attributed more or less, to the Igbo depending on whether or not these
assumptions originated with the Igbo or were inherited by them from outside;
Chapters 111 and IV present a true picture of the Igbo in history and more
importantly, the philosophy of the Igbo people, that is to say, the sum-total of all
the assumptions entertained by the pre-modern Igbo. They are the raw materials
for critical Igbo philosophy in this paper.
With the completion of Chapter IV, most of the questions raised earlier
about the God-question in Igbo Ontology have been answered. In Chapters V, VI
and VII attempt is made to justify some previously undefended assumptions

xiv
and, then, to bring the conclusions of Chapters 1 - IV to bear on problems in
related areas. The concept of the Ultimate Being as a foreign element in Igbo
traditional Ontology is criticized as depriving the premodern Igbo of their
indigenous conception of One Supreme Being which resulted from the sustaining
natural light of reason of the forebears of the present Igbo people. C. Nzeh's less
critical account of the precise nature of God and his many Supreme gods in Igbo
Ontology are also discussed and rejected. Traditional rational proofs for the real
existence of God are briefly advanced as justificatioiis and demonstrations for the
reasonableness of the philosophy of the Igbo people especially those raised in this
paper. There are certainly many more problems of Igbo philosophy of Religion
and many more will be generated as the new discipline grows.
These problems which are not apparently noticed in the table of contents
are raised in these three important Chapters. Thus it critically examines most of
the problems which the traditional mind and some scholars of Igbo Religion take
for granted as needing no proofs. The aim is to sift what is true from falsehood;
reality from myth, certainty from educated guess, philosophy from World-view,
etc. This is the purpose of the entire work.
In the two Chapters remaining, attempt is made to reconcile all possible
limitations or contradictions on the Igbo notions of the Ultimate Being, CIU-

UKWU. This part contains also the summary and concluding reflections with a

little of any useful insights that might be related to our investigation but which
need not appear in the main body of this Paper. In the foregoing discussions, it
is argued that a single exception in Logic disproves a sweeping, statenlcnl and
that under certain clearly, defined, scientific and pain-staking investigations, one
is justified in positing reasonable propositions or conclusions. These are hoped
to contribute something to knowledge and scholarship, inspire thoughts and
j

provoke further researches in the issues at stake, while the debate conti~iues.

Likewise, God-question also extends to African philosophy. However our
consideration here is with particular reference to Igbo Ontology. Admittedly,
Africans particularly Black Africans generally believe in One Ultimate Supreme
Being called different names in different African cultures. They also believe in
many gods. Nevertheless basic questions still haunt this apparently sublime belief
in "One God" and "Many gods" characteristic of the Africans. Indeed such
questions as: what is the precise nature of the African God; Is He "One or
7i

Many", "One and Many, or simply "Many" in the sense of equality in kind'!
What exactly is the role of this High God; and how is He related to other gods?
Perhaps the most controverted question of them all is the place of this God in
African Ontology. These questions are repeatedly posed by moder~lscholars.
However popular view maintains that there is no race so backward; inadvanced
or so primitive as not to have some conception of a Supreme God guiding and
directing the affairs of men.
But our interest in this thesis is on the Supseme God among the Igbo of
Nigeria. On the existence-question, two camps are outstanding. One camp is of
the view that the Igbo through natural light of reason have some knowledge of
the Supreme Being. In contradistinction to this positive opinion is what call be
regarded as the polar opposite, the negative view of some scholars of Igbo
traditional thought. These contend that the one Supreme God is a stranger to Igbo
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traditional thought and religious practices.
Scholars, mostly of African Traditional Religion and culture seem to take
the idea of One Supreme Being among the Igbo for granted, a fact which needs
no proofs, no examination, no further arguement whatsoever. Philosophers,
rather philosophy on the contrary, subjects every assumption to critical scrutiny
or analysis until all doubts are removed and certainty assured. Thus one of the
issues associated with the God-question which seems to have erupted a-new
among scholars and researchers on Igbo traditional thought or philosophy is
whether in fact the origin of the concept of One Supreme Being among the premodern Igbo is what professor Nwoga professes, namely, "a stranger" or a
foreigner in the religious thought of the Igbo.
1.2

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The actual burden of this study is immediately grasped from the title of the

research which is itself a problem: The Ultimate Being In Igbo Ontology.
Consequently, the title is an analytical framework for outlining the whole work
into proximately Nine Chapters.
Chapter One proposes the critical problem which is the core issue of this
thesis without losing sight of the background to the study, significance of the
study and the scope of the study. In this chapter also we shall lay down the

method of our investigation and end with some literature review.
Chapter Two is a brief analysis of the question of the Ultimate Being in
Western philosophy, limiling ourselves to the notions of God in such great
thinkers as Aristotle, St. Thomas Aquinas and Hegel. The aim is to give us a
spread in years of what God "is" in Western thought. This mainly serves as a
sort of introduction or background study to our later analysis of God in Igbo
philosophy.
Chapter Three introduces us as it were to the core of the Inquiry: "God
In Igbo Ontology", indeed as the Ultimate being in Igbo Ontology. And because
this investigation recognizes that critical Igbo Philosophy is closely tied to the
world-view of the Igbo people, this chapter cannot but present a true picture of
the sum-total of the beliefs and assunlptions entertained by the Igbo, that is to
say, Igbo World-view with a little of the historical perspective of the Igbo,
situating the Igbo in history rather than a thorough - going critical analysis of it.
In Chapter Four, God is studied as the Ultimate Being in Igbo Ontology
in its ascending hierarchy.
Chapter five brings us squarely to the no~ionof CHI-UKWU as the
Ultimate or Greatest Being in Igbo Ontology. Under this important Chapter
attempt will be made to examine critically and analytically among other things:
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Nature and concept of God in various Igbo localities; His attributes; Role and
function. The aim is to show that the lgbo have One Supreme Being or that apart
from their belief in many gods, there is one unifying ultimate Being with absolute
power and authority over the relative influence of the gods in their areas of
operation.
Having established the Ultimacy of CHI-UKWU, we go on in Chapter Six
to prove the existence of CHI-UKWU the Supreme Being In Igbo Ontology. 'This

Chapter is relevant in view of the wild assertions sometimes made about lgbo
belief or lack of beliefs in God. Thus the aim of this Chapter is two-lbld,
namely, that the concept of the Supreme Being among the pre-modern Igbo is

.-

indigenous; that whatever assertions that are made by the Igbo about the Supreme
Being are not unreasonable. So that at the end of this chapter we would be able
to say whether or not the concept of the Supreme Being among the traditional
Igbo is what professor Nwoga and some others profess, a foreign import or a
stranger in Igbo Religious Thought.
In Chapter Seven CHI-UKWU is studied in His relationship with other
gods to determine the true nature of God in Igbo Ontology. l'hilosophers and
ethnologists have not yet been able to agree as to how CIJI-UKWU (God) is
related to the rest of the gods that occupy the metaphysical world of the lgbo. It

is argued that neither Polytheism nor Monotheism as the two classical theories
about the nature of God in Western thought is to be considered as the true or
appropriate term for the true nature of God in Igbo Ontology. Many more
problems of Igbo Ontology which are not specifically noticed in the table of
contents are also raised in chapters 5, 6 and 7 and critically examined.
In Chapter Eight we carry out critical reflections noting possible

limitations as well as worthwhile insights on Igbo ideas of the Supreme Being
CHI-UKWU and in His relationship with other gods. Criticisms it is often said

remains the foremost task of philosophy.
Our last Chapter will be the summary and concluding reflections.

1.3

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
In a study of this nature, we do not set out to glorify the traditional world-

view of the Igbo. Rather we shall subject it to a systematic scrutiny and question
every assumption. Thus the significance of this philosophical investigation is
four-fold, namely:
The researcher is aware that not much has been said or documented on the
notion and nature of God in Igbo Ontology. Therefore the foremost significance
of this work is to respond to this need and to contribute to knowledge and
scholarship. Through philosophical analysis of past, and present experiences of
the Igbo man in his universe which is the actual context within which God is
analysed in this thesis one hopes to arrive at some conclusions for the emergent
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African philosopl~ythat transcends the Igbo tribal universe.
The work is unique in itself. It will go a long way to determine and clarify
some of the erroneous notions disseminated in various quarters about the concepts
of God in Igbo traditional world-view or philosophy. It will equally show how
common the concept of God in Igbo traditional thought is. The work is also
important because it is hoped that the degree of the knowledge of God among the
Igbo will come to fore. At the end of this work, it will be clear "whether or not
the concept of the supreme Being in Igbo is wholly a cultural or missionary
import".
The significance of' this research lies in its contribution to further
researches to interested students of IgbolAfrican philosophy. Any students who
wish to carry out further researches on the concepts of God in Igbo Ontology
wile definitely find this work very important. It will serve as a meaningful point
of departure or reference. And if this work achieves this goal of furthering
researches and provoking more serious thoughts on this subject, then our efforts
would not be it1 vain.
The study shows contrary to beliefs in some quarters that there is

110 pre-

logical stage of human development, no pre-logical human beings. People in all
cultures and races differ in degree not in kind in the use they make of the reason
which is a unique faculty given to man!, the African Igbo included.

1.4

SCOI'E OF THE STUDY
Rather than focussing our investigation on so global a context like Western

or African Philosophy, the actual context of this study is the Igbo Traditional
Ontology. We shall therefore concentrate or limit ourselves largely on the views
of the pre-modern Igbo, for modern Igbo have become highly influenced by ideas
from Christianity and foreign European and American cultures. The traditional
thought embodies authentic Igbo ideas on things, concepts of god inclusive. One
other important reason for concentrating our research mainly on Igbo context is
because the researcher is an Igbo and so wishes to discuss the problem as an
insider who is the best interpreter of the cultural expressions of his people. But
concentrating mainly on the Igbo does not in any way mean that the general
contributions of Western thought and African Philosophy on the related issues
will be comp1r:tely neglt:cted. Not at all! They serve as a background study to our
later analysis of God in Igbo philosophy. For what is fundame~ltalto the West
and Africa, as geographical entities, will not only remain unimpaired, but will
be enhanced.
Being an original work, this research is limited by scarcity of written
tradition on the subject. Though it must be admitted that African scholars have
published books and written articles that are relevant to our study. We are
therefore compelled to make extensive use of oral tradition, namely, myths, folk-
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lores, proverbs, songs, archeological discoveries, monuments, religious rites,
works of art and other Igbo cultural expressions. These are not easy to come by
in their pure and coherent forms. They are raw, uncoordinated materials.
Consequently, an analysis or interpretation is employed to sift out the correct
information needed. This is a limiting factor in itself. Other limitations include:
space and time available for the whole investigation. These notwithstanding,
serious efforts will be made to arrive at the ideal solution in all issues raised in
this work. But we aim at clarity and precision through out the study.
In this thesis therefore no claim is made whatsoever to an exhaustive
treatment of the God-question in Igbo Ontology. This is because philosophy it is
often said, starts with wonder grows in wonder and ends in wonder. And again,
in philosophy be it Western, Indian, Asiatic, American or even African, there is
no question of finality on issues, no question of final authority. The spirit of any
philosophy worth its name is the spirit of openricss and dialogue. Therefore it is
the firm belief of the researcher that this pliilosoyhical inquiry will provoke some
present-day interested scholars of African philosophy to further researches arid
help new generation of' African philosophers yet unborn to go ahead in promoting
AfricanIIgbo philosophy in all its essential horizons.

1.5

METHODOLOGY
We had earlier mentioned that we shall rely heavily on oral tradition or

on the traditional World-view of the Igbo. And these are largely mythical,
dogmatic and characterized by unquestioned assumptions and as such uncritical
and uncoordinated. Therefore, to assure that we arrive at the best results from
this scholarly investigation, we shall adopt a meta-empirical method. It is a
rational, logical and reasoning process in which our human outlook or Worldview is subjected to systematic scrutiny by various ratiocinative methods, namely,
inductive, deductive and transcendental methods. Simply put, our method is at
once a combination of raising questions and subjecting them to scrutiny for
proper scientific, systematic interpretation or deduction.
We shall also make use of available literature, unpublished essays,
doctoral thesis, journal articles and magazines. And as expected of any systematic
work, the information gatl~ered from thcse available literature will also be
subjected to a thorough-going rational scrutiny to determine the validity of the
assertions made.

1.G

REVIEW OF RISLJ3VANT LITERATURE
We had earlier on indicated that literature on 1gbo Traditional philosophy

and more especially on Igbo concepts of God, is growing. And that little attention
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has been devoted particularly to the concepts of God in Igbo traditional Ontology.
In this research, therefore, we are limited by scarcity of scientific literalure.
Consequently, we have to rely more on oral tradition of the Igbo people.
On the other hand, some pioneer authors have reflected in whole or in
part, on our subjecl matter and have recorded their contributioris directly or
indirectly in their work. Before examining the ultimate calegory of Being in Igbo
Ontology, we shall recognize the existence and contributions of some authors
who made worth-while researches in our area of investigation. The aim is to
show that we are not unaware of the work already done on the same subject
matter under discourse. The recognition of the work already done on the related
issues a sort of establish the climate of international scholarship in the Godquestion from which we shall later draw our analysis. They form a backdrop to
our further exploration of the various issues raised in the God-question debate in
Igbo Ontology.

1.6.1 The God-Question Debate: The Two Brond Camps
It would not be out of place here to nlentioll i n passing that the structure
of a Supreme Being with intermediary gods was neither the creation of Igbo
scholars nor is it a recent problem. Foreign researchers, namely, missionaries,
anthropologists or ethnologists originated the problem since the 19th Century.
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'They have always searched for the Supreme God among pre-modern Igbo and the
contention then was whether or not the Supreme God existed as part of the
traditional framework of Igbo traditional World-view. This search gave birth to
two opposing camps of scholars on the issue, namely, those who are of the view
that the belief by the Igbo in God is a foreign element in their culture or Worldview; the other camp contends that it would not bc justified to treat the notion of
the Supreme Being among the Igbo as "a borrowed element" a belief foreign to
Igbo traditional thought.
These foreign scholars have always found the pre-modern Igbo always
worshipping their gods. But of a Supreme God, there appeared to be no worship.
To one group of scholars, this phenomenon of "no worship" to the Supreme
Being presented no problems after all the pre-modern Igbo man was "Untllttored"
and too "Primitive" to rise to the conception of the Supreme Being. We shall not
border ourselves with this kind of belief among some foreign-biased and
prejudiced authors who arrogate to a particular race the onus of possessing the
ability to think. There is no race so "backward", "primitive" or "untuttored" as
not be able to arrive at a rational knowledge of God. We would rather concern
ourselves with the view of those scholars who believed that the Supreme Being
who created man "a rational animal" had not hidden Himself from any people.
The Igbo therefore have a notion of the Supreme Being. For the people as

others, too, He exists and is real, too.
But an explanation had to be found in the theory of the withdrawal of the
Igbo Supreme Being who was "not Worshipped". The problem among these
scholars was not the existence-question of God among the Igbo but why God
withdrew. Other related problems which attracted their interests include: the right
name for the principal God of the Igbo; the nature of this God; His essential
attributes; the place I-Ie occupies in the Igbo pantheon. The question of 14s role
in nature and how He is related to other beings in the universe appear prominent
in their search. Below are the contributions of various scholars whose views in
one way or the other touch on the issue or topic under discourse. They are
grouped into two broad camps, namely, the monotl~eistic,that is, those who
maintain the view that the concept of the Supreme Being among the pre-modern
Igbo is indigenous to them; and the polytheistic camp, that is, those who advance
the view that Igbo Supreme Being is a foreign missionary import. The traditional
Igbo believe in and worshipped gods and not a God.

1.6.1.1

The Polytheistic Camp: Igbo Supreme Being

A FOREIGN MISSIONARY IMPORT
This view owed its origin from foreign polytheistic missionaries and
ethnologists since the beginning of the 19th Century and was borrowed and
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louded in our century (20th Century) by a cream of Igbo scholars in various areas
of academic disciplines. These searching for the Supreme Being among the premodern Igbo and could not find any came to the conclusion that the Igbo believed
in benevolent spirits commonly called gods. These they worship through
numerous idols of various sizes. For these foreign and indigenous polytheistic
scholars or advocates, none of these gods is worshipped as the Supreme Being
but are Supreme in their areas of operation. They also express doubt as to the
existence of a Supreme Being in Igbo Ontological hierarchy.
NORTHCOTE THOMAS

Who is the most ancient among those in this camp in his six-volume
Anthropological Report on the Igbo Speaking Peoples of Nigeria published in

19 13- 1914 made an incisive statement which appears to have assigned supremacy
to the Supreme God of the Igbo popularly known as CHI-UKWU. He also
assigned intermediary role to Anyanwu (the sun god) generally identified with the
sun. It is usually referred to as the messenger of CHI-UKWU. But upon a second
thought, after a more detailed study and analysis of the concepts of God among
the Igbo and with the information gathered from Igbo elders, Northcote later
retorted and came to the conclusion that "It is worthy of note that the old men
frequently know nothing of Cuku before the coming of the white man".' CHI-

UKWU (the Supreme Being) he admitted, may appcar in the mythology of the

Agukwu-Nri where he is connected with the origin of kinship and of yam, which
according to him in Igbo discourse is rare when compared with the constant
reference to Osnlobwa, the Supreme God of the Edo, Benin in their myths of
creation, in ritual and in conversation, and the near absence of CHI-UKWU (the
Supreme Being) from Igbo discourse.
.

-

REV. FR. P.1.A CORREIA C.S.Sp
In his study of the Igbo to investigate to what extent the religious thoughts
of the pre-modern Igbo could be said to be Independent of European intluence
came out by the end of 1920 in his "Essciys on Aizirnisnl and the Divinities of the

Igbo". I11 this article Correia starts with a clear indication of the problem:
The great difficulty when it is a question of getting into the interior
springs of the religious thoughts of an Ibo is that of finding, united
in the soul which we are studying, the transparency, necessary to
our vision, and the native virginity of national thought. When this
soul starts to open up to foreign influence, it is no longer the
primitive soul; it has already received much from the European
Soul in these attempts at an intellectual comniunion which have lead
to trust and ~ o n f i d e n c e . ~

I

More specifically, Fr. Correia is of the opinion that the word Chi-uh7vu chosen
A

to be the equivalent of the Supreme Being i11 Igbo World-view is not a
theological term introduced by the Christian Catechism. His conclusion was that
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I

wherever the word Chi-ukwu
was used among the traditional Igbo, the word
,
referred to the local god of the Aro people. This explains why the Protestants had
to change to Chineke (the God of creation) though the Catholics who came later
to Onitsha still used CHI-UKWU (the Supreme Being). Moreover, he indicated
that ritual practice among the Igbo showed clear evidence of the peoples belief

1

or faith in other gods but nothing is revealed of Ch-ukwu
(the Greatest Chi) As
t\
far as Fr. Correia was concerned, the concept of the Supreme Being among the
pre-modern Igbo was a rationalization invented by the missionaries "on behalf of
.

the negroes" .
.

MARGARET GREEN
In Green, her critical study of village organization and the super-natural
sphere coinpelled her to raise some doubts about the concept of the Supreme
Being among the Igbo and to speak out categorically in the affirmative that the
Igbo do conceive of the personal local and village-group gods. She questions:
Whether or not there is any conception of deities that are either
universal or at any rate more than local, it is not easy to know.. ..
As for "Ci", the spirit who creates people and whose name as in
Cineke" has been taken by the Christians to denote the creator, it
is difficult to know what the real Ibo significance of the word is.
Ci and Eke together create an individual, but each person is thought
of as having his own Ci and whether, over and above this, there is
any conception of a universal Ci seems doubtful."

CHINUA ACHEBE
In his essay on "Chi in Igbo cosn~ology",accepts the presence in Igbo
cosniology of the Supreme God, CHI-UKWU (the Great God) but he deviates a
little by maintaining that CIII-UKWU is not the one creator of everybody:
Every person has an individual Chi who created him.. .. The idea
of individualism is sometimes traced to the Christian prirlciple that
God created all men and consequently every one of them is
presumed worthy in his sight. The Igbo do better than that. They
postulate the concept of every man as both a unique creaturc and
(he work of a unique ~ r e a t o r . ~
According to Achebe, there are so many individual Chis as there are people in
Igbo world. To postulate the concept of every man as both a unique creature and
the work of a unique creator, Achebe distinguishes between CHI-UKWU and
Chineke. While the Igbo recognize CHI-UKWU as the "Supreme Creator"
Achebe states in no uncertain terms that Chirzeke which has come to mean the
Chi who creates is nothing of the sort, but rather a dual deity: Chi and Eke. It
was the early Christian missionaries by putting the mSrongtone on that little word

na made Chineke a Supreme Being instead of the original two gods: Chi and Eke.

C. NZE
In his paper "Pragtnatism and Traditionalism in the Concept of God in
African Culture", states categorically that in Igbo traditional world-view or
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thought "there is no God" "an Overall Almighty God". But with Christianity the
Igbo began integrating the idea of one Supreme God in their religious thought.
On the basis of his acknowledgement of Igbo anthropomorphic conception of
god, and the democratic tendencies of the Igbo social system, he proposes
polytheism as the best description of the nature of' God in Igbo Ontology. He
contends vehemently:
They [the Igbo] very much react, perhaps not naively, by
personifying various natural forces by assuming the existence of
wmerous gods .-Almighty gods operative in nature. This is as but
expected of a society that has evolved through the ages, some
natural socio-democratic relationships. There is a Supreme Being
that created man; there is a Supreme Being that created trees; there
is a Supreme god of the Earth. The sun is a God;5
"What is meant here" Nze continues, "is that the lgbos have no one Supreme
GodIBeing.. . It is therefore contradictory to say of a polytheistic, pantlleistic
society that it is monotheistic which is what is implied in the view of one
Supreme Being for the Igbos".%ccording

to Dr. Iqze the Igbo know no other

Supreme God than their personal gods, their earth god Ajatli, the Sull god;

Osebuluwa (the Carrier god of the world). For Dr. Nze also, each Igbo person
has his or her creator Chi which indicates the parainvuntcy of individuality i11 the
life of the Igbo person and the conception of his fate and origins. To prove his
case further, namely, the non-existence of the Supreme Being in Igbo Ontology,
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Nze argues quite convincingly from the ritual lile o f the Igbo. He writes:
There is no single instance where tlie Igbo perform sacrifices to or
worship a single Being of the Christian concept. Because the Igbos
perform sacrifices as acts of appeasement and or worship and
because there exists no occasion when a Supreme Being of the
Christian description is appeased or worshipped, It can be said that
this being does not exist at all or exists but is not recognized
because he is passive. Our fathers worshipped gods and not a God.7
He (Nze) therefore blames the "foreign zealots" for integrating the idea of the
one Supreme God in tlie Igbo traditional Ontology, "Indeed foreign zealots have
nearly successfully integrated this Christian idea of one Supreme God in an
African or Igbo culture. And now it is almost fully accepted that there is a
Supreme God in Igbo W ~ r l d " . ~
Another addilional point of some significance which Nze makes is that
although the existence of hierarchy of beings in Igbo Ontology may point to the
Supremacy of Igbo Supreme Being, the Supremacy in question is neither
universal nor absolute, it is rather relative. Consequently, these myriads of gods
are individually Supreme in their own rights and fields.
To answer to the issue of multiple Supreme gods as Nze propouncls, we
think that the reply of Nkeonye Otakpor suffices. He reasons and correctly too
that:
Although the Igbos worship many spirits and gods, these are ranked
in an ascending order of magnitude, and are of religious, social and
cultural relevance. Most importantly, these lesser gods and spirits

are subject and subordinate to CHI-UKWU the Supreme God. It is
neither sufficient nor entirely correct to regard the Igbos as
polytheists, without this essential qualification; essential because the
Igbos do not put CHI-UKWU - the Supreme God, and their earth
god - Ajarzi, or the god of iron -IDIGWUW, on the same pedestal.
The domain of CHI-UKWU (the Great God) is radically
differentiated from, and is higher than that of the lesser gods, and
of man .9
Nze also steps into deep water when he stresses the old point that the Igbo
know-nothing of the Supreme Being. They do not worship him but worship gods.
And even if he exists he must be an inactive God which has no influence at all
in the practical life of the people. We shall prove very soon that though the Igbo
people recognize, acknowledge and undoubtedly worship a multitude of gods as
3\

enumerated by him (Nze) the concept of the Supreme Being is not foreign to Igbo
traditional thought. He is part and parcel of Igbo traditional world-view. He is
a God that is very much at home with the people. FIc has temples, priests, feast4
i

days and that he is worshipped throughout Igboland. Indeed, in Igbo O~itological
i'

hierarchy, top on the list of' these multitude of gods, including Chi (the personal
gods) the Igbo believe and acknowledge the existence of one Supreme Being who
is the creator. (Onye Okike): CHI-UKWU NWE-NDU (the one and the only one,
that gives and takes away life), CHI-UKWU W E UWA (the one who owns the
entire world). It is a complete misunderstanding or I'alse certainty of Igbo world-

view to suggest or even to argue that Igbo people have no one Supreme Being or

that the Igbo know no other Supreme god than their personal gods.

PROFESSOR DONATUS NWOGA
In his book, The Supretne God as Stranger In Igbo religious T!~ought,
dwells extensively on the concepts of God in Igbo traditional world-view and the
title of the book is the summary of his contention. Professor Nwoga holds that
the most powerful and dominant spiritual being in Igbo ontology is Chi (the
personal god) which he insists is "the god of the Igbo man; each person has his
god though it requires a certain level of maturity before a person can set up a
shrine to the god". Nwoga acknowledges the fact that the concept of CHI-UKWU
(the Supreme God) is part and parcel of the essential belief-systems of the Igbo
modern world-view. But before the arrival of Christianity there was no hint of
Him in the Igbo traditional world-view. His present attribute, Nwoga contends,
was borrowed from outside. He writes:
Chukwu, the Supreme God, all powerful, all knowing, benevolent
creator, is now part of the Igbo religious pantheon, even anlong the
traditional religionists. Before the Christian era, He was beginning
to be present in most of Igboland, though with different
characteristic, as Chukwu Abinmi or Clzukwu Oke Abinlnu as a
result of the Aro trade and oracular colonialism. His present
characteristics, however are the outcome of contact with Europeans
and Christian 'Theology. Though He was being accepted into the
Logic of Igbo religious thought, He has Not yet assumed the
position appropriate to the Supreme Being in Igbo traditional ritual,
or even in the total practice of the converts to Christianity. It takcs

marly generations for a stranger to take over sovereignty, even a
stranger as great as Chukwu.lo
Nwoga, though equipped with facts, appears to be drawing wrong and
false assertions which do not in any way represent the correct picture of the Igbo
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traditional thought and practices. Qe acknowledges that the concept of CHIUKWU (the Supreme God) is now part of the Igbo religious ritual but he goes
astray in maintaining that such a concept was wholly a cultural importation from
both the Europeans and Christian missionaries. This is not quite correct. The
Europeans and the Christian missionaries did not meet a people without a religion
or a "Godless people". The stand of Nwoga depicts him as an indigenous scholar
who either for purposes of scholarship misrepresents his people's world-view or
is among the few indigenous scholars who are keen in joining some foreign
scholars who, out of prejudice, are never keen to credit the Igbo with any basic
concept of the Supreme Being. He is so "primitive", "Untuttored" and so
backward in his reasoning processes that he cannot arrive at sucll a concept like
the Supreme Being which is the exclusive reserve of the highly developed minds.
But the pre-modern Igbo is a rational animal: He can with his reason
arrive at a rational or natural knowledge of God. He has his religion which is
17

"Igbo traditional religion, that iy religion strictly within the limits of' reason, in
the sense that it is co-eval or co-natural with the Igboman as a being-in-thc-lgbo-
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world and not something revealed or extraneous to him such as Christianity or
Islam. In this indigenous religion of the Igbo people God is the Ultimate Bcing
or object of their religious practices.

REV. FR. H. AKAZU
Who might be considered the most outspoken in his determination to
assign the right place to the concept of Supreme Being in Igbo Ontology.
Raymond C Arazu, in his article: "The Supreme God in Igbo Traditional
Religion" blames the Christian missionaries for integrating the idea of One
Supreme God in the Igbo religious thought. He affirms:
It was the Christian missionaries and Igbo Christian theologians
who were concerned about findilig a Supl-eme God in the Igbo
pantheon, on account of their anxiety to defend monotheism as an
ideal of religious beliefs.
Arazu is insistent on the fact that different religions have different thought
patterns, frame work or thought categories and as such to use ready made
categories of one to study the other can only lead to distortion. Basing his
arguement on this fact, he proposes as follows: that the individual Chi interpreted
as either "a man's particular portion of the Divine Being" or guardian spirit"
must be rejected; the concept of Chi-ne-keas the creator God" amounts to yoking
on to Igbo thought the category of creation out of nothing which must be
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rejected. The ordinary meaning of the Igbo word Okike is not to make things out
of nothing, but to apportion or to divide. Using ritual evidence he co1lecl:ed from

Iheinhosi in Ihiala Local Government Area of Anambra State and linguistic
evidence from Igbo language, Arazu insists: that since the introduction of
Christianity into Igbo culture, CHI-UKWU or Chineke has to be regarded as the
principal God of the Igbo because this god was baptized Yahweh by the
missionaries; that Chi-ukwu is the Great Spirit and not necessarily the Greatest
spirit, a disturbing superlative; Chineke only apportions to each existing thing its
lot and was never conceived by the traditional Igbo religionist as bringing things
out of nothing; that if he is allowed to ponder and make a statement about which
of the two: CHI-UKWU and Ana is greater than the other? The Anu (earth
goddess) which sanctions Igbo morality had a good claim to supremacy but was
neglected by the missionaries; That Chi of the Igbo religious thought is not the
simplified portion of CHI-UKWUthat is proposed by some scholars. In short,
according to Arazu the Chi of Igbo traditional religion is not a simple concept;
That there is no word for God as a Generic Term in Igbo thought such terms like

Muo, Chi, Agbnra, Alusi are inappropriate, "Muo" is too wide, for it even
applies to the spirit of dead child which cannot be a god. Chi cannot apply to
Agwu-Nsi, for example. Aghnrn is another term for Muo, and Alusi could have
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been considered if our theologians had not used it to translate the word Idol
which St Paul says does not exist.
Arazu concludes that the idea of god is there but there is no single word
with which to express it in the Igbo tongue. In this case how can we talk of a
Supreme God? Which of the gods in the Igbo pantheon can be said to be
Supreme since there are many Supreme Beings in Igbo pantheon. His conclusion
portrays him as an arch-contender of polytheism as the true nature of God in igbo
Ontology: "According to the evidence before me" Arazu, contends, "the
traditional Igboman was not a monotheist. He was a polytheist. It does not seem
that any new arguement can be brought up to prove me wrong. I have disposed
of the old arguements in favour of monotheism as a correct description for our
people's original religion". l2
Apart from these scholars who express the negative view and sometimes
doubt as to the existence of a Supreme Being in Igbo Ontology there are views
of some scholars who have affirmed categorically that such a being - Supreme
Being exists and is at the apex in the hierarchy of beings in Igbo Ontology. Let
us recognize their individual views or contributions.

7

1.6.1.2

The Monotheistic Can~p:Igbo Supreme Being - An Indigenous
Concept

REV. FREDERICK SCHON

In The Journal of Rev. James Frederick Schon and Mr. Samuel Crowder,
Schon who had been collecting as much information as possible in terms of the
religious beliefs and practices of the Igbo people jotted the following revealing
points:
The Ibo are in their way a religious people. The word Tschzrku is
supposed to do everything. When a few bananas fell out of Llle
hands of one in the water, he comforted himself by saying "God
has done it".'"
For a proper assessment of the concepts of God in Igbo religious beliefs
and practices, Schon goes beyond Igbo culture in order to make a coinparative
study of some cultures in West African countries. He Lherefore observed similar
beliefs and practices among the Sierra-Leonians among whom he lived and tried
to evangelize. At the end of this comparative studies of the concepts of God in
Igboland and in Siera-Leone, he came out with Inore objective statenient on the
concepts of God among the Igbo:
On the death of a person who has in their estimation been good,
they will say "He will see God". While o f a wicked person they
say "He will go into fire". I had frequent opportunities of hearing
these expressions at Sierra-Leone; but Lhougl~I was assured that
they had not learned them from Christians, I would not state them
before I had satisfied myself, by inquiring of such as had never had

any intercourse with Christians, that they possessed correct ideas
of a future state of reward and punishment.Truly, God has not left
Himself without witness.I4
Surely Schon was correct in thinking that the concept of the Supreme
Being was there among the Igbo people before any contact with Chrislians for he
indicated that from the unanimous testimony of tlie people that they had never
come in contact with any Europeans before their arrival. The Igbo are firm
believers in the life after death which is deep rooted in their belief in
reincarnation.

He was in the company of those who came on the second Niger
Expedition. The expedition took the participants to various Igbo towns including
Onitsha, Osomala, Atani, Asaba and Abboh. At the end they had a first-hand
information of the cultural and religious beliefs and practices of the Igbo people
and jotted same in their various journals. Baikie's observation was insightful. An
excerpt from his journal is quoted with authority by Imegwu Chidi in his book:
The Arm and the Oracle. He quoted Baikie as maintaining that:

The Ibos all believe in an Almighty Being, Omnipotent and
Omnipresenl. whom they call Tschuku, whom they constantly
worship and whom they believe to communicate directly witll.15

SAMUEL ADJAI CROWTHER
Adjai Crowther was among the participants that featured prominently in
the second Niger Expedition that really studied the traditional beliefs and
practices of various Igbo towns. In his jottings in his Journal of an Expedition up
the Niger and Shadda Rivers, Crowther made no categorical statements about the
religious beliefs of the Igbo he came in contact with during the 1854 Second
Niger Expedition. Instead, Crowther devoted many pages of his journal to a
discussion of the Aro Oracle which is very important for a clearer understanding
of the principal name for God in Igbo Ontology.
Crowther observes that during the period of the Trans-Atlantic Slave
Trade, the Aros participated actively in the inhunlan trade as middle men. This
their intermediary role made them so rich that with time they began to enjoy
economic supremacy. This made them to device a strategy (which yields quick
but huge amount of money) which helped them to secure a monopoly of slavetrafficking in Igboland.
Consequently, the Aro made a clever use of the concept of the Supreme
Being which had been in existence long before the arrival of Europeans. What
they did was to localize the Supreme Being by setting up a gigantic Image of Him
inside a shrine erected for His consultation. The Aro made everyone believe that
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there is the shrine of the interminable God or CHI-UKWU as He was called,
could be consulted and could be heard as He gave utterance. It is this gigantic
effigy of the local god of the Aros, awe-inspiring in nature now made to replace
the Supreme Being of the Igbo people that foreign observers including colonial
masters and Christian missionaries styled "Long Juju" of Aro Chukwu.
This manipulation of the Aros did work for sometime. From both within
and outside Igboland people came to Aro Chukwu to consult the Supreme Being
who was now nearer, closer and more intimate with the people.
But the "Long Juju" of Aro Chukwu, Crowther reports, was a deceit, set

up, for purely economic and religious purposes, namely, the main source of
revenue for the Aro in the whole of Igboland. Those who come from far and near
Igboland to consult it believed that they were standing before the invisible
Supreme Being. But in 1902, it all ended when the expedition got underway and
destroyed the shrine.
The "Long Juju" of Aro Chukwu, though consulted as the "Supreme Being
C O I nearer
~

to men" is not to be regarded as the Supreme Being of the Igbo. It

is a local god of the Aros which as a result of the cleverness of the Aro is made
to represent the Supreme Being of the whole Igbo people. What Crowther wishes
to highlight by giving the elaborate activities of the Aro and their "Long Juju" is
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that the knowledge of the Supreme Being had been in existence long before the
idea of localizing this God was born by the Aro people.
The implication of this Supremacy of the CHI-UKWU of the Aros is that
we find CHI-UKWU figuring in pagan theophorous names, myths, folklores and
proverbs. One often hears its name being invoked by the pagans in their morning
prayers and in dedication prayer over the kola-nut. Thus there is the problem of
knowing which CHI-UKWU is in use at a particular moment whether it is the
local god of the Aros or the universal god of the Igbo is meant becomes a
problem. This is bound to create disharmony in the beliefs of Igbo people and
impede proper grasp of the traditional concept of the Supreme Being among

scholars of Igbo traditional world and World-view. But there is always a guide
as we have indicated. Before the idea of elevating this local god to a Supreme
status the concept of the invisible Supreme Spirit had been in existence. It
therefore holds that all theophorous names, myths, proverbs and folklores which
were coined between the time of the existence of the CHI-UKWU(Supreme God)
of the Aros until it was dismantled in 190111902 and onward, should be subjected
to real scrutiny to decipher which one should be as a result of the influence of
Aro trade and European and Christian missionaries.

REV. J.N. CHEETHAN

British missionary societies were the first to establish Christian influence
in Eastern Nigeria prior to the advent of the Catholic Holy Ghost Fathers.
Presbyterian Mission and the Church Missionary Society for example, were
indeed the most well-established missions before the Roman Catholics arrived.
The former had established a mission at Calabar in 1846 and the latter at Onitsha
in 1857. It was much later in the century that other missionary groups like the

Kwa Iboe Mission, the Primitive Methodists, the Baptists, and the Roman
Catholics arrived. By the time the Catholics arrived the, Prolestant missions had
already enjoyed a "prestige of priority" that is, a head start position that made
them very influential in the areas they had settled. It is important to point out,
however, that it was not until after 1900 that Eastern Nigeria was thoroughly
invaded by the various Christian missionary agents because they were labouring
in a foreign land with a different culture altogether different from theirs, the
missionary agents thought it wise that careful study of the culture of the
traditional religion of the natives is a strategy effective for evangelization. At
least they had to move from the peoples belief to their own message which is
quite different.
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Among the first of these C.M.S. missionaries were Revs. J.N. Cheethan
and G.T. Basden. Cheethan laboured for 33 years in Igboland. In 1913, in his
"More about the Niger" he dwelt more on the traditional religion of the Igbo. He
observed among other things that:
The belief in Juju has not destroyed the peoples faith in one Great
God, the creator of everything, but they think of Him as far beyond
their world and as one who is too great to trouble about the affairs
of men. '"
The Igbo believe in God and in gods but the Supreme Being of the Igbo people
is not a cieu,~Rernotus" or "a withdrawn God".

G.T. BASDEN
In an article "The Religious Beliefs of the Ibo people" he states
categorically that his extensive research conducted among the Igbo has corwincetl
him beyond a reasonable doubt that the influence of God in Igbo lifc is purely
theoretical and has no marked influence on their life and character. But before
this edition of his work Basden had earlier conducted an extensive research on
Igbo culture and in an article titled "The Religious Beliefs of the Ibo people",
Basden observes:
Among the Ibo people, there is a distinct recognition of a Supreme
Being who is above every other spirit, good and evil. He is
believed to control all things in heaven and earth and deals out

blessing and punishment as he d e e m fit. Any thing that occurs for
which they can see no explanation is at once attributed to Chukwu
(the Supreme Being). l7
In his scholarly anthropological work written some years after his return
to England to live in retirement Basden retained thc above stand but added that
the Supreme Being of the Igbo man is the greatest of the spirits with outstanding
characteristics which include: Omnipotence, Beneficence and Just. As a
Beneficent God, He grants favours to mankind in a general way. And as a Just
God too, He metes out punishment for wrong doing.

V.C. UCIIENDU
In his The lgho ofSoutheast Nigeria, was corlvinced that the Supreme God

of the Igbo is a withdrawn God who has finished all active works of creation and
keeps watch over his creatures.

REV. J. MELLET
At the end of the Nineteenth Century (Dec. 1885) the I-Ioly Ghost
Congregation of the Roman Catholic Church entcred Igboland for propagation of
faith. Among the first of these missionaries was Fr. Mellet. In one of his papers
in 1940 titled Juju, talking about the Igbo indigenous beliefs he observes as
follows:

The Igbo believe in God who lives far away beyond the skies in
splendid isolation. Furthermore, he is goodness itself and harms
nobody for he is the creator, the Great father.''

MRS FRANCES M. I-IANSLEY
This woman joined the Niger missions in 1897. She made an elaborate
study of Igbo indigenous institutions and in 1948 in "Niger Dawn", she
comments on the traditional religious assu~nptionsof the Igbo. She was sure that
the Igbo initial belief in the Supreme Being prepared the people ahead of time to
accept the Christian teaching on the same concept of the Supreme Being. He
writes:
The Igbo never lost their natural belief in God - a very real belief and in speaking to these crowds listening for the first time to the
gospel, it was great lo build up the message upon the foundation of
the one God, ours and their, and through the grace of the Iloly
Spirit to reach their minds with the truth that He loved them and
wanted them to come to Him."

MAYOR AliTHUR LEONARD
Arthur Leonard was one of the political ol'l'icers who joined the Nigerian
colonial service .by the beginning of this century. He took great interest in
carrying out extensive anthropological researches on Igbo culture with particular
reference to their religious thought and philosophy. Thus in The Lower Niger and
its Tribes, Arthur Leonard came out with a theory of the origin of religion based
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on fear and that led him to conclude that the reason why the Igbo "have
practically put away the Supreme God" was that he was considered completely
benevolent; that is to say, there being nothing to fear from him, no cause for fear
existing in his direction in their minds. Consequently the whole structure of their
rituals is nothing but a mere exposition and integrating those spiritual influences
which have within them the dual capacity of inflicting good or evil. The Igbo
according to Leonard deal with departmental gods who look after specific
requirements of the people, inferior to the creator in power and magnitude.
Commenting further on Igbo traditional beliefs he observes that "among the Ibo,
Tsineke, that is, God the creator, is, as His name implies, the owner of heaven
that is sky, and in the same way, among the Ibani Tamuno occupied exactly the
same position just as Olorun does among the Yoruba" .20 He equated the Supreme
Being among the Igbo to be the same with that of the Yorubas and the Ijaws.
Among these tribes their Supreme Being is the creator spirit who lives in the sky
or heaven Olorrrrn is another Yoruba name for God and this name is found
always on the lips of the Yoruba (Nigeria). The most ancient name for their
Supreme Being is Olodurnnre or Edumare while "Tamuno" or Temearau is the
name of the Supreme Being among the Ijaw. He is the creative principle who
lives in the sky.

W. R. G . HORTON
In his Review of Religion in an Igho Village in 1956, he reported about the
irntnanent nature of God in Ibagwa Nike, where he was told by the elders that
CHI- UKWU (the Supreme God) lived "in a compound outside the earth and sky",

but "although he himself is considered to be a long way off, he has two
ernanations - Chi and Okuke - who are in very close contact with the affairs of
men". This observation of Horton represents the first attempt to replace the
concept of a withdrawn God by foreign investigators in Igbo and with the
concept or image of an immanent God who is present in and worshipped through
his mnifestations in the small gods.

TALBOT
He had earlier in 1926 proposed a combined Monotheism and Polytheism

as the true nature of God in Igbo Ontology.
Having listened to the contributions of foreign scholars whose views will
form the backdrop for our study of God in Igbo Ontology, let us acknowledge
the contributions of Igbo indigenous scholars whose scholarly researches make
worthwhile contributions to our investigation.

OLAUDAH EQUIANO
The first Igbo historian to be sold into slavery. By 1776, in The lilteresting
narrative of his Life, his "autobiography" when Igboland was still in her pristine
nature, that is, free froin both colonial and Christia~linfluences, made revealing
statements about his mother land: Igbo. Some of his reflections about Igbo
concepts of God are insightful and he states them in no uncertain terms:
The natives [Igbo] believe that there is one Creator of all things
("Chukwu") and that he lives in the sun and that he is guided round
with a belt that he may never eat or drink, but according to some,
He smokes a pipe which is our own favourite luxury. They believe
He governs events especially our deaths or captivity, but as for the
doctrine of eternity, I do not remember lo have heard of it.2'

FRANCIS AIUNZE
In Sucrijice,

iiz

Ibo religion, Francis A. Arinze calls the Supreme Being

of the Igbo Chulcwu or Clziizeke or Osebuluwn. Arinze writes:
The Ibo marl believes firmly in the existence of a Supreme Being.
This Supreme Spirit has three chief names: Chukwu (the great
spirit), Clzineke (the spirit that creates), and Osebuluwu (Lord who
upholds the world) .22
Arinze further discovers other names given to this Great Spirit which are found
in different parts of Igboland. These extol God as creator and they include:
(a)

Onyeokike (the person who creates),

(b)

Chukwu Okike (God the Creator),
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(c)

Onye kelu enu kee ani (the person who created heaven and earth).

(d)

Ezechitaoke (the king that creates).23

Here Arinze tries to solve the problem o f the concept of God in Igbo
traditional religious thought. In it, the author using a dogmatic approach provides
various names for the Supreme God in Igbo religious beliefs without pretending
to be a philosopher in the enterprise. Thus a whole lot of unproven assun~ptions
and unclarified terms are used giving room for further and more scientific
research and analysis of the true name of the Supreme Being in Igbo Ontology.
But Arinze is Convinced that from the principal names of God in Igboland; the
many names which Igbo pagan parents give to their children; and the numerous
worship to God through the spirits as well as from the many proverbs and myths
and other cultural expressions in Igboland, one could immediately draw the
conclusion that the concept of' the Supreme Being i n Igboland is an indigenous
concept. He (Arinze) writes:
It is necessary to observe that these are traditional Ibo names and
have not been coined by Christians. The Cliristian Church came to
the Ibos less than eighty years ago, and these are names of grandparents who died long ago, and of children of pagans still living.
These names, of course, are not enough to establish Ibo ideas of
God. We have also to consider their everyday speech and life, their
cult, their prayer, their
In another place Arinze concludes:

These assertions are not groundless; they do not spring from the
imagination of a Catholic priest, nor are they his unconscious
projections of Catholic teaching. The validity for the Ibo pagan is
proved by his attitude at prayer and sacrifice and by his general
beliefs. God is always invoked first.25
We shall later show that the concept of the supreme Being can be proved from
oral tradition. But it does not seem that God is always invoked first in sacrifices
and prayers. God can be invoked first or completely pushed to the background
or mentioned in the middle or given the last place in prayers and sacrifices in
lgbo traditional cultic practices. But that does not detract from His Supremacy

but rather enhances it.

EMEFIE IKENGA METUH
Among the Igbo Theologians who are insistent that the Igbo Supreme God
is not a withdrawn God or that the Igbo are not deistic in their concept of God

are Arinze, Ilogu, Ezekwugo and Emefie Ikenga-Metuh. In his exposition of Igbo
World-view metuh represents the stand of the lgbo in terms of the so - called
withdrawal of God. He thinks it is the other way round.
"Traditional Religion brought the transcendent God from the sky into
every day life. The transcendent only become immanent. It did this through the
innumerable deities who shepherd different aspects of Igbo life".
Metuh in Chapter Five of his Coinparntive Studies of African Traditional
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Religions, gave three persofial names of God among the Igbo of Nigeria, namely,
Chukwu, Chineke and Osebuluwa. Metuh also observes that the root word Chi
is obscure but he tries to explain that in nun-religious context, Chi can mean day
light hut in religious context, it acquires three respective meanings, namely, the
Supreme Being Himself, the personal deity and the idea of fate or destiny. The
three meanings are closely connected in Igbo belief because it is believed that
each individual personal destiny package Chi is allotted to him by the Supreme
Being also called Chi and is entrusted to a personal deity or guardian spirit also
called Chi. The name CHI-UKWU therefore suggests the idea of the chief source
arid controler of destinies. Metuh therefore concludes:
The Igbo have three personal names of God, namely, 'Chukwu',
'Chineke' and 'Osebuluwa'. The translation and analysis of the
ideas and imagery contained in each of the three names show that
they are woven from the phenomena, experiences and beliefs
familiar to the people, and consequently, the concept they express
is a local product and not an imported ware.26

According to Metuh Chukwu is composed of two words Chi and Ukwu and
the name Chukwu suggests the idea of the chief source and controller of destinies,
and can be simply translated as the Great Providence. Chineke could mean
"Creator Providence" and Osebuluwa the combination of two-root words: Olisa
(the immense being) and buluwa (Carrier of the World) is rendered as the
immense being who is sustaining the world. "The Igbo concept of the Supreme
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Being as expressed in personal names" 'Metuh argues, "Could be summarized
as follows: The Great Providence who created and sustains the world"."

And important issue raised by Metuh is the concept of creation as
understood in AfricanIIgbo traditional World-view. He does not liken creation in
African or Igbo thought to the Christian concept, namely, "creating out of
nothing" rather Metuh maintains that in African context creation by God should
be understood to mean that: God is creator or maker (of the world). The concept
of creation as producing things "out of nothing" is not always expressed but often
implied by the names. The roots of some names suggest that analogy of God's
creative activity are found in the act of "moulding" "giving birth", "causing to
sprout like a plant. Sometimes analysis of some names show that creation is
conceived as organization of the word, that is, bringing existing things into their
separate and individual existence, all from a pre-existing reality. The pre-modern
Igbo assigns this creative activity to their Supreme Being but strictly in a manner
that is yet to be refined by a higher Supernatural religion.
CANON DR. EDMUNI) ILOGU

In Chapter Three of his Christianity and Igbo Culture, Canon Dr. Edmund
Ilogu states categorically that "the principal God of the Ibo is called Chineke or
Cl~rrkwiiand that Chi-ne-eke literally means the Creator God and that Chukwu

(Chi-ukwu) means the Great God. Ilogu recognizes the existence of hierarchy of
beings or spirits in Igbo Ontology and this he arranged in a descending order:
The central association therefore in the concept of the principal God
is belief in a supreme source of beneficent cscation. The great God
("Chi-ukwu") is believed to be the author of heaven and earth who
makes animal and plant life grow.. . Next to Chineke is a pantheon
of gods: Anyanwu (the sun god), Igwe (the sky god), Amadi-oha
(the god of thunder and lightening) and Aln (the earth goddess.28
According to Ilogu, "the Ibo World-view and religious practices" confirm
the Igbo belief that God is worshipped through the minor gods who are
considered God's intermediaries. "Man cannot of his own powers approach the
majesty of the great CXneke. The existence of public and private shrines
throughout Igboland where the Supreme God is worshipped are indices of his
existence and reality in Igbo traditional World-view.
i.3W!(/hn#

Dr Ilogu goes on to discuss the concept of Chi in Igbo traditio~~al~worldview. According to him Chi-Ukwu or the "Over-soul" the author of heaven and
earth including the gods gives to each man at the time of his birth that man's
particular portion of the divine being called Chi".IIe had earlier called Chi the
guardian spirit. Later he calls Chi the spiritual double of the man through out his
life. He writes:
Whatever abilities, good or bad fortunes, success, f d u r e s or
weaknesses possessed by the man are often attributed to his Chi.
Children of the same parents are therefore variously endowed by

different kinds of Clzi. Through this Clzi, Chitzeke connects himself
with all created human beings and the closer such nlen are to one
another the nearer they are to each other. Because individual Chi
differs, every man is expected to prove of what kind his own Chi
is, by various economic and social activi~ies.~"
Ilogu contends also that CHI-UKWU and Chi are inseparably bound
together, as cause is bound to effect, and that Chi is a particular portion of the
divine being, the guardian spirit, the spiritual double. From his exposition of the
concept of Chi one is tempted to ask what kind of being Chi can be in the
ontological order whether it is a substance or an accident. But the most important
aspect of his exposition is that he has added morc to the concepts of God in
Igboland which will definitely help us in determining the right name and place
of God in Igbo Ontology.

KMMANUEL EDEH (REV. FR.)
In his book Toutards Igbo Metaphysics, Edeh identifies three basic names
and most commonly used names of God among the Igbo as "Chukwu, Osebuluwn
and Chineke". Every other names of God are derived from these three.
According to Edeh, Chi is an important concept in Igbo Theodicy and for
the Igbo Chi" does not really connote spirit or monad kind of group - self or
multiple ego able to manifest itself in several individuals at the same time or even
the individual guardian angel. It was his conviction that:

.

Chi cannot mean guardian angel because the idea of a guardian
angel came to the Igbos only with Christianity. It completely defies
the imagination to accept Chi as an ancestral emanation since this
would indicate that the concept has nothing to do with God. To
believe this is absurd since it is the basic concept in practically all
the Igbo names for God. Talbots idea that CIzi is a "Monad" which
exists outside of man or "a multiple ego" would inevitably lead to
the belief that the Igbos have a polytheistic notion of God, which
actually they do not have. Indeed, illis claim would be
contradictory to the Igbo concept of Clzukwu which means "the
highest Chi. There can be only one highest Chi, otherwise it would
not be the highest (Chukwu a m buzi Chi-ukw~)~'
For Edeh who does not subscribe to any of the theological meanings of

Chi an answer or the proper notion of Chi has to be found in the philosophical
analysis of the term: Chi according to Edeh is a concept whose philosophical
meaning or connotation is not easy to come by. "This is due to the particularity
and the universality of its dimension, that is, its equivocal meaning: Chi in its
particular connotation is reserved to the Supreme Being. But considered in its
universality it is found in all being^".^' This Chi that is found in all beings does
not in any way mean that the Igbo have a pantheislic notion of God. Rather it is
to be understood as "the most intimate metaphysical presence of God in the
created". It is God's intimate presence, an innermost presence. It is the presence
in creature. Chi is the very act of existing Ndu. God is at the heart of every
being as the being's Chi.
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The concept of Chi in Edeh has led him to derive the meaning of Chiizeke
from three words: CHI-NA-EKE (Chi who creates). And for him, therefore OnyeOkike and Chi-na-eke are specifically reserved for the Supreme Being who alone

t

can make out of nothing, the maker of all entities." Similarly Chi-ukwu means
4

(the highest Chi) not only in the sense that he is the topmost in the list, but "he
is highest in the absolute sense", that is, "in that he is a being who is totally
other". He is the unlimited fullness of being, the Lofty, One sublime and
incomprehensible. He is transcendent.
The philosophical analysis of the concepts of God and Chi in Igbo
metaphysics in Edeh apart from contributing to the understanding of God and Chi
also went beyond theological approach avoiding the deficiency in conveying the
original meaning of the concepts among the Igbo. And as a philosopher he
avoided any philosophical error in his assertions by providing rational grounds
for all the assertions entertained. But one feels that there is some element of
"reading in" of Christian concepts into Igbo concepts in Edeh's examination of
Chi in its universality and "creation" in Igbo World-view, namely, creation out
of nothing.

CNRISTOPIIER U.M. EZEKWUGO
In his book Chi The True God In Igbo Religion, Ezekwugo insists that the
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principal God of the Igbo is not CHI-UKWU or Chineke or even Osebuluwa.
According to Ezekwugo, originally CHI-UKWU was just a local god of the A r m
who was suddenly elevated to the status of a chief god on account of the widespread distribution of the Aros throughout Igboland and the superior cleverness
of the Aro people themselves who were bent on monopolising the economic
profits accruing from their trade in slaves with Europeans. The attribution of
Supreme Power to this Oracle by the Igbo, misled the early missionaries into
accepting his name as the Igbo equivalent of God. The protestant pioneer
missionaries

- Africans for that matter - identified Chukwu with God.

Later on

discovering their mistake they dropped Chukwu and retained the alternative
Chineke which was more or less a creation of the missionaries.

Explaining further, Ezekwugo made Chineke an artificial God. This is
because the Church Missionary Society pioneer missionaries rendered God as
Chinelce and this was retained after CIzukwu was dropped. Although this word
Chineke is originally pagan, the nleaning given to it by Bishop Crowder "God the

Creator", is almost totally a new creation. This n~caningis so far removed from
the pagan one that no Igbo heathen recognizes the Christian Chineke as having
anything to do with the Chineke of his religion. Because in the traditional
religion, Chineke designates two different spiritual entities: Chi and Eke who are
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the owners of man, together they create an individual. Ezekwugo therefore
believes strongly that it is an i~npossibilityto get at the true notion of Chi if one
has accepted the explanation that Igbo idea of God is to be found in "the High
God" Chuhvu, or in the name Chineke; or that Chi has the meaning, spirit.
Ezekwugo then gives a new-meaning of Chi. Chi according to him is the
God-head who alone is the explanation of man's lil'e. It is Chi who actually shifts
each person from the world of unborn children and through that of human
existence on earth to the third and final world of the dead. It is from Chi that
parents receive their children in trust. Chi is specilkally seen here by Ezekwugo
as a personal protective deity variously explained as an emanation of God, a
spark of Divinity "God within".
Eke, Agu or Aka is believed by Ezekwugo lo be the second divinity also
involved in transferring of the child from its first world to the hands of parents
after the child has come from Chi. This eke is a mediator between the parents
and Clti commits the child to the temporal care of h e parents. The eke does not
merely play the part of a receiver in a passive role, but has active role to play:
interceding with Chi on behalf of the parents and together with him, fixing the
destiny of the child, namely, all that he child will be and achieve during his
earthly life: its sex (whether male or female), its term of life (whether long or
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short), its social and economic standing, (whether noble or base, rich or poor);
its occupation and trade (whether a farmer, a diviner, a herbalist, an artist etc).
For each item Clzi gives the eke a choice and whatever the eke chooses for its
god-son is decisive. It is with this understanding of Chi and eke that Ezekwugo
contends that Clzi and Eke together are the creator and owner of man. The
respective roles of Chi and that of Eke are quite distinct and are held separate.
It is to Clzi that nlan is indebted to for his existence as such, and to Eke
particularly he is indebted to for his earthly existence, that is, for his being born
with particular characteristics and to this or that parental couple. It is in the
corning of man into this world that Eke or Agu or Aka come into play. Chi is one
thing Agu is another thing.
The two major conclusions which Ezekwugo makes that are vital to this
investigation are as follows: CHI-UKWUhas been erroneously introduced as the
best and appropriate term that best describes the traditional idea of God. In its
stead he contends vigorously that Chi (God) is the right term for God in Igbo
traditional Ontology. He writes:
Chukuisnz cannot be the true and correct assessment of Igbo
religion nor furnish us with the correct true heathen idea of God.
For that it will be necessary to dismiss, the whole question of
'High God' and turn around to a serious study of the personal
protective deity Chi which variously has been explained as an
emanation of God, a spark of Divinity, God within. These

explanations are a strong indication that the notion of Chi is at least
very closely bound up with Igbo idea of God.33
-Ezekwugo also observes with dismay that CHI-UKWU has also been
falsely introduced into the Igbo Traditional Thought and assigned the highest
position among all the beings in Igbo Ontology. He therefore assigned the highest
position to his Chi instead of CHI-UKWU. Let us hear him:
There is no better way of presenting the Igbo world than to make
a study of what these "pagans" mean by the term Chi-rza-Eke and
the relation they have to man.. . Until now the presentation of Igbo
World-view has been based on the false assumption that the so
called High God, Chukwu, represents the Igbo idea of Supreme
Being. Chukwu has been introduced as the Being to whom every
other deity - called minor gods - is r e ~ p o n s i b l e . ~ ~
Ezekwugo's diagrammatical representation of the hierarchy of beings in Igbo WmlL

OnvbL world-view has Chi instead of CHI-UKWU at the apex of the hierarchy.)' His
exposition represents a gross display of ignorance of the concept of Chi in Igbo
world-view. What is more, he loses sight of the etymological and linguistic
analysis of the concepts of CHI-UKWU and Chitzeke and focused all his attention
on the artificial local god of the Aro which was a typical example of a case where
the original concept of the Supreme Being was manipulated for economic
purposes and religious Supremacy by localising the Supreme Being of the Igbo
and making it nearer and more accessible to them.
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T.U. NWALA
Dr. Nwala's Work: Igbo Philosophy, is basically a search for an Igbo philosophy
in its two important horizons, namely, pre-modern and modern periods, rather
than a treatment of our specific area - Ontology. But because Ontology usually
feeds the three branches of philosophy, namely Metaphysics, Natural philosophy
or Cosmology and philosophy of Mind (Philosophical psychology) areas Nwala
tried to cover in his book, the work is therefore, indirectly concerned with
discussions similar to those undertaken in this investigation. In what may be
regarded as his treatment of Igbo concept of God, Nwala, names Chineke,
C/zukwu, Ezeclzitoke and Osebuluwa as various names of the Supreme Being

among the Igbo. Discussing the object of Igbo religious beliefs Nwala enumerates
the following:
(a) Belief in a supreme-Being - Chuktvu, Chineke, Osebuluwa,
Ezechitoke .
(b) Numerous local deities with specific but overlapping functions Agbara, arusi.
(c) The divinity of the ancestors - Ndichie.
(d) Oracles and systems of Divinatim
(e) Numerous abstract forces which are personified and religiously
manipulated through sacrifices, prayers and medicine and charms
in order to achieve certain objective^.^^
"These" Nwala continues, "constitute the supernatural or transcendental beings
on whom the traditional Igbo feel dependent for his being, life, survival and

prosperity. They give him life, children wealth and health. They protect and
prosper him. Consequently, he prays, sacrifices and worships them".
Nwala also acknowledges that the Supreme Being of the Igbo is not of the
rank and file of the divinities in Igbo beliefs since "the divinities have no absolute
existence, they were brought forth by God and owe their existence to Him. In the
words of Nwala:
The Supreme Being; - Clzineke, Cl~ukwu,Ezechitoke, Osebuluwn.
This is the only being which does not seem to come under the term
"nature god; though he may be associated with the sky, (Eluigwc)
or sun (Anyanwu), etc. This is as a result of the fact that the
Supreme Being is a personification of the absolute in human life
and thought. The Supreme Being is conceived under two major
principles - (1) The principle of creation - Okike (Chineke). (2)The
principle of absoluteness - Ukwu (Chi-Ukwu). Both principles are
however implied by the general principles of divinity and 'absolute
dependence' which are implied in the conception of Chi or god.
The principle of Creation (Okike) shows man's origin, whereas the
principle of absolute dependence shows the source of his continued
existence and we1fares3'
Nwala concludes with an exposition of the relationship between the
Supreme Being and Chi. Chineke (the God who creates) or Chi-nu-eke (the God
and creator) brings man into being, and at the same time, endows him with his
nature and his destiny. The concrete conceptions of this nature and destiny are

Uwa and the personal Chi which every man has. Chi is thus conceived as the
Supreme Being, the personal deity also known as Chi and the idea of fate or Uwa
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also known as Chi.
The foregoing are the contributions of scholars towards the search for an
ideal solution to the God-question in Igbo traditional World-view. The debate on
whether or not the concept of the Supreme Being is wholly a cultural import still
rages on. That is not all, the nature, place, attributes, role and the relationship
that exists between the Igbo Supreme Being and the gods still haunt scholars of
Igbo Philosophy, today. The end of the debate is not even in sight especially as
it has become fashionable today for scholars of Igbo traditional philosophy to
distinguish between Igbo God and Christian God. These problems must be
readdressed to arrive at an Ideal solution to them. But before we begin our
investigation of God in Igbo Ontology, which is the proper context within which
God is to be studied in this thesis, let us have a brief study of God in Western
philosophy. This brings us to the next Chapter, namely Chapter Two.
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CHAPTER TWO

GOD IN WESTERN PHILOSOPHY

It is not the task of this Chapter to go into detail the works of these
representative Western philosophers, namely, Aristotle, St. Thomas Aquinas and
Hegel. If I were to use Russel's words:
It is a large and serious question, and if I were to attempt to deal
with it in any adequate manner I should have to keep you here until
kingdom come, so that you will have to excuse me if I deal with it
in a somewhat summary fashion.'
Consequently our concern is their notions of God or the ultimate in their
philosophies ill a summary form as part of' their contribution in the God question debate in Western philosophy.
Their contributioris as we stated earlier on, will give us a spread in years
of what God is in Western thought; form the background to our further

investigation of the concepts of God in Igbo Ontology. In the end, that is to say,
having studied the notions of God in both cultures, namely, Western and Igbo,
we would be able to see the contributions of Western thought to Igbo traditional
notions of God and vice-versa. It (this chapter) therefore serves as a kind of
introduction to our later analysis of God in Igbo Ontology.
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In discussing these philosophers' views it is of course necessary to make
use of the works in both religion and pl~ilosopl~y.
Naturally one would be
tempted to start off with a straight forward exposition of the doctrines of these
philosophers on God since that is the core issue of this Chapter. However, it
seems better to begin this inquiry by a few introductory reflections on the life,
birth and influences of these great philosophers, namely Aristotle, 'the
philosopher'; St. Thomas Aquinas surnamed 'Angelic Doctor'; and Iiegel 'the
father of modern idealism'. This is because the circumstances of their lives
would, obviously have some unavoidable influences on their thoughts. Later,
their doctrines on God will be examined and analysed.
2.2

PHILOSOPHY OF GOD IN ARISTOTLE
In the intellectual history of Europe, Aristotle enjoys such an

unprecedented position. He is known simply to so many generations of thinkers
as "The philosopher" .2 For Dante, Aristotle is the "master of those who know".
Darwin talking about his contributions in Biology argued that his "two gods":
Linnaeus and Cuvier were great but qualify as school boys when compared to
Aristotle. His contributions in formal logic cannot be overemphasized. "In effect
it has been observed that all studies in formal logic until very recent times were
footnotes to his work.3 And in the study of ethics, politics and literary criticism,
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he set standards of sanity, urbanity and penetration by which his successors two
thousand years later may still be severely judged. His theological speculations are
still the basis for the natural theology of the Roman Catholic Church. "There is
no problem in any of the branches of what is still called philosophy - Ontology,
epistemology, Metaphysics, ethics

- on

which his remarks do not continue to

deserve the most careful attention from the modern inquirer" .4

2.2.1 Brief Life A~idTimes of Aristotle 384-322 B.C.
Aristotle, called "The Philosopher" by medieval thinkers "was born in 384

B.C. at Stagira in Northern G r e e ~ e " His
. ~ father Nicomachus, who had been
employed by the Macedonian king Amyntas I1 died leaving him to the care of
a guardian named Proxenus. Had his father lived, Aristotle would have been
destined for the medical profession since his father was by profession a
physician. But at the age of seventeen it was arranged that he should pursue his
studies at Athens in the Academy of Plato. So 11e left Stagira for Athens which
was then the cultural melting-pot and capital of Greece. It was here that he
enrolled in Plato's Academy, where he spent twenty years as a pupil and a
member. He was tremendously influenced by Plato's thought and personality that
it became difficult to reconstruct with exactness just when Aristotle's thought
diverged from Plato's.
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On leaving the Academy in 347 B.C. at the instance of Plato's death and
on the invitation of Hermeias, his friend, he arrived at Asia Minor. It was at
Assos, that he first took up residence in Asia Minor because Hermeias was his
friend. "Here, Aristotle got married to Pythias, the niece of Hermeias who bore
him a d a ~ g h t e r "On
. ~ leaving Assos, he was opportuned to reside at Mytilene,
on the Island of Lesbos where he taught and continued his investigations in
Biology, studying especially the many forms of marine life. Here he also became
known as an advocate of a United Greece, urging that such a union would be
more successful in an independent city-states in resisting the might of Persia.
In 342 B.C. he returned to his birth place Macedonia. Philip of Macedon
invited Aristotle to become the tutor of his son Alexander who was then thirteen
years old. As a tutor to a future ruler, Aristotle's interest included politics.
When in 336, Alexander ascended the throne after his father,
Philip's death, Aristotle's duties as tutor had come to an end and
after a brief stay in his home town of Stagira, he returned to
Athens where he set up his own school, [he Lyceum, side by side
with Ylato's Academy which was in the hands of Platonists who
were not friendly with Aristotle.'
Upon his return and setting up his own school at Athens Aristotle embarked upon
the most productive period of his life. He not only taught and lectured in his
academy, but he formulated his main ideas about the classification of the
sciences, fashioned a bold new science of Logic, and wrote down his advanced
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ideas in every major branch of philosophy and science exhibiting an extraordinary
command of universal knowledge. He lost his wife at this second visit to Athens
and later entered into a relationship with Herpyllis, which was never legalized but
which was a happy permanent, and affectionate union from which there came a
son Nichornachus, after whom the Nichoinachean Ethics was named.
After the death of Alexander in 323, Aristotle was in danger from the antiMacedonian party at Athens. He really found his stay and position in Athens very
precarious because the Anti-Macedonian party charged him of impiety. And to
save himself from the fate of Socrates, his "grand father", and the Athenians
from a second crime against philosophy he left Lyceum and fled to Chalcis in the
Island of Euboea where he died at the age of 62 in 322 B.C. of a digestive
disease leaving Theophratus incharge of the school. In his will, he expressed
sensitive human qualities by providing that some of his slaves should be set free.

INFLUENCES ON ARISTOTLE
It was Plato who really influenced Aristotle early in his academic life.
Aristotle's twenty years in the Academy left a deep impression on his intellect
and outlook. Although the common-sense cast of his mind and his early
connection with the science of medicine made him primarily a biologist rather
than a mathematician, it remains true that what his philosophy has in common
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with Platonism is as striking as the differences. Arislotle owed much to Plato just
as Plato owed much to Socrates. It was a profound debt, and he shows that in
many passages of his work that he recognized and acknowledged it. In a
celebrated passage of his Ethics he indicates that his affection for Plato takes
second place only to his love of the truth; "Both are clear to us", Aristotle
writes, but truth must be preferred".
Indeed, it is usually said that, Aristotle studied with Plato, during Plato's
"later" period, a time when Plato's interests had shifted towards mathematical
method and natural science. During this time, also specialists in various sciences,
such as Medicine, Anthropology and Archeology, came to the Academy. This
meant that Aristotle was exposed to a vast array of empirical facts, which
because of his temperament he found useful for research and for his mode of
formulating scientific concepts. It may be, ~hercfore, that the intellectual
atmosphere of the Academy marked by some of Plato's latest dominant concerns
and the availability of collected data in special fields provided Aristotle with a
direction in philosophy that was congenial to his scientific disposition.
Aristotle eventually did depart from some of Plato's doctrines, though the
degree of difference between Plato and Aristotle is still a matter of careful
interpretation. Whatever the difference in temperament and in doctrine and
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inclinations between these two great minds, the fact remains that Aristotle did not
break with Plato personally, as he remained at the Academy until Plato's death.

WORKS
Aristotle was a prolific writer. For purposes of convenience, Aristotle's
writings may be grouped under three headings: Popular writings, memoranda and
collections of material, and scientific and philosophical treatises.

POPULAR WRITINGS
These include some poems of which three fragments survive, and also the
fragments of certain letters, not all of which are genuine. But far more important
are the dialogues and certain other philosophical works constituting what Aristotle
refers to in the treatises as "exoteric writings"

-

written for those outside the

school and it is opposed to esoteric" applicable to the treatises and meaning "for
those inside the school" without conveying any idea of secrecy or mystery. Of
these exoteric writings the most important are the Elrdenzus, the Protrepticus, on
Philosophy, On the Good, and on The Ideas. None of these survived but in some
cases we have substantial extracts or summaries, and overall there are more than
one hundred direct quotations and references in later writers to these works.
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MEMORANDA AND COLLECTIONS OF MATERIAL
Over two hundred titles are preserved in three ancient catalogues of
Aristotle's works. Here belongs the 158 constitutions of Greek city states, of
.which the constitution of the Athenians rediscovered in a papyrus in 1890 alone
survives, a record of dramatic festivals, called the Didascalia, no longer extant;
and perhaps also the surviving problems and Historia Aizirnulium clearly,
Aristotle commissioned others within the school to prepare collections of research
materials, and this work continues after his death.
SCIENTIFIC AND PHILOSOPHICAL TREATISES
These constitute the surviving Corpus or body of Aristotle's writings and,
excluding certain spurious works, they may be listed as follows:
LOGICAL WORKS, Physical works, psychological works, works of
Natural History and philosophical works. His philosophical works include:

Metaphysics where his doctrine of the ultimate or the unmoved Mover is detailed.
Others are Nichoi~zachearzEthics, Eudeiniaiz Ethics, Magiza Moralia, Politics,

Rhetoric, Art of Poetry.
2.2.2 Concept And Definition of God in Aristotle
For Aristotle, God is the "highest and purest of substance".' God is "the
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unmoved Mover, the ultimate source of motion" .9 His God is the ancestor of that
"God of the philosophers and scholars" which Paschal rejected. His God is quite
different from the God of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob. The God of Aristotle
is not the object of religious worship. Aristotle's God "is an answer to the
philosophical and cosmological problems rather than object of worship or a
source of spiritual redernpti~n".'~
The God of Aristotle has a dual function of
accounting for the continuous occurrence of motion and change and providing a
principle of unity for the world. G. Patzig in Articles on Aristotle describes God
in Aristotle briefly and confidently as "an eternal; unmoving and immaterial
substance." D.J.Allan discussing the Heavens and the Unmoved Mover portrays
God in Aristotle as a "being which is subject to no change or movement but a
source of perpetual change in the ~ o r l d " . 'He
~ is a being which is itself
Unmoved but can cause eternal motion.
2.2.3 Aristotle's Proof of the Existence of God
The consideration of the existence of God and His nature was approached
by Aristotle from the starting point of man's ordinary experience of motion or
change which no reasonable man denies which is the way of the philosopher.

C.B.Kerferd in his article on "Aristotle" which appeared in the Encyclopedia of
philosophy summarizes Aristotle's proof for the existence of God as follows:

The potential is actualized only by some actually existing thing as
cause. Consequently the prime mover must exist actually because
it actualizes potential movements throughout the universe.. ..13
According to Kerferd, Aristotle's proof of the existence of God is based on his
initial belief on the necessity of an unmoved mover and the contrast between
Actuality and Potentiality. Indeed on the existence and definition of God, it is
explicit that for Aristotle the existence of God is not doubted and that his nature
is not far fetched. He is a perfect, Unmoved Mover and the Actual being who
is the source of the being of all beings in our experience.
G. Patzig has a concise and elaborate causal explanation of the existence

of God by Aristotle. He writes:
Since there were three kinds of substances two of them natural and
one unchanging, with regard to the later, we must say that it is
necessary that there should be an eternal unchanging substance. For
substances are first among existing things, and if they were all
perishable then everything might perish. There must then be such
a principle whose being is actuality. For how will anything be put
into motion if there is no motive cause? But since there is
something which moves while itself unmoved and which is an
actuality, this cannot be otherwise than it is. For locomotion is the
first of all changes, and again circular motion is the first among
types of locomotion and this the first mover produces. It therefore
exists of necessity; and in so far as its existence is necessary, it is
at the same time good and in this sense a principle on such a
principle then, depend the heavens and nature.I4
Aristotle does not equate the Unmoved Mover with the First Mover, as
though motion could be traced back to a time when motion began. Nor was the
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Unmoved Mover considered by him a creator in the sense of later theology,
creation "ex-Nihilo"," that is to say, creation from nothing. "This mover is not",
according to Aristotle, "an efficient cause in the sense of exerting power or
force, or as expressing a will. Such an act would imply potentiality as when one
says that God willed to create the world".16

2.2.4 Nature and Attributes of God in Aristotle
For Aristotle, God is "the highest and purest substance". "There is only
one world and only one God for if there are two or more worlds and
consequently two or more Gods, the Gods would have to be differentiated by
matter and therefore could not be pure form and actuality".''
The activities of God is "thought" which is the highest activity and he
thinks about himself for he is the highest "object of thought".18 It is not God who
created the world. Consequently:
There is clearly no place in Aristotle's Scheme for the creation of
the world by God, although the world depends on him as the
ultimate cause of all that happens within it."
God is a "Wholly Other". The good in the world according to Aristotle is both
its immanent order and the perfection of the transcendent God, but there is no
suggestion that God is himself immanent in the world or even that he is aware
of anything outside of himself. There is therefore no accommodation for divine

providence in Aristotle.
"God is "pure form" and "pure actuality" for any admixture of matter or
potentiality would destroy his primacy and i n d e p e n d e n ~ e "Aristotle
.~~
in trying
to explain how an Unmoved Mover can cause motion, compared it to be a
beloved who moves the lover just by being the object of love, by the power of
attraction and not by force. By so doing Aristotle likens the action of the
unmoved mover to the effect of love or desire. The object of love is the cause
of change in the lover without itself being changed. Similarly, God is the object
of the aspirations of other substances but is not hi~nselfsusceptible to change or
motion. God unifies the world by being the ultimate towards which other beings
aspire. "He is the pinuacle of Aristotle's teleological hierarchy" .21
The supreme mover, God, can have no extension in space. He is therefore
pure spirit. It could not be infinite, for there is no such a thing as an infinite
magnitude. It could not be finite, for since it operates forever, it must possess
infinite force. Aristotle does not explicitly say in his Physics that one such mover
will suffice to explain the observed phenomena. But in Book XI1 in the
theological part of his Metaphysics he opts for "One World" and "One God" who
is a unifying force of all other beings in the universe both spiritual and pliysical.
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2.2.5 Aristotle's Hierarchy of Beings

Aristotle in his Metaphysics devotes a section of it to the examination of
the hierarchy of beings. His conceptions of God as the "absolute" (which was
later to influence Hegel's doctrine of the Absolute spirit); as the highest and
purest of substances; as a unifying force behind every other beings in the
universe both spiritual and physical; and as the ultimate end towards which other
beings aspire as their final end in no uncertain terms place God at the highest
position within the categories of being.
It is not our burden here to examine the whole of Aristotle's Ontology
which deals with beings and their categories; their relationship and roles in
nature. Rather our interest is on the Aristotle's categories of beings, namely
spiritual and physical beings. The point of Aristotle is that the world of the
spirits, of human beings and other lower organic and inorganic substances form
one totality of existing beings or reality.
For him, (Aristotle) there exists a hierarchy of beings ranging from God
on top, who is the "Supreme Mover", and "Pure Spirit". He is followed by other
beings in the universe who are also arranged in their hierarchy to the degree they
have being nearer to Him who possesses it in its fullness or highest degree.

This highest position accorded God, as the ultimate or absolute by
Aristotle are also frequently used by philosophers "because in theology, God is
looked upon as the Primordial being from which all things flow". W.T. Stace's
categorization of beings according to their hierarchy and his own comments on
God in Aristotle throws more light on Aristotle's hierarchy of beings. He writes:
Now at the top of the scale of being in Aristotle's philosophy
comes absolutely matterless form. This absolute form is what
Aristotle calls God - because form is the source of all existence.
This pure form contains no matter, but the form of form. And this
becomes transformed into the famous Aristotle's definition of God
as the "thought of thought". God does not think matter, He thinks
only thought. He is thought, and the object of this thought is
thought itself. He thinks therefore, only himself. God is selfconsciousness. "Thought of thought" is equivalent to the phrase
"form of forms". Form is the universal, the universal is the real,
the absolute. Hence the real, the absolute is thought. And since
thought is the essence of mind, we may express this by saying that
the absolute is mind.22
In Tempel's exposition of the Ontology of the Bantu as revolving around
the concept of a unique value, namely, "Vital force", he readily agrees with
Aristotle that of all forces operating in the universe, God, the Supreme force
ranks highest. He writes:
In addition there exists a hierarchy of forces ranging from God on
top, the arch-patriarchs, founders of different clans, the dead of the
tribe or the ancestors according to their order of primogeniture, the
living who are also arranged in hierarchy, not according to juridical
criteria, but as ordered by their own being in accordance with
primogeniture and their vital rank; that is to say, according to their
vital power.23

For Parrinder:
At (the) apex was God the Supreme Being; on the two sides were
-the great spiritual powers manifested in gods and anceslors, and at
the base were the lower powers of magic. In the middle was man
under the influence of many different kinds of powers."
2.2.6 Summary
Aristotle's philosophy of God is to be seen as a study of pure form and
actuality. The God, or "Unmoved Mover" of his Metaphysics stands at the
summit of the hierarchy of substances as the ultimate moving cause whose
activity is the source of all motion and change. God is one, pure form, pure
moving cause and pure end, the Supreme instance of the identity of all the three
non-material causes.
Such a God exists and there are three main routes to God, namely, reason,
revelation and religious experience. But Aristotle claims that reason can obtain
a certain knowledge of God's existence and nature. The degree to which God is
transcendent or immanent depends on the view that is taken of his relation to the
world. God is at once a Wholly Other", a transcendent God, pure thought and
he thinks of Himself as His activity. In effect the doctrine of the immanent God
is foreign to Aristotle's concept of God. God is completely not aware of anything
outside Himself. There is no room for divine provjdence in Aristotle.
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God can therefore be viewed as a final but not efficient cause of the world.
This is Aristotle's view. According to him, God is the world's "Priinc Mover".
God moves the world in the sense that he educes form from its material structure
by inspiring it, through a series of subordinate Movers or "Intelligencies" to love
him as its end or goal. Aristotle expressly denied a creation of the world by God.
For him, matter is ungenerated and eternal. Aristotle's mode of relating God to
the world is the same as Plato's. Plato in his Timaeus God is bounded on the one
hand by the world of forms and on the other by pre-existing matter. IHis work is
to impose the forms on matter, and so constructs a rationally ordered whole.
God, time and matter are eternal realities. For him there is motion but not
creation in time. Aristotle is unique in his own way. He has of course not said
the last world about God. Moreover many of his ideas of Him are not clear at
all. We next examine St. Thomas Aquinas conception of God to see how his
ideas vary or not vary from those of Aristotle.

2.3

GOD IN ST. THOMAS AQUINAS

2.3.1 Life and Times of Aquinas 1225-1274
St. Thomas Aquinas, also called "Angelic Doctor" a Catholic theologian
and philosopher of great fame was born at Rocasecca, Italy; the youngest son of
Landolfo and Teodora of Aquino related to the imperial and royal families of

Aragon, Sicily and France. At 5, he was sent to the monastery of Monte Cassino
where his uncle Sinnebald ruled as Abbot and it was here that "he was brought
up as an oblate by his parents in 1230".25
In this nlonastery it was said that the young Thomas busied himself with
the question, "Quid est Deus" (What is God). He lived in the monastery for nine
years and it was reported that:
The fact, moreover, that he remained from the age of five to
fourteen under the influence of a Benedictine environment in which
humanism, science and religion formed an indivisible whole,
cannot have failed to leave deep traces upon his mind.26
With the death of Sinnebald in 1243, December, 24th, he returned to his
father's castle. After a brief stay at home, a decisive change occurred in the life
of Thomas. "He entered the University of Naples, but while in that city he was
fascinated by the life of some Dominican Friars at a nearby convent and decided
to enter their order" .27 With the influence of Frederick 11, Thomas had to
overlook the licentious life obtained in the university and faced his studies. His
mother objected to this venture and with the help of Thomas brother, she went
to the extent of imprisoning the young Thomas.
Thomas having spent a year and half in prison, devoted to prayer and
studies, escaped to Paris. It was later learnt that he made for Cologne where he
came under the influence of a prodigious scholar Albert the Great whose
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enormous intellectual achievements had earned him the title "the Universal
Teacher" .28
During his long and intimate association with Albert both at Paris and
Cologne, Thomas' mind was shaped in decisive ways by the vast range of
Albert's learning and by his views on particular problems:
It may be said that in these six years of intensive work and in daily
intercourse with Albert the Great, St Thomas assimilated the
essential parts of all the materials which had been amassed by the
encyclopaedic erudition of his master and was to be recast in turn
by him in a view philosophical and theological system.29
In 1252, St. Thomas returned to Paris, where he passed, though not
without incidents, through the regular stages leading to the degree of masters in
Theology. He therefore commented on the bible (1252-1254) then on the
sentences of Peter Lombard (1254-1256). In 1256, Thomas received the degree
of licentiate in Theology and was placed at the head of the school at St. James.
While fulfiling his task as an assistant professor, Thomas composed his
Commentaries on the book of the sentences. He taught for three academic years
up to the summer vocations of 1259.
In late 1259 Thomas taught successively at Rome, Bologna, Viterbro,
Perugia and Naples. In his lectures as well as in his writings, he was activated
by two-fold purposes (a) To defend the truth against the attack of its enemies; (b)
To build up a system of Theology and philosophy. In 1257, he began working
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on the Summa Contra Gentiles at Paris and between 1261 and 1264 the work was
completed. This great work was undertaken at the humble request of St.
Raymond of Pennafort for the sole purpose of defending the church against the
Arabian Pantheists and their adherents.
The greatest and last work of St. Thomas best described as the most
important contribution to Christian Theology and philosophy was Summa

Tlzeologiae. This was begun at Bologna about the year 1271. It is a summary not
only of Catholic Theology but also of philosophy. Hence the name Summa
Theologiae-summary of Catholic Theology. Here he begins with the question of
God's existence, treats the nature and attributes of God, His place and role in
created things in the universe. He really traces the process of things from God
and the return of man to God through Christ by means of the sacraments
instituted by Christ. It treats therefore the creation and government of the
universe, of the origin and nature of man, of humall destiny, of virtues, vices and
law of all the great problems of speculative and practical philosophy. It is the key
to the thought of St. Thomas. It contains the views and contentions of his more
mature years of experience, and the Summa is to be preferred whenever
discrepancies or irregularities occur between the doctrines of the Summa and the
other views maintained in his earlier works.

During his career as a professor, Thomas composed the Questiones
Disputationae (Disputed Questions) and the Quod Liberta (undisputed questions.
The former was a treatises on the problems arising from the interpretation of
Aristotle and Lombard. The later was answers to questions put to the master by
pupils or by outsiders.
After the composition of the first and second parts of the Sumina
Theologiae, Thomas took up his abode at the convent of his order in Naples and
there devoted himself to the completion of the third part. After a year and half,
having reached the ninetieth question, he felt he could not continue with the work
and when urged by his friend, Reginald to proceed further, he simply said that
it was not possible for him. But "in 1274 Pope Gregory X called hiin to Lyons
to participate in a council".30 In obedience, however, to the command of the
Pope, he set out for Lyons, and while on his way there he felt sick, and when the
Cistercian monks of Fossa Nova, near Marienza, invited him to their cloister, he
accepted their invitation. There he spent the last days of his life among the sons
of St. Benedict, whose brethren at Monte Cassino had watched over his early
education and there "he died on March 7, 1274"31
while expounding the Canticle
of Canticles.

HIS WORKS
Although St. Thomas did not enjoy "length of days" which the Book of

Wisdom remarks is not what makes life honourable, yet, within the given fortynine years of his life on earth, he left an indelible mark on the sands of history.
The bulk of his works which is very considerable bear testimony to his
intellectual acumen and sense of purpose.

PRINCIPAL WORKS
These include:

Commentaries on the works of Aristotle.
Commentaries on the books of sentences.
Exegetical works that is to say Cornrnentaries on the Scripture, and the

Collectiorzs of the opinion of Patristic exponents of the text.
Co~nmentarieson the Pseudo-Dionysian treatise, De Divinis Nominibus and
on the Boethiari treatise, De Hebdornarzdibus and De Trinitate.

Summa Contru Gentiles, Suinrna Theologiae, Questiones Disputatue
Opuscula and Quod Libeta
In the study of the philosophy of God in St. Thomas Aquinas, we are
going to face a task not quite the same with that of Aristotle. The reason is
simple. It is "the study of a philosophical theologian of the middle ages".32The
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philosopher as such professes to draw truth from the spring of reason alone, the
"philosophical Theologian" draws truth from two different sources: "Reason and
faith in the truth revealed by God, and its interpreter, the

And so

Thomas brought together philosophy and Theology for according to him they
played complementary roles in man's quest for truth.
Aquinas doctrine on God is based on his conviction that any basic error
on this subject could affect the direction of a person's life, directing him either
towards or away from God who is man's ultimate end. Therefore the correct
knowledge and concept of God according to St. Thomas are of Supreme
importance to man. One great difficulty in Aquinas is to distinguish his essential
pl~ilosophicalideas from theological ones. His ideas on the God-question debate
exhibit difficulty.
The question which first bordered St Thomas most is whether or not
reason as an instrument is sufficient to reach the goal of metaphysical enquiry,
namely, the Divine Essence. Natural reason, lie says, left to itself, allows us to
attain certain truths concerning God and His nature. Philosophers are able to
establish by demonstration that God exists, that God is one and so on. But it must
also appear equally evident that certain forms of knowledge concerning the
Divine nature exceed by far the forces of human understanding. "The Christian
sage must join forces with the Greek sage".34SO that what reason cannot attain,

.

faith substitutes.
For St. Thomas reason and faith are the surest means of establishing God
or His Essence which is the true object of metaphysics. This is because there are
truths about God which are accessible to reason; and there are others which
transcend it. The role of faith in metaphysical knowledge says St. Thomas cannot
be overemphasized. Faith in the incomprehensible confers upon rational
knowledge its perfection and crowning completion. We do not, for example,
know God truly, unless we believe Him to be superior to all that man may think.
Moreover, the acceptance of faith, represses in us presumption, the mother of
error.
There are some who believe themselves able to measure Divine Nature
with the aid of their Reason. To propose to these people truths superior to their
understanding in the name of Divine authority is a means to recall to them the
fact of their own limitations. In this manner the discipline of faith immensely
profits reason. Faith in Revelation does not destroy the rationality of our
knowledge, on the contrary it allows it to develop more completely, just as grace
does not destroy our nature, but fertilizes, exults and perfects it, so faith, by its
influence upon Reason as such, promotes the development of a rational activity
of a more fruitful kind.
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This transcendental influence of faith upon u s o n is an essential fact
important to understand, if the true features of Thomistic philosophy are to be
clearly understood and preserved. Many of the criticisms leveled against St.
Thomas are based precisely on the alleged discovery of admixture of faith and
reason in his mode of argumentation. But St. Thomas contends that thought
proceeds under the helpful impulse of faith and that such are the relationship and
distinction between reason and faith. Neither reason nor faith can contradict each
other, nor ignore each other, nor be confused. Reason may well try to justify
faith but it will never transform faith into reason, for as soon as faith were to
abandon authority for proof, it would cease to believe; it would know. Having
laid down some guiding principles for proper understanding of Thomistic
tradition, let us begin with the essential attributes of God in St. Thomas.
2.3.2 Divi~ieAttributes in St. Thomas Aquinas

The examination of the nature and essence of God, that is to say, His
properties is necessary because in most systems of theology, even philosophy,
God is endowed with characteristics that distinguish him from other forms of
being.
Before examining the Divine essence in itself, St. Thomas Aquinas in the

Summa Contra Gentiles determines to what extent and under what conditions this
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essence is knowable to us. He maintains that the divine substance exceeds by its
immensity every form our intellect attains so that while we can know that God
is, we cannot know his essence or what He is. Regarding the nature and
attributes of God, Aquinas greatest emphasis was on how little we really know
about the Supreme Being. God is an immaterial being or an entirely different
nature from created spirits. Between God and other beings there is a marked
separation. God does not fall in the same Ontological status with any other being.
Hence God's nature transcends all species and genera. Man's natural knowledge
of God's nature is therefore very imperfect.

In recent times, divine transcendence has been stressed by Kierkegaard and
Bart11 as opposed to the Hegelian attempts to obtain a rational and synoptic
understanding of ultimate reality. Christian theologians like Thomas claim that
this transcendent God can be spoken of either negatively or Via Negativa or
positively (via affirmations).

THE NEGATIVE WAY
Since man's natural knowledge of God's nature is therefore very imperfect
achieved by negating various imperfections found in finite beings. According to
this negative way, we deny qualities to God by the use of such adjectives as
incorporeal and uncreated. Thus we come to know him by knowing what he is

not. This is what Etienne Gilson meant when he writes:
For the Divine essence exceeds in its immensity everything that the
human mind can grasp; we cannot therefore claim to know this
essence, nor consequently, start from it in an inquiry. We are
however, for all that not reduced to complete silence. If we cannot
attain to what the essence of God is, we can endeavour to ascertain
what he is not instead of starting from the essence which is
inaccessible to us, and adding positive differences which would
allow us to know progressively better and better what is, we can
collect a more or less considerable number of negative differences
which determine more and more accurately what it is not.35
Thus God is not in time, not in place, not subject to change and so on.
Undoubtedly, a knowledge of this kind is imperfect, for the only perfect
knowledge of an essence is that which gives us a knowledge of essence in itself.
Still it is a knowledge of some sort and worth more than sheer ignorance.

THE POSITIVE WAY
Furthermore, man, tnay reach some semi-positive knowledge of God by
way of analogy. According to Aquinas, God is being referred to in a positive
manner through an "analogy of proportionality". Thus goodness exists in God in
a "Supereminent" form, proportionate to his infi~litemode of being. God is
powerful but not in the finite manner of other beings, he is knowing, willing, and
SO

on.
Now that we have established that through the negative and positive ways

man can attain an imperfect knowledge of God which is knowledge of some sort

and worth more than sheer ignorance, a combination of the two processes of our
.-

knowledge of God makes it possible for us to derive the attributes of the divine
essence.

2.3.2.1

ENTITATIVE ATTRIBUTES

By entitative attributes we mean those attributes derived from God's being
as self - existence.

ETERNITY
St. Thomas places God outside time. He has neither beginning nor end and
is corisequently eternal. And by "eternity of God" Pantaleon Iroegbu means that
God is "Supratemporal" existing in an everlasting now. And from Boithius we
got a classical definition of eternity which Aquinas adopted. For Boethius eternity
is "the whole and perfect simultaneous possession of interminable life". It is
according to St. Augustine, indefinitely great span containing all past and all the
future. God is eternal because He is completely Being in Himself, possessing His
whole being in a simultaneous act.

INCORPOREALITY
St. Thomas in Cotztra Gentiles argues that since God is eternal, He cannot
not be; and since He cannot not be, it follows that there is nothing in Him which
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is merely in potency, and this means that He is pure act, He is not matter, but
immaterial and not composed. God is not composed of matter and form or of
various substances or of essence and existence. These entail limitation and this
is incompatible with divine perfection and with his being as Pure Act.

SIMPLICITY
This is another characteristic of God according to St. Thomas. Since there
is in God neither matter nor potency, there cannot be any composition in Him at
all, neither physically, logically, nor metaphysically. He is not made up of parts.
God is accordingly simple. God, therefore, contains nothing forcibly added or
imposed for to do so presupposes an addition and consequently a composition.

A corollary of the simplicity of God according to Thomas is that "God is not a
body". For every body is continuous and therefore composite and contains parts.
St Thomas in both Contra Gentiles and Sunzrna Theologiae responds that since
it has been shown that God is not a composite; and consequently not a body, that
it should refute all the idolatrous pagans who imagirled God in a bodily form, "as
well as the Marnicheans and Greek philosophers who substituted celestial bodies
or the elements for God".36
Aquinas adds to the Divine simplicity the notion that God is His own
essence. There is nothing composite in God. Consequently, God is His own
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essence. It is impossible, in any manner whatsoever for God to form part of
anything, either as a material or a formal principle. God is being itself. It is not
the form of a body. It is according to Aquinas, an error to posit God as the soul
of the world, as St. Augustine appears to hold. Indeed, to assert that God is the
soul of the first heaven; or to contend that God is the formal principle of all
things (an opinion attributed to the Amauritians) or even to commit the same
error made by David of Dinant who maintains that God is identical with primary
matter.

UNIVERSAL PERFECT BEING
According to Aquinas God is the "most universally perfect being" because
"He is not lacking in any kind of nobleness and perfection" .37 What this implies
is that God is completely excluded from all imperfections associated with finite
beings. This brings us to another characteristic of God when compared to finite
beings, namely, His infinity.

INFINITY
The infinity of the Christian God was implied in the account of his
transcendence and creative power, and in most systems, God's infinity makes him
free in degree, if not in kind, from at least some human limitations. But He is not
strictly infinite unless He is limitless throughout the whole range of his existence.
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If God is thus infinite, he must possess all properties in a mode that is free from
every limitation. He must be one, simple, incorporeal immutable, impassible
eternal, good, omniscient and omnipotent.
According to R. Tennant "the notion of infinitude as applied to the Deity
and the divine attributes was imported into Christianity or Christian theology
from Greek philosophy, where it appears in more than one form. The earliest
equivalent to the infinite is Anaximander's a peiron but this term soon became
a synonym for aurislon arid signified in philosophy the boundless not so much in
the sense of exceeding all limits as in that devoid of all defining limitations hence
the "indefinite" or "indeterminate" of Anaximander . Thus Aquinas discusses the
infinitude of God and argues that it is because the being of God is pure selfsubsistent, or not received, that it is called infinite. Thus non-limitation by other
self-subsistents is all that infinite then means. Indeterminateness, qualitative
endlessness are the equivalents of infinitude. No qualification of the infinity as
it is attributed to God is simpler than the definition given by Pantaleon Iroegbu.
For him "infinity" means "without limits", "without frontiers" of any type within
the genus of all possible perfections. He possesses a perfect actuality of all
perfections. God is pure and simple Being, He who is Everything that by its
nature is finite must fall within the definition of some genius. Now God does not
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come under any genius. He is consequently infinite. Infinity is a way intended to
express an eminently positive content, namely, the existence in God of all the
perfections to be found in created things but possessed by Him in the plenitude
of His being, in the Supreme degree. God is infinitely perfect intelligence, will,
and life. These three perfections are mentioned specifically since they constitute
the highest perfections of the most perfectly earthly creatures.
Infinite intelligence, will and life are the operative attributes of God
because they refer to God's immanent activities or operations. They concern
divine lived life as is known by reason. Others include: causality, consciousness,
enjoyment,

immanence, wisdom,

conservation,

concurrence,

fseedom,

personality, goverrunent and Providence.

UNICITY OF GOD
Aquinas argues that if God is the Supreme Good, it follows that God is
-unique. For according to Gilson, quoting St. Thomas, "It is not possible for two
Supreme Goods to exist, since the Supreme Good, being by definition the supraabundance of God, can exist in only one being. Now God is the Supreme Good.
Hence he is unique".38 St. Thomas argues that we can also arrive at the
uniqueness of God by starting our argument from Divine perfection since it has
been established that God is absolutely perfect; if therefore several gods existed,
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several absolutely perfect beings, free from all imperfections, would exist. Now,
this is impossible, for if none of them were lacking in the slightest perfection and
no imperfection of any sort were contained in their essence, we should fail to see
how diverse beings could be distinct from each other. "It is consequently
impossible to posit the existence of several Gods", St Thomas concludes. There
is only one God, undivided and unique, not many gods. This flows from his
nature as self-subsisting essence and absolutely perfect being. This has made it
possible for God to be only one because "to have two beings with self-existence
as their nature would entail a choice of which one is the cause of the other. The
one caused would not be God because he is not self-existent".39

2.3.2.2

Transcendental Attributes of God in Thomas

TRANSCENDENCY
Transcendence of God means that He is "Wholly Other" than the world
He made. It means that God is a separate, distinct reality from other beings. In
Judaism, his transcendence was emphasized among other things, the prohibition
of idols, the explicit teaching of Isaiah, the sacredness of the Tetragrammation,
and the speculations of Philo who, in a typical passage, speaks of God
Platonically as the pure and unsullied Mind of the universe, transcending virtue,
transcending knowledge, transcending the good itself.
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It is also pertinent to mention here the immanent attribute of God.
According to the main tradition of the Christian thought, God is also immanent
as we have already established. Augustine holds that the light of God's presence
in the human mind enables it to recognize eternal truth. Aquinas while rejecting
the Augustinian theory of illumination, affirmed God's

omnipresence

unambiguously. He (Aquinas) contends that God is in all things, not, indeed, as
part of their essence, or as a quality, but in a manner that an efficient cause is
present to that on which it acts. Hence God is in all things, and intimately. Other
transcendental attributes recognized by St. Thomas include: exemplarity,
intelligibility, delectability, beauty.

EFFICIENT AND FINAL CAUSE OF ALL THINGS
Having reflected on the Divine essence,St. Thomas thought it wise to turn
to the consideration of its effect. This prior inquiry was to make possible the
examination of God as the efficient and final cause of all things.

We saw that according to St. Thomas the sole object of philosophy is God.
Its first object is therefore His nature; and its second object is His effects. Here
therefore, we consider the mode in which these creatures issue from God after
which we shall lay down Thomistic hierarchy of beings. This is necessary in so
far as philosophers are not yet agreed on the position of this Supreme being, -

God - in the hierarchy of beings.

CREATOK
According to Thomas "the mode in which every created thing issues from
its universal cause - which is God goes by the name of "creation". We speak of
creation whenever something which was not began to be. According to Aquinas,
God created the world out of nothing ex Nihilo which means that all things pass
from non-being or nothingness to being. God created the world from nothing in
the sense that He caused it to issue from nothing as from a sort of pre-existing
matter, but in the sense that, after the nothing, being appeared. Creating from
nothing in short means not creating from some thing.

F.R. Tennant in his Plzilosophical Theology gave a comprehensive
description of creation out of nothing to be nothing other than "production subject
to no external limitations" which arose in Christian theology from its need to
oppose griostic and manichean dualism. It repudiates the neo-Platonic fancy that
the world emanated, as by a kind of actual or quasi-physical necessitation, from
the nature of God. The use of the notion of creation, again distinguishes theism
from pantheism or absolute monism.
The idea or rather the notion of creation is both essential to theism and a
distinctive characteristic of theism. It is so on account of both its positive content
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and its implicit negations, namely, the repudiation of the other theories with
reference to the relation of the world to God. The notion of creation rules out
absolute pluralism, or any form of the theory that the world is self-subsistent and
implies that other beings also co-exist along with God but somehow in Him or
through Him. It denies the ancient dualism which states that God only shaped into
a cosmos the self-subsistent matter.

2.3.3 Hierarchy of Beings in Aquinas
Thomas observes that God is the Supreme Good and that the created things
participate in the goodness of God. God is therefore the good of all that is good.
And yet everything possesses its own goodness, in as much as it is said to be
good by resemblance to the Divine goodness inherent in it. There is therefore one
single goodness for all things and yet many particular goodnesses, still, there is
no contradiction between them. For the goods are ordered in a hierarchy
culminatirig in the universal Good, that is to say, the Good in essence or the
Supreme Good, below which the particular and participated goods are arranged
in descending hierarchy.
Aquinas therefore lays down his own chain of beings while maintaining
that these beings differ in kind and in the degree of their being. Thus:
Below God who is at the apex is the angels in their different
hierarchy known to exist both by revelation and reason. Below the

angels are lluinan beings whose nature includes both material and
spiritual aspects; then come animals, plants and finally the four
elements of air, earth, fire and water. There are no gaps between
the various levels of beings; they interlock like links in chain.40
St. Thomas observes that the philosophical problem consists in assigning
to each category of being its true position since the universe appears hierarchical
.

.

essentially. It is furthermore based on the fact that the more or the less can be
estimated and classed only in reference to the absolute. he places pure
intelligences, the angels immediately after God who is being, pure and simple.
The human creature is inserted, as a frontier and skyline between spirits and
bodies, so that as the angel diminishes the distance separating man from God, so
does man fill the gap separating the angels from matter. In another place in his

Summa Theologiae, Aquinas states categorically in the words of Gilson:
There is no being except the Divine Being in whom all creatures
participate, and the creatures differ from each other only by the
greater or lesser dignity of the degree of participation realized by
them.4'

2.3.4 Proofs of God's Existence
Our task here is not necessarily to examine the proofs of the existence of
God in St. Thomas. Rather we wish to show that Aquinas, more than any other
philosopher of his time dwells extensively on the existence of God. Some
philosophers, it is true consider this a self-evident truth. St. John Damascene
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asserts that the knowledge of the existence of God is naturally instilled in the
human heart; the existence of God is consequently something known of itself.
Others who go a long way to establish that the existence of God is a self evident
truth proceed by showing that we possess a natural knowledge of it, "selfevident" in the sense, meaning something which has no need of proof. The
argument might be presented in another form by saying that, since the desire of
man naturally tends towards God as man's ultimate end, the existence of God
must of necessity be known of itself.
St. Thomas straight away denies in the first place that we possess an innate
knowledge of the existence of God. Neither is God's existence a self-evident
truth. "What is innate in us" St. Thomas remarks, "is not this knowledge, but
only the principles which will allow us to work back to God, as first cause, by
reasoning from His effects. The existence of God is therefore not an evident
truth. It requires thought and inquiry. It is not innate to the human mind. Deeply
based on experiential data, that is the things of sense, as against pure thought and
definitional basis of St. Anselem's ontological argument, Aquinas proposes five
different proofs for the existence of God based on change; motion, causation;
contingencylnecessity gradationlhierarchy; and order or design. There are many
ready versions of the five ways of St. Thomas to the existence of God all adapted
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from the first part of the Summa Theologiae, Question Two, article Three. Thus
Aquinas, used his five ways of approach to demonstrate that God is. They are
summarized as follows:
The first way begins with the point that things in the world are always
changing or moving and concludes to the existeiicc of one, first moving cause.
"And this is what all men call God".
The second Way argues from the observation of efficient production of
things in the universe to the need of an existing first, efficient cause.
The Third Way reasons from the contingent character of things in the
.

world (none must necessarily be) to the existence of a totally different kind of
being, a necessary one (which has to be).
The Forth Way argues from the gradation of goodness, truth, and nobility
in the things of man's experience to the existence of a being that is most true,
most good, and most noble.
The Fifth Way starts from the orderly character of mundane events, argues
that all things are directed toward an end (the principle of finality) and concludes
that this universal order points to the existence of an intelligent orderer of all
things.
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2.3.5 Summary
St. Thomas Aquinas otherwise known as "the Angelic Doctor" is a
philosopher and a theologian, who strongly maintains that the true and sure
means of attaining to God are reason and faith. Both are complementary.
According to him reason alone can establish that God is. But certain knowledge
concerning the divine nature exceeds by far the forces of human understanding.
here faith complements reason's efforts.
The existence of God according to Thomas is not a self-evident truth.
Neither is it innate in us but needs to be proved. He therefore establishes proofs
or ways through which the mind is guided to discover the existence of God. For
Aquinas we know little of the Supreme Being. The reason is because the being
in question is an immaterial being of an entirely different nature from that of
created things. Aquinas contends that man's natural knowledge of God and His
nature is therefore imperfect, achieved through the negative and positive ways.
With the combination of the two processes of our knowledge of God Aquinas
attempts to derive the characteristics that make God what he is. Accordingly, He
is eternal, incorporeal, Simple, Perfect, Infinite, Unique, Transcendent,
Immanent, Personal, Providence, etc. And from faith or Divine revelation, he
posits creation out of nothing, conservation and governance of creatures.
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To Aquinas God is the ultimate in the categories of beings, followed by
intelligencies, Angels, man, plants, animals and the four elements of air, earth,
fire and water. Unlike his predecessors, Aquinas uses as his tool both philosophy
and theology which he regarded as playing complementary roles in man's quest
for truth. He clearly indicates what philosophy and theology respectively can and
cannot provide to the human mind.
Certainly Aquinas does not have all the answers concerning God, His
nature or even proofs for his existence. But before examining the AfricanIIgbo
man's concepts and proofs for the existence of God which our thesis is all about.
We take a brief look at a modern European philosopher, this time Hegel, the
father of German idealisnl and rationalist to the core. His extreme rationalist, if
not pantheistic approach with regard to the concepts of God will at least show us
how far removed the Western views are from the African.
2.4
2.4.1.

GOD IN I-IEGEL'S PHILOSOI'HY

Life and Times of Hegel 1770-1831
Hegel is the author of The Phertornenology of Mind which Peter Singer

considers as the "rocky pinnacle" of Hegel's thought because of his repulsive
terminology and extreme obscurity. Father Frederick Copleston records that
Hegel is often referred to as the greatest of German Idealist and one of the most
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outstanding of Western philosophers. He had an encyclopedic mind, and his
reasoning was synoptic. His learning was vast, his discernment keen, his
penetration deep. But it is his doctrine rather than his biography that arrests our
attention here. Although his biography offers nothing to stir the imagination we
may well say a few words about it here and pass on to his doctrine on God which
is of vital importance to us in this Chapter and to our thesis as a whole.
Jacob Loewemberg talking about Hegel's times and life records: "George
Wilhelm Friedreich Hegel was born at Stuttgart, August 21, 1770".42 And Peter
Singer says that his father was a minor civil servant at the court of the Dutch of
Wurttemberg. In 1778, I-Iegel entered the theological Seminary at the university
of Tubingen. Among his fellow students were Schelling and the poet Friedreich
HolderIin. Hegel was not a brilliant pupil student learning with ease and rapidity.
He was sure and steady. Neither at the gymnasium in Stuttgart nor at the
university in Tubingen did Hegel display exceptional qualities of mind. The
certificate which he received upon leaving the university in 1793 mentions his
good character, commendable acquaintance with theology and philosophy, and
curiously enough, inadequate knowledge of philosophy.
After completing his studies at Tubingen, Hegel accepted a post as family
tutor with a wealthy family in Switzerland. This was followed by a similar
position in Frankfurt. During this period Hegel continued to read and think about

.
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philosophical questions. He wrote essays on religion, not for publication but to
clarify his thoughts. The essays show him to have been thinking along radical
lines. Jesus is compared with Socrates, and emerges from the comparison as
decidedly the inferior teacher of ethics.
With the death of his father in 1799, Hegel found himself with a modest
inheritance, gave up tutoring and in 1801 when he was past thirty, he joined his
friend Schelling at the University of Jena and there began his academic career.
His first appointment was that of a mere lecturer yet he immediately took his
place as a leader in philosophy. The independence of his philosophical position
dates from 1803 when ScheIling left Jena. At Jena Hegel published a long
pamphlet on the difference between the philosophies of Fitche and Schelling. In
every case, in his opinion Schelling's view was to be preferred. For a time he
worked with Schelling on a Critical Journal of Philosophy, for which he wrote
several essays. In 1803, Schelling left Jena, and Hegel began to prepare his first
major work: The Phenomenology of Milld. This book was completed in 1806 but
was not published until 1807 after Hegel had left Jena to become editor of a daily
paper at Bamberg in Bavaria.

In 1808 Hegel was appointed headmaster of a school in Nuremberg, a post
he held until 1816. At Nuremberg Hegel published the following works: Praise

of Logic Vol. I.

In 1816 Hegel was professor of philosophy at Heidelberg. Here he
published The Encyclopedia of the Philosophical Sciences in Outline. This was

Hegel's reputation was so high that the Prussian Minister of
Education asked him to take up the prestigious chain of philosophy
at the University of Berlin. IHegel accepted the offer with alacrity,
and taught at Berlin from 1818 until he died in 1831.43
It would be recalled that at this tail-end of his life in Berlin, Hegel became
famous and influential. It was here that he published The Philosophy of Right in
1821 and later in 1823, a second edition of The Philosophy of Right edited by E.
Gans was published. In 1827 a second, much enlarged edition of The
Encyclopedia appeared.

In 1830, in recognition of his status Hegel was elected Rector of the
University. The following year at the age of sixty-one, he suddenly fell ill and
the next day he died in his sleep. The cause of his death was certified to be a
Cholera disease which he contacted during a Cholera epidemic that struck Berlin

in 1830. Upon his death, his friends compiled an edition of his works in eighteen
volumes.
When Hegel was alive, it was said that he attracted large audience from
all over the German speaking world and many of the brightest minds became his

students. But curiously enough Peter Singer observes that Hegel was riot a good
lecturer in the conventional sense but he clearly captivated his students.
Hegel is the greatest German Idealist and one of the most outstanding
Western philosophers as we said before. His idealism pre-supposed the work of
Kant and was influenced by Fitche, Schelling, Spinoza and the old master
Aristotle. For Hegel only Mind is real. He did not mean that material things do
not exist and that only mind does. Idealism is popularly supposed to be the
philosophy which asserts that the ultimate Cause of all things is mind.
Materialism is supposed to mean that matter is primary in being.
Popular theology looks upon God as the cause of the universe. We must,
according to Hegel, look for some principle of explanation other than causation.
No matter whether we say that the first cause is matter or is a personal God, or
is mind, or is a vortex - atom, or an electrical force; all such assertions must
leave the universe an inescapable mystery.
The various doctrines of Hegel in this God-question is not an easy task.
Our focus, however is on his doctrine on God since it is the sole object of focus
in this Chapter as in the entire work, as a matter of fact, although the subject
matter will be treated within different cultural backgrounds. And so our
concentration is on Hegel's philosophy of God.
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A few commentators have regarded Hegel's philosophy of God as
atheistic, but most have considered it to be either theistic or pantheistic. We side
track this debate for the time being and concentrate on what Hegel conceives God
to be in his philosophy.
According to Hegel, the object of philosophy is described in general terms
as the whole, the Absolute, or God. This is a reality without qualification, and
hence, abstractly considered can only be described as what is simple, or what is
not finite, and not a part. The specific meaning assigned to this object varies with
each philosophy but it is one and the same object with which all philosophies
deal. Even when a philosophy denies that any definite meaning can be attached
to such an object, it is just the reference to this object which makes such a denial
a contradiction to philosophy. Whatever philosophy may or may not achieve, it
has always been concerned with what is ultimate. This does not require
demonstration, it is so much historical fact.
Having established that the object of philosophy is God, Hegel sets out to
say or determine the nature and essence of this Being; God.
2.4.2 Nature of God

What is God? This reality is without qualification but when abstractly
considered, can be described somehow. How did Hegel describe Him? This is
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what we intend to examine below.
Two basic things Hegel says of God is that He is "thought of thought",
and "end towards which all things aspire". Hegel agrees with Aristotle that God
is "Self-thinking Thought", and that this self-thinking Thought is the telos or end
which draws the world as its final cause. W.T. Stace in his book: Tlze Philosophy

of Hegel brought out clearly this Hegel's concept of God as Self-thinking
Thought. He writes:
For Hegel and Aristotle God does not think matter. He thinks only
thought. He is thought, and the object of this thought is thought
itself. He thinks, therefore, only Himself. God is selfconsciousness. Hegel's Absolute is also self-consciousness, the
thought of
God in Aristotle is Absolute form which is thought of thought because form is
the source of all existence. In Hegel God is Absolute Spirit which is thought
itself. He thinks, therefore only Himself. This is why Hegel ends his
encyclopedia not with a quotation from the new Testament but with a passage
from Aristotle's Metaphysics describing God as "thought thinking itself".4s
Hegel's Absolute is also self-consciousness, the thought of thought. God in Hegel
from what we have seen so far is described as the "Absolute Spirit"
corresponding to Aristotle's "Absolute Form". He is also "Thought thinking
itself" or "Self-thinking Thought". Above all God is conceived as the telos or end
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or final cause of all things in the universe.
Rut the Self-thinking Thought of Hegel is not a transcendent reality as
Aristotle thinks, rather it is immanent in the universe. The whole process of
reality is a teleological movement towards the actualization of Self-thinking
Thought; and in this sense the Thought which thinks itself is the telos or end of
this universe. It is an end which is immanent within the process. Thus Hegel
agrees with Aristotle that God is Self-thinking Thought and also the end of the
universe but they are not agreed on the mode of God's being in the universe.
This brings us again to Hegel's teaching on the non-transient nature of God
which is the intrinsic and eternal attribute of God. Is God in Hegel essentially
Transcendent or Immanent or both?

GOD AS IMMANENT THOUGHT
Hegel maintains that spirit sees itself in nature. It sees nature as the
objective manifestation of the Absolute, a manil'estation which is a necessary
condition for its non-existence. It is in the light of this Hegel's assertion that

H.B. ACTON in His Article "Main Themes of Hegel's Philosophy" while,
discussing about the immanent nature of God in I-Iegel's philosophy of God
writes:

God is therefore not something grandeur and more powerful than
the natural world yet fundamentally like it, nor is he something
beyond the world that must remain forever in accessible to man.
- God is manifested in the world; and this is the truth that revealed
religion has expressed most adequately in the Christian doctriue of
the incarnation. Without this doctrine God would still be regarded
as beyond the world, and thus as incomplete and finite. Even with
this doctrine he is conceived of through the medium of particular
historical events that introduce an element of contingency and
irrelevance into our conception of him.46

By assigning to God the attribute of immanence and denying him his
transcendental attribute has led some scholars to accuse Hegel of atheism; others
pantheism.
But this need not detain us here. We throw more light on Hegel's
conception of the immanent nature of God. Perhaps the clear vision of W.T.
Stace on the issue is of vital importance. He records:
But it is the mind at work in the world, not outside it. It is the
reason in things, or of things, but not a reason which is external to
them, stands apart from them, as a human mind stands apart from
the objects it observes or controls. It is reason which does not
imply a reasoner in the sense of a person who reasons. Of course,
too, it does not exist; it did not exist before the beginning of the
world, did not "create" the world as an act in time. Its relation to
the world is a logical relation as an act in
Fr. Copleston Commenting on the non-transient nature of God in Hegel
did not hesitate to state categorically that in Hegel the infinite is manifested in the
finite to the view that it is a projection of it. In maintaining this view of God at
the time when he was contrasting Christianity with Greek religion he was
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showing this total dissatisfaction with any view of the divine reality as a deus

remotus that is to say, a remote or withdrawn God, purely transcendent totally
unconcerried with events in the world. He is, according to Hegel immanent and
non transcendent in the world. With this stand, Hegel will never be accused of
being a deist for he taught that God is a creative principle which is concerned in
the world he created and not just a mere conceplclal abstraction called God. It
must also be defined as spirit (Geist). For it is not even an external link between
finite things in the purely abstract concept of life, an abstract universal. Infinite
life unites all finite things from within, as it were, but without annihilating them.
It is the living unity of the universe. A lot is revealed here about Hegel's
conception of God, namely, His infinitude and Necessity.
In Hegel, there is no room "for an efficient cause" which transcends the
world in the sense that it exists quite independently of it. Just as Aristotle has nor
room for an efficient cause which is immanent in the world. It is only in Aquinas
that God is seen as both the Efficient and Final cause of the universe. In Aquinas
also God is conceived as simultaneously Transcendent and Immanent.
It should be mentioned that Hegel gave a series of lectures on the
traditional proofs for the existence of God. He admitted the force of Kant's
criticisms of those proofs but claimed to have reformulated the arguments so as
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to meet the criticisms. In particular he held that the ontological argument, which
Kant had regarded as vital but unsound was valid when properly understood. For
Hegel, God exists and He is real since according to him "the rational is real and
the real is rational". God's existence is dependent on human reason, even on the
society. As spirit it sees itself in Nature. Nature becomes the objective
manifestation of the Absolute, a manifestation which we have seen is a necessary
condition for its existence. The infinite exists in and through the finite. It is
obvious that finite things arise and perish.

-

-

-

2.4.3 Coilclusion
Just as Megel rightly observes that the object of philosophy is described
in general terms as the whole, the Absolute, or God. This object of philosophy
has been a subject of discussion all through the history of Western thought. The
problems raised around this unique Being are many ranging from his existence,
nature, attributes, place and role in the universe to His relationship with other
created beings in nature.
From Aristotle we also gathered that God exists and that this fact is
demonstrable from man's experience of motion or change. Aristotie also holds
that God is one, the highest and purest substance. He is "Wholly Other". There

is no suggestion that God is himself immanent in the world or that he is aware

lo6
of anything outside Himself. He is a thought that thinks itself. God is not clearly
seen as the creator of the world but he is seen as the end of all things. Thus the
notion of God as the efficient cause of the world is absent but he teaches that the
world depends on God as the Ultimate cause of all that happens in the world.
God also, Aristotle believes is the Absolute form or the form of form, Pure form
and Pure Actuality, the Unmoved Mover who is not susceptible to change or
motion. He is Pure Spirit, the Supreme Mover who has no extension in space.
These are the main contributions of Aristotle as far as the God-question debate
is concerned.
From antiquity, or classical period, we went over to the Middle Ages and
examined the thoughts of St. Thomas Aquinas and the following are his summary
.

-

views on God.
God exists, and God's existence can be demonstrated through the five
ways popularly known as the "five Ways or proofs". Aquinas is insistent and
categorical that God's existence is neither innate in us nor self-evident. It must
be demonstrated and for him there are five proofs, namely, Causality, Necessity,
Gradation and Governance.
Having demonstrated that God exists, Aquinas goes on to explore ways
and means of knowing the nature and essence of this being called God. St.
Thomas is aware of the immensity of God and feared the inability of human
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intellect to attain that metaphysical knowledge. He clearly states that man with
unaided reason can only know very little and such a knowledge is bound to be
inadequate. And with his two ways, nanlely, through the negative and affirmative
ways, he marshals out these attributes of God, namely, Eternity, Incorporeality,
simplicity, Perfect, Infinity, Unicity , Transcendence, Immanence, Efficient and
Final Cause of all things. God according to St. Thomas is also Supreme and
ultimate Good. From the theological point of view, Aquinas teaches that God
created the world out of nothing in the sense of producing things out of nonexisting matter, in contradistinction to Aristotle's and Plato's god who produces
things out of pre-existing matter. St. Thomas also holds that apart from creating
the world out of nothing, God also provides, sustains, conserves and governs the
world. He is the ultimate in the chain of beings. Thus what is lacking in Aristotle
is clarified and complemented in Aquinas. For instance, the concept of creation
is clearly expressed in Thornistic philosophy. Plato and Aristotle for instance had
the idea but it was not clear. In Thomas the concept was brought to the fore. His
contribution in the last analysis is a re-expression of the concept of creation in
a new concept, namely, in the sense of out of nothing rather than producing or

making things out of pre-existing matter.
Finally, from Hegel, we learn that the rational is real and the real is
rational. God is Absolute Spirit. Thought of Thought but immanent in the world.
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In short, Hegel represents a tradition that ties God to nature only to liberate Him
when thought reaches its absolute level, but this does not make him a
Transcendent Being. He is essentially Immanent in the world and his existence
depends solely on nature, thought, man, the state or community.
The three philosophers considered in our God-question in effect form a
"triad" to use Hegel's terminology and method. Aristotle becomes the thesis
while Hegel is the Anti-thesis. And the synthesis or the Absolute is represented
by Thomistic Tradition. The reason is clear: In Asistotle, knowledge of God is
not so clear and not yet freed from certain misconceptions. Hegel is a little
clearer in his ideas but traces of confusion and incompleteness still becloud his
conception of God. But in St. Thomas Aquinas God is seen as He really is both
in His transcendent and immanent nature. His insight from Christian theology is
of much help.
We are now ready to tackle our main problem which is the study of God
in Igbo Ontology. In what follows we shall examine Igbo World-view; hierarchy
of beings in Igbo Ontology and the God-question debate in Igbo Ontology. In
short God will be studied in the Igbo context to see the views of the Igbo on the
same issue regardless how widely Igbo ideas might vary from those of the
Western minds.
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CHAPTER THREE

IGBO WORLD-VIEW
3.1

INTRODUCTION
This chapter which takes up a detailed historical survey, situating the Igbo

in history and their World-view is of immense value. It throws more light on the
actual source of the Igbo cosmological thought patterns. It is logically correct
that:
If the Igbos came from another people, it is more likely that the
latter exerted some influence on the former, Hence the originality
of certain metaphysical principles will be attributed more or less to
the Igbos depending on whether or not these principles originated
with the Igbos or were inherited by them from the people from
whom they migrated.
Apart from ensuring the originality of thought patterns, the historical origin is
very important. It will, no doubt help us to understand Igbo identity. For
example, when scholars refer to the Igbo as "an ancient race", "a people of their
own with Centuries of Cultural development" or "a special set of people with
unique characteristics", "a people blessed with versatile to harness the resources
of nature" we understand what they mean.
It was through proper examination of the historical background of the Igbo
that a lot of valid conclusions were drawn regarding the Igbo. Ford and Jones,
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for instance, rernarked that the Igbo are "generally held to be tolerant,
ultrademocratic because they dislike and suspect any form of external government
a11d

authority m d they have a practical unromantic approach to life". The Igbo

of Nigeria are really a hard-working, enterprising and progressive race. This

brings us to h e initial questions in this chapter, namely, who are the Igbo?
Where do they occupy in the map of Nigeria? And as a people with a distinct
culture, have they any historical origin? any world-view and if in the affirmative,
what are the characteristics and the essential features of such a world-view. We
begin immediately with the Igbo: Concept and location.

3.2

IGIIO IN IIISTOKY
There are still diverse opinions about the meaning and origin of the word

"Igbo". To pinpoint its exact meaning or connolation is not easy. Rut a good

number of scholars are of the opinion that the term "Igbo may stand for a
collection of a people; or connote a language. So that the people are "Igbo" their
land is

"Aili"

or " A m Igho" (Igbo land or country) and their language is "Igbo".

Igbo is therefore both the language and the name used to refer to the Igbospeaking people of Nigeria. The observation of Francis Cardinal Arinze is proper
and illuminating on this issue. He writes:
Experts are not yet certain about the origin and meaning of the

word 'Igbo'. It certainly did not originally refer to the whole Ibo
tribe as we know it today, for before the arrival of Europeans about
a hundred years ago, there was no common name for the whole
tribe, hut each town or village group had its particular name often
from an ancestor ... until recently people applied the word 'Igbo'
(or 'Itm') primarily to the language and secondarily to Ibo speaking
groups other than one's o w n 2
The Igbo are West African Negroes located in the Southern Nigeria.
According to the docu~nentationof Enyeribe Onuona "the Igbos live on the

Beni11.~Dr. To Uzodinma Nwala reports that "according to 1963 population
census in Nigeria, the Igbo number about 8 million" .4 But 1991 current estimates
put their population at about 12 million. Their territory embraces the whole of
A n m b r a , Abia, Enugu and Irno States of Nigeria. Writing about the location of
tile Igbo country Arinze observes and correctly too, that:
'Ihe Ibos occupy to the east of the River Niger the whole o f
Onitsha and Owerri Provinces and parts of Rivers and Ogqja
Provinces. To the West of the Niger they occupy Asaba Division
in Beniti Province and Aboh Division in Delta Province. Iboland is
roughly circumscribed between the parallels of 6' and 8% East
longitude, and 4 '/4 and 7" North l a t i t ~ d e . ~

The Niger River divides the Igbo world into two unequal parts. The
greater portion lies in what was then called the Eastern Region of Nigeria while
a smaller triangular portion, then known as the Midwestern Region. Those who
occupy this region, today part of Delta State are known as the Ika-Igbos. In
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general, "their territory cuts across the quatorial forest in the South and the
Savanna in the N o r t l ~ "With
. ~ the thirty-six states in Nigeria today, this territory
(Igboland) in the West includes parts of Delta state namely, parts of Aboh, Asaba
and Agbo. While in the East, the heart of the Igbo world includes Anambra
Abia, Enugu, Imo states and parts of Rivers and parts of Akwa-Ibom states.
The chief river is the Lordly Niger. Next come the other three
main waterways: the Anambra, the Cross River and the Imo. The
land is low-lying (below 1,000 feet) except in the Awgu-UdiNsukka line. Awgu is 1,287 feet, Enugu. 1,715, and Nsukka 1,287
feet above sea level.'
Dense forests cover the Delta, but a great part of Abia state as well as the parts
o f Igboland West of Ogoja are mainly grassland with scattered forests especially
along the rivers.
"'l'hc ncigllbours o f the Ibos to the North are the Igala and the Tiv, to the
east the Ekoi. to the South the Ibibio, the Ijaw and the Ogoni, and to the West
the Bini and the Isoka".' Talking about the climatic condition in Igboland, V.C.
Uchendu records that "Igboland has a tropical climate. The average annual
temperature is about 80°f, with an annual range of between 5" and 10'. The wet
and dry seasons are well marked".9
And "the wet season" as recorded by Francis Cardinal Arinze "is from April to
November with a break in August. The rainfall varies from about 105 inches in
tllc Sorlth to 60 inches in the North."'
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The origin of the Igbo is a subject of ~nuchspeculation. Thus ethnologists
are divided on the question of the precise origin of the Igbo people. One group
maintains that the Igbo people have no common tradition of origin. The statement
of professor Ford is very striking. He remarks about the Igbo: "they
themselves.. . have got no general or elaborate tradition of origin or migration".
Mr. Floyd Barry expressed the difficulty in tracing the exact origin of the Igbo
as follows: "It is a well nigh impossible task to trace the history of the Ibo or the
origin of their nomenclature".

'

To complicate the issue of the historical origin of the Igbo the more, the
existing oral tradition which the Igbo have do not provide clues to their origin.
This absence of any oral tradition that could explain or throw more light on their
origin has led some Western authors during the colonial era to treat the Igbo
people as "a people without history"12 This view has generated a lot of criticisms
from indigenous scholars and ethnologists who know better. Scholars like V.C.
Uchendu contend that "a people with a culture are a people with some form of
history. The Igbo have a culture; they have also a history - an unwritten history
which it is the task of the culture historians to piece together".I3
Since it has been argued that a people with a culture are a people with
history, the Igbo people have also an unwritten history. Historians had since then
settled down to investigate the historical origin of the Igbo. The problem
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therefore is whether or not the Igbo are the aborigines of their land? This
important question has given rise to two hypothesis, namely, Outside-Originhypothesis and Ancient-Origin-hypothesis.

OUTSIDE-ORIGIN-HYPOTIIESIS
According to this hypothesis, "the Igbo tradition of origin is traceable to
an area outside the present Igboland. The majority of the exponents of this view
very often point to the East as the place of Igbo origin". Some authors seeing a
very close resemblance between the Igbo and the Jews have believed and
insinuated that their origin might have some link with that nation.
O.P. Achebe for instance noted that from the presence of many ritual and
cultural similarities some have put forward theories that the Igbo must have in
some remote past either lived near or had very close association with the semitic
races, And for those people the Igbo could have been part of the last tribe of
Israel. G.T. Basden for example, traces some similarities between the Igbo and
the IsraelitesWinthe rites of circumcision, marriage customs, birth rites, blood
sacrifices, inhibitions and taboos with respect to food and drinks imposed on
individuals. Both the Igbo and the Israelites have the cherished custom of respect
for the aged, the observance of new moons and harvest festivals, the mourning
of the dead, purifications". l5
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Commenting on these similarities O.P. Achebe maintains that "no matter
how plausible and tentative these attempts may sound, it is however dangerous
to conclude from cultural similarities to racial origin. Many people of Black
Africa have ritually a lot in common" . I 6
In the end however, this resemblance in the cultural traits of the Jews and
the Igbo could as Basden noted "prove no more than coincidence, but it is
nevertheless an interesting subject". For
If the evidence of the Igbo origin is based on cultural similarities
with the Jewish people, why not think as well that it was the Jews
who emigrated from Nigeria into other lands? Since the Jewish
Exodus from Egypt, (Africa), to Asia was a fact of history, it is
reasonable to hold that the Jews left Africa for their present
location. l7
"Another possible place from where the Igbo migrated is Egypt".I8 The
Effiks, the Igbo's Southeast neighbours themselves trace their origin from Egypt
down to the Banks of the Niger from where they migrated to their present
locations today, namely, Umuahia, Bende, Abam and later on to Aro-chukwu,
from there they continued to move till they eventually settled at their present site.

,
I
I

From this testimony of the Effiks and the Igbo's Southeastern neighbours who
traced their origin from Egypt one would argue as Fr. Edeh does that: "even
though the Effiks are not Igbos, from testimony one thing is clear: that some
Nigerian people, be it the Igbos or the Effiks could have come at one time or

another from the East".

''

Arlllrtr G. 1,eonard reports that Onitsha - Igbo had a Bini origin. And

according to Fr. Edeh's records, N.W. Thomas in his anthropological report
shows that the original Onitsha people were located some miles from Isele Ukwu
thr some time before they were driver] out by the forces of Benin. However

Thomas' work on this issue proves only that Onitsha-Igbo people migrated from
somewhere outside Igboland but not outside Nigeria. Dr. Nnamdi Azikiwe in his
hook, MJ)Odyssey narrated an interview he had with his grand-mother which
throws tnore light on the Benin origin of the Onitsha-Igbo people. He writes:
I continued to belabour my grandmother to tell me more of the
history and origins of the Onitsha people. She narrated that many,
many years ago, there lived at Idu (Benin) a great Oba who had
~nanychildren. Due to a power struggle regarding the right of
precedence among the princes of the blood and other altercations,
there was a civil war in Benin. One day, the supporters of one of
the princes insulted and assaulted Queen Asije, the mother of the
Obn of Benin, who was accused of having trespassed on their
farmland. Enraged at this evidence of indiscipline and lawlessness,
the Oln ordered his war chiefs and brother Gbunwala Asije to
apprehend and punish the insurgents. In the attempt to penalize
them, Chima, the ultimate founder of the Onitsha city state,a prince
of the blood in his own right, led the recalcitrant against his uncle,
Gbunwala. This intensified the civil war which rent the kingdom of
Benin in two and led to the founding of Onitsha Ado N ' I ~ u . ~ ~
Going tlirougli the story which Zik's grandmother narrated to him, one could
easily understand that between Benin to the present site occupied by the Onitsha
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Ado N' Idu some sons of Chirna who "did not have the stout heart of the
pioneer - warrior, and decided to settle at different places, known today as
Onitsha-Ugbo, Onitsha- Oloria, Onitsha-Mili, Obior, Issele Ukwu, Ossomari,
Abo, etc. 21 Zik went on to find out what happened to Chima who was the leader
of the pioneer-migrant group who were fighting with Gbunwala and he records
that "since the migration took a long time, Chima did not live long to enjoy the
fruits of his leadership before he died. Some of the pioneers who thought that
Gbunwala might still pursue them crossed the River Niger and penetrated to
territories bordering the eastern Banks of the Niger" .22
Judging from this account of the outside origin of the Onitsha-Igbo as
narrated by Nnamdi Azikiwe one would rightly conclude that the Onitsha-Igbo
might have migrated from that aristocratic background and tradition. The
Onitsha-lgbo do exhibit some supercilious social attitude. They have that
tendency to despise others or to look down on them, an attitude associated with
those who are of the royal stock, in this case the royal house of Benin.
The people of Aro-Chukwu, the Aro-Chukwu-Igbo show a strong
probability of outside origin. This is testified by Frank Hives, a district
Commissioner in Nigeria. He documented in one of his writings that "the Aros
were quite a different racial type from the indigenous inhabitants of the Ibo
country". He also hypothesized that because the Aros were light in colour, they

'
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must have been among the people associated with the descendants of a phoenician
colony that had settled on the lower Congo in a very distant past and had
intermarried with the natives.
Scholars of history have criticized this view of outside origin of the Aros
011

many grounds, namely, that "it represents an intellectual quess because in

general the Igbo people are usually lighter in colour than their neighbouring,
ethnic groups o f Nigeria; that the Aros themselves up till today hold that they
were not from outside Igboland. This later position of the Aros has raised not
only the question of the validity of I-lives' view but also the problem of
reconciling the two contradictory views, namely, the outside origin of Hives and
the inside origin account o f the Igbo and Igboland oral tradition is an evident
testimony that the outside origin hypothesis of the Igbo has less acceptance than

rlic a ~ l c i w and
t independent develop~iwntview of the origin of the Igbo which we

will handle later. Furthermore one would agree with Edeh who argued that what
is peculiar about the hypothesis of outside origin is that it does not suggest that
all the Igbo are from the same place. In fact, from the information gathered from
oral tradition, the natives who are positive about the claim of outside origin do
so on the basis of their own particular kinship, not that of the entire Igbo. The
case of Onitsha-Igbo which we have discussed is a living example of a kindred
wlio claim outside origin.
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There is the time - honoured prevalent belief that the Igbo are descended
from Nri. The reverence and precedence accorded to the Nri section by all the
other Igbo clans proper in their vicinity is evidence in favour of this belief.

On this point, Achebe remarks: "undoubtedly for centuries Nri has been
the heart-centre of Igbo ritual life, but not necessarily its only origin or the
beginning nor is it acceptable that a great majority of the Igbo claimed Nri town
in Awka district as their ancestral home".23Arguing further he insists:
There are no traditions of any kind in support of the view that the
Igbo are descended from Nri, rather the results of recent researches
show that by the periods before 100 B.C. Igbo towns had been
established east and west of the Niger".24
Achebe points to the existence of the ancient villages in the settlement of
Umudiana, the irlhabitants of which developed the ritual concepts of Igwe, Ana
and Alusi forces and that of Mlnuo, when, between 100 B.C. and 280 A.D. Eri
claimed Divine Kingship. He introduced, the concept of " CHI-UKWU", God,
whom he claimed gave him power to rule men. In the words of Achebe, "It is
interesting to note the existence of these ritual concepts in the Igbo nuclear area
prior to the emergence of Nri tradition and this tends to confirm our view on
migration". It is likely, the author concludes that these Nri pioneers originally
came from the Unludiana settlement bringing along with them the already
existing ritual concept and "Mmuo" to which they added the concept of CHI-
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UKWU. The "CfII-UKWU" (Great spirit) concept was never lacking in the
original Igbo ritual philosophy and is implicitly included in the Mtrzuo concepl
mentioned above. Apart from the outside origin hypothesis, there is the more
popular view which maintains that the Igbo are the aborigines of their land. IA
us briefly under study this view.

ANCIENT-ORIGIN-HYPOTHESIS(OFTHIC ORIGIN) OF 1'IIE IGSO
This is the view that maintains that the Igbo did not migrate from outside
but rather they developed independently like other indigenous African peoples.
There is a stronger probability for this view. This ancient original and
independent development of the Igbo has its strong backing in the recent
archeological findings of Professor Thursten Shaw of the institute of African
studies University of Nigeria, Nsukka and the Igbo ethnologists, anthropologists
and historians. Ogbalu for instance holds that Chilleke created and planted then

(Igbo) where they are now" .25 And "Hartle's own archeological collections made
at Bende, Afikpo, Okigwe, Awka and Nsukka, have shown that the Igbo had
settled in those areas as far back as 205 A.DMV2'
The study of the findings of these archelogists has led Achebe to argue that
Igboland has been under continuous occupation for at least 3,000 years, and that

-

it is now being discovered that her people developed an ancient civilization a
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thousand years ago which is about half a millennium before the emergence of the
kingdom of Benin. But some historians arguing for the outside origin of the Igbo
people have maintained that a part of the Igbo, namely, the Onitsha-Igbo are
supposed to have migrated from Benin. It is in the light of this ancient origin of
the Igbo that Charles Ezekwugo bases his argumeilt in disproving the Benin
Origin of the section of the Igbo - the Onitsha-Igbo - while unholding the fact
that "the people had been in their country for many centuries ago" .27 And "even
if the case that the Onitsha-Igbos actually came from that kingdom of Benin; wc

cannot therefore argue an Igbo origin in Benin" .28
Further evidence for the ancient origin and independent development of
the Igbo can be adduced from the writings of M.C. English, a former Education
officer in Nigeria. Discussing the probability of a rnigration from Sahara, he
maintained h a t when tlle Sahara dried up and became a desert at the end of the
Stone Age, people moved from the Sahara to the North and South of Africa. But
by that time Nigeria was already inhabited. Sto~icAge impleine~ltshave been
discovered at different sites

ill

Nigeria. Hence Niven concluded from this that:

The Igbos and other ethnic groups had settled in their lands before
the movement from Sahara. Jones a i d Malhall likewise n~aintained
that the Igbo did not migrate from other parts of Africa. They
argued for settlement in the thick populated parts of Nri-Awka and
Isuanla areas for a long period. 2Y
Apart from the evidences adduced so far to establish the ancient origin
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hypothesis of the Igbo people which seemed more tenable, the Igbo people have
mythological stories to tell about their origin :\I1 of which are replete w i h
contradictions and irregularities. One of the conmon legends as recorded by
Professor Nwoga maintains that:
A great number of Igbo people originated from Eri

- a sky Being

who descended from CHUKWU (God) and landed in Anambra
Riverside. When Eri came down from the sky he had to stand on
an antheap since all the land was then a morass. He complained
immediately to CHUKWU, who there and thcn sent hi111 an Awka
mar^ with bellows, charcoal and fire to dry up the land and Ile did
so.."'
Going through this story one immediately perceives a lot of irregularities for a
lot of unanswered questions raised, namely, where was the Awka Inan living
when the land was morass? Where was the charcoal from when there were no
trees, etc? expose the account to mere gleeful invenliveness of the teller. T l m c
make the account look like a manufactured story which does not stand the test of
critical analysis. Thus apparent irregularities characterize all such mythical stories
about the internal origin of the Igbo and are therefore not so strong an argu~nent
to validate the ancient origin of the Igbo. But archeological discoveries and
testimonies of scholars seem to back up strongly the ancient origin and
independent development of the Igbo. Valid docun~entsfrom archeology and
history remain an authentic or valid method of establishing historical facts.
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Let us conclude this historical perspective of the Igbo by observing with

V.C. Uchenciu that:
The analysis of dernographic patterns, trait lists, and other cultural
features combined with available local tradi~ionwould throw more
light on the two inter-related hypothesis of Igbo origin; that there
exists a core area which may be called the "nuclear" Igboland; and
that waves of immigrant communities from the North and West
planted themselves on the border of the nuclear Igboland as early
as the fourteenth or the fifteenth ~ e n t u r y . ~ '

By "nuc1ear"or "core" Igboland is meant that the people there have no tradition
of coining from any other place. According to V.C Uchendu, "this nuclear
Igboland is believed to be "the Belt" formed by Owerri, Awka, OrIu and Okigwe
divisions. I t is a most densely populated area. There was an early ~nigrationfroin
this area into Nsukka - Udi highlands in the North and into Ikwerri, Etche, Asa
and Ndokki in the South" .32
Furthermore, "this migration" observes Achebe, "might have continued to the
so-called border areas: the Western Igbo, Onitsha proper, Nri and Oguta. This
process was already perfected long before immigrations from the North and West

originally Igbo with Igbo culture" . 3 3
In the course of time a group of immigrant coniinunities joined those Igbo
original settlers, introducing heterogeneous culture. This was a movement that
really made Igbo culture a homogenous culture, a conglomeration of diverse

peoples with diverse cultures. As time went on, due to an ever - widening
frontier of the "no man's land" and the desire to found independent villages
coupled with the pressure of population increases in certain areas and natural
disasters that made continued settlements in some places almost intolerable; most
original settlers were compelled to disperse. This is what V.C Uchendu meant
when he asserted among other things that in addition to the above pattern of
migration from the nuclear area:

..

There are traditions confirmed by intrusive culture traits, of people
who entered Igbo territory in about the fourteenth or the fifteenth
century. Of these, there are the Nri, in whom Igala influence is
marked, and the Nzam and Anam, who combine Bini and Igala
traits. Onitsha, Oguta and Eze-Chima group of villages in Western
Igbo, claim affinity with Bini and have their kingship institution to
show as "evidence of descent" .34
Often times one hears from Onitsha-Igbo people cajole an Igbo by calling
him Nwa-Orzye-Igbo meaning literally "son of an original Igbo". Commenting on
the fact of the originality of the Onitsha-Igbo Achebe objected and rightly too,
that the originality of the Onitsha-Igbo remained unchallenged because lie argued,
if all or the greater majority of them were originally non-Igbo how then did they
come to speak still the same language (Igbo) and have the same customs and
worse still forget their original language and characteristics. Even the leader of
the Onitsha pioneer settlers answers an Igbo name, namely, Clzitna. This had led
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history scholars like V.C. Uchendu to conclusively demonstrate that these
Onitsha-group were not Bini but Igbo-speaking people once under the political
domination of Benin kingdom. This also disapproves the Bini outside origin of
the Onitsha-Igbo as narrated to Zik by his grandmaster h ~ b rerldering
y
the Bini
-

outside origin of the whole Igbo null and void, It is in the light of this view that

the Onitsha-Igbo were once under the political dominion of Benin kingdom that
Achebe based his arguement when he observed that "they (Onitsha group) were
adulterated Igbo and that their so-called pride of superiority over their pure Igbo
brethren could be explained by the fact of that foreign element in
In the case of the Aro-Igbo, Achebe maintains that the original Igbo
especially the Aros due to their cleverness, their wide-spread distribution through
out Igboland and beyond mixed up with and took in certain cultural traits from
their Ibibio neighbours. In effect, almost all the towns whose origin were traced
from outside were later noted to have been the core Igbo people with outside
domination or influence at some time in their h i s w y .
Having said who the Igbo are, their location and historical origins, let us
turn to their world-view. What is "World-view"? What is Igbo World-view? and
what are the characteristics of Igbo world-view'? bccome our immediate objects
of discussion.
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3.3

THE IGBO WORLD-VIEW: CONCEFT
History bears witness that there is no culture or people without a world-

view and that it is difficult to come by two groups of people who have identical
World-views. Even within one group, different segments or individuals may have
different World-views. Consequently, we have as many world-views as there are
cultures, groups of people. There is the Western world-view, the Easter11Asiatic
World view, the Christian world-view, the African Traditional world-view, etc.
Different people often make use of the world - "world-view" in their daily
conversations. But ask them to define what they mean by "World-view they find
it rather very difficult and elusive. Let us therefore attempt a working definition

of " World-view" and "Igbo world-view" respectively . What is world-view?
We speak of a people's world-view when we refer to their essential or
basic outlook on life, reality as a whole and rnan's placc, role, and prospects in
it. It thus gives unity and purpose to a people in their triple relationships to God

or supernatural realities, nature or the physical reality and to one anoiher.
Professor Enyeribe Onuoha a sociologist, defines a world-view as
a conceptualization of the universe providing a structured and
unified picture of the cosnlos and defining ~nan'splace and role in
it. It colnprises a set of values, concepts, attitudes and images
which guide man's perception and interpretation of facts and
events. It is a mental map of the universe.36
He also gives two essential functions of world-view, namely, it enables man to
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function effectively on his environment and provides man with a set of
intervention techniques by which he can act on his environment particularly in
times of distress.
To the anthropologists, a world-view becomes an important key to the
knowledge of a people's culture. Professor Kraft for instance, calls it the central
control Box" and holds that it "governs the application of the peoples'
conceptualizations of their relationships to reality" .37 A world-view according to
Kraft has several functions such as explaining and evaluating culture, giving
psychological reinforcement to the various cultural groups, helping the people to
integrate their own perceptions and guiding culture to adapt to various changes.
To know how a people view the world around them, or how they seek to
answer fundamental questions about the place and relationship of man with the
universe" according to professor Metuh, we turn to their world-view. His
definition of people's world-view is interesting:
A people's world-view has been described as a complex of their
beliefs and attitudes concerning the origin, the nature, structures,
organizations, and interaction of beings in the universe with
particular reference to man.38
He also gives three fundamental functions of world-view, namely, that it provides
man with the Blue-print for controlling his environment, for establishing his
social and political institution and that it is a key to understanding people's social,
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political and psychological problems. This is a functional definition of a "worldview".
Other scholars have their own definitions of world-view. T.U. Nwala for
example has an inclusive definition of world-view. World-view he says:
Refers to the "complex of beliefs, habits, laws customs and
tradition" of a people. It includes the overall picture they have
about reality, the universe, life and existence, their attitude to life
and to things in general; what they do and think of what life is,
what things are worth striving to attain; what man's place is in the
scheme of things; whether or not man has an immortal soul;
whether or not life has a meaning and purpose, etc. 39
World-view is not only the sum-total of a people's beliefs, concepts, laws,
customs, tradition and attitudes of a people but embraces the underlying thoughtlink or logic which holds them together. World-view in effect is the whole life
of a people in its social context. F.U Okafor for example has his own definition
of world-view. World-view he writes "is the concepts of the world; physical and
metaphysical held by a people.. .. They are the basic notions underlying their
cultural, religious and social a~tivities".~'
The sulninary point is that a worldview gives ultirnate meaning to life and to a people's self-understanding of their
own role and prospects in the scheme of things. In the context of world-view,
man becomes able as professor Ejizu says, to explain reality, his life and his
environment, to predict space - time events which occur around him" . 4 ' We have
in brief given a general notion of "world-view" as a guide to our discussion of

Igbo world-view" We next take up the concept of Igbo World-view.

T H E IGJJO WORLLD-VIEW
World-view as we have mentioned earlier is something peculiar to every
cullure. The one that is peculiar to the Igbo comprising their beliefs, attitudes,
origin, their nature, structures of organization and interaction in the world is
known as Igbo world-view. It is Igbo conception of the world, physical and
metaphysical which is both natural and coeval with the Igboman as a "being-inthe-Igbo-world". Its essential horizon is limited to the experiences of the Igbo.
It can be briefly defined as the "collective uncritical view or views of the Igbo,

their "outlook in life". This type of outlook is as old as the Igbo themselves and
is passed on to generations yet unborn and therefore will continue to exist with
the lgbo as other people co-exist with their own world-views.

3.3.1 Characteristics of Igbo World-View
We have discussed sufficiently, the concept and definition of World-view
and Igbo World-view. But the difficult aspect of our task in this chapter is to
determine what makes Igbo world-view what it is, that is, its essence. What
elenients make up or characterize Igbo world-view? Questions of this nature like
all philosophical issues are controversial. Whether or not philosophers agree on
this matter, most scholars of Igbo philosophy admit that Igbo world-view is
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primarily and essentially "Traditional in the sense that it is strictly within the
limits of reason, or natural. It is co-natural and according to Professor
C.B.Okafor, "It is not something revealed or extraneous to him such as Islam or
Chri~tianity".~~
Such a world-view is handed clown from one generation to
another by the present generation. It is a heritage from the past which links the
past with the present, even with the future, a world-view co-eval with the Igbo.
It is a world-view that thrives in oral tradition and has no written literature, yet
it is largely and easily seen in the people's myths, proverbs, riddles, ballads in
their songs and in their liturgies, etc. This is a world-view that came into
existence as a result of the experience of the mysteries of the universe by the
fore-fathers of the Igbo who saw the mysteries, meditated over them and raised
questions as regards the origin of the universe, searched for answers to those
questions of life-experiences and came to the common conclusions about them.
In this way the people (Igbo) became its collective authority and their views
became a collective view about the world which we know as the peoples' Worldview.
This brings us to another essential characteristic of Igbo world-view which
is that it is largely communal: It is a world-view whose historical origin is
traceable to the forebears. It is the sum-total of the whole belief-systems of the
Igbo which is the product of communal thinking, con~munalliving and above all,
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collective insight through an appeal, for instance, to collective authority, that is
to say, collective consensus of the elders or to tradition. Personal critical insight
is usually secondary and plays a minimal role.
And because Igbo world-view is both traditional and communal one
expects that another essential characteristic is definitely that it is "based on
faith".43 lgbo world-view is based on unproved assumptions. It thrives well in
assumption which fall short of scientific methods of inquiry and the creed of such

a world-view is based on blind-faith and emotional sesponses. The truth of Igbo
world-view is to be accepted as an article of faith. For instance, the Igbo concept
of reincarnation is right and true in Igbo world-view. Once these beliefs systems are taken out of their context one sees that they are "largely dogmatic
and non-critical".44 Igbo world-view because it is non-critical and largely
dogmatic, it readily accepts anything about the past, without raising questions.
And indeed, "it accepts the world, reality, as given and consequently as
unquestioned, indeed unquestionable. It is regarded as sacred and no one may call
it to question or raise doubts about its validity".45 All we are saying is that
because Igbo world-view is the collective consensus of the forebears or of the
community, where personal critical insight is usually secondary and plays a
minimal role; it is bound to be uncoordinated, unscientific or even uncritical in
nature.
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Another important characteristic of Igbo world-view is that it is primarily
mythical. This is quite understandable since the people have no other way of
preserving their views and creeds about reality. At least in traditional lgbo where
written tradition was absent, they had to preserve illcir valuable vicws about the
world in mythical forms and other cultural expressions. Consequently, the Igbo
man has myths regarding the origin of the world-universe, the origin of fire, etc.
But the fact remains that Igbo world-view,
tends to be and often is mythical as opposed to scientific and
critical. Myth as an unscientific mode o f explaining or
understanding reality indeed pervades the t r a d i h l a l world o f the
African as other peoples world, too. Myths as a whole do not
explain everything about the cause or causes o f things, definitely
not scientifically in the sense of rational, critical explanation or
even explication of things.46
Some people think that because the Igbo world-view is essentially
traditional, dogmatic or non-critical and mythical, it is essentially primitive,
illogical and irrational. Without bothering about the etymology of the word
"primitive" we hasten to say that the World-view of the Igbo should not be
regarded as "primitive". Man as Aristotle and other philosophers would want us
to believe is a "rational animal" And it is an established fact of history that
human beings are genetically and intellectually the same all over the world. This
is a fact well attested to by professor C.B. Okoio in these well articulated words.
He writes:

There is no pre-thinking, pre-logical stage of human development,
no pre-logical human beings. Nevertheless, it must be admitted that
people in all cultures and races differ in degree, not kind in the use
they make of this faculty unique to man.47
Not early but later Levy Bruhl and some eminent scholars, namely
anthropologists and ethnologists have left a legacy lo mankind by acknowledging
and teaching the world that "the logical structure of the human mind is the same
in all men"." It is therefore a misnomer or inappropriate to apply the terms:
"primitive" "irrationa1"or "illogical" to describe the essential nature of Igbo
world-view. Omosade Awolalu and Adelumo Dopamu's views on this issue are
illuminating. They observe as follows: "It is therefore inappropriate to use the
term primitive. It is traditional because it originates from the peoples'
environment and on their soil. It has not been preached to them; It is not
imported"." The Igbo people are not converted to it. Each person i1111critedil,
lives by it and is not ashamed to make it his own. Thus the word traditional,
dogmatic or non-critical or mythical is used to describe its true nature to
distinguish the Igbo world-view from scientific or critical thinking or inquiry
which characterizes pure professional or academic philosophy which according
to most scholars like Wireduis "a technical discipline in which our world-outlook
is subjected to systematic scrutiny by vigorous ratiocinative methods" .50
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When we say that the Igbo world-view is often mythical, we mean that
myths are means or vehicle through which such a world-view is transnlitted. The
passing on of cultural patterns is often stated as one of the functions of education.
But in our case, which is traditional world-view, h a t is oral, myth has firnclion
for: helping to pass on the basic beliefs and assumptions of the traditional Igbo
from one generation to another. In the case of modern culture it is through
literature popularly known as written tradition.
We had earlier said that Igbo World-view is a world-view that is particular
to the Igbo since no two groups of people or culture have the same world-view.
Igbo world-view is never static. Like culture it is constantly changing as a result
of some external stimuli, for example, education or literacy. It is constantly open
to changes as a result of contacts both from within and from without to the extent
that the traditional Igbo world-view must be essentially different from modern
Igbo World-view. For instance, in traditional Igbo world-view, it was an
abomination for a woman to deliver twin babies. This is not so today. The
traditional Igbo world-view has been influenced l'rom without to accommodate
twins even as a blessing fro111 God.
Perhaps what might be considered as the nlajor or most important
characteristic of the Igbo world-view is that it is anthropocentric. It is a world
view that is centered on man. Oguejiofor correctly observes:

The Igbo, like many other communities in Africa, place man
(mmadu) at the centre of their universe. Nature, society itself, and
a host of innumerable spiritual beings are relevant insofar as they
affect man (positively or negatively) . 5 1
Man is important and indeed central in Igbo world-view but is by no
means, the measure of all things. There are beings superior to him and laws
higher than his own which he must obey or else face drastic consequences. But
he rightly claims a central and strategic position in the hierarchy of beings since
the interactions and inter-communications between the visible created order and
the invisible world of God, spirits, ancestors are only possible through him.
It is right to hold that Igbo world-view is cenlered on lnan because the
spirits of the dead-ancestors seek to enter into contact with the living and to
continue living function upon earth. This is materialistic in the sense that the Igbo
in their theory of the final end of man does not see beyond this material world
to recognize God as the final end of all things. Rather it holds ancestorhood as
the final end of man. All the beings in the "thing" category, namely, plants,
animals and minerals exist only to serve man and their sole purpose is to provide
food and some other basic needs of man's life on earth. If there were no human
forces says the Igbo all the beings in the "thing" calegory would be frozen. There
would be no procreation no change no life because man by his words calls
"things" and they are; Igboman remains the centre of the created order with
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forces or beings above and below him and he cannot but communicate with them
regularly at the call of duties or hours of needs.
Because man is the centre of the created order, "the focal point of the
universe" the ontological mean between the visible and the invisible worlds,
individuals erljoy intrinsic dignity, respect, and worth in Igbo philosophy and in
real life. This is also the metaphysical basis for the antlmpocentric humanism
characteristic of the life and practice of the Igbo particularly in his inter-personal
relationships.
The point of this anthropocentric humanism characteristic of man's
relationship to man in the Igbo world-view is that in traditional Igbo society
particularly, unlike the Hobessian view, man was not essentially a wolf to man,
neither was he treated as a mere object. The place and role of illan in the
universe,

ill

the scheme of things as seen above is ~ h crcason for lllc

anthropocentricity of Igbo world-view.
The last of the characteristics of the Igbo world-view to be considered in
this chapter, is that it embody wisdom. Indeed myths contain wisdom. In the
book, Before Philosophy, there is a description of mythopoetic thought as "a form
of poetry which transcends poetry in that it proclaims a truth. In this work,

mythical thoughts are described as a form of reasoning which transcends
reasoning in that it wants to bring out not only the truth it proclaims but must
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proclaim and elaborate a poetic form of truth. This goes to show that myEhs are
not just empty stories about, for instance, how the African God had to withdraw
from the African World but has some hidden lessons in them. Professor Nwoga
argues vividly that myths contain some truth. He writes: "mythology of a
community contains those stories which represent [he underlying truths behind
the life of a people"

He later concludes by saying that "mythical stories and the

cosmogonic tales of a people would therefore be a good source from to which
establish the people's conception of ultimate causalities, their belief systems as
they relate to deities and the relationship between man and the other flowers."53
These elucidating ideas of professor Nwoga are true and they strengthen our
stand that myths contain wisdom and as such do serve as a source through which
the actual beliefs of the people could be drawn and evaluated. Myths as modes
of knowing and explaining reality says professor C.B.Okolo "no matter how
naive and far removed from scientific explanations embody wisdom. They mark
an advance from the state of brute, raw ignorance to ultimately real knowledge".
It is little wonder that Aristotle praises a lover of myth as a "lover of wisdom"
for he also believes that myths contain wisdom. It is in this sense that one can
argue that traditional philosophy of the AfricanIIgbo though "philosophy" in the
loose sense, contains wisdom therefore cannot be neglected. Both myths, ethnophilosophy or traditional philosophy because they contain wisdom are essential
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materials for critical philosophy. They are characterized by being largely
traditional, dogmatic and uncritical. Their best status and role are as base
materials for academic or professional philosophy. The Igboman enjoys some
basic assumptions about the world and his place and role in it. This is what we
now examine in what follows below.
3.3.2 Nature of Igbo World
The Igbo believe in the existence of two worlds: physical and metaphysical
or the sensible and the supra-sensible worlds. Among the Igbo there is no sharp
distinction or dichotomy between the two worlds. This is comparable to the two
orders of existence in Bantu Ontology, namely, the visible and the invisible
realms which relate and interact with each other. Parrinder must have the Igbo
in mind when he remarked that "there is no sharp dividing line between the
sacred and the secular.. . material and spiritual are intertwined, the former as a
vehicle of the later".54 In Igbo conceptions of the world, therefore, the two
realms of existence: material and spiritual and these shade into or interpenetrate
each other and are often times, considered one continuous interacting life.
The structure of the Igbo World makes an interesting object of study,
namely, the world of man (Elu uwa) inhabited by all created things with man as
their master and the spirit world (Ala Muo). The Igbo World is based on the
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theory of cosmic balance according to this theory everything in the world has a
double. Consequently, the Igbo believe strongly that everything in their world has
its opposite pole. V.C. Uchendu distinguishes these two worlds in Igbo
cosmology. The Igbo world is a real one in every respect. There is the world of
man peopled by all created beings and things both animate and inanimate. The
spirit world is the abode of the creator, the gods, the disembodied and malignant
spirits. T . U . Nwala advanccs the dual nature of the Igbo universe. IIc writes:

The universe is basically structured into two main inter-relaled
parts according to Igbo traditional ideas. (a) Eliiigwe - sky (I)) Eluuwu - the Earth (Also called Alu). These two are believed to be
equal in extension. Apart from this, there are two realms or orders
(or spheres) of existence. (a) Alu Muo - the spirit World or
supernatural order (b) Ala inndu -the human world or visible
order. SS
Any event in the Igbo world takes place either in the visible or the invisible
worlds.
In contradistinction to this theory of the two worlds of the Igbo is the
opposite theory: the Marxist theory of one world--view.
Karl Marx appeared in the late 19th century and taught the world that
there is only one world, the material world. With this stand point, Karl Marx and
Fredrich Engels with their theory of dialectical materialism are grouped into the
category of positive, theoretical atheists who not only assert that God does not
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exist because only the material is real, but go on to elaborate whole arguments,
schemes and systems to establish their disbelief or rejection of theism - a theory
that believes in the existence and reality of God.

3.3.3 The Metaphysical Cosnlological and Eschatological Beliefs of the Igbo
These are the basic assumptions of the Igbo about the spiritual and
physical worlds, their place and role in it. What are the sum

-

total of the

assumptions entertained by the traditional Igbo? This will be discussed briefly
..

under three important headings, namely, metaphybical beliefs, cosmological
beliefs and eschatological beliefs.

3.3.3.1

Igbo Metaphysical Beliefs

These beliefs could be summarized as follows:
1.

Belief in the existence of the spiritual world Ala Muo the abode of CHI-

UKWU (the Supreme Being) and other spirits both malevolent and
benevolent spirits.
2.

Belief in CHI-UKWU (the Supreme Being)

3.

Belief in major gods like Ala (the earth goddess), Igwe (the sky god), etc.

4.

Belief in other minor gods.

5.

Belief in Ancestors or "the living-dead" or human spirits.

6.

Belief in Ogwu (mystical and magical powers).

Igbo Cosmological Beliefs

3.3.3.2

These include:
1.

Belief in the existence of a material world the "opposite" of the spirit
world. This is in consequence of the Igbo belief that everything in the
world has its opposite, inner - side or a double.

2.

Belief in the ontological goodness of the world. It is a perfect world in
structure and a beautiful world in design. Uwa Amaka Mma Ma Na Obu

Umu Uwa Mebiri Uwa (It is a beautiful world but the people in it have
spoilt it. Indeed the presence of evil and imperfection existent in the world
today are extrinsic. They are the consequences of the actions of men and
of the gods.

3.

Belief that the world is the work of CHI-UKWU (the Greatest Chi) the
God of "creation". He is the creative principle of all other beings outside
Him.

4.

CHI-UKWU (the Supreme Being) provides, sustains and governs the world
to its end. This operative attribute of God as well as His immanent nature
in Igbo World view is expressed in one of the principal names of God,
namely, Osebuluwa (God, carrier of the world). By this immanent attribute

of God, He is also the principle of continued existence and dependence of
all created beings including the immortal gods.
5.

Man is believed to control the created "things" in the universe because of
his super-intelligence.

6.

There is the belief in the influence of the gods on the morality of the
Igboman. CHI-UKWU(the Supreme Being) is not regarded as the arbiter
in moral issues: Arli (the earth goddess), and the ancestors are believed to
punish any breach of morality especially [he very grave ones. But God
remains the ultimate source power and authority behind all moral issues.

3.3.3.3

Eschatological Beliefs of the Igbo

The Igbo have a firm belief in death, in an "after-life" and in the doctrine
of reincarnation.
For them death is an unavoidable tragedy. It is a "gate-value" a means of
joining the ancestors in the next world, the spirit world. The manner of passage
into the "after-life" matters for the Igbo. "Good life", procreation or perpetuation
of one's life through offsprings, ripe old age, "good death" as opposed to
unnatural death and good burial are essential criteria.

LIFE AFTER DEATH
Life for the Igbo does not end in death. Death is not conceived in Igbo
world-view as sheer extinction as is the case in the completely materialistic
culture for example. Death for the Igbo does not mean the end of the road, a
dead end, a full final stop. The Igbo have a hope in the "Life-after death". This
belief in the "life-after-death" is grounded in the Igbo illogical, superstitions but
strong belief in the re-incarnation

- a return to the world. The Igbo believe that

a man is born into this world to live life here on earth, perfect himself, perfect
the society, and at the end of this earthly life, to join his ancestors in the spirit
world from where it returns to this world to inform another body for another
span of earthly life. This materialistic world-view is part of the major problems
of Christianity as it carries its mission of evangelization in Igbo country. Apart
from battling with the Igbo traditional God and gods, the mind of the Igbo
Christian is not yet completely lifted beyond "here" to its proper ultimate end.
The vertical dimension of the problem of auto-transcendence is still not within
-

the category of Igbo traditional thought or world-view. The Igbornan has the
basic belief in "life-after-death" which should be lived in God and not in
ancestorhood.
Perhaps it will be interesting to wind up this chapter with this hypothesis,
namely, what if the Igbo were to be guided by Marxist World-view. If the Igbo
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were to be guided by such a world-view, namely, Marxist view of the existence
of only one world, they will now be talking ol' only, one world, the visible
world. And the iinplication is that the Igboman's notion of the metaphysical
world and the beings in the same world especially the CHI-UKWU (the Greatest
Chi) the main subject of our discourse in this thesis would be regarded as nonexistent or at most a fiction of the mind without any foundatior~in reality.
Possibly, the concept of a "loan deity might be easily tenable. But the Igbo world
is a dual world, namely, the metaphysical and the physical with all the beings
there in properly arranged in their hierarchical order with God at the apex. 111
the next chapter ,we shall study extensively all the ilnportant beings in their
hierarchical order.
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CHAPTER FOUR
IGBO ONTOLOGY

4.1

INTRODUCTION & PRELIMINARY NOTIONS
We have shown in chapter Three, that at the core of Igbo World-view,

there is the belief in the existence of two worlds, namely, the visible and the
invisible. While the spiritual beings inhabit the spiritual world, the corporeal
beings occupy the visible world. We also noted that the two worlds shade into
each other, in the sense that there is no dichotomy between the two worlds
though they are essentially different. There are interactions and intercomniunications. And like other Africans, the pre-modern Igbo also recognise or
believe in One Supreme Being served by many gods which populate the
supersensible world. Thus in the two worlds of the Igbo, there exits three main
broad categories and five sub-categories of beings. These we examined in passing
in our previous chapter. In this chapter, we examine once more, this time in
detail, the categories of being in Igbo Ontology and more importantly see how
they are arranged in their hierarchical order. The need for such a detailed study
is obvious. It will help to identify, establish, validate and authenticate the
question of the existence, place, nature, attributes, role and function of the
Ultimate Being Being in Igbo Ontology. His relationship with other beings within

the categories of being will certainly be highlighted also.
But before we lay down the hierarchy of beings and seek the catcgories of
being in Igbo Ontology, let us provide a working definition and distinction of thc
key terms most likely to occur in this chapter. It is necessary to clarify these
terms because the history of thought reveals that the source of most controversies
in philosophy as perhaps in all other disciplines is ~llebasic tendency of scholars
either to grasp falsely or to overlook the preliminary distinctions and
clarifications. Again it nlust be admitted that concepts or definitions in philosophy
as in social sciences are often elusive. It is on these counts that it becomes
necessary in this chapter to discuss briefly some notions which are important
clarifications in this chapter. Hopehlly these preliminary distinctions and
clarifications will be of immense help particularly

lo

non-professionals in African

philosophy lo grasp bellcr whal Igbo Ontology is all i ~ I ) o ulhc
~ , l i l a i ~ lI'OCIIS oS(Ilis
work.
Metaphysics or Ontology is distinguished from Ontology by its very
nature, task and scope. Metaphysics is the critical study of reality. It is a critical
reflection on all that "is" or can be. (It is thus the most ambitious morc general,
abstract and all-encompassing branch of philosophy). It is sornelinles called
Ontology or philosophy or the study of being.
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The concepts of metaphysics and Ontology are to help us complete our
basic distinctions of Ontology. And so we go straight to ask: What is Igbo

Ontology, which is the actual context within which God is discussed in this
thesis.
Igbo metaphysics or Ontology on the one hand, restricts its enquiries to
the Igboman and his presence in the world. Igbo Ontology for this reason is less
ambitious in scope. In a nut shell it is a study of the Igbo World and Worldview. Such topics as the nature of ultimate reality for the Igbo, the nature of
beings or "forces according to Temples, in the Igbo universe, thc relationship
between the sensible and the supersensible beings, that is to say, their interaction.
The hierarchy of beings in the Igbo universe, laws of vital causality, etc, also
constitute a special field of Igbo Ontology or Metaphysics, the science of reality
in Igbo world-view.

4.2

HIERARCHY OF BEINGS
At the heart of Igbo World-view is the conception of a ranking or grading

of beings based on qualities and powers for which they are accorded greater
status than other beings, in the universe. Of all the beings that are existent

ill

Igbo universe, man is at the centre. And as any philosophical de~nonstrationof
the place of CHI-UKWU (The Greatest Chi cannot but point to the existence of

a hierarchy of being, let us lay down the hierarchy of beings in Igbo Ontology
in an ascending order.
At the base or bottom of this hierarchy are the Ihe (things) namely,

minerals, plants and ani~nals.After things, come rLl(ulii (Human k i n g s ) , (their
ralionality difi'erentiates llieln from things); Ndi Muo (liuman Spirits; M u o (Non
Human-spiri ts) , the immortality of the human and non-lunan spirits differentiates
. them from othcr classes of beings, and at the apex is CHI-UKWU (The Greatest

Chi), in that order. His creative power differentiates IIim from all other created
beings. Thus He is the author and creator of all things in the universe both
spiritual and temporal. I11 what follows we go on to seek and discuss the main
categories and sub-categories of beings in Igbo world a ~ i dworld-view.

4.3

THE THREE MAIN CATEGORIES OF IGl30 ONTOLOGY
What basic kinds of beings are there in Igbo Ontology'?
This question was once asked by B.Russel when seeking the basic kinds

of entities in world order. He asks: "What types of things make up the Ultimate
funiture of the world?". Again, to add, to embracc the most important aspects
our study in this section of our work we also ask: If there are beings in Igboworld, how are they arranged in their hierarchical order'? Questions of this sort
serve as valid background to an over-all identifica~ionand elucidation of the God-

question which is the subject of our discussion in this thesis.
Here we insist on a classitlcation and order that is traditional, detailed,
rational to give scientific meaning to our research and secure sufficient grounds
for our eventual analysis of the ultimate being in Igbo Ontology. Igbo Ontology
as we indicated earlier is unique in the sense that it is an anthropocentric
Ontology, that is to say, an ontology that is centred on man. This ontology can
be classified into two broad categories, namely, Ihe Ndi Anngki Afil Anylc
(invisible beings) and Ihe Ndi Ana Afii Ailyu (visible beings). But for purposes of
ordered treatment and simplicity of structure we shall classify all the beings in
Igbo Ontology into three main broad categories, namely, Muo, M ~ t d uand Ihe

These are to be the three categories of Igbo Ontology to be studied here. All
beings, all essence, in whatever form it is conceived, can, be subsumed undcr
one of these categories. Nothing in Igbo ontology can be conceived outside them.
These three categories are further subdivided into five:
CHUKWU, CHINEKE, EZECHITOKE, or OSEBULUWA (God) as the ultimate
being. He is the ultimate explanation of the genesis and continued existence and
dependence of all beings below Him in the hierarchy. God is therefore totally
removed from the rest of other beings in the Muo (spirits) category. 'This we sl~all
later prove in Chapter Five. Below Chukwu (tile Greatest Ctzi) are Muo (Non-
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Human spirits), then come Ndi Muo (Human spirits). After Ndi Muo come the

Madu (Human beings) and Ihe (Things) or the remainder of biological life
conlprising animals, plants and minerals, in that descending order.
But for our purpose here we insist on a hierarchical structure arranged in
an ascending order beginning with the Ilze (things) category up to CHI-UKWU the
.

.

ultimate being in Igbo Ontology which is the burden of our next chapter.

4.3.1 IHE (Thing-Category and Sub-Categories)
Ihe (things) is one of the three categories of beings in Igbo Ontology.
Copper, gold, brass, stone, east, west, night, day, wind, sun, sky, rain,
darkness, earth, trees, grass, vegetables, lion, Leopard, Elephant, cock, etc.,
belong to "Ihe-category " .

Ihe (things) in Igbo Ontology is the same with the Bintu (things) in
Kagame's exposition of the four categories of Bantu (African) philosophy. In
Janheinz Jahn discussion of the four categories of African philosophy, one by
analysis observes and correctly, too, that his Birttu (things) equate well with Ihe
(things) - in Igbo Ontology. He writes with explanations and translations:

Muntu=
'humanbeing'(plura1:Bantu);
Kintu =
'thing'(plura1: Bintu); (things)
iii
Ham=
'placeandtime';
Kuntu =
'modality'.
iv
Muiztu, Kintu, Hantu, and Kzmtu are the four categories of African
i

..
11

philosophy. '
Thus, Ihe (things), to borrow Jahn's phrase or definition may be defined as:
Those forces which cannot act for themselves and wliich can
becollie active oilly on the c o m ~ n a i of
~ l a M l u ~ r uwhehcr
,~
living
man, dead man, orisha or Bon Dieu.. . The bitlru (things) are frozen
forces, which await the command of a M u t m (human beir~gs).~
No being in this Ihe category the Igbo say or believe, has any will of its own.
They all lack reason or intellect which is needed for activity. Consequently, Ihe
has no activity and can only be activated by either the spirits or man. When they
are influenced they in their turn influence other things. This is the theory of
"vital influence and interaction of forces in Bantu Ontology". The phenomenon
of Ogwu (niedicine and magical forces) in Igbo world-view resls oil this law of
vital influence or causality, namely, that the vital human force can directly
influence inferior force beings (animals, vegetables or mineral) in their being
itself through the intermediary of which it influences the rational being.
In Igbo traditional thought Ihe (things) not only refers to those things that
are below man in the hierarchy of beings but it is 21lso used to embrace all that
exist including human beings and spirits. Hence Edeh, rightly observes that Ife
primarily refers to inaninlate entities like the English word "thing". But by
extension, it can be used to designate human and sirper human beings.4 Uzodinn~a
Nwala lends support to this universal meaning of ljie i l l Igbo Ontology. He rightly
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observes: Ihe refers to every existing thing including the spirits as the expression
of Ihe durn (everything) often impliesn5 Whether Ihe (things) or Ihe Durn
(everything) is used in their universal connotation, none can be an adequate
substitute for the concept, "Being". Though they Ihe or Ihe Durn include all
actual and possible entities in the universe they do not contain within their nature
those essential components of the meaning of being, namely, the fact of existence
and the nature or essence of things.
In our context, the term Ihe is taken to refer to all those beings that are
below human beings in Igbo hierarchy of beings, namely, animals, plants and
minerals. These fall into three sub-categories: Anu (animals) e.g dogs; Ihe Nkiti

Nwere Ndu (Vegetative beings or things that have life) e.g trees, etc. Ife Nkiti
enweghi Ndu (Non Vegetative beings or things that have no life) e.g minerals like
copper, gold, etc.
It must be pointed out here that in the Biblical order of creation Ihe
(things) in our context here comes before Madu (human beings) in that strict
order of creation. The authors of Genesis records that the earth was the first to
be created on the third day. After the earth, come other things including plants
or trees, grass, sun and moon, sea creatures, birds, cattle wild beasts, snakes

-

that biblical agent of discord and rancour - reptiles, and man, in that order. By
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divine ordination therefore, God places man last and Ihe (things) first. Having
created all things except man, God created man, the sixth day. 'I'l~ebiblical
authors of the Genesis record that God created man in the image of himself, in
the image of God he created him, male and female he created them. God blessed
them, saying to them, "Be fruitful, multiply, fill the earth and conquer it. Be
masters of the fish of the sea, the birds of heaven and all the living animals on
the earth". God said, I give you all the seed - bearing plants that arc: up011 the
whole earth, and all the trees with seed-bearing I'ruit; this shall be your flood.
'I'his is the structure of hierarchy or order of creatio~lin Biblical tradition: man
came last. In Igbo traditional ontology the last in Biblical order, namely, man
comes first. This is very fascinating and goes the more to prove that Igbo
Ontology is centered on man, the "Ontological mean" between the spirit world
and the material world. In this thesis as in Igbo world-view man is assigned a
central position in the created order:

He rightly claims a central and strategic position in the hierarchy
of beings since the interactions and i~lter-com~nunicatio~ls
between
the visible created order and the invisible world of God, spirits,
ancestors are only possible through him. He is therefore the
ontological mean between beings existing above and below 11im. I11
this respect, man ( h u ~ n abeings)
~l
it1 the Al'rican (Igbo World-vicw)
is the centre of creation, with intimate and personal relationships
with beings above and below him.6
What then are the sub-categories of Ihe (things). We begin with the least in the
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category, namely, Ihe Nkiti Enweglzi Ndu (things that have no life, that is nonvegetative beings or "forces" to use Bantu terms.
IHE NIUTI LNWEGIII NDU (MINERALS)

The Igbo rationally acknowledge the existence of certain beings or forces
which have no life commonly called "minerals". These include Copper, Gold,
stone, east, West, night, day, the four market days: Eke, Oye, Afor arid Nkwo,
etc. They are all "things" without life. But man can activate them, that is,
-

influence them to act using his word which is capable of freeing the frozen forces
of minerals so that they can in turn influence other beings. Uzodinrna Nwala has
a catalogue of these inanimate beings which man may guide to meaningful
behaviour or purpose. curiously enough, he (Nwala) observes and rightly, too,
that in traditional Igbo society, these are often times deified and worshipped and
for one reason or the other this attitude among the Igbo persists till date. He
writes:
Certain elements like wind, sun, sky, rain, darkness, earth, etc.,
are deified and their spirits worshipped. Their activities, their
'coming into being' and 'passing away' bear some stamp of
mystery and so are thought to possess some mysterious or occult
attributes .7

IHE NKITI NWERE NDU (THINGS THAT HAVE LIFE)
These form part of the beings that fall within the Ihe-category and they
occupy special and important position in the hierarchy of beings in Igbo
Ontology. Trees, plants, grass and vegetables belong to this category of things
'

that have vegetative life. In Igbo world-view there are reports of instances of
various mythologies speaking about certain trees.like Iroko tree, Akpu, Ogbu, Ofo
tree (Detarium Senegalensis), etc; which are the repository of the gods especially
the ancestral spirits and any other spirits whether benevolent or malevolent.
There is therefore a strong belief among the pre-modern Igbo that when a
sacrifice is made to such trees or even the wood from them, it is never the plant
or the object for whom the sacrifice is meant, but the ancestors or the gods that
are journeying or reposing on them. Such trees and the wood from them have
special quality. The ancestors and the gods reposing in them in one way or the
other, have -given them their special consecration. Other trees or forests are full
of awe, dreaded and in effect are generally avoided especially at particular hours
of the day or night respectively.
These trees and plants are seed-bearing and fruit-bearing as well. They
bear crops, fruits and leaves and these provide food for man's table. More so still
some of their leaves have healing powers. They are anti-dotes and form essential
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ingredients in the concoctions of traditional curative medicine, namely Mrniri
Ogwu and the almighty Ogwu (talisman) which is nlore powerful, dangerous and

even superior in nature than the self that produces it. At least Ogwu (medicine
and magical forces) fall within the category spirit which is higher than Inan in the
ontological order.
ANU (MEAT)
Apart from its literary meaning as consumable meat is used in this context
to mean "animals as distinguished from humail Ixings and from inanimate
being".' Ape, cock, snake, dog etc; all belong to the sub-calcgory, Anu
(animals).
Igbo traditional thougl~tand practice highly ackiwwledge the in~portarlce
of animals especially in cultic rituals. They (aninlals) enjoy pride of place as a
result of man's struggle in life. It is not quite clear whether among the Igbo,
animals have souls and spirit like men. Nwala is o n record for raising this issue
and he suggests that "traditional Igbo myth and folklore abound with beliefs that
animals have souls and spirits like men, althougli theirs may be a somewhat
lower ontologically".' Men and animals have in coiilmon the five sense, narnely,
sight, hearing, feeling smell and taste what "things" really lack that differentiates
them from man is rationality or the principle of auto-transcendence or what
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Janheinz Jahn calls Ubwetrge.lo Ontologically, man aml things are not equal.
Man occupies a higher position in the hierarchy ol' beings in Igbo Ontology. This
position of man is possible because Inan is a composite of body and spirit. The
spirit is the principle of rationality. Rationality itself differentiates Inan fro111
things. How then can things (animals) have souls like men? That would be
tantamount to elevating them to the category of M u h (human bcings) which
would be a wrong misconception or definition of them. IIuman beings and things
(animals) are not equal ontologically. Qualitivcly they may possess certain
qualities and powers for which man respects, honours and even fears.
The point of it all is that "things" have no souls and spirits like human
beings. But cases abound

ill

Igbo traditional thougl~twlicrc aninlals exucl Inall

ill

certain things and for that reason are given special respect. But that does not
make animals to have souls and spirits like men. For instance it is believed that
animals may "perceive" "know" or see things cvllicll human bei~lgsmay lot
perceive or see with their ordinary human eyes. In Ihiala, it is believed that
animals like dogs can see spirits. When, for example, a dog barks without any
visible cause. In Nnokwa and Alor when a cock or hen begins to quack
unexpectedly in the absence of any unfriendly birds or any other visible objects
[hat may be responsible for their quacking, it is believed that it had seen a spirit

and the traditional Nnokwa religionist suspects thal spirits may be around or that
something mysterious or not within the immediate comprehension of Inan is about
to happen.
Apart from perceiving and seeing what may be beyond the ordillary human
intelligence and wisdom, animals are also believed to detect poison. The throwing
out of food or anything suspected to be poisoned to animals to taste are sure
indices that the traditional Igbo believe that animals can detect poiso~l.It is the
belief of the Igbo that if the animal in question usually a dog tastes the food, then

it is presumed that the food or the edible is not poisoned. Man may detect poison
but that may be through death of the animal.
The role of animals in all cultic rituals in Igboland cannnot be overemphasized. Apart from providing delicacies for man's table, they are always the
victims, the pawns in the tractitional riluals and p~ac(iccs.No littlc wonder that
Uzodinma Nwala exclaims: "their role in the preparation of medicine (Ogwu),
in sacrifices, and religious and social festivities is very central indeed."
Other roles of animals in Igbo religious thought and practice irlclude acting
as agents of the spirits and the gods as well as sources of infornlation and
inspiration. Taking some names of aninlals such as Agu (tiger) Okerzyi (elephant
the Great) point to the kind of ambition which thc Igbo aspire to by answering

the names of such animals whose attributes are usually extolled in Igbo Idioms,
folk-tales, -proverbsand other cultural expressions. Man since creation has always
enjoyed the services of "things", namely, animals plants and n~inerals.The
relationship between man and "things", animals in particular has always been

r:
r\

fas~nating,a relationship of maximum utility which may well derive its origin
from the biblical injunction of God to inan thus:
God blessed them (man and woman - Adam and Eve) saying to
them, Be fruitful, multiply, fill the earth and conquer it. Be masters
of the fish of the sea, the birds of heaven and all living animals on
the earth. God said, see, I give you all the seed-bearing piallis h i t
are upon the whole earth, and all the trees will1 seed-bearing fruit;
this shall be your food.I2
This relationship between "things" and the Ilii~nanbeings in traditional
Igbo is best summarized in these words of Uzodinnla Nwala.
For the Igbo, . . . animals (plants and minerals) occupy a stralcgic
place in their wosld-view includi~g cllcir religion, social
orgw~im~ioils
a i d lilb. ' l ' l ~ y 1)I;ly ;I v i h l iulc i i l i l u i ~ ~ h i i ~ iiil l g
cosinic balance and in providi~lgexplanation li)r no st ~llyslcrious
happenings. l 3

4.3.2 MADU (Human Being- Category and SlrlCategories)
Mudu (human being) is one of the three categories of Igbo Ontology. Thc
physical world of the Igbo is the domain of Mudu (human beings and Ihe
(things). We therefore agree with Nwala that A l ~ r- M L ~ (the
~ u natural world of
visible order) "is the home o f man, aniinals, birds, plants and a host of other
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created beings". Emmanuel Edeh maintains the same view when he says that the
visible world of the Igbo is inhabited by two kinds o f beings, namely, human and
non-human.
Human beings as a generic term includes both n m and women in their
differing qualitative characteristics. These are within the category Mndu (human
beings). Mcrtiu or human beings are variously described as the "master of
things".l%zeanya

thinks that "God has made him the focal point of the

universe" .I5 Nze suggests that "among the Igbos, nlan is the container as well as
the content of the gods". Man or human beings are of great importance in Igbo
Ontology but that does not in any way suggest that human beings are the measure
of all things. Certainly and undoubtedly, there are beings superior to huinan
beings and laws higher than his own which he must obey or else face drastic
consequences. That notwilllstanding liunian beings as Professor C.B .Okolo rightly
observes "assume an enviable position

ill

Igbo Ontology", indeed he says Ihal

man or human beings:
rightly claims a central and strategic position in the hierarchy of
beings since the interactions and i~ltercomrnu~lications
between the
visible created order and the invisible world of God, spirits,
ancestors are only possible through him. He is therefore the
ontological mean between beings existing allow and below liim. In
this scspcct, Inan ( I ~ L I I I ~beiilgs)
~I~
i l l lhe Al'rica~~
(Igl~oWorld-vicw
is the centre of creation with intimate and pcrsonal relatio~~ships
with beings above and below him.''
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It is correct to hold that in the traditional Ontology of the Igbo, man sees
himself as the centre of the universe. The position of Ma& (human beings) and
his role as the "centre of the created order", " n ~ a s ~of
e r things (Ihe), "the focal
point of the universe" "the container as well as the content of the gods", the
ontological mean between the visible and the invisible worlds", etc; confers
unparalleled dignity, respect and worth to individuals in Igbo world-view and in
real life. 'This also is tht: ~netaphysicalbasis for the anhropocc~ltricontology
characteristic of the life, thought and practices of the Igbo.
Within the Madu (-human-category-), therc are sub-categories of human
beings arranged in their hierarchical order. Different scholars of Igbo philosophy
have proposed various orders in the Madu-category in this connection, we intend
to steer a middle course, that is to say, an attenlpt will be made to arrive at a
synthesis of all available hypothetical hierarchical orders. Our order will be based
on "vital force or power, rank or status and primogeniture. We 'therefore
distinguish between ontological definition of l l ~ m a nbeings and qualitative
characteristics. Ontologically, all men are "rational" beings and by this
ontological definition "all men are ontologically equal". On the other hand,
qualitatively, that is, in terms of possession of cerlain qualities and powers for
which human beings are accorded greater respect, honour and even dignity, than

the rest of human beings, "all men by this qualitative characteristics are not
equal " .
With these two distinctions, we recognise that the essence of human beings
is "rationality". This is what makes man what he is. This is shared by all human
beings and it makes all human beings ontologically equal. And so we lay down
the hierarchical order of all categories of human beings basing it on character,
talents, functions, roles, power, status, primogeniture (order of birth) and
usefulness to the community.
At the apex of this hierarchy is Ndi Eze MMO(chief priests including Rev
Fathers); After them, Ndi Dibia Afa (Diviners or Fortune tellers), then,Ndi Dibia
Ogwu (Traditional Medicine men)., Ndi Eze' (Traditional chiefs)., Ndi Okenye

or Ndi Okpala (Elders or clan and village heads., Ndi Nze N'Ozo (Titled
persons). , Mmadu Nkiti (common men, women and children) and Ndi Efi (the
useless or the non-useful), in that order. For want of space and time we leave off
any detailed examination of any of the sub-categories of Madu -(Human Beings),
and limit our study to such question as: what is man in Igbo Ontology.

SELF OR PERSON IN IGBO ONTOLOGY
The history of philosophy reveals that the formal anthropological question:
what is man? is coeval with Greek civilization and philosophy, even though the
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early Greek philosophers turned their attention primarily to unravelling the cause
or causes of the material universe. However, the problem of man's nature was
interwoven with that of the universe since man was regarded as part and parcel
of nature. One can say that a particular and exclusive study of man began with
socrates, plato and Aristotle. Indeed it was Descartes in his Meditations of first
philosophy who perhaps can rightly be regarded as the best known modern
philosopher who raised the issue of man with renewed urgency when he poses
this soul - searching question: "what then have I previously believed myself to
be? Clearly, I believed that I was a man"17 Indeed the problem of self is not new
to Western thinkers. One negative achievement as it were, which this problem
has made was splitting the West and the whole philosophic tradition, namely,
Western, Indian, American, Asian, etc. into different warring camps, thus
making the problem much more intricate.
On the question of man's essence, that which makes man or person who
he is, Western philosophers are grouped into three broad categories, namely,
those who advance the theory that man is essentially "all soul", a rational being
or a spiritual being. Plato for instance who took the extremist view in this camp
lodges the essence of man in his spirituality with just loose, independent
connection to the body. For St. Augustine the real man is the soul. Aristotle with
his view falls within this first category.

The second camp includes those who adhere to all-body theory. Man or
self as viewed by Western philosophers in this camp has lost his superior
metaphysical definition and status, namely "a rational being". He is conceived as
basically material, just like other material entities. This implies that man differs
from other "things" in degree only, not in kind. The proponents of this view are
the ancient and modern materialists, namely, Democritus and the ancient
atomists, Lucretius, Hobbes, and the eighteenth and nineteenlh century
materialists such as Holbach, Feuerbach, etc.
And finally the third camp, the middle-course philosophers, who advocate
that man is a composite of soul and body. Man according to philosophers in this
camp is a unity of some sort. This is the common tradition of the ThomisticAristotelian school. Even Kierkegaard who espouses the idea of the "only-a-soul
theory" (as far as the concept of self or man is concerned) adds a timely warning
that

"... no one ought to allow himself to be deceived by the fact that we can

walk on two legs.
Man is thus seen by Western philosophers as a paradox in view of the
complexities of his operations. This gave rise to so many other definitions of man
or self, namely, a religious being, an ecomonic being, a political animal, a
langauage user, and as Ernst Cassirer phrases man's characteristics, "he sings,
makes tools, creates languages, art and lives in a symbolic universe where

.

language, myth, and religion are part of this universe".
In Igbo philosophy, one observes with remarkable interest that in recent
times, the problem of self has attracted the attention of scholars of Igbo
philosophy and this also in turn has divided them into different warring camps.
This is expected of a new discipline like Igbo philosophy as in all known
philosophic traditions of the world. As it grows, more questions and problems
are raised, many of them fresh ones.
What is clear is that Igbo concept of the essellce of man is radically
different from the Western view of man or self. Igbo Ontology offers a new
meaning of man which to my understanding and view satisfies the need of man
in todays modern world, namely, creating a community of people. Apart from
the rationalized conception of man, man is conceived: by the Igbo not as being,
individualistic or egocentric, a lone-ranger but as a "community - being", a
being-with-others". In short the so much individualism which cllaracterizes
Western nlode of life and which can never create a community of people is
substituted with communal spirit. In the West as we noted, this inter-personal
relationship characteristic of Igbo view of man is by no means the same. Hobbes,
view which considers man essentially a wolf to man is a typical example of the
Western conception of man as egocentric. Man in Igbo world-view is essentially
"a being-with-others" not a wolf to another. Neither is man treated as a mere

"thing" Ihe, mainly because of his unique place and role in nature.
That.man, in Igbo Ontology is a "being-willl-others", that is to say, he is
defined in terms of "We-existence" does not mean that such social ills as
tribalism or a bias for one's own or against olher people on the basis of tril~al
origin or cultural characteristics, does not function in public life. "Tribalism"
Professor C .B. Okolo remarks "is a stage of weakness in the evolutionary growth
of a people". One is therefore justified to say that it is the result of our being human. The modern Igboman continues to struggle against tribalism in his bid
for self development and progress. And "the struggle continues", to borrow
Nkrumah's phrase, until the problem is solved.
This concept of man or self in terms of "We-existence", namely, "I am
because wc are and because we are, I am" does ~iotat all incan that the
individual is co~npletelyswallowed up in the i~iter-personalrelationship. Professor

C. B. Okolo issues a timely warning to this gross ~ilisconceptionof the concept
of man in IgboIAfrican Ontology. He cautions as follows:

Even though individual human beings belong to a class, yet
experie~iceshows that they cling to heir own i~idividualityas ~iiarks
of distinct selves which they cannot par1 with nor allow lo be
rnerged with others. To ignore this aspect of man or to treat it
inadequately by any philosophic system would certainly constitute
a weak spot in that s y s t e ~ n . ' ~
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The self in Igbo World-view does not constitute a very serious problem.
Such becomes a big probleln in Dewey's naturalistic philosophic tradition. Here
the individual loses his personal status and autononly. This is also the exact
problem in Hegel and David Hume, namely, the individual self is seen to be
swallowed up, indeed, at the verge of total disappearance as a subject and as a
distinct entity.
Self or man in Igbo Ontology is not completely swallowed up in his
relationships with others though the individual cannot be conceived apart from
the community. It must also be emphasized that in Igbo ontology, self is not
co~nplctelyregarded as a rwrc objcct or thing. llis placc and rolc
confers

OII

ill

tiature

him some dignity and sacredness. It lnust however be adnlitted illat

instances abound when individuals are sacrificed to the gods or killed in tribal
wars or eve11 sold as slaves. These instances are exccpions rather than the rule,
usually in obedience to a higher order of morality, namely, the will of' the gods
for a greater good of the individual and the community. This is quitc unlike the
modern man's conception of man as individualistic and wolfish as we ~nentioncd
above.

CONCEIT OF THE PERSON AND ESCIIA'I'OLOGY IN IGBO
ON1'0LOGY
Apart from the essential definition uf man or self as a being-with-others,
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man in Igbo world-view is endowed with a dual nature, namely, body and soul.
The marvels, the complexities of the human person and the combined activities
of man, namely: the shortness of human life, man's superority over the rest of
nature which he controls and which serve him, his strength and infirmity, his
joys and sorrows, accon~plishmentsand failures, his various experiences on the
realities of life particularly man's own experience of auto-transcendence all
combine to keep the traditional and modern Igbo wondering and in turn keep
raising a-new the problem of man's composite nature and what happens to him
when his earthly life-span expires. Each culture has its own way of knowing man
and other realities. 'The Igbo are no exception. The Western conception of reality
is more of a static view. This view of reality by the West makes it all the more
difficult to resolve some of the contradictions, oppositions or contraries in human
experience namely:
First we have the contradiction between the ego and the world.. .
We have a contradiction Between Body and Mind (spirit or soul).
All contradictions which human beings face stem from the duality
of experience. These include: the contradiction between one and
many; individuality and universality, Time and Eternity, Freedom
and necessity, Reason and sentiment. l9
Many Western philosophers such as Kant, Hume, Hegel, etc; have treated
this duality of experience by assuming that the subject and object are two separate
and independent entities. This explains why many Western philosophers never
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succeeded in reconciling the contradictions of life experience. For instance, the
anthropological question: what makes man who he is gave rise to tllrcc: theories,
namely, the "all-soul" or "rational theory", the "all-body theory" and the "middle
course theory". Also, the epistemological question: How do we know what we
know? gave rise, this time to two incomplek and conlratlictory theories, nanlely,
the rationalisl theory of knowledge and the empiricisl theory of knowledge. 111
this Western philosophy man is separated from nalure and again subordinated to
nature's processes. Reality is divided into subject and object. The same difficulty
is created in the areas of hunlan experiences, namely, Mind and matter, Freedom
and Necessity, Determinism and indeterminisin, etc. Inshort the history of
Western philosophy has been the substitution of one pole of conflict with anotller.
This is impossible with the Igbo.

In contradistinction to this Western static conception of reality is what can
be regarded as the polar opposite; the dynamic natuse of all entities in Igbo
philosophy. In the first place, Igbo world-view does not accept or acknowledge
any dichotomy between the subject and object, inatter and spirit, visible and
invisible. Though everything has its "double", " inner-side" or "opposite" they
interact, interpenetrate or shade into each other such that the concept of
individualism, that is to say, of separate beings which find themselves side by
side entirely. Independent of one another, is entirely foreign to Igbo thought. All

beings in their characteristic quality of being

- with

-

others" are ontologically

bonded together including CHI-UKWU (the Greatest Chi). They all Iwesesve a
bond with one another in a cob-web relationship. Thus all reality is unified. This
harmony of things in nature is perfectly in accurd with Adebayo Adesanya's
discovery of the nature of things in African world-view. He writes:
This is not simply a coherence of fact and faith, nor of reason and
contingent facts, but a coherence or cornpalibility among all the
disciplines. A medical theory, e. g which contradicted a
pl~ilosophicalconclusion was rejected as absurd and vice-versa.. .
philosophy, theology, politics, social theory, land law, medicine,
psychology, birth and burial all find tliemselves logically
concatenated in a system so tight that to substract one item l i u n the
whole is to paralyse lht: structure of the wl~ole.~"
We have thus seen the essence of the Igbo world-view, ~ l m e l y ,that
existence is not discrete but a series of interactions a d interpenetratio~ls.There
is no strict dichotomy in the Igbo conception of existence and life as the view of
many Western philosophers. This is equally the category of understanding self
in this context namely, self and eschatology in Igbo ontology. Panlaleon Iroegbu

in his historical survey of the contributions of nod ern African pldosophers
pointedly says:
When It. Onwuamibe, E.M.P.Edeh and C.B.Okolo studied the
concept of the person and immortality in Igbo nletaphysics, they
discovered also that the human person consisted of ahu (body) obi
(heart) Nkpuru-obi (soul), Muo (spirit), utr~c!(breath) . 2 1
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Thus the Igbo distinguish the Much (human beings) properly so called, his
-

Ahu (body); his Orlyirzyo (shadow); his Mkpuru-obi (I~eart),his Chi (personal

god or spirit). The Body, heart, and shadow components of a person are material
while the soul, spirit and breath are spiritual in Igbo world-view. Consequently,
the self in Igbo Ontology is constructed of matter or body and soul. Janheinz
Jahn lends support to this view in his discussion of the question of inan's essence
or the principles that go into the making of the self in African philosophy. He
correctly observes:
The origin of a human being, however, is represented as a double
process. On the one hand is a purely biological union of shadow
and body according to the principle Buzinu 22. But at the same time
something spiritual, No~nrno- force, if we say so, unites with the
body, for the production of a human being is a process of body and
spirit .23
Man in Igbo ontology is said to be endowed with a dual nature, na~nely,body
and soul. The implication is that man as man, is capable of a higher metaphysical
operations. He has rational knowledge and understanding characteristics which
brutes and inanimate and animate realities popularly classified as

Ihe (things) do not possess.
Body and spirit meet in the human self or persol1 and in concrete human
life. Neither the body nor the spirit can be present alone. The essence of living
self or person is that he is made up of body and spirit. Only in this way, he is
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a living human person who belongs to the category Madu (human beings). His
body he shares with the animal but his soul or spirit distinguishes hi111 from the
animal. Thus in Igbo conception, Madu (self or man) without a body is
inconceivable. Such a being is simply by Igbo conception a spirit. In like inanrler
Madu (self or man) who has a body but lacks the spiritual principle is also

absurd. Such a being would be a monstrosity, such a being has fallen outside the
category of Madu (human beings). It is at best simply called a "thing". In short,
in Igbo Ontology, the two principles which make up every human being, namely,
matter and spirit must be conceived neither in isolation, nor independent of each
other but must always be seen as complementary. Once these two components are
united, man is equipped to function as a complex and paradoxical being. It
remains for us to say what happens to a person when death, "the ultimate limit situation", as existentialists call it, occurs.
Man's existence on this earth, the visible world, the Igbo say, is temporal.
He is bound to die some day. But according to the Igbo, death is not a final stop
to a person's life. He dies to live again in the invisible world either as an
ancestor or Akalogheli (among those wandering spirits who are mischief - makers
because their spirits are not accepted in the spirit world by the ancestors - the
good dead). Age, moral standards when alive, perpetuation of oneself through
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offsprings, the type of death (whether good or bad death), rite of passage whether
given good or bad burial) all come into play in doturnlining the new status of the
soul at death. Apart from few voices of dissent with respect to the final end of
man in Igbo ontology, the majority opinion is that artaimlent of ancestorhood is
the ultimate goal of man or the person in Igbo world-view. This is a more
reasonable ground to hold. The strong belief by the Igbo in the so called doctrine
of reincarnation, ancestor worship, ect, portrays the Igbo as having a materialistic
world-view, a world-view that has little or no bearing on God. The concept of
"after-life" is one of the basic assumptions of the Igbo in their colicept of tl~c
person and i~nnlortality.But the concept of life o r urlion wilh God in the here-after eludes him. It is not within the category of thought which reason alone can
attain, What Christianity offers to Igbo traditional world-view which is also the
contribution of Christianity to Igbo traditional religion is its notion and doctrine
of God as the ultimate o r final end o f all things, parlicularly mail.

We wind up this discussion on man or human beings in general, his
essential components and his fate when he finally dies by agreeing with His
Eminence, Francis Cardinal Arinze that: When a person dies his Mkyulu obi,

tnrnuo (soul or spirit) wonders till it is received inlo the Blessed company of his
forebears on condition that the relations on earth celebrate the full burial
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ceremonies. In some places this belief requires also that the person must have
been a good rnan on earth or at least that a cleansing rite be performed over the
corpse before burial. The main passport, however, is the performance of the
funeral celebration^^^. When death finally strikes, the body decomposes after
burial, while the spiritual principle perdures as a spirit in the spirit world. The
highest degree of being is a privilege of spirit is particularly benevolent Spirit is
characterized by its immateriality, and autonomy. I1 is not bound by space a11d
time and knows immaterial, intelligible essences and will irninaterial ends. Its
essential functions art: to know and to will. With this explanation of the meaning
of spirit we go on to discuss the last of the thrcc categories of Igbo Ontology,
~ l a ~ l ~ ethe
l y ,ttulo (spirit

-

category).

4.3.3 M U 0 (Spirit: Category and Sub-categories)
The IgboJike other Africans traditionally recognize the exislence o l a
Supreme Being whom they call CHI-UKWU (The Greatest Chi) or CHINEKE or

EZECHITOKE (The God of creation) or OSEBIJLUWA (God,carrier of the
world). Below CHI-UKWU lhe Igbo also acknowledge the fact that this Greatest

Chi has at His service, many ministering spirits whose sole business is to fulfil
His commands. Thus in the invisible world of the Igbo we have so many spiritual
beings of deffering qualities and roles, namely, Cjod, Amudiohu (the thunder
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god); Igwe (the sky god); Anymwu (the sun god); Ala (the Earth goddess);
Atnosu (Witches or sorcerers or wizards); Ekwetlslr (Devil); Ogrvu (mystical and
magical forces); Akalogheli (disgruntled dead men); Ogbanje (spirits born to die);
Ndi-Ichie (the living-dead or Ancestors); etc., to name but a few. "I'hese and

many more spirits are within the category: Spirits.
The Muo (Spirits'-category) also falls into three sub-categories, namely,
CHI-UKWU (the Greatest Being), Muo (Non-lluman Spirils) and ~ d i - ~ ~ r o
(Humall spirits). These are spirits strictly speaking whether human or non-humall
because they have no bodily form permanently associated with tllcm. Although
they may have a shadowy bodily form, yet they assmle differel11sllapes, such as
human, animal, plant, etc; but without any bodily l b r ~ n sper~naiienllyattached io
them.
Spirits such as God, other nun-human and human which populate h e
invisible world of the Igbo are also arranged in their hierarchical order. And as
we said earlier we begin the order of hierarchy I'rom the least to the highest
being. Thus the order reads: Human spirits, namely, Uluchi (Bad-dead) like those
who die by accident or those not given the full rile of passage, etc); Ndi - Idlie
(the living - dead); Non-Human spirits, namely, Ogwu (n~ysticaland ~nagical
o r major gods and CHIpowers); Ekwensu (Devil); Chis (personal gods) ~ ~ l i u and
UKWU (The Greatest Chi) in Igbo Ontology, in that order.

ALUSI (DIVINITIESIGODSIDEITIES) CONCEPT
Mbiti's remark on the nature of Igbo belicl' in divinities o r deities throws
light on the meaning of the term, thus eliminating any possible ambiguities or

that our forebears worshipped gods mainly because they could not distinguished
between the carved wooded masks, statues and Idols and what they stand for or
represent in Igbo religious thought and practice. Their problem is that of
unwarranted separation of the statues, idols or religious objects from the invisible
gods they represent.
We now proceed to examine the most popular and universally
acknowledged spirits in Igbo Ontology in an ascending hierarchy starting with
human spirits.
"ULUCHI" (BAD - DEAD): OGBANJE, AKALOGIIEIJ AND
AMOSU OGUANJE (REPEATERS OR "BORN-TO-DIE")
These constitute a class of human spirits differentiated from Ndi-Ichie
(ancestors) by the very fact that these "spirits-born -to-die have not actually
reached the spirit -world. They are not accepted in the spirit world because they
are condemned as miscreants while alive and cannot become ancestors at death.
Consequently, they are best described as "wandering-spirits who specialize in the
sadistic mischief of finding the way into wombs to be born in order to die".28
These spirits born to die are spirits of dead childrw. The Igbo man believes that
these spirits reincarnate but die away quickly only to come back hence their Igbo
name is Ogbanje (repeaters or born- to-die).
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universal and local gods that populate the Igbo Spirit World. We therefore limit
ourselves to the discussion of the popular ones, namely, Nnukwu Alusi (major
gods) namely: Ala, Arza, Am', Aja A~za(the earth goddess), depending on the local
dialect. Anyanwu, (sun god) Igwe (sky god), A~nndiolza(thunder god). These we
said earlier are popularly and universally known, Belonging to the family of
divinities are Umu-Alusi (minor gods or deities). By their general name they are
ranked below the major gods in the hierarchy of beings and are therefore not
normally of the same rank, power and importance with the major gods among the
Igbo. It is in the light of these variations in rank, power and importance, etc. that
Uzodinma Nwala in his Scholarly researches in Igbo philosophy says:
No matter what other writers may say, Polytheism (if it means
belief in several gods) is practiced among traditional Igbo. But it
does not imply that all the local deities are of equal importance and
power to the people. In every village or town there is a major deity
with whom the destiny of the village or town is associated. Such a
deity is the most influential and occupies a central position in the
life and activities of the town.27
We agree with Nwala that polytheism is practiced among the traditional
Igbo and .that the local gods are not equal in the sense of equality in quality. But
we immediately add that equally Monotheism is also practiced among the
traditional Igbo because our fore - fathers worshipped God and gods and not only
gods. Some foreign observers and researchers have sustained this erroneous belief
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that our forebears worshipped gods mainly because they could not distinguished
between the carved wooded masks, statues and Idols and what they stand for or
represent in Igbo religious thought and practice. Their problem is that of
unwarranted separation of the statues. Idols or religious objects from the invisible
gods they represent.
We now proceed to examine the most popular and universally
acknowledged spirits in Igbo Ontology in an ascending hierarchy starting with
human spirits.

"ULUCHI"(BAD - DEAD): OGBANJE, AKALOGHLI AND AMOSU

OGBANJE (REPEATERS OR "BORN-TO-DIE")
These constitute a class of human spirits differentiated from Ndi-Ichie,
(ancestors) by the very fact that these "spirits-born -to-die have not actually
reached the spirit -world. They are not accepted in the spirit world because they
are condemned as miscreants while alive and cannot become ancestors at death.
Consequently, they are best described as "wandering-spirits who specialize in the
sadistic mischief of finding the way into wombs to be born in order to die".28
These spirits born to die are spirits of dead children. The Igbo man believes that
these spirits reincarnate but die away their quickly only to come back hence their
Igbo name is Ogbanje (repeaters or born- to-die).
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The traditional explanation according to Igbo belief is that there is a
company of spirits whose members are under an agreement to undertake this
primary job of mischief - making. Before those who arc: thus assigned leave the
company temporarily, they enter into an agreemen1 Illat they will return, that is,
die, at certain named dates and times. This is quite incredible and tendentious.
No being except CHI-UKWU or God owns life and can take it.
Christopher Ezekwugo describes as Ogbanjt! "a class of children believed
to repeatedly enter, depart and re-enter this world indefinitely until they are
naturalized". And he also and rightly, too, observes that belief in repeaters is not
a true representation of Igbo belief in reincarnation. According to him,
(Ezekwugo). the repeaters theory diff'ers in the sense that their iuimber is
relatively small, very insignificant indeed. When con~paredwith the theory of
reincarnation where the entire human race is believed to undergo an eter~lal,nonstop cycle of birth, death, and rebirth. We agree with Ezekwugo that the two
theories, namely, Ogbanje (repeaters) and reincarnation differ. But we disagree
with him when he says that the difference lies in "number". The essential
difference lies in "quality" of the spirits. Only ancestral spirits reincarnate. We
shall discuss'the criteria for ancestorhood when we examine the ancestral spirits.
But we make haste to say here that in Igbo traditional thought and practice the

entire human race is not believed to reincarnate.
Whatever the explanation given to this theory of Ogbnnje by the Igbo, it
seems to contradict the principle of non-contradiction which states that a thing
cannot be and not be at the same time and in the same respect. The same thing
can be said of the so called doctrine of reincarnation.
It is only reasonable to conclude that Ogbanje (repeaters) theory is part of
an Igboman's experience and wonder in his being-in-Igbo-world which he is not

yet able to offer satisfactory answer or explanation. And my view is that the
problem does not essentially lie with the Igboman but with foreign observers and
scholars who read in Western Ideas into Igbo thought-categories, that is to say,
translate Igbo concepts to fit into Western modes of thought.
A KALOGTJELI (GHOST-SPIRITS)

The Igbo man also believes in another class of human

-

spirits called

"Gliost-spirits", that is spirits of disgruntled dead men, the "bad-dead" whose
dead bodies were not buried with due and proper funeral rites. The Igbo believe
that,such spirits have not reached the land of the spirits. They have not got the
"passport" to the spirit land, that is to say,the essential requirements for the
entrance. Consequently, they become wandering spirits living an aimless haunting
existence and emphatically cannot reincarnate. It is no wonder that Onwuejiogu
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in his A1znjiokl.r Lecture, 1987, in Owerri came to the conclusion that Akalogheli
as the bad-dead "will never become ancestors but nevertheless live in the spirit

world and from there come to harass their Kith and Kin and immediate
neighbours". Not all ghost-spirits are necessarily bad, only those who choose to
bc mischief

-

makers are bad and are called demons.

"AMOSU" (WITCHES, SORCERERS OR WIZARDS)
Amosii or disembodied human spirits are another species of being in Igbo

Ontology. The Igbo like triost African cultures, also, entertain belief in the
existence of and operation of some dreaded disembodies human spirits, namely,
the spirits of witches popularly known among the Igbo as Amosu. They are
dreaded in the society as anti-social spiritual beings because they can cause death
to their hulnan targets. They are within the category of disgruntled "wandering

spirits or "separated souls" wllo perpetrate evil machinations.
According to Mbiti "witches and sorcerers are the great enemies of
society, performing anti-social deeds which poison its welfare".29 This view of
Mbiti derives from the fact that witches and sorcerers are known to bewitch
people through the practice of witchcraft. These witches work at all spiritual
levels influencing the minds of their human targcts. The concept of witchcraft
among the Igbo is the belief that the spirits of living human beings can go out to
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harm orders. These witches either operate in guilds or singly, sometimes they act
either invisibly or visibly in form of animals chosen at will.
Witches and witchcraft are as old as man and are in many forms in
different parts of Igboland. In practical life, witches work at a very low level and
make use of malicious beings to harm others. They attack and inflict any type of
pains including death. Among modern Igbo, witches and witchcraft are becoming
things of the past. Stories of them are still rife i n the riverine areas o f Igboland
like Nteje, Nzam, Nsughe, etc. In these areas the witch, is useally a cantankerous
old woman believed to have outlived her usefulness in this life. The target of
witches include even their children and close relations.
The Igbo also believe that witches have a group of their own with their
regular meetings and ceremonies in forests and ancient trees or in open places or
market places in the middle of the night. They are thought to shade off their
bodies while asleep while their souls or spirits fly off to a meeting place
assuming the forms of chosen kinds of birds. If the particular bird is killed, it is
also the belief of the Igbo that the real witch will die at the same time. According
to Idowu, which is also the view of the Igbo people, "Their main purpose is to
work havoc on other human beings; and the operation is the operation of spirits
upon spirits.. .. spirits meet spirits spirits operate upon spirits while the actual
human bodies lie 'asleep' in their hon~es".30
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According to Ichie Anthony Uyanwa:

-

Witches attack the physical body of their victims at the weakest
point and as all the bodies are intermingled and inter-related, the
attack is transmitted to the material vehicle, with disastrous
consequences for the individual. Post-mortem results and
examinations where the attack succeeds, usually show only
damaged heart, stomach and other organ^.^'

We might point out here that not many people can be attacked by Amosu (witches
or sorcerers). Those who possess antidotes or paliatives are safe from the attacks
of witches. This is because the high level of their "vital force" or energy prevent
witches from attacking them. The people who are easily bewitched are those who
have diminished vital force, those who engage in evil thoughts and machinations
or actions or who in one way or the other invite communications with evil spirits
(Ndi Ajo Muo).

One thing very fascinating, which still agitates the minds of Igbo Scholars
and researchers is the fact that some of the people who practice witchcraft are
good people who do not even know that they are witches. One popular
explanation to this phenomenon is that some mothers who are witches turn their
children into witches without their consent for protective reasons. Soine explain
it the other way round, namely, that a witch may turn a good person into a witch
simply by putting Amosu spirit in either a food or a small edible fruit which once
eaten is capable of turning the person into a witch unknowingly. Some are of the
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view that many dangerous mystical and magical forces can easily turn their
clients into witches without their knowing it. But the Igbo believe that those who
unknowingly become witches and are therefore unfortunate can through the
guidance and protection of their Chi (personal god) be liberated.

"NDI-ICIIIE" (LIVING-DEAD OR ANCESTORS)
This is the highest or the topmost in the grading of human spirits in Igbo
traditional thoughts, namely, ancestors popularly known as the "living dead".
'They are so called because, "though dead", says Professor C.R. Okolo, "yet they

are alive with their particular families.. . are certainly part and parcel of their own
physically living families and are often invited to family meals". They are
therefore felt to be still present, watching over the household, directly concerned
in ;\I1 the affairs of the family and property interceding with CHI-UKWU (the

Greatest Chi)on behalf of their living members.
For Uchendu, ancestors or the living-dead "were men or women of proved
upright character whose dealings with their fellow men reflected the acceptable
traditional standard of conduct. They have been exposed to critical tests and
certified good" .32
0.A. C . Anigbo designates as ancestors, "individuals who have lived this

tradition (Igbo) to the full and who expect their descendants to follow along in
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their foot-steps to ensure that things are as they have always been".'3

In Igbo world-view, ancestors or the living-dead go by various Igbo
names, namely, Ndi-lchie, Nna-nna-anyi-ha (our fore-fathers) Ndi mhu na ndi
rgvtts (the first and those that have lived and died well) that is to say, those of

antiguity also known as Ndi-gho (people of long-ago). These include: family
heads, village heads and clan heads or founders. They are therefore human spirits
of former metnbers of the society who have lived well, died well, been buried

well and have reached the spirit world. Herein lies the essential difference

between the other human spirits Ogbanje (repeaters) and Akalogheli (ghostspirits) and the Ndi-lclzie (ancestors). Whereas the latter have reached the spirit
world because they fulfil led the essential requirements and can therefore
reincarnate; the former ones as wandering spirits lack the essential qualities to
support them, namely, wealth, children, prosperity and fairness in social
transactions. We shall come to these qualities later. The Ogbanjes and
Aknloglzelis can never become ancestors. They cannot therefore reincarnate.

Igbo belief in and cult of the ancestors stems from the fact that there is a
fundamental belief in a "life-after-death". For them death is a "gate-valve", that
is to say, the only means or the connecting link through which one enters the
spirit world, if all the conditions are met. The Igbo do not believe in total
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annihilation of the human person. They believe in "personal Immortality" in that
the individual self continues to live in so far as he has offsprings on earth living
to remember and honour them. When they have ~ i omore living offspring or
family members to remember them in cultic practices, they have not died
completely, or annihilated, but merely forgotten. The only cala~nitythat can
befall an Igbo man is to have no direct descendants to perpetuate his name. Such
a human spirit, like the Akaloghelis (disgruntled spirits) when they die are
immediately and completely forgotten.
Death .according to the Igbo is not the end of life as in Shakespeare's
Julius Caesar and in some Western writers. On the contrary in Igbo traditional
thought, it (death) is only the end of a beginning of life in the spirit world. This
continued existence of the dead in Igbo conception is rendered well briefly by a
Senegambian poet: Birago Diop when he described the same continued existence
of the dead in a global context, that is to say, African world-view. Me writes:
Those who are dead are never gone:
they are in the thinking shadow.
The dead are not under the earth:
they are in the tree that rustles,
they are in the wood that groans,
they are in the water that runs,
they are in the water that sleeps,
they are in the hut, they are in the crowd
the dead are not dead.34
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This Igbo conception of "life-after death" also finds its expression in the phrase
of Jahn himself when he observes thus with reference to the African conception
of death: "The dead are not alive, but they do exist".35This is applicable and
even more so in Igbo conception. The invitations to the ancestors to meals, the
throwing of portions of daily meal to them and the cult of the ancestors, etc; are
sure indices that in Igbo traditional thought, the dead are not completely gone but
are dead and alive at the same time - they are the living-dead.

ESSENTIAL CONDITIONS FOR ANCESTORHOOD IN IGBO
TRADITIONAL WORLD-VIEW
Death in Igbo traditional thought, although it is a means to the spirit
world, doesn't automatically make one an ancestor. To qualify as an ideal
ancestor in Igbo traditional society or culture, there are basic requirements,
qualifications and processes absolutely necessary and cannot be compromised
with. These include: Self perpetuation through one's living children. In Igbo
traditional world-view, man is born into the world to perpetuate himself through
reproduction in the living person. This explains why the Igbo look down on any
married adult who is childless. For the final goal of man is to become an
ancestor in the spirit world. Thus it is believed by the Igbo, as people in other
African cultures, that "to leave no living heir behind him is the worst evil that
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can befall a man and there is no more terrible curse on a man than for him to die
childless". All these curses on the living are because of the fact that he has no
living-child. Consequently, In Igbo world-view it is clearly understood that to
beget children is one of the important conditions for being an ancestor. Such
names as Obinjulu (may my heart now relax), etc; are evidences of Igboman's
belief in'the importance of offsprings particularly ~nalechildren in the attainment
of man's final end, namely, ancestorhood.
Apart from the all-important "begetting of children", old-age relatively
speaking is another pre-condition for ancestorhood. It is also believed that good
life, well-lived, that is to say, life lived according to the accepted moral standards
of the group is another essential condition.
"Good-death", departing from this world through dignified means is
undoubtedly another unavoidable pre-condition for ancestorhood. There are some
unnatural deaths which are known by the Igbo to be punishments from God or
the gods for ones misconduct in this life. These include: death by suicide,
accident, leprosy, dropsy, small-pox, eplepsy . These are regarded as bad death.
Other proofs of bad-death in Igboland are to die with a protruding and swollen
belly, swollen feet and hands, to die lying flat on one's belly. This is a calamity
that could easily befall an isolated rejected person who has by his bad life, lived
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in isolation. If he dies in this condition it is a bad death. The person is not buried

within the co~i~po~ind
indicating it is a bad death. Any married woman who dies
pregnant is also considered lo have died a bad-death. All victims of bad deaths
as described above and more cannot become ancestors among the Igbo.
Perhaps, what can be regarded as the most essential or important
requirement for ancestorhood in Igbo belief is "dignified and worthy burial
known as the rites of passage", the rite by which the dead are prepared to join
the ancestors or are installed ancestors. The importance of this citerion for
atlwstorhood has led Arinze to argue that performance of the funeral celebrations
is the "main passport". His view is tenable and represents the traditional belief
ot'

[he Ighoman, natnely,"without these ceremonies the restless ghosts of the

deceased would return to haunt and harass the merciless relatives". Some of the
details of adequate funeral ceremonies include: Cleansing rite to be performed
over the corpse before burial. This cleansing rite seems to be necessary even for

a dead person who has fulfilled all other criteria for ancestorhood. This further
explains the much importance attached to funeral rites.

The whole fuss about decent or dignified burial ceremonies, perpetuation
of' oneself in one's living children, the attainment of ripe-old age, good moral life
here on earth, the manner of one's death, etc; are proofs of the Igbo man's
invincible belief in the cult of the ancestors who as living-dead exist as
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individuals in the spirit world.
It is the role of the diviner or fortune-teller to certify the character of the
dcad before burial. The vcrdicr may even disown those who were previously
thought to be good or worthy of ancestral status; condemnation means burial in
tlic bush and loss o f ancestral status. While the dead certified "good", are buried
in the holne in the lineage land. It is also believed that those who are condemned

and are not to hecome ancestors would threaten the safety of the living and all

kinds of measures are usually taken to avert any dangers.
In Owerri (Abia State of Nigeria), for instance, when a notorious man
(those who die badly) dies, the attitude of the people towards burial takes a
different turn. They begin irnlnediately to disown and to dissociate themselves
from such a dead person. Those detailed to prepare the corpse for burial, put an
oil been seed into the coffin. This practice has some basic motive behind it.
People believe that when such a person comes back to life again as Akalogheli
(ghost-spirit) he would be thrown far away just as an oil bean seeds explode and
scatter far and wide. They do not want any trace of him either around the family
or anywhere near their area.

A similar practice obtains in Aguata area of Anambra state. Here an Adu
scad is enclosed in the coffin and on the notorious man's grave are planted a
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banana tree, or an oil palm tree. All these are symbolic proofs that the evil dead
person is not wanted back again at that place.
If on the other hand the deceased is approved for burial in the home, the
exercise is performed with due reverence, honour and respect for the dead. The
hair is trimmed and kenlpt, the body washed and properly clothed. Where the
deceased lived to a ripe old-age, cleansing rite is performed before he is buried
usually with his personal belongings like anklets, costly apparels, money and
other useful things, and in case of a noble chief, few pages or servants are buried
by his side who would render him services in the next life. This is done for the
sole reason that they believe in the continuation of life after death as ancestors.
The traditional Igbo know how desperate the departed good people can be,
having been robbed of almost everything they had in the material world.
These practices are gradually dying or phasing out with the advent of
Christianity with its doctrine of other-worldly existence rooted in God and not in
ancestorhood. Man is born to this world to perfect himself, perfect the society
and finally to find himself in God, the modern Igbo Christians now believe.
Apart from the influence of Christianity on many of these traditional beliefs some
of which are untenable, the modern man's hunt for parts of dead men, and other
valuables buried with them contributes immensely to the gradual erosion of these
traditional practices from pre-modern Igbo world-view.
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THE ROLE OF ANCESTORS IN IGBO WORLD-VIEW
Unlike the disgruntled, malevolent spirits of the departed many of whom
are mischief - makers, ancestors are usually benevolent spirits believed to have
completely settled and well accepted in the spirit world. They are also well
disposed to play their benevolent roles in their respective families, villages and
clans. As spirits and therefore nearer to the rest of the gods and to the Supreme
Being, they are better placed to act as intermediaries between the gods and the
Supreme Being and the members of their individual families and clans. And also
because they possess better knowledge of the goings-on in the spirit world, they
constantly warn their descendants and kinsmen of impending dangers and attract
the most favourable fortunes. They also watch over their families as loving
fathers and constantly seek means of obtainhg blessings, protection and
prosperity for their families. Perhaps the role of these ancestors in Igbo worldview may have prompted Yarrinder to describe or give a functional definition of
ancestors. He thinks that they are not just dead herocs but are existentially active.
They are felt to be still present, watching over the household, directly involved
in all the affairs of the family and property, giving abundant harvest and fertility.
One very important function of the ancestors consists in increasing the lifeforce of their descendants. By life-force is meant that qualitative characteristic
that is in every being that has existence and which can be diminished or

increcesed through several means. One such means of increasing man's life-force
the Igbo believe is through worship of the ancestors. Worship particularly
sacrifices are means of entry into intimate relations with the ancestors. During
sacrifices to the ancestors, food is shared with them, and through the victim the
existential force of the ancestors are increased, and by an inverse movement, the
force of the ancestors flows into the sacrifices and into the individuals or the
cotlinwnity worshipping the ancestors. 'This is applicable to all kinds of worship
to (God) and the gods. Through sacrifice man's life force is increased. To'this

effect C.N7.e writes:
The Igbo believe that Inan is a composite of vital forces; he is a
force, and he is dynamic. This vital force that is in man, and is
man, can be increased as it can be decreased or restored (increased)
by certain happenings around man. Man is a being which is capable
of growth or of diminution, a force that can exercise a direct
influence on other forces as they can in turn exercise their influence
on him. By his positive or negative deeds he can decrease, increase
or simply restore his vital force. This restitution is vital for the
continued existence of the Igboman, and sacrifices as service tools
are ine~itable.'~

Nze later concludes that the restitutive principle of sacrifice is present in the
sacrifices of other people and other religion. Neither is he suggesting by any
stretch of imagination or effort that sacrifice has only a restitutive meaning
among the Igbo. But Nze is sure that when an Igboman makes a sacrifice by
hanging a chick on Ngwu or presenting a white ram to it and lastly rubbing his
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back on the same Ngwu, hc hopes by that act to be bequeated some power. This
is because according to him (Nze) the sacrifice subsequently made, seeks to
~ ~ c p l c ~ itllc
i s l lost
~ power. According to Nze. the restitutive benefit of sacrifices
is acknowledged by the Igboman when he indulges in swallowing the head of a
cock or the heart of a ram or even when he permits drops of cock's blood into
his eyes during sacrifices. Irlshort the idea behind Ogtvu (mystical or magical
forces) in traditional Igbo society is geared toward diminution and increase or
restitution of man's vital force or life-force. These natural or magical forces

possess antidotes and as such can sustain or increase man's vital energy, or lifeforce or vital force. On the other hand, most mystical and magical forces do a
lot of harm to a man's life by diminishing his life-force.
The Igbo~llanalso believes that consciously and unconsciously a tnan can
by an act, an attitude, or by his mere existence in the world bring harm upon the
ontological order and consequently do harm in this way to his vital force.
Consequently, all physical and metaphysical evils bring about a diminution of
man's vital force. They are regarded as Alu (abominations). They are the
consequences of moral evils and the gods and God, that is, CHI-UKWU (the
Greatest Chi), must be appeased in one way or the other. When this is done the
diminished vital-force of the culprit is restored and increased. The point being
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emphasized is that one of the essential roles of the ancestors is increasing the lifeforce of the members of their individual families through sacrifices to them. We
also, for scholarship purposes, gave other means of ii~creasingand tlirninishing
man's vital force as far as the Igboman understands it.
The ancestors are also believed to be custodians of traditional laws and
customs in conjunction with Ala (the earth goddess). These punish with sickness
or misfortune or even with deaths as is the case of Amadioha (the thundcr god),
God's agent of instant justice, any one who infringes upon the laws and customs
of the land. Mbiti's summary of this vital role of ancestors in African traditional
religious practices, namely custodian of traditional mores of the land, corresponds
exactly with the role assigned to the ancestors by the Igbo in their own traditional
religious practices with respect to the laws and tradition. According to Mbiti:
'They [ancestors] return to their human families from time to time
and share meals with them, however, symbolically. They know and
have interest in what is going on in their family ... They are
guardians of family affairs, traditions, ethics and activities. Offence
in these matters is ultimately an offence against the fore-fathers,
who in that capacity, act as invisible police of the families and
communities .37
Thus the Igbo conceive the ancestors as the greatest in the category of Ndi

Muo (human spirits) very benevolent, custodians of peace, order and morality in
their areas of influence and authority. They prowl around as the agents of the
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Supreme Being, ready to pounce on any one who attempts to disrupt the unity,
peace and progress of their families or clans. They also warn offenders of
inqxnding disasters as well as restore the vital force of their member families and
clans who appeal to them for such through sacrifices to them. The examination
of' the cult of the Supreme God and the gods to see whether or not the Igbo

man's sacrifices to the ancestors and the other gods is through the gods to the
Supre~nebeing as the ultillwtc recipient of all prayers and petitions will be

extensively examined in Chapter Seven as we indicated earlier on.

"MUO" (NON-HUMAN SPIRITS)
There is a sub-category of the beings in the Muo (Spirit)

-

category,

namely, the non-human spirits. They are so called because they were created
spirits as s w h , that is to say, they were never hurnan beings at all. Some of the
spirits in this sub-category are Ogwu (mystical and magical powers), Ekwensu
(Devil), Ikengcz (symbol of man's achievement) Chi (personal gods) etc; in that
ascending hierarchies.

"OGWU" (MYSTICAL AND MAGICAL POWERS)
This belongs to the category, spirit. The Igbo believe that there are frozen
forces in "things", that is, in animals, plants and minerals which man can harness
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in order to control and manipulate the supernatural resources of the universe for
his own benefits. Thus when some individuals inflict pains, sickness or even
dratl~on their fcllow men or cause a living tree to die instantly by simply
pointing at the target, they do not regard the effect of such an act as the
consequences of witchcraft or sorcery. The Igbo say and believe such effect to
be the work o f Ogcvu (mystical and magical forces). It is this notion of producing
effect on targets without personal contact, action at a distance that makes the Igbo
believe that O p w i could be grouped with God, and the rest of the Non-human
spirits.
O g ~ wliterally and generally translated as traditional medicine is an all

i~~ciusive
term in Igbo world-view. It's first meaning is immediately deduced
fro111 Igbo phrase, Ikrr Ogwu (the mixture of roots and herbs), the end result of
which is called Ogwu Igbo or simply Igbo traditional medicine. Before the advent
o f European civilization and orthodox medicine in Igboland, the pre-modern Igbo
!lad always made use of this l~erbalproducts concocted by native medicine men
under the guiciance of A g l w Nri (god of traditional medicine) to cure all sorts of
diseases and sicknesses. For nature has in all of her kingdoms, a remedy for
every ailment, be it for beast or man. In nature's workshop, some of the most
rncdicines are found. This is particularly true of
important and most efficacio~~s
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her vegetable kingdom. In it are found roots, backs, leaves, flowers, seeds and
all kinds of juices, which when judiciously employed, can aid normal body
fi~nction. In it are also found products which can induce artifical sleep,
anaesthetize and paralyze body functions and even in the extreme produce death.
?'he other meaning of Ogwu in Igbo world-view which is the meaning we
sliall adopt in this study is derived from Igwo Ogwu that is to say, the act of
combining roots, herbs and a11 sorts of essential but active substances. These
sr~lxtar~ccs
or these active elements of different natures and types which man uses
for succor, for deliverance and for mastery over environmental circumstances is
also known as Ogcvrr. This second meaning of Opvu embraces all that is often
translated as

c : l i c ~ . i l i s ,fetish

ob-jects and sometimes even magic. In this thesis the

term O g w is also taken to cover both tcllismnn and mzulet although the former
differs from the latter in that the former is not necessarily carried about on a
person's body. Ogwc are those objects which a traditional medicine man under
the guidance o f the god of ~nedicineAgwrr Nsi injects mysterious immanent and
unconscious powers enclosed in an ugly or beautifill style to be worn around the
mck or waist or any part of the body. Some are lo be put in a pocket or kept in
a home.
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The mystical and magical powers in O g w (mystical and magical objects)
or

all practices 01' Igbo tratlitio~laltnctlicinc rest strongly o n the Igboinan's two

basic assumptions, namely, that there is power in the "word" Okwu or Umendu
and that man can conjure up the innate forces or powers latent in "things"

tlirorigh which it in turn influences a rational being or other inferior beings in
their being.
For tlic traditional Igbo. no medicine, magical and mystical or mixture of
I I C I ~ ~and
S roots (Ogwr Igbo) not even poison are effective without the word. The

word include the incantations, invocations, the songs and gesticulations of the
traditional medicine man, etc. These are not only important but indispensable in
the making of Igbo traditional medicine, more so in the production of Ogwu
(mystical and rnagical objects). The incantations exploit the power of the spoken

word, the vibrating fibre o f existence. The power of the spoken word gives
n~eaning, status and designation to "things". The word employed during
invocation frees the frozen forces in things by conferring life-force, power and
identity to the many active elements or objects used in traditional medicine. Okwu
or IJ~nenclrr(the breath of life) issues from the mouth in the form of water and
heat and without it things are not activated. It is the principle of activity in
things. 'The Igbo know that without the "word" medicines, that is to say, Igbo

.. .
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traditional medicine and mystical and magical objects are placebos in the sense
that they are powerless and ineffective in themselves. They are powerful and
effective only when accompanied with the appropriate 'words. Consequently, the
stronger the word of a medicine man, the more powerful and effective will be the
medicine, namely Ogwu Akulu Aku (mixture of roots and herbs) and Ogwu

Agwolu Agwo (mystical and magical objects or forces). Also the causes of illness
are traced to the words and the active elements used to produce the magical or
mystical forces. This explains why a good traditional medicine man or the diviner
first traces the debilitating word that causes the sickness; determines the word
that must be stronger to counteract and to prevent further reoccurrence of the
sickness in treating any illness. These words must be spoken or directed towards
the determined active elements to be charged with forces, to be designated or
constituted into an Ogwu.
Another very important spirit very much connected with Igbo traditional
medicine is Agwu Nsi (the god) guiding the performance of traditional medicine
in Igboland). This important deity guides or covers the field of traditional
medicine, namely, Iku Ogwu or Ogwu Onuizu (oral medicine), Igwo Ogwu or

Ogwu Agwolu Agwo (mystical and magical forces or objects) and Igba Afa
(divination or foretelling the future). Most of the herbal products used now by
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native doctors and herbalists were shown to medicine men of old by Agwu Nsi
(the kind god of war, and the god of traditional medicine).

Ogwu or Agwu also refers to this god guiding the performance of
traditional medicine in Igboland. Ogwu or Agwu or Agwu Nsi Spirit has a special
shrine maintained by those whose principal duty is closely connected with herbal
drugs, mystical and magical forces and divination. In Igbo traditional culture one
does not just become a traditional medicine man by mere wish. It requires a
special call from the man and is often marked by some apparent symptoms of
insanity on the part of the candidate. This apparent insanity is prolonged as long
as the candidate being called is reluctant to answer the call by refusing to be
initiated into the Agwu (medicine god) cult. But once the candidate accepts that
the cause of the insanity or sickness comes from the Ogwu spirit and immediately
formalizes his membership of professional medicir~emen, the god of traditional
medicine stops tormenting him. And the initiate goes through a period of
apprenticeship under a senior master. When qualified, the field of traditional
medicine, namely, mixing traditional herbs and roots, concoction of mystical and
magical forces and divination are open to him depending on the area he is called
to specialize.

Ogr-vu (mystical and magical forces) is a manufactured produce though

.

some of the processes can be crude and best described as unorthodox. That not
withstanding, their role in Igbo traditional life ,and practice cannot be
overemphasized. Arinze states that these objects with mysterious, immanent and
-

unconscious powers are believed by the pre-modern Igboman "to preserve from
evil, diseases, bullets, or motor accidents, or to make one succeed in trade, in
a love affair, in fishing, in catching thieves, in passing examinations, e t ~ " . ~ ~
Some of these mystical and magical forces are used negatively to do harm to
human beings or their property. Some are made specifically to diminish the lifeforce in man to the point that if not checked or counteracted, the persons lifeforce continues to diminish until it reaches its zero point which is death. Anigbo
gives another important function of these magical and mysterious forces. I-Ie
writes:
Ogwu can be made in support of a spirit living in a shrine or to
reinforce its power if it is on decline. Ogwu can also be made and
used by a village group for defence and offensive purposes. Ulu in
Chinua Achebe's Arrow of God provides a handy example. Ulu is
a deity that came to be in response to team work and the needs of
a village group. Although Arrow of God is a novel, the record
reflects the true picture of a historical Igbo Community. Most Igbo
village groups that engage in wars of survival had such man-made
deities even though some of them have enjoyed such long history
of survival that their origin appear to have been forgotten. These
man-made deities are worshipped or venerated in the villages.
Some of them can strike terror into the minds of the people.39
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'I'lic cl'fect of Opvrr can he felt at various levels ranging from the individual to
a whole territorial group. And the pre-modern Igbo believe that many of these
cllar~ilsare capable of acting from a distance without any apparent contact.
Consequently, they can be made to protect the individual, the lineage and the
village group.
Ogcvrr (magical and mystical forces) in the sense we are using it in this

work, namely, charms, fetish ohjccts, magic, amulets and talisman is non existent

in cllristianity. In the catholic circles to possess one is to worship two masters,
naruely, God and gods. This traditional background belief of the Igbo in these
man-niadc gods is one of the problems which the Igbo Christians of today face
as tliey battle with the Christian God and the God and gods of their fore-fathers,
namely, "Igbo God" (a generic name for the Supreme Being and other spirits
worshipped in Igboland before the arrival o f Christianity).
But in Igbo traditional religion these magical and mystical forces or manniade gods are spirits and tliey form part of the essential structure of Igbo
rnetapliysical lxliefs. If you happen to enter into Igbo houses, cars, farms and if
you observe tllc waists, necks, hands, legs and other important property of the

premodern Igbo you will definitely see many of these mystical and magical
forces neatly or haggardly packaged and well positioned at deserved places.
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'I'hese are sure indices of the peoples belief in these forces. Some are protective
measure Olinli K q w gbueitt ghrre Onwe Yn. Others are intended to bring good
lleaI(11, fortune or prosperity ((?,gwrrEgo).

"EKWENSU" (DEVIL)
Among the non-human wicked spirits are Ekwensu (devil); Uclo at
Nnokwa; Omnliko at Abatete; Iyi-Oji at Nwele - Ezunaka near Onitsha, etc. The
Iglw are more concerned with those spirits that come into contact with mankind,
namely, those whose names are known and who have shrines and priests. These
are generally regarded as benevolent, or neutral and are severe to those who
tlisolwy tlicir 1 : ~ s We
. sh:\ll come to tllcsc later.
O n the otlicr Iland, thcrc are a great nrllnlxx o f known and unknown non-

Ilrltnan spirits who are regarded as malevolent. In the belief of the Igbo man, God
also "created" these malevolent spirits that intrude into the life of the beings in
the visible world but not as evil as such. Though these evil spirits are
innumerable the Igbo conceive them as creatures of God with powers over
mortals. Ekweiwr (devil) is at the head of this group of evil spirits who are
purely mischief makers. They are not capable of any good. Dr. Uzodinma Nwala
is sure that Ekwnsrr (Devil), Aknlogfteli (evil spirit) and Ogbanje (repeaters)

which are incapable of good and are therefore thoroughly evil. They are not
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subject to the laws of justice and have no moral scruples, causing harm without
justification" .4"
'I'he le:ider o f this category of nialevolent spirits is Ekwensu. 'The Igbo
stem

to agree with Rasden that Ekweizsrr is "the master spirit who exercises

1,ordship over all other agents of wickedness. Knowledge concerning him is
vague and co~ifused... As he is not honoured with an Okwn-Alusi (shrine) neither

is sacrifice ever made directly to appease l i i r ~ i . ~Most
'
Igbo, especially Christian
converts regard Ekwerzsu (devil) as agent of disorder, disbelief, disobedience,
dissent, deceit, etc.

111 other

words, the devil is seen as a symbol of fear and evil.

'Thc moder~iIgbo therefore equates Ekweizsu or devil of the traditional Igbo

world-view with the biblical Satan or Lucifer. He is noted to surround itself with
awe. No wonder Nwala came to the conclusion that Ekwerzsu and other evil
spirits are not bound by the laws of justice and as such are not worried, they feel
at ease in their work of causing harm for the sake of doing so even without any

reason or justification at all.
Apart from Satan or Devil who is purely a mischief maker there are those
i~otl--liutnanspirits who do little good and so great harm that they are called
wicked spirits. These have shrines and priests and among these we have Udo
spirit widespread in Igboland, O~nnlikoat Abatete, Okpimodu" at Umunachi, and
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Iyi-Ojiat 1Nwele Ezunaka near Onitsha.
According to Arinze, people fear swearing falsely on them. They take joy
in inflicting pain and suffering almost capriciously and at least provocation.
Sacrifices made to them are for appeasement and to implore them to do or harm
or wrench havoc to one's enemies. Any property either belonging to them or left
under their protection are always in safe hands. Because they have the reputation
of wasting no time in avenging themselves on such transgressors.
Any traditional Igbo believes that these spirits are essentially wicked,
envious and jealous. Their rules and regulations must be wholly followed to the
letter. Thus extreme caution is needed to avoid the inverse anger, troubles and
terrible woes of these evil spirits. They are no respecter of persons not even.of
their priests, when provoked, for one reason or the other.

PERSONAL SPIRITS
The Igbo recognize in the category of non-human benevolent spirits two
types of spirits: the personal and non-personal spirits. Personal spirits are
concerned with the welfare of the individual usually an emanation of one or two
of his psysiological or psychological components, for instance, Chi (individual
god) Ikenga (symbol of man's achievement), etc. These are benevolent personal
spirits that direct one's destiny and fortunes.
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IKENGA (syrnbol of niari's achievement) is one of the benevolent personal

spirits that fall within the sub-category of non-human spirits. It is owned by the
liead o f the family and is symbolized by "a carved wooden figure of a man sitting
on a stool. It holds in its left hand the head of a man. Most characteristic of
Ikerlga, however, is that it has two horns, vertical or
Arinze while discussing and explaining the whole figure of Ikenga writes:
"all tlie features of Ikengn are symbolic. The whole figure is the personification
of a 1m11'ss t r e ~ i g hof arm; It has everything to do with his good fortune. It is

a man's "right hand" that leads him through thick and thin.4Qzekwugo

has an

elaborate explanation of the essential features of Ikenga and in this is highlighted
tlie importance o f symbols in Igbo traditional world-view. He writes:
'The peculiar features of Ikeitgn are not without their symbolism.
'The horns indicate power of attack and defence, likewise, the
matchet and the head of a conquered enemy, hence, both the
~natclietand the head show victory over enemies and obstacles. The
sitting position signifies sovereignty and rule,. . There is also the
i ( h oI'<tnl~ilityarid ctcrriity but that is represented hy the kind of
wood f i w l which an Ikp11gn is made: Ogilisi, Ukpcrkn, Akpa and
htyi very hard wood which termites cannot easily eat away.44
We agree with Arinze and Ezekwugo that "the whole figure (Ikenga) is an
illustration or personification of man's authority, strength and valour, success and
victory. But we disagree with Ezekwugo in his view that the idea of "eternity"
is sy~ubolizedor represented by the kind of wood from which an Ikenga is made.
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Eternity, is a duration without beginning and without end, without sooner and
later a "perniarlcnt now" nrrnc. stnns or "the perfect and simultaneous total
possession o f interminable life" as Aquinas defines it. From eternity in the strict
sense must be distinguished the aev~nzor the "aeviternitas", that is, the duration
of the created spirits, which have indeed a beginning, but no end, and which, in

their substance, are subject to no mutation.
With this classical definition of eternity one sees the reason why we
tiisagree with llzekwugo that eternity is also symbolized in the features of Ikenga.
Ilttrllcl- tlian scciiig or reatliiig ctcrnity, o w safely and scllolarly sees durability
as part of the essential features of Ikengn which is represented by the kind of
wood from which it is made, one likely to last for a long, long time.
'Tlic words used by Ezekwugo to describe such wood, namely, "very hard wood
wliich termites cannot easily eat away" d o not mean or give the idea of his
proposed eternity but simply means that the wood is "durable". They have a
beginning and will have an elid but the end or duration or life span may be long.
A close look at I k e r t p figures will definitely show that the fore heads of
~iimiyIkerlgn are marked by the /chi scarification which is a status symbol of the
Ozo title holders. But that marked on the face of Ikengn symbolize achievement

and status.
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Ikenga as a benevolent personal god or spirit, forms part of the domestic
cult performed by every Igbo house holder. Ikengn is kept in the ancestral shrine
which usually occupies a corner of the Obi (a man's reception hut). By this it
contrasts sharply with the gods whose cults include group worship and public
shrines. On festive occasions especially on annual festivals for ancestors (Alom
Muo), Fowls, goats or rams may be offered. On these occasions, part of the
offerings may be given to the Ikenga. However, Ikenga, also receives separate
offerings if a man wants to undertake some imporlant activities like hunting, a
business trip or any undertaking or adventure. A separate annual feast (Olili
Ikenga), is also held in honour of Ikenga. On this occasion a man reviews his
achievements during the previous year and makes an appropriate offering. Ikeitga
thus symbolizes the achievements of a man as an individual as distinct from his
achievement through his lineage group. Various goals which Iketzga serves
include: strength of the right arm, success in fanning, fishing, haunting, title

-

taking, having many children, or success in war. Inshort it has been observed
that the Igbo have assigned an enviable status and attached much importance to
this benevolent personal spirit or god. Ikenga, given an appointed place in every
household, the Igbo say, the householders would rest in peace, and its absence
would spell doom on the household; the property of the household, the family

and his very life would be in jeopardy. It is an important personal god which a
man acquires, it performs its functions through out his life, and shares his fate
at death. Consequently, Ikenga is personal to man and its wood- symbol is split
at the person's funeral.
It is not expected of all human beings to possess Ikenga. Unlike Chi
(personal or individual gods) which everyone has, the Ikenga god strictly
speaking cannot be possessed by women and children as this is the exclusive
possession or right of grown-up men; but sometimes a boy's Okpesi (a short
wood made from Ogilisi tree) may loosely be referred to as his Ikenga or a kind
of imitation. Ikenga may be made for him on the grounds that he will some time
found and head a family. In effect, therefore, it is only a grown-up man who has
built himself a house and has a family, who is qualified to possess an Ikenga.

Ikenga god or benevolent, personal, non-human spirit is an agent of CHIUKWU (the Greatest Chi), and is equally concerned with the welfare of men.

This belief among the Igbo, namely, that Ikenga God is a creature of CHI-UKWU
(the Greatest Chi) is very stricking and important in the proper understanding of
the place, role, nature and relationship of God with Ikenga. Let us turn our
attention now to the personal protective God which is a very important spirit in
Igbo Ontology, namely Chi.

CHI CONCEITS IN IGBO ONTOLOGY
Chi is regarded by the Igbo as the most important benevolent personal
protective spirit. Hyacinth Ikueze from Ubahuekweni-Ihiala during my tour of
Igboland was consulted and from him we learnt that Chi is man's individual
Christian guardian angel. He later added:
It is the role of this protective spirit to intercede with God, fix with
Him the destiny of any human beings or persons to be born into
this life, namely, all that the human person will be and achieve
during his earthly life: Its sex, its span of life, its social and
economic status, its profession in lifeq4'
The Igbo express this role of individual Chis in their saying that Chi Onye adighi
n'izu n'oizwu egbu ya) (death does not strike a person inspite of the agreement
of his Chi.
Chi in Igboland, according to Edmund Ilogu is the "Over-Soul" or spirit.
It is a generic term. Most Igbo believe that each individual has a spirit, a genus
or spiritual double, his Chi which is given him at conception by CHI-UKWU
(God) and which accompanies this individual from cradle to the grave. Chi is
strictly personal, that is to say, each individual has his or her own Chi which
differs from those of others, hence the Igbo say Ofu nne na a mu mana

ODchi

adi eke (the same mother, yes but not the same Chi). Chi is therefore a
personalized providence from God, a spark of divine being given by God to man.
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Chi is a person's spiritual counterpart. Chi is the protective spirit analogous to
the Christian guardian angel. It is man's other transcendental self differing from
his life-force since it is immortal. As a portion of God's divine nature deputising
for Him, Chi goes with man all through his life and reverts to God at a man's
death. The role of Chi in a man's life is that of directing his personal destiny,
good fortunes and achievements. This view is supported by Arinze as he observes
that "to one's Chi are ascribed the person's success and failure, Onye chi orna (a
person of good Chg is a successful or luckky man. If the individual fears some
danger he cries out Chim ekwena (my Chi don't permit it).46
In some parts of Igboland Chi is regarded as an emanation of CHI-UKWU
(the Greatest Chi). This is an exception and not the rule. For the Igbo are not
pantheistic since it is what it means to say that Chi is a prolongation of God's
nature in creatures particularly in man.
The role of Chi or individual God in Igbo Ontology is evident from some
personal names, namely, Chiizagororn (may my Chi speak for me) Clzizoba (Let
my Chi guide me). To his Chi, the Igboman prays as he does to the other gods.
In most of these prayers and cults, he asks for long life, for material blessings,
for offering and above all, for success in life. Chi is the final determinant' of
man's failure or success.
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The individuals god, Chi, has a hand or is actively involved in determining
what a new-born child will be in this world. It is CHI-UKWU (the Greatest Chi)
who actually creates the new-born but through the .mediatorship of Chi, his
personal god, God commits the child to the care of the parents. The active role
of the personal god includes interceding with CHI-UKWU (the Greatest Chi) on
behalf of the parents, and in conjunction with God, fixes the Chi (destinypackage) of the child, its total achievements and failures and what the child will
be, thus:
It's sex (whether male or female), its term of life (whether long or
short), its social and economic standing (whether noble or base,
rich or poor), its occupation and trade (whether a farmer, a diviner,
a herbalist, an artist, e t ~ . ) . ~ '
The Chi deity brings a man all his good, sometimes, bad fortune as well, such
as poverty and sickness. God, puts one's destiny package or fate Chi into parcels
and one's lot depends upon what "parcel" the personal god Chi picks up.
Consequently, every bad thing is attributed to the individuals Chi who inturn is
blamed for his mistakes in life. At death the sum-total of the choices made by the
individuals's Chi is sanctioned and ratified by CHI-UKWU (the Greatest Chi).
The Igbo believe that these choices made by man's Chi are inscribed by God on
both palms of the child at birth, hence the Igbo say Obu Ihe akala aka inmadu

nyere ya (It is what has been destined and written on a man's palms). The
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Owel-ri-Igbo call these lines Aknla-clzi (destiny packagc) inscribed and ratified by
God. 'T'lie Otiitsha-lgbo dialect group call this mark Akaln-Aka. The word Aka in
Akcrln-Akn docs not mean hand but it is the Onitsha variation of Chi so that

A k d t r - A l n are marks imprinted or inscribed on one's palms in accordance with

the choices made by the ir~iividualor personal deity Chi hence Akala-Chi or
Aktrlu-Aka depending on the locality or local dialect. Catholic theology teaches

tlivi~icp r o v i t l ~ r ~n ~ icdprodcsli~iatio~i
and tlic guardimi a ~ ~ g c lroles
s'
i n Cliristian
tlieology if it is accepted that it can be equated to the Chi in Igbo ontology differ.
In Clisistianity guardian angels do not have any hand in determining the destiny
o f an individwd person. They do not even exist as gods in Catholic theology.

'I'liey are ~necliators.
There are other names in traditional Igbo culture that indicate the role of
(71i in granting favours and [hat attainment of high social status is the work of
Chi (pc~xmalgod) as proved by such expressions as Chirt~nyeeze (It is Chi that

niakes one a king), Chidebell[ (It is Chi that reserved it for me). Chikwelu (It is
Clii that sanctitions it).

Chi in Igbo world-view also performs ariotlier religious function. Because
Chi is a go-between and unseen intermediary between CHI-UKWU (the Greatest
Chi) and man to which man's misfortune is attributed, CHI-UKWU remains a

God essentially unblemished, all-powerful, all-knowing and creator of all things

including the ~riinorgods and Chis which are n~iscliievous. God is not held
tcsponsihle for any of the niisfortunes which befall man. The origin of evil is
tllrts the consequence of man's actions and the choices made by man's personal
('hi. the actions of the tnalcvolent spirits notwithstanding.

Belief in Chi as a be~ievolentpersonal protective god portrays the great
allti inti~natelink between God and man. As a divine spark from God acting as
(.;ad's

protective and spirilual agent, it acquires some of the characteristics of

God. Being a personal god of an individual person, it acquires some human

attributes. One outstanding deduction from the Igbo belief in Chi is that man is
:\ Iwi~rgwlio ~ c w ~ ~ i lGod
~ l c isl l llis spiri111;11
f'ortn. 'l'l~isis only possil>le hccausc
01' !Ilc person's ilidividu:~lgod assigned to him by God.

If it is accepted that Chi concept in Igbo traditional ontology can be

likened or ecpated with the g~tardianangel of Christian theology, one is right to
draw this conclusion, namely, that its concept provides Christianity with terms
that help to form the basis for better understanding, reception and proclamation
of' the Christian Good News in Igbolantl. This is another contribution of Igbo

traditional religion to Christianity.

CHI FOR CHI-UKWU - T H E GREATEST CHI
Apart from the generic nature of Chi, namely, Spirit, which does not say
-

much about anything, let us examine some of its specific meanings in Igbo
Ontology. Chi stands for the personal protective gods as we discussed elsewhere
and connotes at the same time the Ultimate Being CHI-UKWU. It is an
acknowledged fact that in Igbo Ontology Chi means Spirit and in its ordinary
everyday usage also means "day light", as in Chi Ofufo. In its religious meaning,
it is also employed to connote both the Supreme Being and the personal god.
Both in theory and practice the Igboman lives out this equivocal meaning
of Chi in his daily life. One notices that among the premodern Igbo they
consciously or unconsciously and several times, too,invoke their Chi. And
because of the equivocal nature of this word Chi in Igbo Ontology in its
particularity as it stands for the principal name of the Supreme God, the Supreme
Being; and Chi in its universality which connotes personal gods, one is not sure
of the particular Chi that is meant especially when the word or term stands alone,
without any qualifying suffix. It becomes important therefore to make the
necessary distinction between the generic term; Chi (spirit) Chi (the Supreme
Being and Chis as personal gods.
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The Igbo have no generic term for the Supreme Being. Indeed the
principal name for the Supreme Being in Igbo Ontology is the generic name for
the gods, namely, Chi or Spirit. This has really i~~islead
many scholars of Igbo
Ontology and the result is a total misunderstanding of the whole concept of Chi
in Igbo Ontology. But the solution is in sight when one is familiar wilh
etymological meanings and linguistic analysis of lgbo words.
The Igboman is aware of the various meanings of this term Chi and so a

qualifying suft'ix Uhvu (Supreme, Highest, Greatest or Ultimate) is attached to
this term Chi to distinguish Chi the Supreme Being I'ro~nChis (gods), particularly
the personal god and oher spirits. This in~~nediately
marks this being out w i h
all the properties of the Greatest Chi or Ultimate Being as Chihtu which is a
contraction of CHI-UKWU.
Consequently, this removes the difficulty in determining exactly w l ~ e h e r
or not the Supreme Being or the individual Chis or any other meanings of Chi
in any given situations are nleant. But
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meaning is deduced fro111the context.
Below are some of' the proverbs and perso~iallialnes among h e Igbo which
show that Chi can mean both the Supreme Being, personal gods and destiny in

Igbo Ontology: CHI AS SUPREME BEING.
1.

Chi onye adighi nu izu ma otzlvu eghu tza ycl (when a persn's Chi does uot
take part in the plot to kill, death will not kill him);

2.

Ogbenye ajhghi &ie ogu eji Ctiulu Chi ya Aju Ohwelu chi ya onwu (If a
poor man cannot afford a victim for a sacrifice to his Chi he surrenders
himself unconditionally to death).

In these proverbs Chi can only nlean the: Supreint: B c i ~ gsince H c alone is tlic
author of life and can prevent death. Some personal names coined with Chi prove
that Chi can mean the Supreme Being, such as:
1. Chijibe (To God belongs all gifts).

2. Chiknclihia (God takes over when the physician has reaclxd his limits).
3 . Chirnuelir (God knows everything).

4. Chiurnneze (God is no respecter of persons)

5. Ibeabuchi (People are not God to their neighhour).
6 . Onyekachi (Who is greater than God).
7. Ibrl chi (Are you God)?
8. Rio chi (Ask from God).

In these proverbs and personal names coi~ledwith Chi, the term Chi can only
mean God or the Supreme being judging from the cwtext.

CHI AS PERSONAL GODS
In some contexts both in proverbs and in personal names constructed with
Chi, Chi denotes personal gods instead of the Supreme Being. Such proverbs

include:
Onye kwe chi ya ekwe (If a person says Yes, his Chi also says yes).
Ka onye ra ka chi ya ra (As great or small as a man is so great or small

his Chi.
Oku onye ka chi ya (Whoever is stronger than his neighbour is stronger

than his Chi).
Ij'e rnelu onye rza erne Chi ya, ( A person's Chi suffers the same fate of a

person).
Madu adighi ekwe chi ya rngba (No one dares challenge his Chi to a

wrestling match).
Onye cholu Iga chi ya n'iru ga agbagbu orwe ya n'aso (Whoever wants

to go before his Chi will run himself to death).
Below are some personal names that prove that Chi in some contexts could
mean personal deities:
1.

Chibueze (Chi (personal god) makes or unmakes one).

2.

Chiburnma (Chi (personal god) brings well beings).

3.

Chibuoke (Chi (personal god) determines ones lot).

4.

Chibude (Chi (personal god) makes one famous).

5.

Onyemachi (who knows personal god).

The above analysis show that Chi stands for both the Supreme Being and
the personal protective god. The context helps to determine which Chi is meant
when the suffix Ukwu (Greatest, ultimate) is omitted as in the above contexts.
The use of the same word Chi for both the Supreme Being and the individual
persorlal deities does not indicate that the two Chis are equal in kind. It rather
shows the source of origin of one from the other. The personal gods owe their
existence and nature from the CHI-UKWU also called Chi. Idowu rightly made
the same observation when he pointed out that "where the divinities share the
basic generic name with Deity, it only serves to emphasize the fact that the
divinities derive their being and nature from him".48

CIil AS DESTINY
The Igboman attaches another meaning to this word Chi, namely, destiny
package or man's lot or fortune. We are able to deduce this other meaning of Chi
from Igbo proverbs. These include:
1.

Agbataghi Ajo Chi n 'uzo Olu - You cannot escape bad fortune by resource-

fullness.
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Oriye Ajo Chi Kpc~tulunku ewutalu - A goat eats the firewood of an
unlucky man.

Chi jiri Onye ajo Chi acfighi efi-efi - Whell nigllt falls for an urducky mail
it is endless.

Chim Kegbulum ekegbu - I am ill fated or uducky.
Chi Ya kechali Yo ekecha - He is a lucky one. The term Chi in these Igbo
expressions is short for CNI-IJKWUor pcrsonid deities but

tllu

tcrm Chi

in these expressions inean destiny package or fate.

CHI SYMBO1,IZED OK PEKSONIlWI)
Anyika observes in his scholarly researches of Chi concepts in Igbo
~raditionallife and thought (I tend to agree with him after my ow11 researches)
that in some parts of Igboland, Chi is symbolized. Some traditional practices of
the Igboman depicts him as conceiving Chi in a parlicular feature or figure and
can be preseved in a portion of a man's compound or in a house. In ccrtain Tgbo
localities such as Nnewi, when a new l~ouseis being co~~structed,
a inud edifice

in the shape of a platform of about four feet high is provided. The usual position
is at the right hand corwr very near the doorway inmlediately inside the
entrance. Before the mud gels llardened, a piece o f stick from the castor bean
tree is planted or stuck to i t . 'The entire figure synholizes the Chi o f l l ~ eowner
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of the house as well as the altar of sacrifice.
Once this Chi alter has been installed, the owner makes offering of food
and kola-nut to it as a sign of welcome. This Chi synlbolized is evidenced by
some short expressions, sometimes in the form of prayer reciled more cspecially
by the owner of the Chi during offering. Some of these expression include:
Chiin taa oji (my Chi eat Kolanut)
Chim nuo mrnanya (my Chi drink palmwine)
Chim zoo m (my Chi protect me)
Chiin ekwena ka ife nzemu (my Chi let not bad things happen to me)
Chim no n'uwa k'inyelum aka (may my Chi in this world help me).49

In all these instances it is clear that the Chi being invoked is neither the CHIUKWU (God) nor the individual's protective god. It is not even the Chi as
destiny that is meant but the person's Chi symbolized.
Chi in Igbo world-view is a spiritual double of the living man that guides

and determines the destiny of man from birth to death. It is a manifestation of
God and not God himself. God is the most powerful invisible Chi or spirit that
is the source of all creatures. There are other meanings of Chi as destiny or luck
or fortune as well as Chi symbolized. Thus in Igbo traditional religious
philosophy, Chi evokes a five fold related meanings, namely, the Supreme Being.
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Himself, the personal god, the idea of destiny, the Chi symbolized, and the idea
of spirit as a generic term for the gods and the Supreme God. These five
religious concepts are closely connected in the belief of the Igbo. It is believed
that each individual personal deity Chi, is allotted to him by the Supreme Being
also called Chi together with his destiny Chi also known as Chi. When this
individual persons decides to make a figure of his personal god to be kept in a
house for purposes of sacrifice and better ends it is also Chi but symbolized.
In Igbo ontology, the principal name for God is the general name for the
gods. All are spirits. The suffix Ukwu (the ultimate) makes the essential
difference. It marks God out from the personal Chi which is in everyman and
functions as man's personal protective spirit; and is differentiated from man by
its immortal nature. Thus at the end of a man's life on earth, his Chi returns to
the ultimate Chi and continues its existence.

MINOR LOCAL GODS
The Igbo believe that there are many local or phenomenal gods which
belong to the sub-category of non-personal, non-human spirits. These local gods
include those minor gods or Obele Alusi whose activities are localized to village
groups or families. According to Ezekwugo:

They are gods believed to inhabit certain localities or natural
features situated within the boundaries of the land owned by a
community or grolip. Their abode may be a swam (water deities);
a forest (forest deities); a cave (cave deities) or a grotto. Such gods
become somewhat village or clan protectors, defending the interest
of his servitors . . . It avenges itself of those \?/llokill its servitors or
rob them of their possessions when on an official journey.50
In Igboland it is believed that "no foreign deity can harm a man unless the
local deities permit it to do so. Hence, the close attachment to one's local gods
and the occasional disrespect shown to other deitie~".~'
However by an act of
cleverness, propaganda and popularity a local god or oracle miiy gain wide
influence and renown that it dominated other local gods or oracles. 'l'his is the
known as Chukwu oJAro Chuk,vu.
case with the oracular deity at Aro Ch~&lv~i
This was possible due to the cleverness of the Aros, their widespread distribution
throughout lgboland and at~oveall the awe-inspirii~g11ir1ut-eo f the sl~riileof tllc
Chukr-vuof Aro Chukwu. 'l'his local God of the Aro gained so wide all influence

that it c a m to be accepted and consulted by all in Igl~olandparticularly

ill

extreme cases. Some even attach the name Chukwu to peoples' ~~unics
to show
what Chukwu, the local God o f the Aro has done for thc~n.Hence the origin of
so many names with Chklvu as suffix. 'I'his contributed in~mensely to the
prol~lenlse~lcounteredby sclmlars of Igbo traditional religion in detcrrnining
whether or not the concept of Supreme God is wholly a Christian import. The
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Aros which was a later tlevclopment than the universal CHI-UKWU of the Igbo.
'I'lie concept of CHI-UKW(J the principal name for the supreme God in Igboland
was in existence before it was localized by the Arm, before the "transcendent"
became so i~rimanentand w r y near to the Aros and to all in Iglmland. Among
tile gods wliicli came uridcr this local or minor phenotnenal gods are:
Forces associated with the rain-making (mrniri), niorning (utlrtu),
afternoon (ehihe) or evening (nnynsi), dark~iess(rrchichi), hunting,
farming. cliiiibing. Iic:~ling, acliievelnent, luck, fortune (such as
Ikerrxn, nlhntokrr, ~ik\l*lr-nn-ije) , etc . s2
Every major and mysterious happenings like misfortune, famine, disaster,
death, sickness. tlrougllt, l'lootl, etc; are attributed to the actions of man and of
otie god or tlie other. Sucli actions are always interpreted as a consequence of any
ol'ferices conl~nittedby a ~llcmberof the co~nmunitywhich disturbs the smooth running of the colntnunity. 'I'he gods are capable o f good and bad conduct. They
avenge wrongs done against their people until the evil, social consequences are
restored by appropriate sacrifice to appease the gods. The gods also protect
whatever is entrristed to their care. For instance, Aln-ubi and Ahnjioku deities
protect firm crops. In almost all areas or towns in Igboland people who are
persecuted and who wish to escape from punishment for one reason or the other
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iticlutlitlg cri~lii~ials
us~ally1x111 to the shrinc o f a local god for protection. Any
one who did so gains aiito~n;~tic
freeclmn but such a person also by that very fact
;~lsoIxcotncs a properly ol' tlie local deity. This is the origin of 0.w (caste
system) in many parts of Iglmland. This is still in vogue today among the modern
lglw. 'I'lie 0su.c. are those wlio sought Srcedom and protection in the shrine of the

local deilies. Orice they enrercd it they were n o longer touched, they got instant
frectlom and I,eco~nechildl-cn of the deity and are thereby regarded as sacred to
[lie god.
'There arc other 0sri.r (castes) who are people directly offered to the gods
or who were given up in colripensation for another person killed. Today this
p l x t ice has nearly if not co~npletely d isappcared from Igbo Culture hut the
effects of tliese practices still Ilaunt the modern Igbo since those who have blood
reI;l(io~ishipwit11 all forms of' Osrr (castes) are segregated and discriminated
:tgainst

ill

niariy Igbo social institutions, for instance, in marriage institutions in

l~l~ol:tl1d.
'T'lie a l w v c is a genet-al s t ~ ~ do fyt l ~ clocal gods in Igbo Ontology. These are
~iori-liu~nan,
rion-personal s1)irits who were originally spirits and have never been
Iiur~ianbeings. Let us now examine some major or universal gods within this subcategory of Non-liu~nanspirits in Igbo Ontology. They may be rightly referred
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as Nizrrk\vrr Alrrsi (major deities) as opposed to Ohele Alusi (minor deities). The

"ANYANWU" (SUN GOD)
This is an important and a beneficient major, non-personal, non-human
deity in 1gl)ol:uld. A~norigh e Igbo, this is the male principle and Lord of light
and life, controlling the sun. IIe makes crops and trees to grow. According to
Ezekwugo, "Ar~jrn~twu
is regarded by the Igbos as the one Alusi nearest to Chi in
the sense that Ile has the greatest influence with him on the subject of bargaining
carthly life for cliildren".c~zekwugofurther observes that in Igboland, those
are among those believed to have been
wllo go by the name Knlu or At~j~nizwu
spo~~sorcd
by this sun deity, Aizjmlvrr.
Uchendu supports this view when he contends that children born on Afo
(day) are named Aiiyaiz~t~ri
if this status is confirmed by divination, and that no
special ritual role is attaclicd to this name. But these names after Aizyanwu are
significant since they remind the Igbo that those named after the Arzymzwu god
were conceived at the intervention of this god.
Anynlwrr (the sun god) is worshipped pron~inentlyin Nsukka Division of
the Northern Igbo sub-cultural area. Both private and public shrines are erected.

And Ilogu c~~riously
observes that among the Nsukka people:

Ar~ynrllvrrthe sun god is worshipped and addressed in prayer as if
he were the same as Chirwke. At other times he is regarded as the
Incsscliger o f the gre:~t c rea tor God (Cliineke) through whom fowl
sacril'icc tied o n top o f a long bamboo pole sllould reach C h i n ~ k e . ~ ~
IIc (Ilogu) concludes o n a vcry important and elucidating note:

A popular way of offering prayers to the sun god is by addressing
him as the companion o f the king of the heavens Arzyanwu-rza-ezeelri. Apart from Nsukka area, other areas of Iboland offer prayers
and sacrifices to the sun god when required to do so by a diviner
for special illness in which the sick person's breath is feared to be
high and fast, the sun god is prayed to make the heart beat
nornlal. ''
Fro111 Ilogu's observation we learn that A ~ ~ y a n wisu the sun god who occupies a
prominent position in God's sight and in effect stands a better position in God's
sight to ot>t:~i~i
certain blessings, namely, healing and cure to certain severe
illllcsses like the dreaded hypertension.

"IGWIi" (TIIE SKY GOD)
V . C . IJchendu thinks that the Igbo believe that the sky god is greater than

rlle earth. Ilence the name Igve Ka Aln. This Igbo ,view, Igwe Ka Aln which
literally means that the sky god is greater than the earth goddess, does not imply
any cornparism between the sky and earth goddess in the sense of equality in kind
and quality but rather slresscs the revered attribute of the Supreme Being as
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conceived by the Nsukka Northern Igbo Culture who conceive God in terms of
Kingship.
Ilogu on his part, from the riches of his scholarly researches in some
major parts of Igboland came to the conclusion that the Igbo believe that "the sky
god is the husband of Ala who sends rain to moisten Ala to be productive. Not
much worship is offered to this god as he is often better known through his
"wife" the earth goddess, who happens to be the most important of these four
gods of Ibo religion and life.. ..

The Igwe (sky god) therefore gives rain and

fertility. And according to Ezekwugo's research findings which also stress the
role of the sky god in Igbo life and thought Igwe is solicited to increase their
children and as a result any child declared by the diviner to be mediated by Igwe
may be given Igwe "phorous names" like Igwe, Nwigwe (son of Igwe), etc.

"AMADIOHA" (THUNDER GOD)
The Igbo distinguish between the physical a~ldspiritul aspects of Igwe (the
sky god). The physical aspects is the Igwe (sky) we see with our naked eyes. But
the spiritual aspect of Igwe which is not visible is called Amadioha or Kamalu,
(the thunder god). He is variously called Kamalu Igwe, Ofufe, etc; depending on
the cultural areas of Igboland. The Owerri Igbo call it Kamalu while the Onitsha
dialect group of the Igbo call it Amadioha.
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Ar~ic~tJiol~n
(thunder god) wliich is the spiritual aspect of Igwe is God's

ortlcrly arid :~gc~it
o f itist:l~it jl.~slice.Ilc abides i n the sky and is symlwlized by
the thunder and lightning. IIis voice is manifested in lightning and heard in
thnrider. The tllunder god is a manifestation of the wrath of God. He descends
swiftly on n~oraloffenders especially witches, sorcerers, those who poison others,
people wlio steal and break I l k laws. The Igbo pli~.aseAvmfioha luwukwa gi isi
(nlay the sky god break your head) is a very serious curse and warning to evil
or moral offenders of the real existence and unique role of the thunder deity,

n;inicly, to punish instantly. Ilogu says o f him (thunder god) that:
IIe is the wrathful messenger of the Supreme God, Chirteke, who
serids ... thunder to punish evil doers. Hence oaths are sworn by
liini and priests can curse suspected persons by him. He is not a
beneficient god to whom various sacrifices are offered; rather
occasional public appeasements are orderccl by diviners so as to
ward ofl' impending doom from his wrath.s7
Arnorig the pre-modern Igbo and even today among the modern Igbo the
victims of thurlder deity are not mourned. They have received adequate or just
pu~iisli~iient
fill- their moral Ixlwiours, their deal11 is regarded as bad death and
as such are denied the rite of passage, that is, befitting burial. Their corpses can
only be buried by the priest of Amadiohn and sacrifices must be offered at the
spot where the thunder deity struck dead the victim. Over and above these

cleansing sacrifices in the Inanner stipulated, all the possessions of the victim
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1)clong to the god o f tl~u~idc'r
and cannot be used by any one. Let us now come
to what may Iw regarded as the Arch-divinity of Igboland, nainely Aln (the earth

ALA OR ANI (TIIK EARTH GODDESS)

Despite the thinking

ill

various parts of Igholand that Igwe (the Sky god)

is greater than A h (the earth goddess) on the grounds that the Igbo say that IgweKtr-,410 (the s k y is greater tlmi the earth). This is not to be taken literally as we

discussed almve instead it is another way of expressing one of the outstanding
,.rt~ributesof the Supreme Reing.
Actually, and indeed Ilogu considers Ala the earth goddess to be the most
inqwrtatit of' the four gods of Igbo religion and life. But Arazu insists that
according to tile evidence before him, the Ala (earth goddess) is greater than
C'III-UK'CVII ( ~ l l cultimate Chi). Aln is considered to be the Arch-divinity of
Igholand but that does not

it1

any way mean or suggest that it (the earth goddess)

constitutes a challenge to C'IJI-UKWU the Ultimate Being in Igbo Ontology. She
is the Great mother Spirit, the Queen of the underworld, the "owner of men, and
custodian o f public morality in conjunction with the ancestors. This unique role
of' the earth goctdess finds support in these words of Okafor: CHI-UKWU, the

Supreme Reing is not regardcd by the Igbo as the arbiter in moral issues. The

earth-goddess. Aizi and tllc ancestors are believed to punish every breach of
~i~ornlity
cspccially the very grave ones" .'"
The earth goddess is the deity responsible for the place where men
live and plant crops. It is also she who offers man a foothold on
which account she is held to be the foster mother of all men (Nne
it4rrlr1 O m ) . On her lips man is horn and there Ile spends his whole
life. In some areas of Igboland Alcz has beautifill statues some of
these statues represent her as carrying a child in her arms or on her
Iqx. A r w . based o11earth, is therefore the female principle, mother
of life atid queen of morality."'

Apart from being tlie custodian of public nlorality in conjunction with the
ancestors, IJcllendu says that tlie Igbo appeal to Ala deity for so many blessings,
~ ~ ; i ~ n efor
l y ,cllildren, for prosperity in trade and for increase in livestock. And
Ilogu gives a detailed list of the role o f the earth goddess:
A h , tlic cart11 goddcss. is the most important deity in Ibo social

life. Slic is the guardian of morality, the controller of the minor
g o d ~ ) ffortune ;\lid e~onomiclife ... It is she who works in
co~i.j~~ric.liorl
will1 t l ~ cspirits of the dead ;~rlcestorsto order the
proliibit ions ;\nd Ilic ritual avoidances. Mfirly social offences
bccor~icc l r r r or pollr~tiotior ahorninations because they infringe the
laws of the earth goddess. Because of her importance in ensuring
health, agricultural fortune and hunting successes, she is well
know11 all over Ihola~id.~'
Consequently, every hearhen family has a sllrirle of the earth goddess where she
is worshipped. All abominations (Nso Ani) like adultery, stealing of
yan~s,murder,abnormal children, incest, giving birth to twins to name a few, are
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ol'l'ences against the earth goddess and must be appeased by suitable sacrifices.
'I'his makes priests who serve or look after the shrine of the earth goddess
important. Oatlls and cove~iantsare rmde in her name and they must be fulfilled.
Slic is thus a reflection of God's holiness. Each village or group of villages has
a co~nmunalAni shrine O k w Ani. IIence Aui cult is most potent for social unity.

It is said and bclieved by tllc Igbo that no group is complete without a shrine of
Altr 1,ecause it is the invisilde president o f the community.

S:~cril'ic.csare also ol'krcd to A h Iwfixe the plar~ti~ig
of crops, at the first
I'ruits, and at full harvest. One of the great festivals in Igboland is the yam
festival. Altl~oughthe yam spirit has his own special cult and receives his own
sliare oftlle thanksgiving sacrifice, farmers make sure.that they also offer special
sacrifices t o AItr goddess who owns the land on which yams grow, and who gives
spccial pcr~nissio~i
for tllc llse of the land. Consequently, at the time of planting,
f;~rrllcrsp o ~ p:\I~ii-wi~le
~r
illlo the pot at the Soot o f her sacred tree, and they pray
that the b e ~ d i c i e n tmother may protect them tt~roughoutthe planting season,
against all dangers like falling trees, hoe and matchet cults, etc. And at harvest
times, fowl, wine, yams, cocoyams, eggs, garden eggs and other farm products
are offered to this invisible Queen. Such occasions provide an opportunity for
public eating, clrhking, dancing and merriment; all for the purpose of gracing the
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occasion.
During communal worship of A h and during yam festivals, the priest of
,4111

called Ezpcll(~takes the lead. The priest of Aln ~ninisterto various village Ala

shrines. They offer regular prayers, offerings, maintain their temples and shrines
arld receive and celebrate sacrifices in their honour. Certain days are set apart in
11leir honour and certain periods of the year are pcriods of feasts. Offerings are
rmde for thanksgiving, petition, protection and absolution for sins, requests for

life; and health, children, wealth and security.
Our discussions on Aka, the Earth goddess brings us to the last being in
this category, namely, CIJI-UKWU (the Greatest Chi). IIe has something which
otl~ersd o not have. He comes last according to the hierarchy in an ascending
order. But Ilc is the ullilnatc, the Absolute, that is. the topmost in the list and the
Wholly "Other". There is none like I-lirn in the hierarchy of beings.He is not
within the rarlk and file of the divinities or deities or gods. He stays alone in His
exclusive domain, Eligtve (Ileavens) but He is also everywhere in this world.
Thus in what follows in the next Chapter we study CHI-UKWU as the ultimate
being or the Greatest Chi

irl

Igbo Ontology.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CHI-UKWU THE ULTIMATE BEING IN IGBO ONTOLOGY

5.1

INTRODUCTION.
In Chapter Two, we investigated the concepts of God in Aristotle, St.

Thomas Aquinas and Hegel which give us some clear insight into what God is
in Western thought. The western Philosophers as we have seen, in their
approaches to the God-question debate, have moved from the empirical to the
metaphysical in articulating the nature and existence of God. It all means that in
the western world there is a long tradition of systematic thinking committed to
writing which makes the philosophical positions on issues clear and less
confused. This certainly is not the case in traditional AfricaIIgbo. Although the
Igbornan enjoys a long tradition of systematic thinking as we shall see later, the
majority of these beautiful insights and thoughts still remain in the domain of oral
tradition. We have also seen that the God-question in Western philosophy is
.

never the .problem of one epoch in history. It pervades and worries philosophers
all through the different epochs in the history of philosophy. Man feels that God
is the ultimate ground of his being and existence. Thus the question of God's
existence, for instance, has indeed divided Western thinkers into different
warring camps.
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Likewise, philosophy of God is a concern to the Igbo as well.
Unquestionably, traditional Igbo recognize, acknowledge and worship a multitude
of gods. But at the apex of all these multitude of gods generally referred to as
Chi (Spirit), the Igbo also recognize and acknowledge the existence of a Supreme

or ultimate Being with different qualities or characteristics in different Igbo
Cultural arcas or societies. His principal qualities in various localities or areas
will be given shortly. It is therefore a clear demonstration of lack of adequate
knowledge or false conception of Igbo traditional tliought and practice to suggest
as Dr. Nz,e does that the Igbo have no other Supreme God than their personal
gods atitl that our fathers worshipped gods and not a God.

'I'lle concept of the Supreme or Ultimate bcing among the Igbo is clearly
seen from our study of the hierarchy o f beings in their ontology. It is evident that
within the Spirit-Category of beings, there is one that occupies the highest
position whose name is CIII (Spirit) or God. But because the Igbo man has no
specific or generic name for God, and in deed, because God's principal name Chi
is the generic name for all the deities in the spirit-category, the Igbo devices a
means t o avoid this ambiguity or the equivocal nature of the term Chi. One such
device or alternative is to add a suffix Ukwu (Greatest) to the root word Chi.
Hence the name of the Ultimate being in Igbo Ontology is CHI-UKWU (the
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Greatest Chi). Where the suffix Ukwrr (Greatest) is not added to the root word
Chi (spirit) tlie meaning is inmediately and correctly determined from the context

in which it is used.

The Igbo have therefore some concept of the Supreme or ultimate being.
They are not religiously illiterate or ignorant of this unique concept. The ultimate
ohiect o f their traditional religious worship is CHI-UKWU. His other principal

names and qualities arnorg different Igbo localities include: CHINAEKE,
EZECHITEOKE and OSEBULUUWA . Analysis of these names and qualities will
come shortly. The question about whether or not the Igbo can conceive God at
all is one o f the areas of dispute a~norlgscholars. 'Ihere are some other basic
questions that still haunt this apparently sublime Ixlief in "One God and many
gods" Characteristic of Iglw belief system. In [his very important Chapter, we
address squarely and analytically most of these basic issues, namely, Nature and
concept of God in various Igbo areas or localities; the attributes of this Ultimate
heing; and JIis role and fi~nction.We begin with Nature and concept of God in
various Iglw localities.

"

5.2.1 Northern Area Grolrp: EZECIIITOKE
In my study of the nature and concept of God in various Igbo localities,
I observe that thc priticipal nature of the Supreme being among the Nsukka,

Amr~hnEnrrgrl Ezike; Umrtrzrre-Gwn; Obrrlcpn Asadu of the Northern Area Group
o f the Igbo is Ezechitoke. According to my research findings in these areas,

Ezccliirokc~is a term of certain etymology and with one universal meaning among
these people. According to these people themselves, they say that Ezechitoke is
derived frorn four Igbo words: Eze (King), Chi (spirit), Te (who, and Oke (to
share, a share or to create; creation; creating). Oke has two possible
connotatiorls: It has either to do with Ike - Oke (to share, a sharer perhaps with
the personal deity Chi, or with Okike, Ike (to create, creation, creating).
Ezechitoke the contraction of Eze-chi-te-oke is therefore the King-spirit who
"sliares" and "creates". Primarily, the term means "the distribution of gifts or
those things which belong to a person by lot".' This primary connotation of Oke
(sharing or distributing) firids its support when one considers some names of God
connected with Oke, namely, Oke Chrrkwu (God's portion), the contraction of
Okp Chrckcw Kelu (lot or destiny distributed by Cl1r4kwr4, God Himself). While

the secondary meaning is "Creator" and is supported by Horton's view.
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According to him (Horton) Ezeclzitoke would mean lord (King) Chi creator.
Taking these two possible explanations of the term Qke as a point of departure
Ezechifokc brings out the idea o f Supremacy, Ultimacy and absolute nature of this
Chi (spirit) over other spirits. He is the "king spirit". Above all it conveys the

li~nctionand role o f this Ewehi (Supreme Spirit or King of the Spirits), namely,
sharing and creating. Other praise-titles of Ezecl~itokeamong the Northern Area
Group of the Igbo throws more light on the meaning of Ezechitoke. In ObukpaAsnclu, God is known and worshipped as Ezeclzitoke Abiamura. This connotes that

God is the creator who cares and nurtures his creation. He is also worshipped as
Aqwzrvu Ezwl~ifoke(the Sun, the king spirit, the Creator).

Furtller researches which the researcher carried out among these people
reveal also that creation among these Nsukka Area Group of the Igbo is to be
understood in the traditional sense, that is to say, "make" or "produce" from
some existing thing and never in the classical sense as exemplified in JudaeoChristian tradition where creation means the act of bringing things out of nothing
e.~-ttilzilo.This is the manner by which God creates as is the case in Genesis

where He commands and one object after another leaps into being. In
contradistinction to this classical meaning of creation is the case in the
Babylonian traditional thought where chaos is a force opposed to the gods. But
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these pri~naryprinciples had to the vanished in mighty conflict by the higher gods
before the universe was fashioned from them. Here creation is understood to
Inean the act of bringing things into existence f ~ m something
i
or pre-existing
matter. It is o n this secondary sense or traditional sense that the Nsukka Northern
C'ulture area corw9ves creation such that when they say: Ezechitoke Abiamura
thcre is no doubt that they are emphasizing first, the absolute nature of this Chi.
Secondly, IIis role and function, namely bringing other creatures into individual
and separate existence from a pre-existent reality and simultaneously allotting to
each individual his personal Chi ((god) and destiny. They also see the
providential u r e o f the King Spirit. lle cares and nurtures His creation which is
what is meant by the term Al~inmum.

Wc may well wiild up this our discussiw on the nature and concept of

God among the Nsukka Area Culture group by saying that the principal name of
their supreme Being is Ezeclzitoke. His other praise-title names are Ezechitoke
Ahinrnr~rcla11dAr~ynnlvuEzpcbhiroke.These names point to a universal belief when
analysed etymologically. It all means that God is the Ultimate Spirit or Being,
The creator of both heaven and earth and all things therein; the absolute sustainer
and controller of the universe. He is a providential creator spirit; the king unique
identified with the sky to whom both the divinities and men depend upon.
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Ezechitoke is thus the Greatest spirit or king of all the spirits who gives life to
all and is associated with the sun. In this case He is conceived as Anyanwu
Ezechitoke. This connection with the sky or sun should not be understood as
deistic or pantheistic tendencies. The immanent activities of Ezechitoke (the King
spirit that creates and shares), is immediately implied when the natives say that
Ezechitoke is Abiarnura, that is to say, he cares and nurtures all His creatures.
God is at once both a transcender and an immanent spirit or king. In some parts
of the Northern Area Group, for instance, where Me is conceived as Ezechitoke
Abiamura, His providential care is highlighted in conjunction with His conception
as the principle of creation.

5.2.2 Central and Southern Area Group: CHINEKE
Principal Characteristic and praise title qualities are assigned to the
Supreme Being among the various Central and Southern area groups of the Igbo
so far studied by some Igbo scholars. The term Chineke is characteristic of
Owerri dialect, and is a contraction of CHI-NA-EKE. This term Chineke is the
principal nature of God among this group under study. And according to these
natives themselves, namely, Owerri dialect group (Central and Southern Igbo
group) it is made up of three root words: Chi (spirit). We have noted not only
the equivocal nature of Chi: God or personal deity but also its other extensive or

traditional meanings, namely, destiny package or lot and personal god
symbolized. Let us now determine the real traditional meanings of the terms: NA
and EKE. NA is a conjunction, literally and simply it means "Who". KE root in
all its known uses refer to the act of dividing and sharing. Its linguistic analysis
shows that:

Oke means share
Okike means the act of sharing
Eke means One who shares

Kee means Divide.
Eke in its traditional standard meaning refers to one who shares or divides
or apportions. Etymologically, CHI-NA-EKE means Chi who shares or divides
or apportions. This is the Chi who shares out destiny package or lot and
apportions to each individual person his personal god or deity.
The most important meaning of Eke in Igbo traditional world-view when
used in conjunction with CHI-NA (Chi wholthat) as in CHI-NA-EKE is "the spirit
wholthat creates". This is deducible not explicitly from all known uses of the Ke
roots especially from Eke (One or spirit who shares or divides or apportions) but
from the various traditional names and qualities given to God. When the Owerri
Igbo want to distinguish the Greatest Chi from CHI-NTA (personal deity and the
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destiny package or lot or even from the rest of the spirits that populate their
metaphysical world, they do this by adding Eke to the CHI-NA (Chi wholthat) to
read CHI-NA-EKE (the Chi who creates) CHI-NA-EKE for the Owerri dialect
group of the Igbo has therefore two possible meanings, namely, Chi who shares,
divides or apportions and the Chi who creates. The following examples testify to
our stand:

Madueke means Human beings are not the Creator
Onyejieke means No one controls the Creator
Onyebueke means No one is Creator
Obueke means Is he the Creator?
In all these names with the Eke attached, God is never understood as one who
-

divides, shares or apportions but as one who creates or the creator. Other praisetitle qualities assigned to Chineke which the Ower-ri speaking areas use, clarify
their ideas about Him. He is called Eke Kere Mmadu (the Creator wlio created
man). Ekejiuba (the Creator responsible for all population increase or wealth),

Ekejike (power belongs to the Creator) Ekejindu or Ekenwendu (Life belongs to
the Creator), Ekejinma (the Creator is responsible for all goodness), Ekenweuwa
(the world belongs to the Creator). It is in the light of Chineke's concept as the
spirit who creates and as the Ultimate being of the Owerri dialect group of the
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Iplw

tliat

1 Y ~ hafter his

I . C S C ' ; I I ~ Ifindi~igscame

to tlic s m e conclusion with some

scliolars of Owerri dialect area of Igbo land. He observes and correctly too, that
liw these people:

0 1 1 y W k i k etherefore means a Being who creates. This is more
profoundly expressed in the name Chi-no-eke (Chi who creates)
OIZ~P-Okike
and Chi-im-eke are specifically reserved for the
Supreme Being who alone can make out of nothing, the maker of
all en ti tie^.^

We agree with Edeh tliat the term Chineke is reserved for the Ultimate
Rcing among the Ower'ri dialect Igbo but certainly we disagree with him in his
other view, namely, that creation as is understood here means to create out of
nothing or to make in the sense of producing things out of nothing. This is a
cultural import. Certainly, creation in Igbo context is far from its classical
meaning or 'Tlwmistic conception of creation, that is to say, the act of bringing
things out of nothing. This idea of creation is not within the thinking category of
the Igbo as people of other traditional cultures. Creation here is understood to
mean the act of bringing things into existence from eternal matter. Chineke
derives from the verb Okike or Ike (to make, to produced). The verb is used
exclusively for the act by wllich God "created" the world. Onye Okike literally
would convey the meaning of cause to rise up, make to sprout. Chineke conveys
the meaning of' "the Creator", the maker of all things or producer of all things.
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This concept of God as "the maker" or one who produces things among
the Owerri dialect group of the Igbo brings out the basic difference between
creation as is conceived in Thomistic philosophy and Igbo conception. In the
Thomistic or Scholastic tradition, creation is immediately understood as
producing things from nothing creatio ex nihilo; while in Igbo conception
creation is understood to mean "to make" or "to produce" things out of preexisting matter which is the unique act of CHINEKE (the Chi that creates or
apportions) who may accomplish same through the deities though they
themselves, the deities are God's creatures. This Igbo conception of "creation"
is perfectly in line with Plato's view: Plato believes that matter and motion are
eternal. The universe must be the product of a demiurge or the craftsman who
makes things out of pre-existing materials.
Thomistic explanation of creation certainly springs beyond the bounds of
Platonic and Igbo ideas of creation. For him (Aquinas) God created the world
from nothing.
Chineke is therefore another term for the Supreme being in Igbo Ontology.

It emphasizes specifically the creative nature of God and is found among the Igbo
who live in the central and Southern portions of the Igbo country. These are
popularly referred to as the Owerri dialect Igbo, that is, those who speak Owerri
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Igbo. The etymological analysis of Chineke reveals strong imagery as wells as
aspects of Igbo concept of divinity. All known researches which this author
carried out on the word Chineke show that Ezechitoke and Chineke are the same
concepts meaning "King", Chi or "Greatest Chi" who creates or the Creator God.
Edmund Ilogu has less doubts in thinking that:
Chineke... means 'the God who creates', and indicates the peoples
belief in a supreme beneficent source of creation. He is the author
of heaven and earth; he sends rain and makes life
The same principle of creation and division as is expressed in Ezechitoke (King
spirit Who creates", "shares" "divides" or "apportions" is also expressed in
Chineke. The only difference is in their conception of God as Eze (King) and Chi
(spirit) respectively.
Ezechitoke and Chineke are therefore different terms for the nature of God
or the Ultimate Being and they mean the same thing, namely, the one, the "King
Chi" or spirit that creates, control, govern and sustain the world. They neither
represent for the Igbo the dual Supernatural gods which Chinua Achebe and C.U.

M. Ezekwugo suggest are responsible for man and his destiny, namely Chi and
Eke or Chi alone responsible for one's share (Okc) or fortune in life. Ezechitoke
and Chineke convey the notion of Supremacy, Ultimacy, infinitude and
absoluteness of God among the Nsukka Northern area culture and Owerri group

in particular and among the whole Igbo people.
A careful analysis of these terms and their meanings among the Northern

Area Group and Southern Area Group certainly demonstrates that belief in
Ezechitoke and Chineke, are concepts so ingrained in the culture of these people
under study and not a borrowed concept. Rather, the concepts originated in their
remote past. These terms and their meanings are purely the traditional
conceptions of the forebears of these cultural groups couched in typical traditional
imagery and their local and indigenous characteristics show that they express
concepts with which the people are familiar with. Consequently these
characteristics and their meanings were not taught them by the Europeans not
even by any known religions of the world.
5.2.3 Western Group: OSEBULUWA

Having examined the nature and meaning of God among the Northern,
Central and Southern area groups, we cross over to the Western Igbo area,
namely, Asaba, Ika, Ndokwa and some areas of Onitsha to examine their
concepts of God. Arinze, Metuh, Ilogu, Edeh, etc; Observe that the nature of the
supreme being among the Western Igbo group and some parts of Onitsha is
Osebuluwa.
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Osebuluwa is another principal quality for the Supreme being, in Igbo
world and World-view. Etymologically, it comes from three Igbo words: OSE,

BULU and UWA Olisa or Ose means Supreme Being or God. BULU or BU is
a verb indicating a continuous act of carrying; U w is the universe, visible and
invisible. Osebuluwa therefore means God who is carrying the world or "God,
carrier of the world". According to Edeh's view: Osebuluwa as a name for God
used to depict Him as a providential Father among the Western Igbo "indicates
that the Igbos recognize that God has a plan for the world and he supports and
directs his creatures to a realization of this plan" .4
In my research findings I was able to confirm that the Igbo terms:

Olisakwe (If God agrees) Belu-Olisa (except for God) are derivations from
Osebuluwa and they authenticate the fact that Osebuluwa is the principle of
continued existence and dependence. Thus the concept of divine providence
which has no place in Aristotle's philosophy of God is thus highlighted in Igbo
traditional philosophy of God, a philosophy of God which certainly suggests the
Igbo deep-rooted conviction of sustained divine providence in creation. This
providential nature of God as deduced from Osebuluwa among the Western Igbo
finds its support in the research findings of C. Obiego. He writes:
They [the Igbo] call the creating Chi Osebuluwa He who is
carrying.. . the world including man; and were the creating Chi to
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release his hold, the world would relapse into "nothingness". ..'
Osebuluwa therefore emphasizes the providential nature of God among the
Western Igbo group when considered in relation to the world He created. While
the Northern, Central and Southern areas emphasize more of His creative nature,
the Western group stress or highlight more of his providential nature such that
He is a Supreme Being who created the world and has been providing for it since
"creation" to ensure its continued existence. The Igbo also express this in their
regular saying Chukwu Selu Aka Uwa Agwu (If God were to withdraw His
supporting hand the whole world would collapse rather than relapse into
nothingness which is a foreign concept). Osebuluwa implies also that the Igbo
recognize that God has a plan for the world and that He is immanent in the
world. He provides for it, sustains it controls and governs every event in it.
With this concept of God, namely, an immanent God, the theory of a Deus
absconditus or Otiosus, the so called withdrawn God is foreign to Igbo trad,itional
world-view. Neither can the Igbo be described as deists. God as the absolute
being is simultaneously understood as an immanent being who is concerned with
what is happening in the world created by Him. We shall examine this paradox
of Transcendence and Immanence in God in our subsequent sub-section of this
Chapter, namely, "CHI-UKWU'S " attributes.
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Praise-title names o f Os~hrdrrtvnreflect popular conceptions of God among
11iu Western

Igho areas. F k is sornetilnes addressed as Orisabueze (God is King),

O t i.vtitli111iitr (( ;otl

is good) :rml 0.wloktr ( ( h d has plnrrt~ctlo r thought well).

Wllc~i:ill otllcr rliecli:itor-gods llavc failed, thc last resort is Osc~b~rli~wn.
At
rhiq

point the petitioner will be asked to rio-oliscr (appeal to God the creator and

cilt-~-icrof thc universe who is the ultimate in existence). Edeh adds a corollary
which throws more light o n the meaning of Osehrrlirwo He is categorical that
"providence applied to God in this sense (carrier o f the world) he says "involves
his knowi~igplan for each creature and for the universe as a whole, and his
c:~rryingout his plan, his directing of creatures to their ends"."
'The cowept of O,rphrrlrr\t~nas the carrier ol' the world among the Western
Iglw conveys a general concept o f a Supreme Being who is the creator, eternal,

merciful God who is interested in the affairs of His creatures. He is also
O~nrlipotent.'I'his is deduciljle from the term "Os~hrrlrrwo"(God carrier of the
World). The Igbo believe that the world is so heavy and too big that nobody not
cvcn the most powerful of the spirits can carry it. But this anomalous entity, (the

uriivcrse) which no created bcing can lift up is conveniently being carried by God
i n llis hands.

5.2.4 North West and E:wter~lGroup: CItI-UKIYU

Ixavi~igthe Wester11 Igbo for North West and Eastern Igboland, one
i ~ Afikpo towns
t%x:~riii~ics
with iritcrcst llic A,qrrtrtn, N t i , A\vka, Aro C / ~ r / I wand

which have become so widely Christianized. Prior t o Christianity their most
Savourite arid principal naturc of the Supreme being is CHI-UKWU. This term
was later adopted by tlic ('l~ristiansand also became: a later name given to the
local god of tlic Aro originally known as Ihii~i-Uiprhi.
?'he tcr.111 CIlUKWlJ iriiniediately lends itself to etymological analysis. It
is

:I

contraction from two root words, namely, CHI and Ukwu. Literally CHI

111~;111sspirit.

111

Igbo Ontology as we noted earlier in Chnpter Four, Chi in its

particularity refers to God but in its universality applies to the personal gods. It
may also 11ic:i11(lesti~lypackage or lot or even Chi personalized as in Cllirn (my
gocl). Ukwu as a qualifying suffix in lgboland means "Biggest", "Supreme",
"1IigliestVor Greatest. 'The idea of superlative is erriplmized in the word U k w
illid tliis riii~stbe uriderstootl as such. It is a n adjective used to qualify a being to
its superlative degree. For instance, when we talk of the "ultimate being" within
a context, what we are utiquestionably looking for is "the greatest", "the
Iiighest", "the topmost" or the Supreme being in that context. Put simply, the
Ultimate is that beyond wliicli there is no other. It is not a disturbing superlative.
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It connotes also that which is "Absolute", and Necessary. Ukwu as a suffix to Chi
therefore emphasizes the ultimate or absolute nature of this Chi (spirit), that is,
the greatest or highest Chi or spirit in the list of Chis (spirits) and at the same
time Wholly "Other" Onweghi Oizye Dika Ya. The Igbo saying: Onye di-ka Chi
(Who is like God" or CHI-UKWU expresses the same absolute nature of this
CHI. CHI-UKWU in Igbo world-view especially among the North Western and
Eastern Igbo therefore means the greatest spirit in the list of spirits, and above
all, it connotes a being that is wholly other, transcendent. Such a being also is
self-sufficient, and requiring no other for his being or knowledge which is what
is implied in his conception as an Absolute Being or "Necessary being". His nonexistence is impossible absolutely, that is, independent of all conditions. He only
exists without any reference whatsoever to any other being. The supreme being
CHI-UKWU among the Aro, Awka, Afikpo and Ah' Cultural areas of Igbo land
is conceived as the principle of absoluteness. Ilogu in his book: Igbo Life and
Thought shares the same view:
Chukwu is used to express the belief in a supreme spirit or World
Over soul (Chi means 'spirit', and Ukwu 'great'). This is the
nearest approximation the Igbos have to the more philosophical
concept of the one behind the many which is found in Greek
religious thought, or the principle of coherence in Western
Philosophy

.'
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And Nwala is sure that CIII-UKWU among the Igbo is "the principle of

Again tllc concept of ( h d or the Suprerne k i n g is coeval with the North

West and Eastern Igho wllo, from time immemorial, hefore the arrival of
('l1ristianity or any other foreign Culture refer to God as CHI-ukwu (the Greatest
C'lli) who is Okike (the crcator) and who also assigns to each individual person

his pcrsonnl god Chi. CIfI-1IKWU (God) is immanent in the world because he
sustai~ls,co~tr.olsand goverris all events in the world. Rut his absolute nature is
licre ctnphasized more than any other nature or characteristics of His and this
t l i l'l'er.critiates the Onitslia Tglv) from tllc rcst of the Igbo cultural groups.

I t is interesting to remark here that the term CHI-UKWU (the Greatest Chi)
i s co-eval with the Jgho and their history. It was ccrtai~ilyin use long before the

~nissiotiariesarrived and

1101

o n account o f the activities of the Aro. It is also

ccrt:~inthat ('/!I-IJKWIJ (the Greatest Chi) was used to stand for It~ini[Jkpnhi
ol' the Ai-o, tllc oracle revcrcd throughout Igbola~ld.But the concept o f CHI-

UKWU on account of the activities of the Aro is a later development. Its original

1i:lrne was Ikiili-Ukpnhi. Prior to the existence of the local "Chulovrr" of Aro
C I I I I I ~-Vthe
I A supreme being come nearer to the people; there was in existence

the i~niversalor proper CHI-IJKWU (the Greatest Chi) of the Igbo who was more
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transcendent tlian IIe was im~nanentin the world. In some parts of Igboland the
\vorsliip o f ('If/--I/KWl/(the Greatest Chi) proper is colnpletely differentiated

proves this case. lie writes using his town Ihernhosi as an example that the
" lhrr~rl~o.ri
Oli\l~i( 'lm'<r~wis

r.cmplctcly di l'krcnl fron~tllc " Cltrrk~vrr"worship

co~i~iccted
with the Aro oracle, Ihini (Jkpnki. My people refer to the god of that
oracle as C'l~r~kwu
Ahiamczyi to differentiate it from "CHI-UKWU" proper
worshipped in the town". 'l'he point of it all is that tlie late arrival or introduction
of "Chrrklrw"of Ar.o-C/~rrk~~rr
into Igbo world-view was the birth of disharmony
ill

the co~lccptol' CWI-UKIYIJ (the Greatest Chi) in Igbo Ontology. CHI-Ukwrr

l i : ~come

to acquire an equivocal meaning in Iglw land namely, CHI-UKWU

proper or the universal God of' the Igbo and the local god of the A r m .
From the foregoing, Ezechitoke, Cliirleke, Osebrdrlwa and Chukwr are the
Tour principal ways of conceiving the Supreme 1)eing among the various Igbo
localities as a cultural entity. 'The concepts are peculiar to the four area groups
utidcr study a~idarc characteristic to each area group. Nwkkn dialect area or the
Nortllern area group have Ezechitoke (King-spirit w l ~ ocreates and shares) as their
Supreme heing. Hence they emphasize more of His creative nature than any of
llis other known attributes. 0werr.i dialect area or tlie Central and Southern area
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groups conceive God also in a way peculiar to their surroundings. They
emphasize more also of His creative nature. Thus the name of the Supreme being
in this area is Chineke (the Chi who Creates, shares and apportions). The
Onitslza-speaking area or the North West and Eastern Group in their
characteristic way of thinking of God in terms of Uhvu (absoluteness) He is CHIUKWU (the absolute, highest, Greatest or transcendent Chi or Spirit). The same
with the Ortitsha clan people and those living near or around them, that is, the
Western Igbo. These people incline more to the immanent nature of God. For
them God is Osebuluwa (God, carrier of the world). He provides, sustains,
governs and directs all His creatures to their final end. He is the absolute
principle of continued existence and dependence of all creatures.
But it must be indicated right away that in all these particular instances
where one attribute of God is emphasized the rest of His nature are not
completely neglected but implied. It is only a matter of emphasis and peculiarity
and not to the exclusion of any other qualities or nature. For instance, in the case
.-

of the Owerri dialect area where His creative nature is extolled more than His
absolute nature, the absolute nature is expressed along side His creative nature.
It is also evident from our consideration of nature and concept of God in
various Igbo localities that the Igbo conceive their supreme being under three
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niqior pri~iciples.narnely, lllc principle of absoluteness. Ukwu as in CHI-UKWU
(the Greatest Chi); the principle of creation Okike a5 in CI-II-NA-EKE and Ezecizilo-Okr and tlic principle of continued existence and dependence BULU as in OSE-

l?!J.ZJ~J-7JWA.

Taking the three nii~inideas under which God is conceived a working
definition of God in Igbo world and world-view can be attempted: God is the
Alxolute or LJlti~natecreative being who is wholly "other" but Lord and carrier
of' the world. Such a beirlg rllrist exist of necessity. IIow could a reality that has
110

distinctive cxistentiality he said at the same time to be a creator? Is this not

a clear case of self-co~itracliction'?For how can a creator of all things that exist
l ~ edenied Ilis own existence? 'This ontological proof is valid in Igbo logic as it
is in Western logic since logic as the ideal methods in the techniques of reasoning

is not the prerogative of any particular race. The reasoning process in man is the
sanie such t h t tlicre is no pre-thinking, pre-logical stage of human development;

n o pre-logical hunian beings. 'Thougli, it must be admitted that people in all
cultures and races defer in degree not kind in the use they make of their
reasoning faculty. Furthermore, in African traditional world-view as in every
traditional world-view, the nature and concept by which God is conceived
particularly in lgbo world-view, are descriptive of His character and emphatic of
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the fact that 11t' is a rcality ard not a Inere abstract concept. And as Westerman
rightly olxctves these tr;ditional ~nodcso f concsciving God which reveal his
I.~
cssc~ltialI ~ ; I ~ I Isliow

111;1t

lie is a reality to tlie AfricansIIgbo and convey the

purest expl-cssior~of their tcligious t l l i n k i n ~and of their religious experience.
(;(MI is coricc.ivc.tl ur~tlcr t11c.w priricilwl qrlnlitit\<. tint~iely, CIII-IIKWU (tlie

(hen test Chi) C ? I - N A -EKE or EZECIII-7E-OKE (Crca tor King-spirit) and OSEBULII-UWA (God, carrier of the world). He therefore exists and real loo. His
attributes of ( 're:~torsllip,'l'rmsccndence, Jmniancricc, Providence, Absoluteness,
rtc: also prove that he exists.
5.2.5 C'o~iclusion

'I'lie corlccpt ol'thc S~rpretneIwing from analysis o f IIis nature and concept
it1

various arc:ls in Ighol:~tldis filrther disproved to be wholly a Christian import.

Sr~clia I~cliel'we noted is cocval or natural to the lghonlan. They originated from
i l ~ crirst Igho~mnand as slrcll their origin car1 he traced to the remote past. These
qrt;?litative terms and their traditional rneanings are purely the conceptions of the
Igl)oma~icoitied out of his experience and encounter with the mysteries of the
world and they express concepts with which the Igbo are familiar with.
Consequently these qualities were not taught them by the Europeans not even by
any ktlown religions of the cvorld.
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Again these various principal qualities of God among the various Igbo
localities point to almost a universal belief when analysed etymologically. And
that is, that God or CHI-UKWU is the Ultimate being, the creator of both heaven
and earth and all things therein, the absolute sustainer and controller of the
universe, the king unique to whom both divinities and men owe allegiance.
Thus from the examination of God's nature and concept, one is clarified
of the wild assertions sometimes made about Igbo belief or lack of belief in
ultimate being. First, the concept of the Supreme Being is common in Igboland.
The Igbo are theists in the classical sense, that is, belief in God who is both
transcendent and immanent in the world He created. The theists view God as
possessing attributes of goodness, intelligence, will, etc; which enable man to
communicate with Him in prayer, communion and meditation. Though the Igbo
are also polytheists, they are theists in this classical and fullest meaning of the
word. Belief in one Greatest Chi and belief in other lowly beings as well is
therefore ingrained in the culture of the Igboman and not borrowed. It is typically
Igbo couched in typical Igbo imagery. The concepts are completely original to
the Igbo. Secondly, the Igbo God is not a deus otiosus or a withdrawn God. Igbo
God is a transcendent God but also involved in His created universe. He did not
create the world only to withdraw and leave it to run its own course. he provides,

.

-

sustains controls and governs all to their ultimate end. He is involved in the daily
affairs of men. He is both a Transcendent and Immanent God. This paradox of
Transcendence and Immanence forthwith removes the Igbo from being branded
Deists or pantheists.
Thirdly, the concept of creation out of nothing as Nwoga and Arazu
rightly observe is not within the category of Igbo thought and in the very words
of Arazu "this concept is very advanced. It was to the Jews a revelation. In other
words, they did not arrive at it by a natural and logical process". Continuing
further, Arazu warns that to conceive that Igbo traditional religion had already
achieved the mental gymnastics involved in creatio ex nihilo before the arrival
of Christianity is wishful thinking. This is true for the Igbo as any traditional
culture.
Consequently, there should no longer be any doubts that the majority of
the people occupying the Igbo country (the erroneous conceptions of the Western
World notwithstanding) were not devoid of the notion of the ultimate being
before the arrival of Christianity and Western Culture. Prior to any foreign
cultural influences, the Igbo profess a universal belief in God who is the Supreme
Deity, the ultimate groutld of man's existence and the being of all beings in the
universe. He is also concerned and interested in the world He created.
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Jesus Christ the founder of Christianity, though born 2,000 years ago,
came to Igholand a little more than a hundred years ago in the company of
Drilish colonialists. Molia~nrnedon the other hand, came into Nigeria in the
fifteenth Century in the colnpany of Arabs, but could not enter into Igboland. It
is only recenrly, precisely after the Nigerian Civil war that Islam began gaining
acceptance into Igboland. It is therefore arguable whether it is right to use these
very new religions and their late influences in Igboland to cancel out Igbo
traditional concepts of

CHI-UKWU (the Greatest Chi) CIIINEKE or

EZECIl17'0KE (the King-Spirit that creates and shares) and OSEBUI'UWA (God
Carrier o f the world) which are various qualities of the Supreme being in various
culture areas or groups

iri

Igholand.

But a comprehensive and universal knowledge of the concepts of the
Ultimate Being in Igboland cannot be sought solely in the analysis of the nature
and concept of' God in tliesc areas. This is because some of the terms used to
describe the nature of God have equivocal meanings and Igbo language often
lacks generic terms for some key entities in Igbo worlds. To add, the disharmony

engendered into the concept of CHI-UKWU (God) cannot be overemphasized.

'I'he Oracle at Aro-Chukwu at a time came to be addressed as "Chukwu"in the
same sense as the proper CHI-UKWU is understood, namely, the ultimate Being
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in Igholand. 'I'llougl~the local oracle was later destroyed in 1902, the disharmony
has been crcntcd between tile Igbo universal Supreme being known as CHIIJKWU arid the local god o f the A r m later narrrctl "CI~~rkwu".
The equivocal

nature of CHI and the CHINEKE controversy makes any meaningful conclusions
I'rorn nature and concept of (;od in different Igbo localities very cumbersome and
problen~atic. 'T'lle over all conclusion is that wc cannot claim with absolute
certainty that we have got a clear vision of the ultimate beings in Igbo Ontology
t111~1gh
etymological analysis of the terms used to describe his nature. Certainly,
the nature of God encapsulatcd in these names and [errps are not mere labels, but
arc descriptive o f IIis ultimate nature and more importantly emphatic of the fact
[ I M ~Ilc cxisis

;IS

a real Iwiiig. 1 3 ~ 1 1li)r a co~nprcl~c~lsive
understancling of the

ultimacy of CIII-UKWU (God) in Igboland more insights have to be sought. This
brings us to the examination of the essential attributes or characteristics of CHIIIK1VIJ (the Greatest Chi) as conceived by the traditional Igbo as an e~ltity.

5.3

GI2N1511AL A'rTRII~UTICSOF CIII-UKWU

We have briefly and concisely too, examined the nature and concept of
God in various Igbo areas. This has helped us to clear some doubts about His

conception as the ultimate Being in Igbo traditional Ontology. Thus the
conception of God as the Ultimate Being among the pre-modern Igbo is not
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borrowed either from Christian tradition or Western Culture. The concepts of
God are indigenous to the Igbo.
But for further enlightenment in this controverted issue that is, to give a
critical account of Igbo traditional belief in the Supreme Being, we critically
examine the attributes of God or CHI-UKWUamong the pre-modern Igbo. Some
modern writers may view this exercise, that is, attributing such characteristics to
Igbo Supreme Being as "tendentious and at worst cotnpletely incredible" .9 But the
fact remains that with natural light of reason every human culture is endowed
with some authentic values, and what is authentic in any human culture is already
Christian in perspective. Since our ancestors' mode of life was characterized by
authentic values discoverable in Christianity, they would be rightly termed
Christians in proximate potency or anonymous Christians in the sense that they
are yet unacknowledged, unidentified, unnamed. This is not to say thgt in our
discussions here we are going to baptize the "Igbo God" making Him the
"Christian God" with all or nearly all the attributes of a Christian God.
With the natural light of reason accessible to all men, the pre-modern Igbo
were able to attribute qualities to the Supreme Being; qualities which compare
favourably with the Christian concepts of God. But it must be admitted that
though the traditional Igbo were in possession of attributes which give some
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insight into the unfathomable nature of God, the concepts of God in Igbo
traditional world-view do not measure up to what we find in Christian theology.
This is because Igbo Traditional Religion does not enjoy the light of divine,
Supernatural revelation of Jesus Christ who is the fullness of all revelation. With
the coming of Christ men have gained far-reaching insights into the nature and
mystery of God and o f rnan himself.
Attributes of God are those words or phrases ascribing traits, properties,
qualities or characteristics to the Supreme Being. The importance of this study
cannot be overemphasized. By studying these attributes and analysing them it is
expected among other things that:
We come face to face with what the people really think God is,
what they consider to be his nature and characteristics and what
they believe to be his role and position in relations to the world and
the Supersensible realm. lo
This exercise intends to throw more light on some controversial issues that still
haunt scholars of Igbo traditional philosophy such as, the place CHI-UKWU
occupies in the list of beings in Igbo Ontology. Whether or not the Igbo are
theistic. Is God a personal God? Is the Igbo Supreme Being identical with, the
Christian God? Is CHI-UKWU (God) involved in the affairs of the world or is He

a deus Otiosus (an idle or withdrawn God) as some foreign and even some
indigenous scholars have often identified Him. In other words, How far is God
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immanent in human affairs? How do we reconcile the paradox of the
'I'ranscendetice and Immanence in one God to avoid reading Western deistic and
pntlicistic itlcx in Igho Iwliof-systems and ~notlcso f thought? 'These alld many
more issues l~opcfullywill he distinctly addressed in this section of our work.
We therefore set out to study with sympathy the attributes of God in the

context of Igbo traditional world-view in order to al'firm with reasonable grounds,
their theological authenticity. 'This study will also help us to understand Igbo
theology such that when authors refer to the Igbo as an incurably religious race
who never d o anything without involving the Supreme Being, we understand what
they mean. I'he same study will also highlight and buttress the fact that the
concept o f the Ultimate Being in Igbo Ontology is not a foreign belief to their
c~rlture.We first of' all start with God's entitativc attributes.

5.3.1 Entitative Attributes of CHI-UKWU (God).

Entitative attributes are those qualities or characteristics of God that are
drawn from I1 is being and these include: IJbiquity ; Omnipresence; Omnipotence;
Olnniscience; 'I'ranscendenw;

Incorporeality; Unicity; Mercy; Kindness;

Goodness; Rigllteousness; Justice and Holiness, All these are derived from Igbo
traditional thought and we shall explain how as we study the attributes one after
the other.
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OR/INIPRESENCE

Ry Otririipresence of God is meant that God is silnuitaneously everywhere.
'I'lie cotlccpr of God's omnipresence is Sound in most African countries. For
instance; the Ila (Zambia) speaking of God's nature of omnipresence say that
"God has nowlwe or nowl~en;that He comes to an end.. .."" This idea: who is

everywhere is noticed among other African peoples who say that God is met
everywhere; and that the presence of God protects people. 'The same
Otlitlipresence o f God is expressed when the Sllillrtk (Sudan) and the Lnngi
(IJgancla) people say that God is like the wind. This is a metaphorical way of
al'fir~ningthat Africans conceive God as having the attribute of omnipresence.

I ,ike their African neigl~hoursthe Igbo acknowledge that CHI-UKWU (the
Grcatest Chi or Spirit) is orn~iipresentor evcrywliere and present in every created
space. 'I'lieir pririiary cot~ceptio~i
of God as the greatest spirit has influenced their
riot ion

ol' God

:IS

Orliniprcscril. For the Iglm Cl~rrk~vrr
Urr M ~ t o(God is spirit). Ile

is pictured as an active and creative spirit CHI-NA-EKE; He is the King spirit
that creates EZECIU-TE-OKE; It is specifically because they conceive God as
spirit that He is also conceived as being everywhere, not bound in space and
time. God's principal names, namely, CHI-UKWU, CHI-NA-EKE and EZECIII7E-OKE are conceived under- the generic term Chi (Spirit) such that it is easily
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seen from his names why Fle is said to be everywhere simultaneously. Spirits
transcend space and time.
Sorile Igho exp~essionsaresure indices that the 1glm attribute to God the
quality of omnipresence. These expressions include: Onye N'ede n 'Igbo n 'ede nu
Olrr or sirriply O d e ~ ~ i g bwhich
o
literally refers to God as a being whose fame

resounds tllroughout Igboland and by extension His fame resounds through all the
earth. Odoligho as applied to God by the Igbo emphasizes His real presence in
the wliole uriivei-se. When the Igho want to warn an evil one they will say Izonari
A4mlr1, Ign Ezor~nr-iChirtcke, (If one hides away from human beings surely one

calirlot escape the watchful eye of God). Evil doers cannot escape God's
jr~dgen~ent.
'I'llis is an attempt to describe an entitative attribute of God, namely,
I lis Ormi,vr.c~,scwe.
For thc Iglw, God is always watching a11 actions of men. And
since

1Ic is cvcrywllcre, tiotlling escapes I'lis watchful eycs and nothing is hidden

from I Iis presence and not ice.
The traditional Igbo belief in the ubiquity of God is quite consonant with
thc Christian collcept of the Oninipresence of God. The Christian Bible, the Book
of Psnlms empliatically and in picturesque languagc demonstrates the concept of

God's omnipresence in Christian theology. The psalmist writes: "Where could
I go to escape your spirit? Where could I flee from your presence? If I climb the
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is easily seen from his names why He is said to be everywhere simultaneously.
Spirits transcend space and time.
Some Igbo expressions are sure prindices that the Igbo attribute to God the
quality of omnipresence. These expressions include: Onye N'ede n 'Igbo n 'ede nu
Olu or simply Odeizigbo which literally refers to God as a being whose fame

resounds throughout lgboland and by extension His fame resounds through all the
earth. Odenigbo as applied to God by the Igbo emphasizes His real presence in
the whole universe. When the Igbo want to warn an evil one they will say Izonari
Madu, Iga Ezonari Chineke, (If one hides away from human beings surely one

cannot escape the watchful eye of God). Evil doers cannot escape the God's
judgement. This is an attempt to describe an entitative attribute of God, namely,
His Omnipresence. For the Igbo, God is always watching all actions of men. And
since He is everywhere, nothing escapes His watchful eyes and nothing is hidden
from His presence and notice.
The traditional Igbo belief in the ubiquity of God is quite consonant with
the Christian concept of the Omnipresence of God. The Christian Bible, the Book
of Psalm emphatically and in picturesque language demonstrates the concept of

God's omnipresence in Christian theology. The psalmist writes: "Where could
I go to escape your spirit? Where could I flee from your presence? If I climb the

heavens, you are there, there too, If I lie in sheol".I2
The traditional Igbo belief is that God's Omnipresence encircles all created
order. He is the source of all things giving them existence, sustenance and
preservation. In Igbo world-view as is the case in almost all African conceptions
of reality, God is believed to be everywhere. He may be in the thunder, but He
is not thunder; He may shoot forth like a water fall but he is not water fall; He
may be associated with the sky, but He is not identified with it. And in the
proper words of Edeh, "He is entirely different from everything arid everyone
else. God transcends all boundaries" , I 3 God sees compreherlsively; He hears
everything, nothing escapes His knowledge. He is therefore present everywhere,
the Igbo say Onozu ebe nine.

OMNIPOTENCE
In nearly all Igbo societies God is considered to be omnipotent, that is to
say, He is almighty,. This is what Temples means when he describes God as "the
Great Muntu, the great Person, the great, powerful life force.. . he is force itself
which has force within itself". l4 The notion of God's omnipotent nature is implied
or deduced from the theophorous names which parents give to their children and
more importantly some of His praise-title names express His Omnipotence:

Titles like afa-otutu show God's Omnipotence and magnificience:
Onye-ana-ekpelu (the person from whom others must beg),
Igwekani, (Heaven greater than earth). Eze bi n'igwe, Ogodo ya
n 'akpu n 'ani (King who lives in the sky and his cloth touch and roll
on the ground), Ainarna-arnasi-amasi (One known but never fully
known. l5
His other praise-title name is Okaka (the greatest, highest of all), in the sense that
nobody can equal Him let alone challenge Him in any way humanly speaking.
An examination of the theophorous names which the pre-modern Igbo
parents give to their children from time immemorial are demonstrative of the fact
of God's almighty nature. Such names include: Ifeanyi Chukwu (nothing is
impossible with God), Chukwuka (God is almighty, God is not equalled in
power), Chukwunwike or Ike Chukwu (Power is with God), Chidebere (God who
keeps all things as they are) Onyedika Chukwu (Who is like God), Chikadibia
(God takes over where the physician has reached his end), Ekejike (Power
belongs to the Creator). All these show that Chukwu is Almighty, that is to say,
that Chukwu's power is all-embracing even the iiqossible is possible with Him.

Onweghi ihe nyiri Ya otnume. He is Olisebulu-uwa (God carrier of the world).
Such a being carrying, supporting and hence providing for the world also implies
the notion of omnipotence. The same concept of O~nnipotencecould be deduced
from some of his principal names and qualities like Chineke aud Ezechitoke (the
King Chi or spirit that creates and shares. Such a being is almighty and all-
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powerful.
Proverlx are not wl~ollyliteral affirmations. That notwithstanding, they are
wise sayings which contain certain truths about God, man, religion, the universe,
etc. Consequently , from Igbo proverbs more insights into God's omnipotence are

deduced. For instance, the Igbo say: Chrrkwu gboo Ogu Ire dibia aburic so ezi
o1w.w (when God decides a case the medicine man will admit his limitations).
(.'lrrtklwr sclr/ trkn

~ W ( Ag\r.rr
I

( I S God were to witlidraw his supporting hand the

world will end). Mnd~rnhrchiis a name in Igbo traditional society given to people
but in fact is an abbreviation of a proverb meaning man is or has not God's
powcr. Chi

ndighi n 'iw, ma

011)'~

o t i egbirna
~

yn (If God is not in the plot,

tleatli cannot kill a man).
Other praise-title names of God in ritual practice imply their notion of
(;ad's

on~nipotcrice,The Igho address ITim as Echetn Obi esie Ikc! (I-lc whose

rc~neliibrarlcemakes one's heart strong). This has the same meaning with the
Christian concept of God as our rock. Discussing God's omnipotent nature
Eliitnanuel Ifcsie of the Department of Religion, University of Nigeria Nsukka

'The Igho epitomize FIis strength, fidelity and kindness when they
call IIim Dike oncrlyo o@ Ugbolo Oza ug11oIo asaa (The strength,
who when asked for help once or appealed to for help answers
seven times.. .). Chi 11 'ernelrl onye n 'enweghi ojtye n 'emelrc Ya...

(The almighty God who helpsldoes things for the helpless.16
OMNISCIENCE
Placide Temples must have had the Igbo in mind when he reports about
the Bantu (Ruanda) in their Ontology. He describes God as "the Supreme Wise
man, who knows all things. Who establishes at the deepest level the kind and
nature of their forces" .I7 Igbo people acknowledge another entitative attribute of
God, namely, His omniscience, that is, God is considered among the Igbo to
know all things. Nothing escapes His knowledge. Consequently, he is considered
to occupy the highest position of honour and respect because wisdom commands
great respect in Igbo traditional society as well as in today's Igbo modern and
pragmatic society.
The saying, God is wise, the Discerner of hearts who sees both the inside,
and outside of man are concepts scattered here and there, all over Igbo land and
they imply God's omniscience which is absolute, i~nlimitedand intrinsically part
of His eternal nature and being. Consequently, the concept of God's wisdom or
omniscience is encapsulated in some Igbo names. Chukwumaelu (God knows) in
the sense of knowing all things. Chukwurnaijetn (God knows my steps or my
journey). Chukwunweuche (God owns knowledge). In Nnokwa, Idemili South
Local Government Area of Anambra State, Nigeria, God's praise-title names like
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Eze Oghologho Anya (all seeing God) praise or extol God's omniscience. The
a echi (who knows
Igbo speaking about God's omniscience, ask: Onye m
tomorrow). Echi di Iine Onweghi Onye ma Ife Oga Amu (What tomorrow has in
stock is so uncertain). They know that nobody really knows what will happen in
future except God. The future which the Igbo are not capable of discerning is no
problem to God. He can easily pierce into the future without difficulties. In short,
the future is like now in God's eyes. Again for the Igbo God is Eze Omacha

Ncha (the King who knows everything).
From Igbo proverbs more ideas about God's omniscience are deduced. For
instance, the Igbo say that Adi abuo gbaa Izii, Chukwu bu Onye ato. This
proverb attributes omniscience to CHI-UKWU (the Greatest Chi) indicating that
when two people get together to plan any secret deed, CHI-Ukwu is there as a
third person. The proverb refers of course to the mystery of CHI-Ukwu's ability
to detect criminals and sometimes reveal how their plan was hatched. Oizye n'ero

Chi ya ana ero (When a man is thinking, His God is also thinking (man could
propose and God could dispose. Chi ma Onye Oga enye ma Onye Oga enye

arnaghi (God knows whom He will give but whom He will give to does not
know).
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This attribute of kriowing all is attributable only to God. Man can only
par-ticipatc ill (;oclls inl'initc wisdon~.Man's ilnpr:rl'ect wisdom and the perfect
wisdom o f God is easily demonstrated in the practical situations of life.
Definitely, at the end of the Igbo man's imperfect and incomplete knowledge he
s~~lmlits
to tlw Onmiscient (;otl. Similarly any ~nysteriousevents, in perplexing
a11d oppressing circumstances of Ilutnan life and when all intermediaries have
failed, the normal thing an lgbo man would do is to resign himself to God
(Rnprrlrr CIirrlW~r).And by this expression is implied that only God knows the

u l h a t e means of solving the wonders, riddles and mysteries of this human life.
To the Igbo, God does not only know and see everything. IIe is
also conceived as lxing able to hear everything and these are
~netaplloricalways o f explaining the concept of God as omniscient
in a concrete way, easy for the people to under~tand.'~
Sometimes some literary conceptions of God like, Onye n'afid n'@ rt'afu
11

'Udlichi (watcher of everylhing), Ari~~nnwrt
Ut~trr(morning Star which beams

its light everywhere), etc., portray Him as having big or more eyes or liken His
vision to the rays of the sun. But the deductions are clear. They regard Him as
the Omniscient from whom nothing is hidden, since nothing can escape His
vision, hearing or knowledge, He knows everything, observes everything and
hears everything without liniitation and without exception. In the words of
Temples " IIe (God) knows all forces".
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The practice of divination and consultation of oracles in Igbo traditional
life and practice point to their recognition of God as Omniscient. Agwu Nsi the
god of Igho traditional ~iicdicinestands between God and the diviner and through

the deity, God's mind in practically everything is made known to the diviner who
i n turn relates the message to those who come to consult it.

TRANSCENDENCE
An average Jgboman believes that God is a transcendent being, in the
sense that IIe is located outside nature or outside His creation. he keeps His
distance. 1l1e gods are supposed to be nearer to human beings and they are for
that reason, the immediate iritermediaries i n comlnutiication. This does not mean,
liowever that the Igbo God is a God that is far removed from His worshippers.
Ile is also itn~nanentin the world. We shall discuse God's immanent nature in
detail when wc come to study His operative attributes. Suffice it to say here that
God, tl~ougli,located outside nature in an Ideal Jgbo world-view, there is a

continr~ous feeling of God's all-engulfing presence and nearness. The two
attributes are paradoxically complementary. God is "far" and men cannot reach
IIim, but God is also "near", that is, he comes close to man. Thus:
In Igbo world-view, for instance, there is a diffusing presence of
the spiritual domain within our world. It is perhaps for this reason,
that unlike the Christian; the Jgbos have no olcar concept of heaven

as a domain opposed to the world.19
This transcendental nature of Igbo God is often misunderstood by marly
foreign and prejudiced writers and scholars who constantly represent the Igbo
God as a remote God and virtually excluded from human affairs and practical
life. It is grossly false to hold that the Igbo consider God so remote that His
influence is not being felt in their daily life and ritual practices. It is rather true
to hold and affirm that for the Igbo, God is both "far and near".
Their belief in the transcendence of God is neatly expressed in titles and
names they give to the Supreme Being. This idea also is enshrined in and
deducible from some Igbo mythical tales. The Igbo have many mythical stories
which express their belief in God's transcendence. One of them told by Edwin
Isidienu from Nteje runs thus:
In the beginning, the sky, the home of CI-II-UKWU (the Greatest
Chi) was so near and could be reached easily. At that time death,
sickness, sorrow or hunger were unknown. People had enough to
eat from God. One day, a greedy woman began scrambling in her
bid to collect more for her children for tomorrow against God's
wish. This so infuriated God that He withdrew with the sky to its
present position.*O
This mythical story though apparently naive expresses the paradox of
transcendence and Immanence of the Supreme Being. At first, the Supreme Being
was immanent before He became transcendent. Hence the so many intermediaries
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that are vehicles of communication between God and man. No little wonder,
Mbiti affirms:
This practice which is widespread among many African peoples,
readily suggest, the concept of the transcendence of God being
linked with men through the ladder of interrnediarie~.~'
The notion of God's transcendence therefore suggests or offers a probable reason
why the pre-modern Igbo rarely offer direct worship to CHI-UKWU their
Greatest Chi but regularly prefers to go to Him through many intermediary gods.
Again there is that notion of mystery surrounding CHI-UKWU in the sense that
He is entirely transcendent. His awe and majesty baffle them. His home is totally
above the domain of the gods. He is inaccessible and they are not even sure of
the manner of approach that is pleasing to Him. One can therefore conclude that
the fundamental reason for the indirect Worship of CHI-Ukwu in Igbo land is
their notion of God as a wholly "Other".
Names and praise-titles of God express the Igbo concept of God as a
transcendent Being. The name CHI-UKWU (the Greatest Chi) which expressly
depict God as the principle of absoluteness apart from establishing that He is the
topmost in the list of spirits in the Spirit-category of beings also means that he
is the greatest or highest in an absolute sense, in the sense that He is a being that
is totally "Other". This transcendence of God the Igbo express in a very common
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0 1 1 y

Iliko Chrrhvrr (Who is like God). The otherness of God is

c~npllaticallyIiighlightcd i n an lgbo expression: Cll~tk\vudi Egwu (God is Lofty,
su1)lirne arid I~ico~nprellerisil~le).
He is transcendent. Ilis praise-titles in Igbo
World-view also throw more light on His nature as a Transcendent being,
r~a~nely,
A~l~clrtltr-Amnsi-Aniclsi
(Known but never l'illly known),22Oknsi Akasi (the
Ilighest Iliglicst). Thesc two titles and many more, others point to the Igbo
rllitlcr s~:~l~tlirig
01' God

;I<

111c incxplir.:lble, tlic higliest in everything, the

irnnieasurability as well as the ir~compreliensibilityof God. CHI-UKWU EBUKA
(God is the greatest). This calls forth the notion of the transcendence of God in

Igho traditional world-view. They point to the tranwendence of God who is over

and above the totality of all that is. "Ile transcends all experience. He is Afube
(11ic like rievcr seen), O~l\~c~-knsi-eil~r
(Being who is at the toptnost), Eze-Igwe
(King of l i e a ~ e n ) " . ~ ~ T hpraise
e s e - titlcs of CHI-lJklvrr are one of the various
ways by which the Igbornan tries to colnprehcnd, express and describe the
transceridence o f God.
The attitude of the premodern Igboman in some "Limit situations"

emphatically portray his unflinching belief in the transcendence of God. In the
face of or wlleri confronted with death, the ultimate limit situation, pain, sorrow,

anguish, lamentation, disappointment, etc; the Igbo invariably revert to God
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looking, gesticulating and 'praying heaven-wards. At other times such
exclamations like Chimoh, Adikwa Ngi n'aka (My God I am in your hands); Enu
Ngi Ma (Only heaven knows), etc; were made also looking upwards and these

are indicative of the Igbo conception of the Otherness of God conceived in terms
of distance. What the Igbo is actually doing is that he is calling on God to come
down from His exclusive transcendental domain and rescue him from his limit
situation.
By virtue of God's attribute of transcendence the Igbo also mean that He
is above all other beings, and there can be no images of Him.

GOD AS IMMATERIAL, INCORPOREAL AND A SPIKIT
Whatever His name, the incorporeal nature of the African Supreme Being
uni~ersallyacknowledged. This conception of God, namely, His incorporeality
or immateriality was expressed by professor Mbiti. He is certain that in African
Traditional World-view:
It is commonly believed that God is spirit, even if in thinking or
talking about Him African peoples may often use anthropomorphic
images. As far as it is known, there are no images or physical
representations of God by African peoples: this being one clear
indication that they consider Him to be a spiritual Being.24
The high God of African World-view is conceived as a person who is invisible
and therefore a spirit. The non-existence of images or physical representations
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of God by African peoples is a clear demonstration that God is a spirit.
Furthermore:
Tlicre is no inlimnation available to inclica~cthat anyone has ever
see11 God; though llrerl: are Ikw i\ccoUtltS ol' ll~cophallics,llial is to
say, physical ~ilal~ifestatioos
of God, but it is possible that llicse are
Ilallucinatior~sratlier than exturrial experie~lces.~~
The above statements are also true of the premodern Igbo. Though in
thinking and talking about God they represent Him in human forms, this does not
in any way whatsoever detract from their notion of fiim as a spirit, as the nanie

CHI-UKWZJ (the Greatest Chi) implies or testifies. 'I'l~efact that Ele is a spirit
leads many Igbo to visualize Him as; an invisible Ixing rather t l m visible. God
is spirit because like air and wind, he is invisible, immaterial, incorporeal,
ubiquitous and limitless; the Igbo say. Thus the Igbo have no images or any
physical representations of God. They compare t l h with the wind os air. IIe is
Ikuku uriighi A m nlOtlya (Air that cannot be caught

ill

a trap, literally). No onc

has ever seal the wind or air. The metaphor of air and wind explains the concept

of God as invisible. And the question arises: H o w can an invisible being be
represented? The Igbo think that God is invisilAc and therel-iwe cannot tx
represented. In Igbo traditional world-view, it is not kiwwn that any one has see11
God because according to Igbo traditional thouglli and beliefs, Otweghi Otlye

jidu Muo kcz gc~(uii ndu ozo (No one has seen God and still lives). rl'his state~nwt

20 1
is para~nountin the Christian theology but never a prerogative of Christiam
alone. Theessential deduction from the saying is that God is invisible to mortals
here on earth. it takes a spirit to perceive spirit.
It is because God in Igbo Ontology is conceived as spirit that the Igbo
believe He cannot be comprellended. Therct'ore His incomprehensible,
mysterious, indescribable nature stem from his attribute as a spirit. This unique
nature of God as inconp-ehensible yet comprehensible which is characteristic of
Igbo traditional belief-systems is well rendered by Mbiti. He writes:
It is a paradox t l u t they know IIim, and yet they do not kllow Him;
fie is not a stranger to them, and yet tlicy arc: es~rangedto Ilim; IIe
knows them, but they do not know Him. So God confronls l ~ e nas
the ~nysteriousa ~ c lincon~prthmsibleas illclescriba1)lc al~cl1)cyol~I
human vocabulary .26
Among the pre-lnodern Igbo, God is also c o ~ w i v e das illuklulable, eternal,
infinite and mysterious. With regard to the lnyslerious nature of God, the Igbo
say: Chlkw~ibu Ogbulli Igbo ghali (God eludes thc comprehensioll of everyone).

are made illrough benevolent spirits who in Igbo liSe and tllougl~tknow God aid
how best to co~nmunicateeffectively with Him. 'l'his practice of indirect cult to
God prevalent anlong the pre-mod err^ Igbo stems l'roln the myslerious naturc of'
God which leaves them wandering what sacrifices please Him. Sometinles this
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mysterious nature of God drives the Igboman to consult the diviners in order to
know thc mind of God. This is another way of cx~)scssingthe mys(erious nature
of' God.
The Igbo belief in the eternity of God shines out in the names they give
to God. God is Eze-Di-Okputolokpu (the eternal King). Someti~nes11e is referred
to as Ugw-Di-Okpu (the eternal Hill).
His infinitude is conceived in terms of being beyond His creation and
nothing can contain Him. Ile is i~nmeasurable,e~~compassible
and limitless.

The Igbo do believe in God's i~nmutability.Tlwy express this in these Igbo
expressions Chi Deru, which means that God docs not change IIis decrees
IIis decisions. Accordi~lg
Chukwu t-(L which also implies h a t God does not cl~a~ige
to Igbo mentality, the immutability of God stems from His inf'inile wisdom by
which he has planned and arranged all things wllicll nus st go according to EIis
c.
will. Furtllcr~iwre,God's ctcrnal nalurc: lilakcs l l i 1 1 1 i ~ i q x x v i ~ uLOs c I I ~ I ~ ~ 111

lgbo conception God is unchangeable because he .is perfect. Chiwmklr or
Chiditimu (God is good) are Igbo nalncs illustrating God's perl'eclion. According
to the principle of mutation, every positive cl1a11ge is a gradual tending to
perfection. Hut God is perfection I I imself. Therefore He is ut~cl~angeahle.
1,ooking al llle laws of 11ii1[irc, tile lgbo scc L I I ~ Lt11cy ~ I I X always comialrl and
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unchangeable. From there they came to the conclusion that God, the creator of
everything that exists is Himself immutable. Though God can change things as
He wills, He, Himself is unchangeable in His nature and this is acknowledged by
the pre-modern Igbo.
THE UNICITY AND PLURALITY OF GOD

Aristotle in his philosophy of God teaches that there is only One God. For
if there were two or more Gods, the Gods would have be differentiated by
matter and therefore could not be pure form and actuality. And St. Thomas
argues that If God is the Supreme Good, it follows that God is unique. Hegel's
conception of God as the Absolute Spirit or Form in no uncertain terms
influences his concept of the unique nature of God in his philosophy and concept
of God. According to him, God is one. In contrast to this unique nature of God
in these representative thinkers from Western philosophy is the opposite
conception, the AfricanIIgbo notion of the unity and plurality of God.
Igbo traditional beliefs incorporates belief in the existence of One, true
Supreme or Ultimate Being to whom are subordinated other minor gods. The
belief in the apparent existence of these minor gods evoke to the mind of the
Igbo, the notion of the plurality of God. But on further research and investigation
an aged Igbo traditional ruler: Igwe Gabriel Ezekwem Oranyelu I1 of Nnokwa

whom I interviewed on the unicity of God made this revealing or rather
enlightening statements:
Our fathers told us that every pre-modern Igbo believes that Alusi
(gods) are nothing in the world. There is no God but one who is
the cause of all things in the world. He also sustains and maintains
all things in being. Even today among the few Igbo traditional
religionists God is still acknowledged as one, there are besides Him
other spiritual beings some of whom are closely subordinated to
Him. These beings are in no way to be conceived as being the
same in kind and quality with God. They are generally the
personifications of God's activities, natural phenomena and objects
or deified natural heroes or spiritual beings who derive their source
of being from God.27
It must be admitted therefore that for the Igbo, God is one. The existence of
intermediary gods is not to be conceived in terms of polytheism, but in terms of
God having "many facets which seem to reflect Him into a multiplicity of beings,
a plurality but He is one.
And among the traditional Igbo belief in One God is grasped from their
attributing creation to no other being except One Supreme God. Hence the name

Chukwu kere (God creates) is common to the Igbo people. Some scholars may
convince themselves that etymological analysis of Chineke and Ezechitoke has
nothing to do with making or creating and may even blame the Christian
missionaries for introducing such a notion into the traditional thought of the Igbo.
Others, that there are many SupremeIBeings in Igbo religious life or that Ani (the
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earth godess) is greater than CHI-Ukwu (the Greatest Chi). But the facl renlains
that at no lime in the history of Igbo race is "crealion" attributed to any of these
allegedly Supreme Beings. hence in Igbo world-vicw here is no such pl~rascsas

Ani-Kelu (the earth goddess creates); At~rdioha-kelu(tlwnder god creates); Agwlikelu (god incliarge of Igbo traditional medicine cseates). What we are sure o f
about these gods is that God or CHI-UKWU created them arid assigncd different
role and fu~~ction
to each. God delegated some powers to them such h a t it would
be untenable to ask whether or not the work of Am' or Agwu is assigned to God
(CHI-UKWU). The co~npletedenial of the attribute of creation, absoluteness,
transcendence and perfection, etc; to these gods show that they are not God and
that they belong to God who is known to be One.

Ezechitclke aud Osebulurru and His praise-titles or Igbo expressio~~s
wl~ichportray
God as one or unique, there are other traditional nanles which reveal varying
ethical relationships with God. Fro111 the hierarchy o f beings in Igbo Ontology;
His place in ritual practices as the ultimate recipient o f all prayers and petitions
made to the gods, one is enlightened more on the Igbo concept of God as one or
unique.

MERCY AND KINDNESS OF GOD
The Igbo like their African neighbours attribute an intellect and will to
God. He is not only an Omniscient and a Creator God who produces and directs
everything to its ultimate goal; Any pre-modern Igboman also refers to CHI-

Ukwu as the God of mercy and kindness. He can only will what is good;
otherwise He would be going against His own plan. Goodness and Mercy are
believed to be CHI-UKWU'Sessential attributes. Even where evil believed to be
permitted by God happens it is regretted but then accepted with resignation with
the understanding that man and the gods are responsible or explained away
simply that God's ways elude imperfect man.
Speaking of the mercy of God, the Igbo say Ebele Chukwu Ebuka (God's
mercy is tremendous). The Igbo do not wish to thank Him since He is so good
and merciful, He harms nobody unlike the gods which are easily offended, some
are mischief makers and must always be placated. It is little wonder that
throughout Igbo country people confidently go to Him as last resort in critical
moments of life when all available sources within man's reach have failed.
The Igbo show that God is full of mercy in their attitudes in crisissituations, when they are in search of the basic necessities of life. In these
moments of "do nothing heroic" people turn to God in the belief that He is a
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n~ercihlfather who would hearken to their needs and show mercy. God, the Igbo
say, is merciful and does not abandon those who invoke IIim when h e y are in
need. This is expressed in the famous Igbo proverbs: Urukwu nwe ridu otiye n 'ejil

OJiu (God owns the life of a person lost in the forest only God can save him).
Mbe si tzn Chi yn enzeknru yu wee riye yu uwe I g \ w (The tortoise says that God
is so kind to him and gave him a coat of steel). When all mediums have hiled
an Igbo man, he cannot but resign hirnsdf totally to
hear such sayhg like: 0 C h l k w ebere (3k'unyi
10

ihe:

mercy of God. 'Thus we

'uyo (Greatest Chi we resign

your n~ercifulcare).
1 was opportuned to listen to my grand-father Mbaegbu Ezeakile Egbukor

pronouncing his fatherly blessing on my uncle when he was joining the Riafran
army in 1968. l'he blessing depicts a true picture of' Igbo belief in the mercy of
(;oil. Uzeakilc prays

111~1s:

My son Okolo Eke (Son born OII Eke day wl~ichis one of the four
nlarket days in Igbo traditional world-view) you are still young as
you leave us to join the force in defence of your father land Biafra. May the great, great God of mercy, protector of the
helpless be upon you to protect and guide you. h o l d your son, go
before him and M i n d him to protect him 1 ' 1 ~ 1 1the encniics. So
that he may go and come back safely and i l l good hea1h28
A~nongthe Igbo there are various expressions and names which the premodern Igbo give to their children and these express their belicf illat God is a
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God of mercy. But more insights into the mercy of God could be deduced from
their (Igbo) daily speeches, cult practices, myths, etc. One therefore hears such
expression like Obudighi Ma Chi (were it not for the kindness and mercy of God
or if God were not the God of mercy I could not be talking now) from the lips
of sick people recovering from serious illness as they recount the terrible and
excruciating experiences.
The birth of a first child after so many years of expectancy or after
successive miscarriages becomes an occasion for the expression and celebration
of this unique quality of God, namely, His divine mercy. This is emphatically
expressed in the name given to the child. These names include Chukwuemeka
(God has shown mercy); Ebele Clzukwu or Omelebde (God's mercy); Chidiebere
(God is merciful).
God is also spoken of as a kind God. His mercy and kindness go together.
God is a merciful and kind God who does harm to no one. The kindness and
benevolence of God find expressions in Igbo thought and life in such Igbo names
like Chinyere (portion given by god), Onyinye Chukwu (gift from God), Chineme
(God's handwork), Chinenye (God gives freely and generously). God is hereby
seen as the giver of life and everything conducive to it. His kindness is also
emphatically expressed in various cult practices made to Him in almost all
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circumstances in Igbo life and thought. In various localities in Igbo land God is
worshipped and His mercy and kindness are solicited for.
The Igbo demonstration of the kindness of God finds further expressions
in practically all situations where the Igboman is in desperate need of help. Mbiti
.

.

is of the view that the kindness of God which is expressed in critical situations
of life is not a phenomenon applicable only to the Igbo or to the Africans but to
the generality of mankind. He observes:
The mercy and kindness of God is felt in situations of danger,
difficulty, illness and anxiety, when deliverance or protection is
attributed to Him, or He is called upon to help.29

THE GOODNESS OF GOD
The premodern Igboman regards God as essentially good and there are
many situations in which the Igbo credit God with doing good to His people. His
providential care for His creatures is indicative of His goodness. As a good God,
He shields His people from calamities, supplies rain, provides fertility to people,
cattle and fields.
'The phenomenon of rare direct sacrifices to God in Igboland can only be
explained by their notion that God is so good that He does not require any
offerings. Some of the main reasons for sacrifices in Igbo land is to ward off and
avert the evil machinations of bad spirits. That the Igbo rarely sacrifice to God
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directly is indicative of the fact that He is good, that He does nobody any harni,
and that no one needs be afraid of Him. Mbiti supports this view of the goodncss
of God as entertained by the Igbo people. He rightly observes that the Igbo hold
that God is essentially good and only good comes from Him.
The Igbo affirm that good and evil exist

ill

lie world. But they firrlily

believe in the intrinsic goodness of the world created by a Good God. They
regard the physical world as ontologically good. It is a perfect world in structure
and beautiful world in design. It is a beautihl wolld whose autlior is a Good
God. l'his explains why the Igbo do not attribute evil to God. liatlier all evil

existi~igin the world are the ~~egatioil
of the perfect Cosmic order usually caused
by the actions of men and the spirits especially thc ~nalevolentspirits. God is
good, the Igbo affirm, IIc created the world good l)ul the childrc~lof rnen have
spoilt it.
According to tlic Igbo, God is good and IIc is responsible for the cause
of'the beautiful world, a perfect world, a world that is not evil per-se (in itself).
I t is because of this double belief, namely, essential goodness of the world a d

a strong I)elicf in the extri~isicsource of evil or

i ~ l i l c fcctio~l
r
in

Lllc world that tile

Igbo are always in search of any causes that seem to disturb this ontological
order. Thus in Igbo traditional world-view, the causes of continuous drought,

long periods of famine, epidemic diseases, bad deaths, etc, nus st be ascertained
by divixation and appropriate cults performed to avert further evils.
The rare occurrence of suicide among the traditional Igbo is due to their
deep-rooted belief in the goodness of God. This has been attested to by some
scholars like Ilogu who argues that:
It is often surprising to many scholars of lgbo world and worldview why a culture that has so strong orientalion towards individual
achievement and co~npetitiondo not have any noticeable illcidence
of suicide in accordance with the Durkllein~111odel.The explanation
can be found in this Igbo belief that mall C L I I I come up011 fortune
and success one day, and that Ctlitzeke in his intentions for lllan is
positively good. 'There is therefore no religiously rooted pessimism
no worldly denying religious creeds that create psycl~ological
complications from which man seeks escape tllrough suicide. 30
Most traditional Igbo names convey in no u~lwrlainterms their unshakable
belief in the goodness of God. These names include Chirkwrcrbukcr (God is
extre~nely good), Ctiiurmka (God is good), Chrkwuetrzeka (God has bccri
gracious and is gracious because He is good).
Fsom the above analysis and exarnination of the cultural expressions of [he
traditional Igbo one is sufficiently convinced and it is evide~tlyclear that the premodern Igbo believe and affirm with reasons the goodness of God to whom they
also a11sil)ute[lie role of crcnlion and providing for

ill1

crcal~lrcs.Man sllows l~is

acklmwledgelnent of God's goodness to mankind Ll~rough various types of'

worship especially in critical moments of life.

THE RI'GHTEOUSNESS

AND JUSTICE OF GOD

CHI-UKWU (the Greatest Chi), Arli (the earth goddess) and Mi-lchit, (tile
ancestors) are regarded by the Igbo as the cuslodians of morality. The earl11
goddess, the ancestors and sometimes Arnadoha (the thunder god) are believed

to punish every breach of morality especially the very grave ones. But CHIUKWU is regarded as the ultimate source and arbi~erin moral issues. This is
because the Igbo ackriowledge that justice and riglltcousness are olher moral
attributes o l God. For tllem God is righteous and jiist. They believe that God is
the ilnpartial judge wllo dispenses and punishes evil. Before God there is

IN)

favourite. He rewards the good and punishes the evil ones. He is just and right
always; He is the highest and only true judge because Ile is by nature
Omniscient. Idowu correctly represents Lienhard~view on the African sense o f
the justice of God which also reflects Igbo traditional belief in the justice and
righteoirslws of CHI-UKWU. According to LienliardL:
Divinity is held ultimately to reveal the truih and falsehood, and in
doing so provides a sanction for justice between men.. . . Lies and
the misunderslanciing, suspicions, hostilities, and malice which
accompany them, are mentioned to show that Divinity is especially
needed to intervene in I~umanaffairs to put h x n straight by ll~aking
the truth appear ... Divinity is made the final judge of right and
wrong.. . Divinity is thus the guardian of t r u h . . . .31

A quick look at the structure of the prayers said before announcing the

decision reached by the assembly of the elders in Igho land reveal h a t God, the
earth gocldcss and anccstvrs are the custodians of ~norality.This pa~.licularpraycr
was compiled by Meek 1)ul professor Mcmh adaptccl i t . I x t us first give the Igbo
version:

A fairly literal translation of the stalelnent would read as follows:
Allc come and eat kola. Achichi come and eat cola. God creator
come and eat kola. Ancestors, come and eat kola. If what I am
a1)out to say is 11ot the decisioll of our elclers; And is contrary to
our customs, t l may
~ you Alu follow I I K . 'May you, Acfrichi,

1i)llow me. May you Chukwu kere trlttzctdu ( ( h d creator) Ibllow rue.
May you, Igwe-kid-cdu (Sky deity) follow me. May you, Ottleje
follow me. May you Ndi chie (elders) follow 1 1 ~ 2 . ~ ~

In prayers for administration of oaths in Igbo land one gets the same conviction
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regarded as the highest and the only true judge. Hence the Igbo say C h i i k ~ urmr

ikpe (only God can judge).
Vesy often an Igbo~nansuffers deprivatio~tsbr harm

ill

the Ilands of a

stronger person. He inmediately offers sacrifices to the gods as the only oplio~i
open to him in his belief that the gods will send just and appropriate revenge on
his stronger opponent. And when the gods delay in their revenge, he resigns to
the just a ~ righteous
d
vengeance of God. This rcsignalion to the will of God

steins fronl his firm belief that only God is the last and highest arbiter in n~oral
issues. And His judgement is always right and j u s l .
There are some known traditional Igbo phrases that express tltc justice and
righteousness of God:
CHUKWU-JI-OF0 (God is right). OJo as a cc~ltral syrnbol of authority

symbolizing the link between God and man, the dead and the living is a symbol
of justice, righteousness and truth. Hence Chukwu-ji-ojbis another way of saying

that God is sight, just and truth.

CIIUKWU-NWE-OBO, when subjected to

analysis means that God as a just and right judge will deal out due jucigeinent to
both the evil and the good. IIe punishes the evil and vindicates tile right of the
opressed .
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CHUKWU-NWE-UGWO that is, only God is just in giving adequate reward hased
on merit,
With their deep sense of the justice and rigl~leous~iess
of God ii is
custonlary among the Igbo as we had earlier indicateci.to invoke t11e nalilc o f C h i
when taking oaths and announcing the decisions ruaclled by the assembly of [llc
elders. OLher expressions like Muka Ctwkw11 are c o l n n m in traditional Igbo lil'c
and they express their deep-rooted belief in the justict: and righteousness of God.
In them are contained thc Igbo belief that God is i~~voked
as the ultimate arbiter

in mo~-alissues because 1Ie alone is tllc just and 1 igllkous judge. Ile is Eze-iltlrlE k p e s i h Ogwu (the K h g and the last court 01' appeal). 'I'llis is proved by
happenings for which no reason can b e ascertainccl. In these circunlstances [lie
people 1)elieve that the Supreme k i n g has exelciscd His p~.crogativeas h e
Almighty controller oL'tlle universe a ~ l dso acted in order to express IIis approval

or disapproval and to vindicate Iiis al)solute powcr.

111

these siiuations the Igbo

hold that the Supren~eBeing has acted through Ilis active agents like Atruriliolr~~
or

Ktrttlrrlrl

(thunder god). By so doing, they do llot co~isicler God to Iw

ii~trinsicallyevil. He permits evil

ill

order to sliow IIis approval or disapproval

and demonstrate that he is the ultimate arbiter in niurul matters. 'l'llat is not to say
that God is evil at all. Proximately 1~ is not thc cause of evil. Ile is not eve11 h c
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cause of evil when co~isideredremotely because Ile is not the cause of evil as
such and lie should not be blamed if evil resulls I'roni the good llc created.
God's judgement

111

Igbo traditional thought, is impartial. This is so

because they believe that the Supreme Being is a1,l-seeing, all-wise and allhearing. EIe is always just and right. One often 1ur.s such Igbo expressions as
CHUK WU-MA-NJO-ONYE (God knows each person's sin), CHUKWU-KA-ODlLI
(It is left to God to arbitrate), CIIlJKWU-NA-AGOLOM (God has rulirlg or
judgenlen~especially wlien one feels clicated in juclgclnent). Thus the i~npartiality
of the Suprcmc Being as a just judge finds acknowlcdgc~ncntamollg the Igbo, as
the above expressions iiidicate. God's judgement is according to hc: Igbo people
sure, and i~iescapable.God always makes His justiw avai1al)le botli lo the rich
and the poor, the weak atid the strwg. IIe gives jusiicc to the oplwcsscd.
'I'he Supreme Being in Igbo bclief is also rr tlrcadhl anti i'earful God,
whose aliger can be aroused by peoples' liianner 01' l i li. that is not co~lsonantwill1
Igbo traditional moral standards. God is invoked against the evil doers like
~hieves,i~lilnoralpersons, desecrators of tile land, etc. 'l'llough God pu~lisllcsevil
persons, He docs not according to the Igbo, kill any olic unjustly. Only evil docrs
suffer His destructive retribution.-EW!%Plt

must be ~lotedthat the fearful and

Igbo nohm
dreaded aspects of the Supenle God do not in any way contradict ~11c
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of His goodness. He remains essentially good but a t the same time greatly feared
and dreaded. The dreaded nature of God as conceived by the Igbo however stems
from the Igbo idea of the sacred and Holy. And this brings us to the concept of
God's holiness.

THE HOLINESS OF GOD
The Igbo affirm that God is Holy. By the holiness of God, they mean hat
He is wholly "Other", that is to say, he is absolu~elyand sublinlely pure and
clean. He is beyond the level of fault, failure, wrong and unrighkous. He is in
short without blemish. The concept of God's holin,ess among many African
peoples as indicated by Mbiti is easily grasped f m n the fact that many of them
have strict rules in performing rituals directed to God. Sacrificial animals, for
instance, have to be of one sacred colour, and priests or officiating elders inust
refrain from sexual intercourse and certain foods or activities before and after the
ritual. These ritual for~nalitiesclearly show that pcople regard God as Holy.
The traditional Igbo conceive God as ritually axid ethically holy. 'They
show this iil their cult of the Supreme Being. 111 Igbo traditiod religion great
care is also taken to guarantee high degree of purity during cult practices. Wlien
offering a direct sacrifice to the Supreme Being kiiown as Aja Eze Enu (sacrifice
to the King of heaven) found in many Igbo tow115,liie priest must

111: a

good
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man, free from any abominations, honourably married. Sometimes the priest
must refrain from sexual intercourse and certain foods and above all he is bound
to fast for short periods before and after the ritual. These ritual and moral
requisites are for the Igboman a symbol of holiness with which, no doubt they
associate the Supreme Being. As a Holy Being, God must be approached by a
clean priest with innocent and uncontaminated sacrificial objects if the sacrifice
will be accepted by Him.
The same concept of the pure and clean nature of the Supreme Being is
clearly expressed in the age-long ritual process of oracle consultation in Igboland.

A diviner is set apart and believed to be God's mouth piece. Consultation with
Him is therefore preceded by rigorous processes of personal purifications to
render one clean and pure enough for the encounter. This is a classical example.
In every ritual celebrations in which the Igbo find themselves before the throne
of the Supreme Being for one reason or the other, they always manifest that deep
sense of the Holiness of God. Even the shrines where they make their sacrifices
and offerings are pervaded by a feeling of holiness. No noise, sandals or footwares must be left outside the shrines, etc.
In short the idea of the Holy in Igbo traditional life and practice compares
well with the Judaic sense of the holiness of God. The arc of the covenant was
for the Jews a symbol of Yahweh's presence in His essential nature and
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attributes. Its power was formidable. Hence the Secortd Book of Samlcel reports
that Uzzal~was struck dead for touching it which according to the priestly code,

can only be approached by the Levites when and ordy when it had been veiled
by the priest nnd carried it with poles which were never taken off it. The same

notion of Iwliness of God is clearly manifested when God said to Moses at the
l~~rrr~ing
Iwd1; "(lot~leno ncarer lie said. Take ol'f your shoes, for the place on
which you stand is holy grormd"." Sitnilarly the Igbo conceive God to be Holy.
'I'heir notion o f holiness a h r t Ilim is further highlighted by the fact that persons,
~'l;ic.cs.ol!jcc.ls dctlicatcd to tllc I I i m must l)c clc;l~i;111(1 pure. At It'asl llwy tnrlsl
possess certai~ldegree of Iiolirless in order to he acceptable before Ilirn. From the
li~regoingconsideration therefore, it would amount to false certainty to deny the
I~rboany cotwption of the sense of the sacred am1 tlie profane. Fundamental to

thcir coliceptio~\sof God is tl~cirdeep-rooted sense of the holiness arid sacredness
o f the Suprc~iieReing. Oli\veghi O11ye dike Cfi~hwlmoku nwe 01lye yiri yn

(None is like God neither is tliere His like). Ile is wholly "Other" and in the very
words of Edch: "He is a being who is totally Other".3"

5.3.2 Operative Attributes of (CHI-UKWU (GOD)
GOI) A S CREATOR
Apart from tlie nature of God, namely, CHI-UKWU (the Greatest Chi),
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CHI-NA-EKE arid EZECHI-TE-OKE which provide the greatest and clearest
expression of the creative activity of the Igbo Supreme Being, there are other
names and praise-title names of God which depict Him as creator. God is Eke
Kere-Mmadu (creator of man), Eke-Kere-Uwa (the Creator of the world), OizyeKere-Uwa (He who created the World). There are also names which the premodern Igbo give to their children and they highlight that attribute of creation as
the sole prerogative of CHI-UKWU. These we had indicated earlier in this
Chapter.
Such expressioix like Rio-Olise (Beg from creator), Ekenye-Anu (If the
creator gives it will be known) Eke h e (If the Creator agrees we will live) go
also to demonstrate that the Igboman believes that God is the "Source Being"; the
"Author" of all there is.
Closely tied to the concept of God as the creator spirit is the Igbo
traditional notion of God as the father of man's destiny. This notion of God and
human predestination also testifies to their recognition of God as the sole creator.
God predestines the life of each individual human person because He alone is the
source of their being and as such has absolute right to determine the destiny of
all human life in conjunction with the personal god of each human person. The
Igbo concept of human predestination buttresses the Igbo notion of God as the
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creator and source of all life,'who alone guides that life to its ultimate end.
PROVIDENCE AND SUSTENANCE OF GOD

The Igbo as we have said earlier believe that God is the creator of the
world and that God's action of creation is a continuous process. That if God were
to withdraw His supporting hand, the whole creation will collapse. God is
therefore conceived as both the creator and upholder of the world.
As Supporter of the universe, He continues to provide and sustain it. This
fundamental belief of the Igbo in God's providence and sustenance of the
.

universe finds expression in one of the principal nature of CHI-UKWU (the
Greatest Spirit or Chi), namely, OSE-BULU-UWA (God, carrier of the world)
which we had discussed at length at the beginning of this chapter. CHI-UKWU
considered as the principle of continued existence and dependence of all creatures
cause sunshine, rainfall to illumine and water the earth. He also gives fertility to
creatures and causes life to increase and multiply. In the words of Mbiti:
Fertility, health and plenty are another avenue of God's providence
which African peoples recognize and value highly. God provides
for the things He has made so that their existence can be
maintained and continued. He provides life, fertility, rain, health
and other necessities needed for sustaining creation. His providence
functions entirely independent of man, though man may and does
at times solicit God's help.3S

3 12
In Inorc ways, namely, praise-title names, Igbo traditional theophorous

Iiames, provcrlx, myths, ctc; the Igbo acknowledge the sustaining work of God;

h r is to say. Ilis fatherly care. Christian evangelizers were not responsible for
i~~cr~lcating
lllcse ideas into the traditional thought of the pre-modern Igbo who
were already in possession of these ideas before the Christian n~issionaries
arrived.
Further demonstrations to show that the Igbonlan is in possession of the
notion of God's sustaining hand in creation could be sought using ritual
evidences, nanlely, prayers, petitions, sacrifices, songs, etc. Throughout
Igholand, tl~ercare various traditional festivals like new Yam festival Ifejioku,
,410111

Milo

(the yearly feast for all ancestors) Aja Eze EIW (Sacrifice to God the

King of the sky). These are occasions during which i i i Igboman gives thanks to
(;od for Ilis favours gra~ltcd.IIe is also invoked to continue providing and
srrstaining llis creatures. man, plants and animals and the like. 'I'he Igbo
t~ntlitiotlalpractices like pr:lyer before lmaking kola, announcing decisions of a

.

tribunal, ad~iiit~istration
of oaths even in prayers of protest are particular instances

when an Jgho~nanexpresses his unflinching belief in CHI-UKWU (God) as the
source o f corllitwxl survival. dependence and existence of all creatures.

To arrive at a balanced view of the attributes of CHI-UKWU among the
pre-modern Igbo let us say a word about one of His essential but operative
attributes, namely, His Immanence. God, for the Igbo is not supposed to be
anywhere outside His creation. Even if He is considered to keep His distance
(Transcendent), His presence and active role in the world is paramount to the
Igboman. This does not in any way mean that the Igbo are pantheists as we
discussed elsewhere. The active role and presence of God in the world according
to the Igbo is not intended to mean that everything is God. Rather, what the Igbo
mean by God's immanence is their acknowledgement of the consciousness of
God's all-engulfing presence and nearness in the universe. Thus, according to
Igbo traditional thought, God is simultaneously transcendent and immanent.
God's role and function are deduced from his operative attributes. Before we
wind up this study of the operative attributes of CHI-UKWU let us express our
dissatisfaction with the erroneous views of some scholars who content vehemently
that the idea of one Supreme God in igbo world and world-view is a foreign
cultural import.
5.4

CONCLUSION
From the foregoing discussions of CHI-UKWU'S operative and entitative

qualities, there can be no more doubts that he is the Ultimate Being in fgbo
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Ontology. The concept of the Supreme Being is as old as the first Igboman and
therefore traceable to their origin as a people of distant culture and philosophy.
Such a world-view or culture, we said, is peculiar to the Igbo as a distinct race
and it is within this world-view, with all its assumptions that Christianity was
planted. This world-view is older than Christianity or any other foreign cultures.
A fertile ground, a saving rational knowledge of the Supreme Being

already existed among our fore-fathers. This explains why the whole of Igboland
was easier for the missionaries to evangelize. This concept of the Supreme Being
really prepared the igbo for gospel reception and acceptance. What the early
missionaries did was to capitalize on these indigenous concepts in order to bring
God nearer and clearer to the traditional minds. Thus Christianity contributes a
lot to Igbo traditional Religion and Vice-versa. Christian theology with its
supernatural insights poses as a higher religion over the traditional. But the fact
remains that the Christian religion which is seen to be growing and thriving in
Igboland today was not planted on a tabula ram (clean sheet).
Certainly Igbo traditional world-view does not enjoy the light of divine
supernatural revelation of Jesus Christ. But that does not mean that the Igbo have
I

no concepts of God at all. It is false certainly or lack of proper knowledge of the
concepts of God in traditional Igbo life and thought (on the part of some Igbo
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scholars who are either, or, convinced and are willing) to describe as tendentious
and incredible some of the attributes assigned to Igbo Supreme Being by our fore
fathers. Man with unaided reason can arrive at some certain knowledge of the
nature of God. These are not easy to grasp by reason alone but our fore-fathers
were in possession of some attributes which give some insight into such
seemingly unfathomable nature of God. Undoubtedly these attributes do not
measure up to the data of both reason and supernatural faith as exemplified in
Christian theology or philosophy of God in St. Thomas Aquinas where faith
complements reason. The attributes of God escape human comprehension. His
entitative and operative attributes, however, provide the greatest number of
proofs of what the pre-modern Igbo think and say about God, namely, that He
is their Ultimate Being, which is what is implied by His name CHI-UKWU.
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CltIAIYI'I<KSIX
'I'RA1)I'I'IONAI It A'I'IONAI , PROOFS OF CHI-UK WU'LT
(( i01)'S) EX IS'I'ENCIC

6.1

1N'I'ROI)UC'TION
We Iiavc sufficiently clclineated through the nature and attributes of CHIthe fact that IIe is a real, existent atid ultimate bcing in Igbo Ontology.

I J h l ~ r

'I'lie conceptions of the Supreme Being are the conscious projection of the Igbo
li,re-hears arid its validity f i ~ the
r Igbo is proved by their attitudes at prayers and
sacrifices ;\nd their general world-view. It would be grossly baseless to suggest
to

;III

Iglw traditionalist that all his thoughts of the Supreme Being which are his

o\vn creations erlcapsulatecl i n these names and attl-ilwtes of CHI-UKWU or God

arc false arid tnisguideti: worse-still if sr~clinatural creations are misappropriated
10 br

the c x c l ~ ~ ~rescrvc
i v o or property o f the Chrislia~imissionaries. 'I'lic earliest

1gI)o pcoplc
ill

~ ) S S C S Sthe C O I I C C ~of
~

lllc S~I~II'CIIIC
Iking

:N a

real, existcnt 13cing

their triltlitionnl Ontology.
This notwithstanding, there may still be some doubts among some writers

illid scholars of lgbo traditional philosophy who out of prejudice, ignorance,
c*;~su;~l
ohscrv:lriorl still conccive and teach others that lglm Supreme k i n g is a
stranger to Iglw traditional thought or wholly a missionary importation. Such a
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Sr~pre~ne
Being never existctl in tlie peoples world-view. It is on these counts that
wc next exaniiric in detail in this chapter some o f tlie traditional proofs or
gr.ounds for tlic rcal existerice o f the Supreme Being in lgbo traditional world and
world-view. This will be critically studied under the following traditional rational
grounds.
1.

Dc~iio~~str;ltion
from pre-Cliristian lgbo names.

2.

An:~lgsisa ~ Deductions
~ d
from Tgbo proverbs.

3.

('ritical A~ialysis~ I K I J)edu~fio~is
l'ro~nIgho Myths and folk--1ores.

4.

Evitlc~~ce
from tlic Flxistence o f Art-forms arid

5.

Evidence from Interviews.
Hut I)cli)rc wc scttle down t o study the critical problem, the main task of

this chapter, Ict us ask: what (lo we mean by "traditional rational proofs"'? By this
plirase. we mean that the conception in the Igbo mind, of the existence of the
Supreme k i n g has nothing whatsoever to do with missionary influence or any
cultural i~~fluences.
Rat lies the rnagtiificent conceptions or knowledge of God
alnong tlw prc-rnodern 1gl)o is native and original to them and such knowledge
conies basically from natural light of reason, in the sense that his reason leads
him to worltler about the mysteries in the world and to recognize the maker of
all things. Rut because there are neither sacred writings, no formulated scientific,
pliilosopliic proofs or ways of demonstrating the existence of God as in
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Christianity and Western philosophy, knowledge of God is contained in the
indigenous or natural expressions of the people, popularly known as oral tradition
which are easy to remember and pass on from generation to generation.
The point of it all is that in the absence of any written traditions either by
the aborigines or the early foreign missionaries and ethnologists one has to rely
heavily on the traditional modes of conceiving God, the traditional rational
grounds or proofs. This is because it would be pointless to expect a people
incapable of writing except very recently and a vast majority of them are still
illiterate, to give us a systematic, highly philosophical, well documented Western
type of theology or philosophy of God. This has been the great error of many
Western ethnologists and anthropologists of African or Igbo Ontology. In the
absence of Churches, Bibles, prayer books, even preachers they concluded that
the traditional Igboman has no notion of the Supreme God.
We therefore set out to prove the existence of CHI-UKWU or God first
from the existence of pre-Christian Igbo names.
6.2

DEMONSTRA'I'ION FROM PREXNRISTIAN IGBO NAMES
We find CHI-UKWU which is the name for the Supreme Being in Igbo

Ontology used in theophorous names, in myths, proverbs and folk-lores. The
Igboman invokes CHI consciously or unconsciously several times a day and one
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\vor~tlcrsif t i ~ ril considcrablc number o f ti~ncshe is not referring to the Supreme
Tkilig. Wlierl Chi starids

i ~ ijuxtapositio~i with

CIjI-lJkwu that is, when a

qwllil'yi~igsrtl'fix U k w (C;rc:~tcst)is attached to it, " I t becomes a centripetal force
\\fit11

all the properties o f tllc ltltimate Reality".' 'Tlirls care must he exercised to

kliow from ~ l l ccontext Lllc actual meaning of Chi particularly when the suffix
lIkrr-rr (G~catcst)is not attaclied. The same care ~ilust be taken never to

1iiisu1idersta1lt1
the ii~iiversalor proper C'IJI-UKWUof the Igbo with Il~iniUkpaOi
tlic local god of the At-os latcr styled "Cllrrkwri".With these observations we are
scl

to cxa~nirirsome of tlic tlicoplmrous n:mes prevalent in various Igbo localities

to sliow tlint (;od is a real existent being a~ilorigthe pre-modern Igbo.
First \vc have tllosc tlleopllorous ~iatncsthat depict CIU-UKC17U'S absolute
pnver i ~ n dsup^ c ~ x ~ c y :
' 1 1 V 1 1 1 (God is power or to God belongs all strength);

I1,EANI'I C'IIIIKWtJ (Nothing is Impossible with God);
ONYEKAU'lllIKWU (Who is greater t l ~ mGod).

'I'lien wc have solne tlieopliorous names which express gratitude to God
for IIis Divi~ieprovidence like CHUKWIJEMEKA (God is gracious) and EBELE
('IJIIK WIJ ( ( h d has shown mercy).
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Sonw rheophorow names express wonder aid praise in h e h c e of God's

majesty and power.
C.YlUK \.VIll3(lKAJKA (God is very greai);
CH O K W0L)ll~G'WIJ(God is fearful);
UDECH UK WU (God is glorious);
I I C O C ~Ul K WU (God is IWIK)LIS or holiourable).

o f one's pilgrimage to God;
Olher 11a111esexpress ii~e~nories
ONUCII UKWIJ (God's voice or shrine of the Suprclne Being);

AJUI.UCl11 (was God co~lsul~ed);
ILECllIJKWU (God's ability or power).

IIere also o m has to I)c careful ol' llic phrase ONiICtIUKWU, UZOClll
AJUlJUCl1l. This is i n view o f the equivocal nam~xof these hmns

ill

atl(1

lglm

~raditiollalworld-view. I lcnce tile timely wariling ol' professor N woga:

difl'icult cases means lie Oracle at Art) CHUKWII. I3ut that is no1 the casc

ill

nearly lllany

i ~ i

C ~ C C L ~ I I I S ~ ~ ~ IThe
~ C C proper
S,

CHI--Uk\w (God) thc ulli~rlatcBeing
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Igbo Ontology is also consulted particularly in extreme circumstances when all
mediums have failed. The petitioner or the persecuted is asked to go and appeal
to God in His capacity as the only being that has the final answer in all matters.
In this case the person is advised to Jee Koro CHI-Ukwu (petition or beg from
God). Aro god is not meant here.
One would ask: Why compile these theophorous names, that is, names
applied directly to God? It is because these names as we said earlier were not
borrowed from any culture and they show that the Igboman has an indigenous
belief in the existence of a Supreme Being. They serve as traditional rational
evidences for establishing belief in the real existence of the Supreme Being
among the pre-modern Igbo.
Apart from these theophorous names there are many names in Igbo culture
which the pre-modern Igbo give to their children and from these names their
concepts of God are easily deduced. Hence Arinze writes:
Besides these names which are applied directly to God, there are
many names which Ibo pagan parents give to their children and
these names serve also as a key to the Ibo concept of God. God is
Creator: Chukwuneke or Chukwukelu (God creates), Chukwunyelu,
(God gave). Some names praise God's knowledge: Chukwuma (God
knows), Chukwumaijem (God knows my steps or my journey). ... 3
These names express faith and confidence in God especially if we agree with
Arinze and I seem to support his views that:

'I'licsc arc tradition:~l Tho names and have not been coined by
Christians. The Christian Church came to the Ibos less than eighty
ycat.s ago, and tliesc are names o f grand-parents who died long ago
and of children of p g a n s still l i ~ i n g . ~
'I'lii~s,the uxislcnce ol' (Iicw tlieopliorous names, tliough are not enough or
sul'l'icicnt cvidcnce to estal~lishIgbo belief in God, they imply or are indices of
tlic8 ~rndilio~~:ll
lwlief

in (;(MI.

'I'l~irlliirip long 11ir same litic, Ohiego wrilcs that t l ~ c
rlieophoror~snames implies belief in the existence of God. The impdication is that
o w is in a position to argue from the existence of tlieophorous names to Igbo
Iwlief i n ~ l i cexistence of God. And accordingly Ohiego argues and with a
corxdary which is likely to tllrow more light on the existence of the Supreme

ISvcri it' these ~tlieophorousna~ncsldo not suffice there are also
ctrt:~irlIgho nanics which explicitly assert that God exists. Such
narrits are Clzrrlwrr cli (which means: God is). Idi is the very word,
"to exist". Odi is the third person singular meaning; "he/she/it
exists or "is". In the above name, it is stated simply that Chuk\i)rdi
- "God is" and C7111k\vrld(fijil- God still exists. This is a Inore
elnpllatic form of the first name Chukwdi - Fu is added for
enipllnsis as if t o assrlre the "doubting Thomas" that
the fact is 1,eyonil doubt."
'I'liese assertions, though dogmatic in nature, are Imed on practical experience.
The premodern Igboman having observed the mysteries and wonders of creation,
rririst have drawn such coticlusions, namely that Chkwndi (God really exists).
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.lust as Ile is sonleti~tiessccrl to explili~laway anything that baffles him or is
Iwyo~ititllc rl:ltural phe~io~nc~ia
by calling it a god. 'I'his is the origin of many
~ i ~ i i l - ~go(ls
i ~ d in
c 1gIm tra(Iiliona1 wo~Wview.
The nhove theophot-ous names are traditional evidences establishing the
euistence of God in Igbo ~raditionalO~itology.But care should also be taken to
k ~ w vwhere lo draw the curtain. that is, more efforts should be made to limit
o~~rsclves
to t l m e tlieophorous names which are in existence before the coming
01' the ~nissioliat-icsand before the localimtio~lor c~~tlirontnent
of the Ibirti UkpaOi

of' A m Chrrkl~nto the status of CHI- UK WU. The niult iplication of theophorous

1,:lliies after t l l c coming of llic Cliristian missionaries, the equivocal ~iatureof Chi
ill

Igl,o Ontology and molc importantly. the con-lplctc lack of such names in some

par ts of' IgI,ol:~r~d
before tiic :~tlventof the missionaries namely, Mbaise Division,

I lzo-llwani a l c a of Enup1 St:ltc, Ella-A~~lufu,
areas regarded as the least affected
by Clllristia~linfluence in Iglmland are some important observations that argue

;ig:iilist usilig tlicopliorol~s t i m e s to establish Igho~n:~n'sbelief in the real
c*uil;lrl1cc0 I ' 1 l i i b Sriprclilc Ilcai~iglwforc llic cornit~gof'tlic. r~lissio~larics.
With tllcsc
olwrva t ions tlotcd , let us consider some other tradi tional evidences, namely,
proverbs.
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6.3

ANALYSIS AND DEDUCTION FROM IGBO PROVERBS

Proverbs the Igbo say "are vegetables for eating words". Some like
Solomon Amadike describe it as "feathery ornaments with which speeches are
decorated. They enliven public speeches at meetings, social gatherings, religious
rallies, political ralies and various other occasions". For others like Chinua
Achebe, "proverb is the oil with which words are eaten". inu bu mmanu eji eri
Okwu. 'The Igbo do not emphasize only the enlivening role of proverbs in any

gathering. There is more to that. There is the indispensable function, namely, it
codifies traditional beliefs or faith in God, Inan and the universe. Proverbs reveal
religious faith, a world-view, and the aspirations, hopes and fears of the people.
Consequently the Igbo have a store of proverbs in which are enshrined the
ancient wisdom, beliefs and the accumulated experiences of the premodern
Igboman. In what follows below we try to analyse and deduce the real existence
of God from some indigenous proverbs.
We begin by analysing some popular proverbs which express the absolute,
Supreme or Ultimate nature of God.
1.

Achokata dibia agaba Chukwu N'Iru (After consulting a native doctor for

several times all to no avail it becomes necessary to go direct to God). On
analysis, this proverb apart from emphasizing the fact of God's existence
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also acknowledges some of His essential attributes, namely, absoluteness,
ultimate power, etc.
2.

Chuhvu Gbo Ogu, Ile Dibia Abulu Eziokwu (traditional medicine men

admit the truth of any case that has been settled by CHI-Ukwu, no
medicine man would dare contradict or even add to CHI-Ukwu's
judgement over a case). This is a way of acknowledging the Monotheistic
ultimacy of CHI-UKWU in moral issues, namely, that God's decision is
infallibly true and final. God is portayed as the basis and guarantor of
morality, probably because He knows not only the hidden activities of man
but also hidden intentions; and will vindicate the falsely accused. Based
on these assumptions the Igbo say: Chukwu ma njo Onye (Only God knows
what is evil and can judge human intentions). Chi bu Obo Onye Ana
Emegbu Emegbu (God vindicates the course of a wrongly persecuted soul).

He will judge the world and apportion justice. Here God is conceived as
the existent, Supreme Being with absolute power and authority in both
moral and socio-cultural issues. The regular approaches to Him through
mediators-gods, instead of emphasizing the fact of His non-existence
strengthen the fact that He exists and there is none like Him. He demands
special reference, and commands dignity that He is not approached the
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There are proverbs which express God's Omniscience, omnipotence,
kindness; His Creative nature etc; these we had studied earlier on. Though there
are no proverbs in Igbo culture that expressly say that God's existence is a fact
or self-evident truth almost known by all, these proverbs tell us more about
God's nature and attributes and by implication His existence. It would tantamount
to self contradiction to deny existence to a being considered or acknowledge by
these people to be both the principles of absoluteness Creation and continued
existence and dependence of a11 creatures whose being is contingent upon the
Necessary Being, CHI- UKWU.
The above proverbs are clearly indigenous, as old as the traditional Igbo
who coined them. They were in existence before the arrival of Christianity. The
proverbs which are coined with God's name are usually few in Igbo traditional
culture and this is not unusual of a set up where the Supreme Being is considered
a transcendent being, very great, majestic and awe-inspiring and holy, compared
to the deities who are His creatures. The names of these deities definitely appear
in greater frequency than God. Only in special occasions does an Igboman use
the name of CHI-Ukwu in his proverbs. Even the rare nature of these preChristian proverbs which contain God's name could be used to buttress our thesis
that God exists in Igbo traditional thought. Before the advent of Christianity, the
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~r:l~iscc~lcIcri~,
i~l:,icstic: I I I ~ fc'~;~rful
notion of God notwitlistanding, the Igbo could
~iotresist prcscrving IIis existence in a few proverbs even if it means preserving
it at the cxpcrlse of their beirig punished by God. The use of CHI-UKWU'S

((;otl's) ~i;ir~lc
is :I tal~ooirl 1gI)oland.
111 I W I W

o f these proveih can the A m God he replaced with the proper

( h l o f 1gbo or~tology.Ncitllcr can the pcrsonal god or tlcstiriy be substituted for

tllc proper I'IJI-lJlc\~vr of the Igbo. The ~iieaningin each case is always CHI-Uhw
proper cspccinlly where (311-Uklvrr is r w d in an alh-cviated form) ~larnely,Chi.
It is tlicrcf'orc ari erroneolls conceptio~lto think or to suggest that these proverbs
rc.li\r lo lllc local god o f 111cAros or tlie personal gods o f the Igt)o o r ~nan'slot
or cicsliny ;ilso called Chi. I J~itloubtedly.there are proverbs when taken in their

proper corltcxt convey sr~cll ideas or notions. The implication is that one
co~ifrontsa very serious prol,lem of identity using proverbs alone to demonstrate
tile existe~icco f God in Igho traditional thought. There is therefore also the most
i~tricateprolhm of how to make a valid transition from proverbs to reality or
to es~;ll>lisl~
a v:~lid reln~iorisliip between proverbs and reality. They contain

ccrhin ideas alwiit God, Inan and tlie universe. Rut one can support his argument
lmed o n proverbs with some mythical stories especially cosmogonic myths,
~iiytlisa t m t the origin of tlie universe. This brings us to the next traditional

rational proof Evidence from Myths and folk-lores.
6.4 - CRITICAL ANALYSIS AND DEDUCTION FROM

MYTHS AND FOLK-LORES
What is required to prove the real existence of CHI-UKWU (the Greatest
Chi) in Igbo traditional Ontology from myths and folk-lores is not some form of

narration as most scholars of African or Igbo Traditional Religion did, but an
awareness that these myths and folk-tales are materials for critical philosophy.
They should be believed as quasi scientific postulations of knowledge and
religion. They are uncordinated, unscientific, uncritical containing and explaining
some basic truths or assumptions of the traditional Igboman. Consequently, we
are required to establish their relationships with reality to avoid making an illicit
jump or inference from mythicallfork order to real order. Articulated in another
way, these myths and folk-tales must be subjected to critical scrutiny to sift the
truth from the false, the logical from the illogical and the credible from the
.

.

incredible. Let us therefore apply this method in examining myths and folk-lores
in order to establish our thesis, namely, the existence of CHI-UKWU (God) in
traditional thought and life. Here also, we discuss at least one or two examples
of each type of stories and see the light they throw on the major questions raised
about God, namely, the existence-question.

1

'I'llc Rl!

111

"\Yhy

0 1 1 ~ I '' ; ~ I ~ I O I I S

I I I ~ ~llust
I ~
die" or

tlic Myth of T h e Origin of Ikath"

~osniopuiicmyth of tlic Igbo of Nigeria, under circulation in

wrious l i ~ r n sand which tells how death came into lhe world is narrated by

At tlw lwginni~lgol' things when there was notliing, neither man nor
ani~n;llstior plants n o r heaven nor earth. ~ ~ o t l ~ iindeed,
ng
nothing

was, o~ily one very powerfr~l person was at~d his name was
C'l~~ilrl\~/.
'l'lien IIe c:mc and created Imth the water below, anirnals
arlcl wc.~
ytliing a~ WC'see it today. Afterwards, C'lzineke created
Inan, ~ i i : i n was the liead of all tliings, but Cliin~keand Aln own
111:1n. Altcr a long time. death entered the world and began killing
1 1 1 ~ 1 1 hfrn S C I I ~a ~ 111c.ss~1iger
to Ilim asking lIim whether the dead
coul(l Iyr ~wtoredt o life and serlt back to their Ilomes. They chose
n t h y :iq tl~eirInesscljgcr. 'I'lie dog l~lowever,did not go straight to
I l irii, I :~llicv lie tlnllictl oil the way. The t c ~ dhad however.
O W I l w : ~ ~!liv
( i I ~ I ( W : I ~ I:ili(l
~
lir W:IIII(*(I (wisli(*(l)10 ptnish iiia~~ki~i(l,
I Ic ovcv l o o k lllc clog ;11id I C;\CIICCI ( 'hi~lolwI'irst. I 1c said that he I i ; d
l~cens c ~ Iyy
t men to wy that after death, tl~cy11x1 no desire at all
to rcl\lrri to the world. Cliirwkc~tlcclared that Ile would respect
men's \visI~esand wllen the dog arrived to Cllirieke wit11 the true
Ineswcc. Clii/iek~~ C ~ I I StoC 'alter
~
FIis decision. Thm human being
may bc Iwrn agai11, I~lccannot return with the same body arid the
same ~wi-fimality."
0.4.2 R l y t h of' Why tlw Su~welilcIJcing Withdrew f r o ~ nthe World of Men

Mi111y lglw localities link tlie Sr~pre~ne
Beil~gCIWUKWIJ with the sky.
N:~t~ics
of God in some areas also mean the sky, n:l~riely,Eze-IGWE (King of the

sky) and ICq\\.e-Kn-Aln (sky greater than tlie earth). Some myths link the
wparation of God or I p w from man or the earth with the advent of evil.

An Nnokwa myth tells how CHI-UKWU (God) and man or earth were near
to each other originally. The sky then, lay just above the earth. Men could reach
C H I - U K W (God) through a rope which hung down from the sky. There was no

death at this time when God created the world and man. Men never lacked
anything, God was interested in their affairs, associating and providing for them
in all their needs. God was very, very near to man. The spirits and men were
one. One day it happened that a woman spat out into the eyes of God. He was
offended and withdrew with the sky to its present position and punished men by
causing them to die. Since then things became difficult for men on earth. Evil,
sin and suffering has spread all over the earth.'

CRITICAL ANALYSIS AND DEDUCTION FROM THE MYTHS.
At first, though the aetiological tale, namely, "why man must die" is
directly concerned with the explanation of origin of death in the universe; more
importantly, it does raise serious questions and portrays the peoples belief that
God created the world and everything in it. The term Chineke as we indicated
earlier-on means the spirit that creates shares and apportions. And this unique act
is the exclusiv(- !. ' -

<'

fhc ultimate

being in Igbo Ontology particularly among

the Owerri dialect area of the Igbo. There is no doubt therefore that Chineke in
this mythical tale is far from representing god in his duality, namely, each
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person's deity and his creator Chi. Other spirits such as Ani (the earth goddess),
and ancestors can and do perform their assigned functions in various areas of
operations. But as for creation, that is the prerogative of the ultimate being, CHIUKWU. He is the Ultimate Being that creates.

On further analysis we know that only God or CHI-UKWU or CHI-NAEKE and only He can give life and can as well take away same. Hence in these

aetiological tales, the source of life and death has to be approached. 'The phrase
"to send a message to Chineke is very clear. This Chineke is one and unique. The
problem facing man was a very difficult one beyo~ldthe jurisdiction of the gods
and has to be referred to the last court of appeal, the being that has the ultimate
power and authority who is also described as a very powerful person and such
a being must necessarily exist.
The story portrays Chineke in all His essential characteristics. And there
was no being who share these attributes with Him. If there were such beings,
they could have been approached in this story. But there was none like Him. He
has the last say in almost all issues particularly when life and death are involved.
The conclusion from this analysis is that this creative principal must exist of
necessity.
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of why (h(1withdrew from men is concerned with existential

problem about evil in the world. The fact of the
r:~tllcrt l m tllc ~netapl~ysical
c.)tistcnce of'C;od is prirmr-y i n this 1nyt1i. And this real being is the creator of the
\vorld. I n tllis "willidrawal rnyth" the separation and the distance between God
the e:lrill provide ready clue for the i~tunediate deduction of God's
l: ~ l
attributes. At first God was immanent, very near
t r ; ~ ~ ~ s c c ~ ~al c~ nt tirilm:~rierlt

:~nd11e cares and provides for Ilis children. His absolute or ultimate nature is
clcdrrced froni the p~~~iislinlent
He metal out to man as a result of his immoral
Iw11;iviour.
0 1 1 1'111 IIIc'~.;111;11ysis,
OIIC

olxwvcs that these rnytl~sthough silent ahout tllc

origirl of the creative principle, such a principle was there at the beginning but
no attempt was made to explain how IIe came to be there. This does not worry
tlic pre-motlel-n Igbo. 'Thc principle for them was wrapped in mystery. It has
always beeti tilere and was there at the creation time. As far as the temporal
setti~iggoes illc ~riytliicalstories are always show^^ as taking place "Once upon
a ti~ric;"a 1 ~ 111 very long lime ago "wllen the world was young;" before the

leopard got irs spots; wllen women used to wear beards and moustaches. Set as
taking place at a vague time in the distant past in order to establish the antiquity
a s well as the arionyniity of these tales. Before this distant past, the Chirzeke, God
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01 crcatiotl \vas in existencc. 'I'he term eternity of God i s as it were not within the

category o f Iglw traditio~nlthoughts, though in a vague form it is understood.
1311t fr-orn tllesc stories it is explicitly clear that:

'T'lw crcalive principle is the first cause and Supreme principle from
w11ic.h all other realities known t o man trace their origin. He has
prcc.idc!l~c:e over all other heings both in time and perfection. He
~ C I ) C I I ~oSn tio otlicr f i ~ rhis existence but all other beings derive
their. existence from him.'
St~clia lwit~gcxists in Iglm traditional wor-Id-view and is real, too. Indeed in Igbo
lil'c tllcre are rio atheists. Ever1 children know that God exists without
~t.;~tlitiorlal

Iwitig Ia~tglil,
'1'0

I'i11c.l

orlt how old tlme myths are is to ask Iiow old is Igbo tradition and

crrl t111.e.('et~l;li~lly,
the tradition and cultrlre of the pre-modern lgbo are pre-

('hi-istian at Icmt i n lglwland. Consequently the concepts of God's existence
c.r~c:~psulatctl
i l l t h e niytl~sare prior- t o Cliristianity. Once more these myths are
pt-e~-CIirisriar~
and traditional to the Igbo. I11 them are couched the Igbornan's
C ~ ~ I I C C:\11(1
~ ~ S
Saitll

Again.

110

in God particularly the belief that H e exists as a real being.

111:itter 1

1 0 incredible
~

aid tendentious these myths may sound

Ix-c.:~r~se
01' I Ilc itillcre~ltcotit rxiictions, one can see the problem with these myths,
II:~IIICIY,
tlin! or logical structure. This is expected of a traditional society. 'They
I i : ~ v vrile

klca o r Il~oi~glll
1 ~ 1 the
t degree of their logical structure leaves much to
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lw desired. Rut the parrcit y of their logical struct~rrcdoes not render null and void
the I~cautifulratio~ialco~ltc~ils
wliicli these myths contain. We therefore study
tllcsc ~ y l l l s\\lit11 sy111pat1iyI~earitigit1 mind t i n t Ilic logical structure o f the prei
not measure up :lo the standard
riiodern Jgl,o at the time lliey were f ~ m m could
\tie

find

ill

('llristian tl~eologyor Western philosophy. The degree of the logical

stiucture of the moderr1 Igbo has indeed come a long way from the prepl~ilosopl~ic,
rrricordiliatcd, irricritical, to the Iiiglil! , conceptualized, pllilosopliic
; ~ ~ i c.oo~(lirr;~lccl
tl
;~l~out
rc;~lily.'I'l1o1rgI1 tlor.umcntc.d

itlcas on varicnrs issues on

lgl~ophilosophy are scanty.
11' inytlis were wliolly true stories and if it \ \ w e easy to make an easy and

legal jrrmp o r inference from mythical order to real order, the concept of the
cxistc~icc01' the IJltiniate Deing in I g h traditional Ontology could have been
c;~silyesta1,lislicd tllrough the Tgl~orriytl~ologies.Notwithstanding, myths should
~iotbe taken as wliolly false providing no useful guide to the concept o f the
cxiskrice of tlle Supreme Jking. Perhaps to support our evidence from myths let
11sc\un~~lirie,
also critically and analytically, too, one Igho folk-lore.

6.4.3 Why CIII-UKCVU ((;OJ)) Dema~~rls
ICindncss from His
Crent w e s (Folk-lme)
'I'liis folk-story contaitis much of the peoplcs belief in CHI-UKWU (God)
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n11d not tlic " ( ' I w k ~ t ~ r(God)
"
of A m Chrrkitw or ally other gods. The creator and
crcntrirelp I-cl:~lionshipbetween God arid the gods makes it specific that what
tlisti~lg~~islics
(;od from creatures is Ilis creative a ~ ~ r i h uby
t e which the creatures
iriclr~tlirigtlie gods are hrorrght into Ixing. The, story is adopted from G.T.
V V I sion.
lk~wl(:~i's

"O~iceupon a time, there was a very wonclerlill spirit called Chukwrl. It
w ; ~ ?1Ie who created the difl'erent parts of the body-the head, feet, hands, eyes,
arid other 111ernlm-s.When IJe had completed all, F k placed them in a beautiful
gnrdcti. TIC gave t1ien1 certain laws to observe, tI1v chief of which were that they
shorrltl Iw lilwral in alrnsgivirig and that they should show kindness and hospitality
to all slra~igers.

OIICday, the Creator decided to test the loyalty of the inmates of the
gnr.dcn. Ile disguised IIinisclf as a lepper and appeared to thein as one suffering
from the loallisoine disease i n its advanced stages. FIe appealed first to the Eyes
liw ;lssistmcc. hut they drove IIini away in disgust: TIe next appeared to the Head
nnrl received n o better treat111ent;the Feet and the Ilands also refused to assist

I lim. Finally, Ile went to the stomach who whilst strongly inclined to turn his

Iwck on tllc t~~lsiglllly
object, yet rernernhered the cornrnands of liis Ch-eator ('lrrrk\~w - and treated the poor beggar kindly before letting Him go home.
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'I'lle

I I L ' X ~day

the ('rcalor sent n~essengersto the members he had visited.

'1'0 tlle Eyes. 11e selit blir~rlrlcss,to the Ilead, head;~ches;to the Feet, rl~eumatisni;
10

tllc I I:ir~tl~.
~ ~ ; ~ r ; ~ l y; i s~ ii (sl to
: the stotn;icli. pain. All were [su~~l~iioried
to] his

u v i r t.

Wllrii cli:irgetl with Ilrigcnerous ant1 disloyal contluct, tlie stornacl~was the

orily one

alIlc

10

plead sucrcssfiilly "not gr~ilty".Iler~cethe Creator decreed that

all tlie other nwnhers of tlic body sliould for ever he subservient to tlie stomach;
the Ilead sllould carry its food; the Eycs iriust constantly watch the way it should
~
to procure and prepare its food; and the Feet should carry
r;ll<c:11ic I l ; i r ~ t lwere
il

wllithersocvcr it chosc to go.
'Tlie s!orli:~cIiIwir~gvery stupid, as many young children arc, pleaded to

Iw allowed to s1l;we the trorlhles of his brethren. The creator acceded to his
I-cqr~estand thcreli)re appointed that his place sliould he in the fore front of all 1:

position wliicll exposed him to rnany dar~gers".~

~ ~ ' l ~ l ~ I ' lANA1,YSlS
~'A1,
AND l~El)UCrI'I(.~NS
At l'irst, tliere is no way we can take the clefinition of folklore given by
pcople like 13urrle arid Myrcs. riarnely, as "a corpus of traditional stories intended
to explai~lwhy sornetlii~igI~appens"'~
Neither do we accept the non-inclusive

lir~ictio~x~l
definition of Rrilfitich, who thinks that the purpose of folklore is
"a~~nr(;ernc~it
and entertainnirnl". " I f we were to base our argument o n their
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definitions, we will definitely fail to establish the real existence of God in Igbo
traditional philosophy from folklore, because that would tantamount to making
illicit jump or inference from stories that have no fundamentum in re (foundation
in reality). But when we know that the Igbo do not regard folk-tales as mere
traditional stories to satisfy naive curiosity, or as having no foundation in real
order, rather regard them as portraying traditional wisdom in which some aspects
of their conceptions of God, man and the universe are enshrined without
pretending to be purely historical accounts of what actually happen, the solution
is in sight.
Viewed in this light, Nwaozuzu, remarks that among the Igbo folklore
should be studied with sympathy instead of seeing them as mere explanations in
satisfaction of naive curiosity or just mere stories with no foundation in reality.
One must according to Nwaozuzu see them as " a narrative resurrection of
primeval reality, told in satisfaction of deep religious wants, moral cravings,
social submission, assertion and practical requirements". '*His conclusion is also
insightful and it throws more light on the link between folklore and reality. He
adds:
One can then conclude by saying that folklore fulfils in Igbo culture
an indispensable function: It expresses, enhances and codifies
belief; it safeguards and enforces rules for the guidance of man. It
is thus a vital ingredient of Igbo civilization, a pragmatic character
of traditional faith and moral wisdom.13
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Ilnving establisl~edthe link between folklore and reality let us seek the
pliilosopliic explariation of the prohletn of God's existence in the folklore under
str~rly.r ~ ; ~ r i ~ ct~l ilry~,t(7lr1ltr1'11dernantls kindriess from IIis creatures.
Fi~st,there is no reason to think or suggest that the "Chuk~vr~"
or Aro god
is rntarit

ill

this story. God is the only wonderful Creative Spirit. flis

cli:~r:ictcristicnmne is CIJI-IVA-EKE(Chi or CHI-Ukwr who creates). The rest of
tile spirits may he wonderful, benevolent, etc; But lliey are creatures o f CHI-NAEKE. Neitllcr- is it correct lo get the impression thal these folklores were taught
the prc-~notlcrnIgboman ky

ally

known Western Cultures or tradition especially

Christianity. 'I'he Western arid Igbo folklores exhihit their individual essential
tlifli.rencirs 211d ~liaract~risti~s.
The Western folklore is easily identified with the
fi)x as tlw

lortoisc

: I I I ~ I ~ ;clir?~-;~~tcr
I~
involved

it1

i n the story. The Igbo on the other Iland use

111osto f tl~eirSol klores. 1gl)o folklor-cs and their contents belong

l ~ : ~ ~ l i t i o r i : ~:III(I
Ilv

c w ( ~ ~ i ~ i ; i lo
l l yl l w ~

I

I CI N K I ~ ~ Ilglm
I
pc80plcand llicy lcll 11sa l m ~ t

the real cxisterice, nature, place, role and function, characteristics of the key
actors in thc story and in this case God or CIWUKWU, the object of our inquiry.

I!' Chtl does ~iotexist in the story, the animals involved in the story, ipso f x t o
(Ily that very fact) cannot exist also. But they exist, so their Creator, exists.
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Agaiu the attrihl~lcof "Kind~less"as the title of the story indicates, is a
quality that 111ustol' necessity inher

ill

a real existent being, that being the story

c.111pllasi7.e~
is CIII-UKWU the Ultirllate Being of Igho traditional Ontology.
F~~rtllcrrrlore.
apart rrom the r~loral lessoi~swhich are contained in the
li)lklo~.cur~tlcrscrutiny, t11(:.concepts 01' (;od are contained in tl~cnl.It ilnplicilly
or explicitly speaks of CHI-UKWU'S existence. "Once upon a time, there was a
very wo~~derf'ul
spirit called CIII-UKWU is a very einpl~aticway of asserting the
cxistcr~ceof' srlc.11 a spirit will1 its attcrlda~itqrralitics of alsolutencss, wonderful,
e ~ c'l'liis
.
being is no otllrr than CIU-IJKWIJ. His name also makes i t specific that
i lc cxists :is the greatest ot' the spirits who alone call create. No deity enjoys any

of' these cntitative and opcr;~tiveattributes.
There should be

110

more doubts that the existence of the Supreme Being

as conceived ly the pre-rrlodern Igbo is not the function of foreigners. To retain
such doubts is to argue either that tlicse folklores and myths were coined by
livcigners a~ltllater learnt by the traditional Igbo which is false; or that we have
made all urnvarranted jump from stories which have no bases in reality to their
real existence, wliicll is also false. Folklores and myths in Igbo world-view
t ~ h i traditionally
g
to the Igbo and, though they were not wholly true stories, in
tlxm are enslirined useful guide, materials, which when subjected to critical
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atialysis as we have done yield real truths about God, man and the universe.

6.5

ARGI JRllENT JIASICl) ON TiCJI': EXISTENCE OF ART-FORMS
I3y ;rr t .limis wc

IIIC:III,

dil'li'r~~if
categori~s01' works 01' art. na~nely,

objects recovered from archaeological excavations or contemporary works of art;
tcniples, altars and priests dedicated to the Supreme Being; feast days for the
worship of CIJI-IJKWIJ from time i~ntne~norial.
These are invaluable sources of
religious l~elicl:~
and they provide a wealth of information on a people's past as

well as conteriiporary religious beliefs.
Indeed this traditional rational proof for the real existence of God based
o n the existctice of art-fortris, is the most cherished proof of the existence of God
ill

Igbo Ontology. It really demonstrates the practical impossibility of the non-

existence of God in Igbo traditional pliylosophy. The discovery of these religious
art-forms dedicated to CHI--UKWUthe lgbo Supreme Being definitely punctures
tlie erroneous statement that the Igbo Supreme Being was not worshipped or
appeased and herefore does not exist or exists but is not recognized because He
is passive. The wrong belief in the allegedly non-existence of these religious artl'ornls coupled with tlie myths about the withdrawn God of the Igbo had
Ileightened beliefs in the non-existence of God in the traditional life of the Igbo.
And if it is accepted that a single exception disapproves a sweeping statement in
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J,ogic, in what fdlows. we shall point to lhe existence of Shrines or altars, feast
days. wlicre and wllen organized worsllip of CHI.-IJKWU (God) is respectively
praclicetl fr.olii time inime~norial,either for appeasement or for restitution of
111~1's
vital I'orce. and the o~ltologicalorder disturbed by man's act of being - intile-Igbo-wor.l(l. The aim is to prove God's existence from them and more
importantly to disapprove of the statement made to the contrary, namely, that:
Tlicre is no single illstance where the Igbos perform sacrifices to or
worsliip a single k i n g of the Christian concept. Because the Igbos
perlimn sacrifices as acts of appeasemerit and or worship and
l w : ~ r ~ sthere
c
exisis no occasion when a Supreme Being of the
( ' I i r i ~ ~ i adcscriptio~i
n
is appeased or worshippcd, it can be said that
this I~cingdoes ~iotexist at a11 or exists but is not recognized
because he is passive. Our fathers worshipped gods and not a
God.

assign vnr-ior~sattril~ttcs to their Supretnc Bei~igC'III-Ukwu he regrets that
"inspite of these attributes the [Igbo] High God is not directly worshipped; He
Iias

IIO

priests and no sllrines are dedicated to him" .'"uch

derogatory statements

like that ol' Nze, O'Connel, etc; are due to casual observation in the face o f

painstakitig research. Let us now sllow that CHI-IJKWU (the Greatest Chi) has
altars, priests anil feastdays when IIe is accorded direct worship in various parts

Canon Dr. Ilogu after a painstaking investigation among the Ihiala people
it1

lliiala J,oc;ll (;overnmcnl Area of A n a ~ n t ~ -r aState insists that CHI-Ukwu has

;rlt:lrs and priests and even feastdays and definitely receives o r is paid practical
worsl~ipboth public and private. He records his research findings and my
investigations yield the same results, namely, that:
At Iliiala J have discovered a public shrine called Egbo Chlrkwu
(the Sqrrare of the S~rpremeGod). The annual public sacrifice
perfor~~led
at this sllrine and offered to the Supreme God, includes
the offering of cocks hy mothers who have given birth to male
children, within the period between one annual celebration and
anotller. Recause i t is believed that life comes from Chuktvir o r
Chirrrko this annual celelmtion before the Clirrkw~shrine is an
acknowledgernent of such life given to the newly horn children in
tile village and the clcdication o f the life of all the inhabitants to
Chrrklrfrr.Prayers are also offered t o the Chr~krtvron behalf of newly
III;II.I i(d \ V O I I I ~ Wwho ;\I-epresented to the Slirine with the ceremony
~
tripod
of Ihilv) Ak\tvihtw (thc setting up of the hearth, t l earthen
on wliicl~:I wife cooks her nleals). This is to symbolize that the
tlcwly rnarricd w i k is now estahlishcd in her ncw home into wl~icli
C'hinckc will be pleased to send children to he fed with the food
cooked on this heath. All Ozo titled men at Ihiala erect household
sliri~icsto Cl~rrklw.cornmonly called Ihn-Cl~rrkwrr.Sacrifices are
offered at these Shrines annually during religious festivals like Iro
M~roand IIP or it^.'^
Dr Arazr~has made a similar painstaking researches in Ihe~nhosialso in
Il~ial;~
I .ocal Government Area of Anambra State and in the end he discovers that
C.'llrrk\cv~(God) is definitely paid practical cl~ltin that town Ihembosi, his home

to\vn. And to clear the arnbignity and the disharmony that might arise from the
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('l~rhtw(t ;od) worship co~incctedwith the Aro Oracle, Ihini Ukpnhi, Arazu made
i t clear that his people refer to the god of that oracle as Chukwu Ahiamnyi to
t l i l li.renti;~tcit from Chr~l(i\wproper worshipped in the town. Thus from Arazu's

scl~olarlyI-csearch. Clllrk\tn has His shrine know11as Okwu Chi~kwu(the Shrine
of'C'llrrk\\n). IIe has a wllole native week for His worship at His ancient Shrine.

'I'his annual feast for CHI-Ukwn at Ihembosi, Arazu observes, is called Igbn
Ok\w Cltrrk,tw. This annual celebration at this shrine is preceded over by a man

from the oldcst and therefore first of the eight villages. The priesthood for this
feast 1,elongs to this villagc, U~nunhu.
In his clctailed research work: "Sacrifice in Ibo Religion", Arinze observes

tliat

it)

the ccntral and southern parts of Igboland, there exists Ajn Eze Enu

(sacrifice to God) sacrificcs given to the Supreme Being "in Ogidi, Achina and
Il4crltrr"."

('roscir~gover to the Northern lgbo Group to examine the existence of
some religious art forms and the worship of God in Nsrrkka, the university town,
the researcher discovers that the oldest man in the village who is also the
custodian of the family ancestral shrine automatically becomes God's priest
Atmtn Cl~rrkrvrrof the village public shrine. There are more altars dedicated to
E z ~ ( ~ l ~ i t othe
k c peculiar
,
name for the Supreme Being in Nsukka area group, than
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they are a~iywlierein the rest of Igboland.

In I ~ I - l every
y
compound there exists personal altar dedicated to

Oh~kpcrA.vtrtlrt I saw this individual altars for Chrrkwu. Precisely at Ot~ukj~n

A,wtfu, I saw one personal altar called Oilu Chukwu which is in the form of a
cone-4iapcd earthen altar, a live tree called O g h or Ajulu Osisi. On top of the
eartlierl ~ i i o u r ~isi a stone and an earth disc facing the rising sun. This is a

Apart from these personal altars there are cotnmonly owned altars by the
village or- clnri arid these al~oundin Nsukka area. They are located in the public

saw one cornrnunal shrine called Onu Arzynnwr~Lzechitoke. Also at the village
square 01' Arwrhe, Enugri Ezike in Igbo-Eze North local government of EnuguState there is a type of coriirnunal shrine or altar. This one is set upon a low
~ l ~ ) u ~l ~
l l do t ~ l dco~lically
~d
and surtnountcd with

;I

pot, this is usually four feet

Iiigli. 'l'lie pot is buried t o the brim. Jt serves the suppliants for a receptacle into
wliicli specimen oblation are deposited. Occasionally, there is a carved human
image stuck o n top of the shrine, which pierces the pot through at the centre.
With the proliferation of altars and priests and feastdays dedicated to the
Suprenle k i n g in Nsukka areas; there is the cult of the Supreme Being undcr
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two main divisions, namely, direct and indirect.
Apart from prayers addressed directly to God, the Nsukka area group of
the Igbo also offer direct sacrifices to Ezechitoke. The end of these cultic
practices is man's humble approach to the Omnipotent God to ask Him for
favours and to thank Him for those received. Direct sacrifices to God are
performed by the Onyishi (the eldest man in the village) through the Arua
ceremony; which is preceded by the daily worship before the family Ezechitoke
altar called Onu Anyanwu (month of God, in the individual compound).
Items used for this ceremony consist of kolanut, water, or palm wine,
tobacco snuff and small food (roasted or boiled yarn) but in most cases the most
important items are kolanut and a small quantity of water in a small round
wooden bowl. In the prayers offered during this. Arua ceremony CHI-UKWUis
called right from the beginning to come and have kola-nut, while in others He

is called at the end of the prayer but God was the first to be called to have
kolanut before even the Arue itself. l 8 This practice of calling God first in prayers
and petitions during sacrifices to have kolanut fits well with Igbo kolanut custom.
For in Igboland, where there is hierarchy of beings and due respect accorded the
elders, the head or the oldest man usually takes kolanut before the juniors. Since
God is the Head and Creator of all other gods, He should take before any other

gods. Rut this cJoes not rilean that God must be called first to assure his Ultimacy
w e n if' Ile is n~entionedlast, or at the middle, He is still the Ultimate and as we
said elscwllcre, even if Ilis name is completely forgotten in any ritual practices,
1 Ie is understood to be the Illtimate recipient of all prayers and petitions. Rather

than constitute a threat to IIis Ultitnacy, it is enlunced. Thus in the {Jniversity
town of Nsr~kkanorth of Igboland:
' l ' l ~ c ~isc an elaborate and tremendous amount of direct worship to
Ezrc7hi/ok~.
..as tlic Supreme Being is popularly called here. The
w o ship
~ assumes Sour different forms - daily worship conducted at
the vill:~gc square by the eldest man in the village; individual
worship conducted I y the pater fatnilias Ithc head of the family] at
thc domestic Sllrilw: annual worship marking the highlight of the
yearly festival in lionour o f E.&~itoke and fourthly sacrifices
offel.etl spas~nodically either by ir~dividuals at their domestic
S11rincs or by the cltlcst nian in the village at the village communal
Sllri~le.111all this worship, offerings consist mostly of kola nut and
pal111oil. l0
L,eaving the Nortlie1.11lgbo area for the Eastern and South Western groups
ollc cx;~milieswilh interest the existence o f Shrines prior to Christianity. At

ot'fered on public and individual bases. And in the South Western area, namely,
at Ogrrtn, tlleir favourite name for the altar dedicated to the worship of the
S ~ ~ p r e t nBeing
e
is Aja-Eze-Elm,
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The Ossornare people have an altar or shrine for the worship of the
Sl~prenleBcirig. Diiring attested to the existence of such an altar called Aja Eze
Erlu altar. Ile also descrihcd it. IJis description is interesting. First he reports that
(..Ill--lJkwr'.T altar at (Issort~nrewas a tree plantcd in front of the house with
h r o k e n pots and plates left at its base. His information is scanty. He does not

even identify the tree. Neither did he specify the requirements for it and how the
sacrifice is performed. But more details on these issues are hereby recorded by
'I'a111ot. Descril~ingthe Ajo Eze En14 altar at Ossomare Talbot writes:
His [C'lwklv~r]most common symbol is an Ogbu cotton, or Awha
(or Chi) tree, o r sapling or a post, some four to six inches high,
usually accompanied by round or flat stones, and a pot or pots,
containirig water and so~netimesyellow wood, eggs, phalic chalkcones, round stones and palm wine.2"
One observes with interest that this type of tree altars abound in various
parts of Igholand, particularly in the Southern Area Group of the Igbo. The name
dil'lkrs from o w locality to the other. For instance, at (Issontcrre it is Ajn Eze Enu

I N I ~ at O p t n it is known as Ii.rtmu Chuktvzc. There are priests and rituals at this
type o f altars hr~tthe essential thing is that there

: 1 1 ~public

and private Aja-Eze-

E m altars arld priests for the worship of the Supreme Being in the areas
conccsned from time imnlernorial.
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Fro111the fore-going, the practical impossibility of the non-existence of
(;ocl in Jglw traditional tl~oughtis completely supported with the existence of
;~lt;lrsor sh~.irlcs.priests, kastdays and practical \vorsliip of CHI-UKWU. These
are in abu~ldar~ce
throughout Igboland from time i~n~nernorial.
It is therefore a
complete nberration of Igbo traditional thought and practice to hold either that
rlrerc are n o single instances where the Igbo perform sacrifices to or worship a
c o ~ ~ c c po rt that the lgl~oIligh God is
\itigIc 1ki11g01' llic ('l~risli:~~i

11ot

directly

worshipped; Ile has no priests and no shrines are dedicated to His service. He
gets no direct sacrifices from the living. These are erroneous assertions. The God
ol' the pre-modern Igbo has altars priests, feastdays when He is worshipped as the

IJlti~natcIkirig in Iglw Ontology. Such a God exists as a real bcing to His
\vorsliippcrs. And indeed the Igbo God, CHI-IJKWU is the Ultimate object of
Igho l'radit ional Religion.

6.6

PRO( )F FROM ORAL INTERVIEWS

Below are <locumentationof my interviews with Nwoye Chidee and Chief
Okoli Izueglw, who are really traditional Igbo religionist from Nteje and Nnokwa
respectively. While Nwoye Chidee was very articulate in the tenets of Igbo
'Traditional Religion before he was converted by late Msgr. Maduka; Okoli
Imegbu is still a traditiol~alistto the core. He is also a traditional medicine man.
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My first question went to Nwoye Chidee. We give only the English
translation.
Question:
Nwoye Chidee, there are some beliefs in some quarters that the white man
taught the igbo about CHI-Ukwu (God). The proponents of this view base their
argument on the fact that we have cult images of various gods and none to
represent CHI-Ukwu (God).
Answer:
Absence of images does not mean lack of belief. And as far as it is
known, there are no images or physical representations of God by the Igbo. This

is not because He does not exist but because they conceive Him to be the greatest
spiritual being in the world. And as a spirit, God is invisible and therefore cannot
be represented in any form. They may use physical phenomena and objects as
His manifestations but they do not consider God to be physical. God is like the
whole world. No one can make an image of Him, He is also like air. No one can
make an image of air. Undoubtedly other gods are spirits like God. But people
see the spirits of other gods in various forms like snake or ghosts of human
beings or in abnormal figures but nobody has seen God either in dreams or in
any other forms because of this nobody can tell how God is like. This is one of
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the ways God uses to show people that Ile is above man and above other spirits.
Nohody can make an image o f God. My father taught me about God and he
Icnrrit ahout IIim frorn his grand-father. I know when the white nian started
preaching about God. They began attracting our young boys and girls using
scliools. Srce ~ncdicalcare. feeding, clothing and all sorts of strategy. The white
rmti

( B e k w ) only came very recently

Qiiestiori:
Atid tell me, when did the white man first came to Nteje'?
Answer:
I was about 21 years old when the first white man came to Nteje.

Q~estion:
From where did you get the idea of the Supreme Being, from the
whiternan'?
Atisw.el-:
E p v ! (Surprise, exclamation) There is CHI-Ukwu (the Greatest Chi) we
know He exists arid we have knowledge of such a Supreme Being before the

white man came. The white man came yesterday and met us worshipping CHI-

UKWU (the Greatest of the Spirits) and the gods.21

My next question was directed to Okoli Izuegbu.
Question:
My Inlaw, without the white man we should not have known God?
Answer:
Ogom! you do not know what you are saying. I remember the day the
white man came to Nnokwa. I had three children before any white man came,
yet 1 had an idea of God before I married my wife. The name of my Ilrst son is

Oizyekach~ikwu(who is greater than God). The white man was not around to
coin this name for me. A name which reminds me of the wonderful and absolute
nature of CHI- UKWU (God).
Question:
From where did you get the idea of God or CHI-Ukwu?
Answer:
I learnt that there is CHI-UKWU (God) from my father who intimated me
that he got same from his father.22

I was opportuned, during my interviews to consult some other older
traditionalists in the three major wards in Nnokwa, namely, Nnaku, Etiti and
Ifite, on the same 10th April 1997. They all insisted that they learnt that there is
one Supreme Being from their forefathers.

6.7

CONC1,IJSION

Actually, there was riobody I interviewed who shared the view that the
Iglw Icarmt !lie idea of CIII-UKWU (the Greatest Chi) from outside influences,

11;1rnely.tlic white missionaries, or European ethnologists and anthropologists.
C'onsequently. I have to adtnit, basing my arguments from the results of my
research findings, analysis of some cultural expression of the Igbo and from oral
evidences before me from these eminent traditional Igbo religionist, well reputed
in Nteje and Nnokwa in Oyi and Idemili South Local Government Areas of
Anambra Statc respectively, that the concepts of God among the pre-modern Igbo
are not foreig~ito them. 'I'he concept of the real existence of the Supreme God
:~riiorigthe prc-lnodern Iglm is indigenous to them. What they think was foreign
to them is the idea of a C'liristian God as opposcd to the Igbo God and gods.

What I

t l i i ~ l kthe

Christian missionaries taught the pre-modern Igbo is the best

c o ~ ~ c c p01'k (;od at the cpis(c~nologicalIcvel, that is to say, that the level of
krlo\vledge or appearance or God as grasped, this phenomenal God of the Igbo
is in inany ways opposed to the phenomenal God of Christians. Rut at the
Otitological level, that is, God or the ultimate Being in Himself, by Himself, and
of 14imself. the Noumenal God is the same for a traditional Igbo as well as for
a Christian believer. Therefore the Noumenal God of the pre-modern Igboman,
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CIII-UKWIJ ( h c Ultirnatc Chi or being) really exists alnong the traditional Igbo
1'1~0111 time

irii~i~e~norial.
I t was the Christian missionaries and Igbo theologians

who really helped the Jglw inan to come to a logical conclusion about his vagae
~iotionso f this phenomenal God. This is possible for Christianity because it has
or enjoys a rnonopoly o f Supernatural revelation in Jesus Christ which no

traditional religion enjoys.
It was not the Christian missionaries and Igbo Christian theologians who

i~nportedthe idea of one Supreme God. The Igbo have always believed in the
existence of s~.~ch
a Supreme Being and there are hints of Him in their traditional
cwtlook. Ile occupies the highest position in their Ontology. And there is no
doul~tthat the premodern Igbo has constant interaction and active relationship
with this Supreme God or C'lli. There can he no question at all about the reality
of'

the gods. They appear Supreme in their own spheres of influence and

;ir~tliority. nut theirs is that of relative Supremacy. In our next chapter we
eltaniirle Ilow this CHI-IIK\YU (the Greatest Chi) is elated to these gods.
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'CHAPTER SEVEN
CIIUKWU'S (GOD'S) RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER GODS
7.1

INTRODUCTION
We shall examine in this Chapter, Igbo knowledge of the nature of the

gods, what the gods are in themselves. We shall try to group them into kinds.
Sometimes the kind of the god may tell of the natural phenomena and the role of
the god. Finally and in more detail, we shall inquire into how CHI-UKWU (the
Greatest Chi) is related to other gods.

7.2

NATURE OF THE GODS
In Igbo traditional religion and in our context here, the term "god" with

the small "g" primarily pin-points to a generic term in the metaphysical order of
being. Secondly, it admits of kinds such that "god" as is used in this research
work covers all those spirits that receive sacrifices, prayers and petitions either
on their own or on CHI-UWKU'S (God) behalf. This distinction is necessary
because in Igbo world-view all gods are spirits but not all spirits are gods. The
word Muo (spirits) is too wide for the term "god". For instance, Muo (spirits)
applies to God who is not within the rank and file of the gods. He transcends the
gods both in quality and kind. Muo (spirit) also applies to the spirit of the dead

child which cannot be a god.
Alrr.vi (gods) is the t m t or most appropriate term the Igbo have for all the

irnrnortal spirits that receive sacrifices, prayers slid petitions in Igbo traditional
religion. l l ~ fact
e that Airrsi (gods) has been translated by some scholars of Igbo
traditional religion to mean "idol" which St. Paul says does not exist does not
make these gods non-existent in Igbo Ontology. ?'he so many spirits that are
worshipped with sacrifices in the real sense of the word is what has been
mistakenly called Idol. It is rather Alirsi (gods). Belief in gods is part and parcel

of the metaphysical beliefs o f the Igbornan. It is a Creed in Igbo theology. The
('hrist ians aid Muslims Iwlicve and worship One and only One God; the Igbo
~ ~ ~ ; ~ c l i ~ i oIwlicve
r ~ : ~ l i sinl s0 1 l c(iod a11d 11i;tny gods. 7'1~1si n Judaeo - C'liristian and
Islamic traditions species o f god are declared nori-existent. Only messangers of
the One and orlly God, are said to exist.
In Iglm Ontology the species of "god" who are the messangers of God
exist and are technically called Alusi (gods). While the creative nature of God
tlistinquislles Flim from the immortal nature of the gods, the gods are
difl'erentiated from each other by their various characterstics. God is. God alone
subsists, that is to say, IIe exists independently. I Ie alone is most simple. He is
11ot composed of essence and existence. In God, essense, and existence are

identical because being the first efficient cause$, there is no external cause that
accounts for Ilis being which will then be added to His essence as is the case
with the gods which are creatures of God. He is a pure Act; there is no
potentiality in Him. His essence is to exist. He is Self-Subsisting Essence. His
I'sscnce is Existence. God's nature is to be.
But the gods, thougli iinmortal, are creatures o f CHI-UKWU (the Greatest
C'hi) arid are dependent on man for their real existence. Man makes and unmakes

t l w e gods in answer to his various needs.

111

a pre-scientific or traditional

twvimnent every thing mysterious is explained away by calling it a god. Thus,
o u t of God's activities, natural phenomena and objects or deified natural heroes

or spirits. tnan creates as nlany gods as possible to catter for his various needs
in life. 7'11e gods have no independent existence and indeed, in Igbo traditional
life and tlio~rglit:
I t i s Iwlicvcd and accepted that c o ~ ~ m i u n i tcrcate
i c ~ their particular

gods and thus Ude (a god) has been warned and reminded that 'It
iq i l o l Ildo (a conirrir~rlity)of IJdo hut Udo of " Iltle". Similarly, it
is s:~idof N n m i t l ~ n tit rcmindcd Edo that it was N n m i that gave
o
;I god - tlic Nli\cvo fiio - a 11l:lrkct - atid t h l Ed(? did not Iwy
it after all n ' O k w n n i Nnewi nyere Edo N k w Edo n 'Edo azirro ya
nz14. Jeffrey's popular account of the ennol~lingceremony of "the
conversion of a man into a god" heavily supports this common
outlook ... there is no god in the void, hutnanity and human
communities are reccptacles for god or gods.'
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I n other words, there could not be any gods without man. They are man-made.

There are some other Igbo cultural expressions which prove that among
the Igbo, the gods are man made. For instance one Igho proverb says: Ikenga

tr(ii,ql~iIk mtvr sn nku (a personal god of luck, virility and strength is hewed up
for wood when lie is no longer efficacious, that is, when an individual feels he

does not get value for the sacrifices he offers to his god of luck, virility and
strength; - (the Ikengn). Again, the gods must act and act evidently and decisively
to justify sacrifices offered or to be offered; And any Igbo traditionalist tells his
gods nlcn gi I)ik\va i~koIctr 01in gi sidi. The meaning of this statement is that the

gods are warned to be up and doing to avoid the impending consequences ranging
from starvation to total destruction. In practical life the gods are worshipped in
fear and ignorance but are destroyed when fully known. Pagans destroy and
almndon tlieir gods and embrace Christianity for diverse reasons. The conversion

7.3

KINJJS
The Igbo know Inany gods apart from their Supreme Being CHI-

J.

Alrrsi (gods) will be studied here under two main broad categories, namely,
N~lrrkcvuAl~rsi(Major gods) and Obele Alusi (Minor gods).

NNIIKWU AI,USI
Tliese are those gods that are universally acknowledged tliroughout
l g l ~ o l n n d , ~ ~ : ~ r ~ iArli
e l y ,(earth goddess), Igwe (the sky god), Arnndiohn (the

~ Wsun god).
tlir~ndergod). and A I I Y ~ I I(the
O l ~ l ~ lA1,USl
J<

Under this category are those gods whose activities are localized to village
group or families and those gods believed to inliabit certain localities or natural
kalures situated within the boundries of the land owned by a community group.
'I'heir abodc may be a stream (water gods), a forest (forest gods) etc.
Then we have the personal, non-hurnan gods, namely Chi (personal gods)
Ikorlgcr (god ol' luck, stre~lgthand viriliiy) Ndi Ickie (ancestors) popularly known
as thc "living-dead" also partake of the nature of god and they fall within the

category o f Ohele Alusi (Minor gods). Agwu N.si (the god of Igbo traditional
medicine) is a minor god, etc.
Generally, the gods are regarded as mysterious and powerful but they can
he deceived by man. For instance, when his god tle~nandsa chick as a sacrifice,

tlic lgbonia~loffers an egg instead contending that an egg contains in itself, a
chick. IIe consunles sacrificial meat and food; He decieves the gods by offering

tllcrn iokens; lie offers to the gods feathers instead ol'birds, fowl in place of cow,

tcthers only instead of the animal.
'Tile gods all have human passions. They are capable of good and evil.
Solrlc are easily provoked than others. hose m;llevolent spirits like Ekwensrr
(Ilcvil) Akalogheli, (wandering Spirits), etc; who are not capable of any good but
;irr 11riscl1it.l'~ m k e r sarc rrrvcr rcg;~rdcdas gods, arid in the real scrlsc they are
not worshipped with sacrifices, prayers and petiticm in the sense that the ends

for sacrifice in Igboland is lacking when an Igboman decides to sacrifice to them.
'I'lre gods are lmth friends arid enemies to man.
The gods are derived from God. They are

it1

the main thought to have

t w n created hy God. They stand for IIis activities and they derive their power
i

~

authority
~ d
Srorn God.
The Igho know that they should not try to put themselves on the same

level with the gods, that is too high for a man's ambition. The gods can never
[lie but Inen are mortal beings who still walk on this visible world.
All the gods in Igbo Ontology, are equal, in the sense of equality in kind.
Every one of them has independent power and authority in their spheres of
irll'lucnce or kind. They are equi-power gods with relative Supremacy. God is the
unifying absolute principle behind all gods.
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I:OII I I C Igl~ot l ~ cgods ;trc real Iwings. 'l'lwy c i l ~
I)c partial I x c ; ~ ~thcy
s c arc
not CHI-UKWIJ

(the Greatest Chi) who is all-knowing, all, - seeing, all-powerful

.lust arid Right. The existence of these Alrrsi (gods) raises the problem of God and
gods; In Igho Ontology, how is CHI-UKWU (God) related to other gods? This
is tl~ctask of'wliat follows.

7.4

CIII-UKWU ANI) O'I'IIER GOIX

To find out how God CHI-UKWU is related to the gods in Igbo traditional
\\rorld-view, we shall thoroughly and critically analpse some prayers and petitions
to God and to the gods to find out whether or not the worshippers understand

these prayers and petititions to be to CHI-UKWU (God) through the gods.
Below is a collectio~iof prayers and petitions offered to God and to the
gods. At tllc end of the analysis we shall be able to determine the attitudes of
lglmnan and his general beliefs thus validating his conception of the nature of
God and IIow I1e is related to the gods. The prayers will be grouped into five

types for clarity of tliougllt and better grasp of the topic.

7.4.1 Type A Prayers And Petitions: No Mention Of CHI-UKWU At All
7.4.1.1

Prayer To lfejioku Before Yarn Planting

qt$'okrt,

(the yam god and tuberous food - crops which is the main

component of the Igbo diet) receives speical cult before the planting season.

13clow is Mecks Version o f the prayers said to tlic Yam god before its shrine by
its

priest:
N-joku, abiaram lnye gi nni Wee gwa gi na anyi akwadogo Iko ji.
Ka ji riclia ruo nke i~k\vu.Ka anyi nor0 mgbe aga eri ya. Ka onye
obuna ghara Imeru ahu n'oge oru n'afo nkca chekwaba ndu ndi be
anyi ndi nwoke, ndi nwanyi n'umuaka ... Njoku bia raa mmanya
nkwr~.Ala, bia raa Inrnanya ukwu. Njoku, inuna Ihe anyi kwuru
Chekwaba, ndu anyi na ji anyi.

'I'licse expressions or prayers are translated literally thus:

Njokrr, I have come to give you food and to tell you that we are
preparing to plant 011t yams. May these yams grow well and may
we remain to eat them. Grant that no one may meet with injury
during this farming year. Protect the lives of our men, women and
cliildrc~i.Njoku, come and drink palm-wine. A h , come and drink
palin- wine. Nclichic, ancestors, come and cl rink palm-wine. Njoku,
you have heard what we have said. Protect our lives and our

7.4.1.2

Prayer T o Artjwrtwu When A Woman Is In Labour

Arywrrll9rr (the sun god) is regarded as the son o f the Supreme Being. He

supervises the universe. The sun god has a shrine which in certain localities serve
dual fi~nctioris:Sacrifices are offered to the sun god as well as to God for it is

twlieved that hc is the son of God. The Sun god intercedes between God and man
iri

times of sickness. During such instances, diviners may recommend that water

I)c placed a t the ~nouthof the Sun god inside a circle of ashes. The priest will
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petition the sun god to sanctify the water which is to be applied on the sick
person. It is believed that it is more active at high noon. Afterwards the sick
person will drink the water and use some quantity for bathing. It is believed that
such practices serve as a momentary measure pending the arrival of a competent
hand for proper diagnosis and therapy.
The dibia (medicine men) are believed to posses power of apprehendhg
evil spirits through the help of sun god. This is usually done at sun set. It is
common belief that Anyanwu (the Sun god) is receptive to both man and spirit
because he is the communication link between the world of man and that of the
spirits. In the case of a woman under labour, the local midwife invited to assist
will first offer kolanut and palm oil to the sun god saying:
Anyanwu Ezechitoke Abiama bin nara oji 110 Mmanu. Ka obi ruo gi
ala. Nara anyi Ogwu, mee ka oree. Anyi arnaghi Ogwu. Okugoro
nwanyi n 'elu nwe Ikudata ya.

The English equivalent is rendered this way:
Anyanwu, "Son of God; Accept kola and palm oil and soften your
mind. Enable this medicine perform; we do not know its efficacy,
You who influences pregnancies, would ensure safe delievery.

Remarkably enough, after delivery, food, wine and kola nut will be offered to
God through Onu Anyanwu (Shrine of Anyanwu) in appreciation for his kindness
and benevolence.

7.4.1.3

Prayer At A Sacrifice To Aln (The Earth Goddess).

As palron god of custotns and traditions as well as custodian of law and
order, her protection and blessings are sought in prayers for every important
undertaking especially those which have bearing on the land or the community
arid traditional laws and customs. Rainfall is usually a blessing at the beginning
ol' every ycar. It is a religious act of revival and renewal of lives and activities
ol' I I W ,plants and animals within the ecological system. But when the rains are

Iatc, sacrifices are offered to placate the spirits believed to be responsible for the
delay. This is expected to be followed by farming rites meant to remove evils in
the field. Farmers have a strong belief that some spirits inhabit virgin forests.
IJerlce certain rituals are necessary to placate the spirit from doing harm to
farnlers. Sacrifices are performed to solicit the favour of the mother earth Ani to
permit them cultivate some parcels of land for agricultural purposes. Meek
records this prayer and petitions which were said before planting the land, by the
priest of Aln (earth goddess) who pours out palm-wine and addresses the mother
earth. It is rendered only in English:

Your children have 1)rouglit palrii-wine to you. I'rotect them and
their farms. Grant that none may meet with an untoward event,
such as falling from a palm-treeV4
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I'rayer And Petitions To Aln At A New Home For Assistance

7.4.1.4

Before an Igbo~nanpacks into a new home on a parcel of land, he deems

fortner house to a new home, he takes with him some stones and the ritual pot
from the shrine of Ala to do that. The setting of this shrine is accompanied with
a prayer to Aln (the earth goddess). One such prayer recorded in English carries

the following expressions:
I have brought with me my Ala
That you may abide with me.
You protected me well in my former abodc
And 1 pray that in my new home
you may protect me better.'

7.4.1.5

Prayer To All (Earth goddess) Before Title-Taking

Title-taking is a big undertaking in Igboland. Before such an occasion
special sacrifices are made in order to seek the consent and blessing of the Earth
goddess through his priests. One remarkable prayer and petitions that was said
on such occasion by the priest of Ala is repeated below as recorded by Meek:

Ala n w k e nkea iio akwado Ichi echichi mcmn tupu obido ya,
Owernrn gi Onyinye M~nanyankwu nkea. Chekwaba ndu ya na ndi
be yo. Wepuru ya Iwe n'arzya u k w ndi inmodu.

'I'ranslation:

Aln,

this man is about to take a title. But before
doing so, he has brought this offeri~lgof palm wine
to you. Do protect his life and that of all members of
his family. Avert from him the anger and hatred of
others."

Prayer To Aln At A Sacrifice Before Undertaking

Funeral Rites
Just as sacrifice is made to Ala (the earth goddess) before planting and
Iwf'ore undcrhking a title

it1

Igboland, there are o h x occasions when the earth

gotldcss must hc approaclwtl with sacrifice offered to it if the undertaking is to
1~ free from her molestation and win her protection and preservation from all

evil influet~es.'I'he priest of the earth goddess p r q s

011 hehalf

of the offerer. Let

11s once more listen to that reproduced by Meek from his research findings. I will
I'irst give the Igbo version to he followed by a fairly literal translation of the Igbo
version:

N ~ v k cilken rt 'okwmk., ime emrtrw Jkwa rutn yo. Ndi mrnadu g ' p s i
n'ohoh di iche iche, wee bia yo. Mee ka rldi n'ete nkwu rnaka
entrrmcJr l k m ghnrn idu enu n k w . Ka ndi nine gabia ya kpaa agwa
di nmn. Kn Oglinr-a lizwe Onye gburu Ibe Ya. Ka uke ghara Iso
Egbe ohrrln aghara. Nora onyirtye nwoke rdcea chekwa ndu ya.
E ~ ~ g l itranslation:
sl~
This man is about to perform the final funeral rites for his father.
Many people will come from many towns to join in the rites. Grant

that those who collect palm-wine for the rites may not fall from the
pa111i-treesin doing so. May all who attend the rites behave with
decorum. Let none kill another by striking him. And let no accident
occur with the glms that are fired. Accept this man's offering and
~IX~(Y
l ~-i IsIiik.'

7.4.1.7

Analysis m d 1)eduction

In this Type A prayers and petitions where God is not mentioned at all,
Inore direct prayers and petitions are made to the gods during the sacrifices. The
worship o f God (CIiI-UKWU) is pushed to the background or buried under the
worship of the gods designated for a particular area of operations. CHI-UKWU
in practice seems not to he involved but we note that He is not entirely forgotten

Imxuse in all intentions expressed in these prayers which border on "life" is the
prerogative of CHI-UKWU (the Greatest Clzi) who is the source of all life and

But t o highlight, recognize and acknowledye the delegated powers of the
gods, their independent role arid authority in their areas of operations, the name
o f U I I - U K I Y I I (the Greatcst Clzi) is not mentioned at all: The gods are, for that

reason, no rivals to CIII-IJKWU (the Greatest Chi) of the Igbo traditional

Religion. 'I'hey administer their assignments with a great deal of sovereignty and
independence, but the ultimate power and authority rest with God. This is the
view expressed by Nnarnani:

-

In principle, therefore, God is the ultimate recipient of devotions,
even when in practice, the deities are the immediate addresses.
Admittedly, cases abound, where worshippers are so much
preoccupied with the deities, that they lose sight of the signigicance
of the Supreme God. He is sometimes pushed to the back ground
and practically forgotten. These are nevertheless exceptions deviations - rather than the rule.. .. In that sense, His omnipotence
is not threatened; neither does the existence of the deities challenge
His Sovereignty and unity. The deities merely have powers
delegated to them and they mediate between God and man.8

The gods must be left to do their various assignments by the Supreme God who
receeds to the background until the gods who immediately receive the prayers
and petitions come finally to Him to make the request and take back the reply to
the petitioner. Primarily the delegated authority or division of labour among the
gods are utmost in the mind of an Igboman. But interiorly the gods are conceived
as ambassadors of God who must be worshipped or approached for beneficient
gifts through the gods. In the last analysis the Igbo traditional worshippers mean
that the gods mentioned in the prayers and petitions during sacrifices accept these
prayers and petitions and carry them to CHI-UKWU (the Greatest Chi).

7.4.2 Type B Prayers And Petititions: God Mentioned First Among All Gods
7.4.2.1 Typical Traditional Igbo Morning Prayer Before Beginning the Day
In Igboland,the head of each family begins the day with prayer. This is
called morning prayers popularly known as Igo Ofo.This provides an Igboman
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the opportunity to pray to God, and to the gods with his Ofo. Ofo is a piece of
wood from about four to more than twelve inches long, carved from the wood
of Detarium elastica or Detarium Senegalemis. . . " 9 And once an Ofo is
consecrated it becomes the most important symbol in Igbo traditional religion.
Njaka thinks its importance lies in its symbolism which he summarizes as
follows:

Ofo in addition to being a staff of authority, it is an emblem
symbolizing the links between Chukwu and man,the dead and the
living, the living and the unborn. The Ofo also symbolizes justice,
righteousness and truth. lo
Every family head acquires his own Ofo which on his death is inherited
by his first s w . Every clan has its own Ofo inherited from the founders of
different clans and this Ofo represents all its ancestors who had successively held
it. The Okpala inherits the clan Ofo.
The morning prayers are offered by every family head at his ancestral
shrine or a Chukwu symbol if he has one. Throughout Igboland this prayer is the
first thing in the morning before he speaks to anybody. It is the same practice
which I observed at Nnokwa. Alutu reports that the same practice is in vogue in

Nnewi. He personally observes that "an Nnewi man who rises from bed does not
begin day's work if he does not do them [morning prayers] and before they are
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done, he nlust earlier wash his hands"." The necessary preparations for these
prayers incl~~tle:
Sitting on M p t a (cultic carved seat) before his shrine. washing
his face and mouth, bringing out his Ofo and laying it on the ground infront of
the slirine, a lump of Nzrr (phalic Chalk) which he offers to the Greatest Chi
I~cSorehe begins to make some straight lines on the ground before the shrine.
The ~lurnberof lines is determined by the ra~lkof the officiant. 'Titled men
draw eight lines while non-titled men draw only four. When all preliminary

preparations are completed, he then raises the kola up to the sky and invokes God
first, touches it to the ground, Ala, he then breaks the kola nut, chews out
ariotlier piece to the invisihlc spirits and reserves the rest for visitors who will
come to him during the day. He then takes up his Ofo and prays. The Igbo
morning prayer with Q/i, consists of four main parts: the invocation, the
confessions o f faults, the petition and blessings and curses. Let us hear one of
such prayers which we reproduce in a heavily contracted form:

Cliirieke lncl qji Clirtk\vri Ahininn, m a oclrornn. Obasi di n'elu,
Ekerie. Arrynizwu, no Ezenu Ekene. Ala Nnelli t m oji. Edo taa oji.
Ndi Idlie rrkwri, Ndi Ichie Ntn tnnu oji. Onye wetara oji wetara
~~drr.
Ndii kn anyi n'tri.io.. . Chirwke bia narn nrryi oji wan maka
n'ailyi eizwegki akn. Asi nwata nyn ghuba arri, oghuba so n'afo.
Ma oku ngrinyere ~ f l r nn 'aka ndighi arughu yo.. . Ihe anyi na ario
hrr ritirr. Nye nnyi (Ir~irrntrr,Nye m y i PRO! Nke Onye n'eme ka ona
. Ochu i t ~ wOkuku nwe ada. E g b ~here, ugo bere Nke si
ngarn y..
Ibe ya ehena nku kwn ya.
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'I'lle ideas contained in this Igbo rendering of the prayer and petitions are also

Chirlrlir (God Crc;llor), eat kola. God alllligllty take sweet white
chalk. 1,ord of Heaven, greetings! sun, king of Heaven, greetings!
Earth tlcity of Nnewi. eat Kola Edo (a water spirit) eat kola. Great
and small ancestors eat kola. Who brings kola brings life! We are
asking for life ...God. come break this kola for us for we have no
hands. If you tell a child to wash himself', IIe washes only his
stoniacl~.Rut the fire given to a child does not hurt it.. . we ask for
life. Givc us chiltlren, give us money. Whatever man does, let him
prosper by it. Whoever pursues a fowl will fall. Let both the kite
and the eagle perch together. Whoever tells the other not to perch
let his wings break."

'I'llc li)rriiat i n its comprehensive form include greetings and addressing
God and the gods; confession of sins by the head of the family; Thanksgiving to
God for protecting his family during the past night, against known and unknown

e~lcmics;pctilions to guide and guard the fi~milyfor the day, to bless their hands
so 111at they nay perform good things; tlieir hearts that they may think good;

their tongue that they may speak right, that IIe should not let their children step
against thorn, heir pregnant women deliver safely and not prematurely, Curse:
to visit with destruction those who think or do evil to them; warning for the
jealous and unjust men and finally to bless their family with health, prosperity
and other good things of life.
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This is immediately followed by the concluding prayer as in the Christian
or Catholic doxology. In Catholic theology or liturgy, it ends with "through
C'lirist our 1,ot.d" hut in Igbo traditional religion it ends beautifully this way:

"Aiyi go-tdi Eghe bere Ugo here Nke siri Ibe ya ebela M u Kwaa ya (We shall
live let the kite perch. Let the eagle perch. Whiclwer says that the other will not
pcrcli let its wing break off, so be it),

7.4.2.2

I'rayer At The Ancestral Shrine Before Proceeding To
'I'lle Farnila~idFor Planting

We liave seen one typical Igbo morning prayer, the first thing a traditional
Ighotnan does before any other thing else. Let us see other prayer and petitions
to God in which He is first mentioned and followed by other gods. The eldest
11m

in tllc family in the company of those about to proceed to the farm for

1~1:11itiiig
ass(v~il~lc
Iwforc tlic aricest~xlsl~ritica n d prays
C'lirrk~vr~OIwke, Igwr, Anynrzwu

it1

like m:\titicr:

Agballr, Ala, Ndi Mbu na ndi
Egcde, Nrlnn /in, Zrrzrrghe Zuzugbe. Onye nkporo, ya kpoo ibe ya.
Binriu iinr-n anyi oji tan: Anyi bu umu unu gbakobara igwa unu
n'oge 01-11 eiwgo.. Nun nnyi ha rrnu nokwo yn? Anya di kwo rmu!
T@r-11m y i ezi uje tin-ezi uln. Onn erne n ' i h k'nnyi noru n'azrr;
Oiin Pilie n'nzu k'clizyi noru n'Ihrr. Anyi gn trtli k Pchi rnakana echi
ndiglii ngwrmgwrr. O i i j ~~i nn nnya oji crhu trrtyi ndigho ya mmn,
aizyn k p l n ya n'isi*Mnknnn ochu okuko nwe nrki, okuku nwere
11\11e1111~eOSO.Ozo k\zynn,ogwo nntu mbekwu, nn ntrrko onu yn. Biko
Chineke chehe nilyi. Mnkarta ezi di egwu. N'Ihi nkea, Onye zakoo,
ya kpoo. Okweghi yn, ya gbna nje. Nyabu nke onye metara nya
II(Z

sobe ya. Onye ineta ya sobe ya nkein metera, ya sobe in. Oji Of0
ga-ala. Obiara egbunz gbuo orzwe ya Iseelhiaa.
The author also gave its English equivalent as:
God, the Creator, The sky (God implied) The deities, the mother
Earth,Spirits and gods Our fore-fathers, Assemble, assemble. He
who has been called, let his call others. Take "kola" from us and
eat. We, your children have assembled in order to inform you that
the time for farming has come.. . Our fore-fathers, are you there?
Be awake! Clear the road during our going and returning (from all
harm). If there is misfortune in front, may we be behind, If it is to
happen behind, let us be in front, We shall be like tommorrow,
because tomorrow is never finished (we shall never be far as
tomorrow is, and so will ever escape dangers). He who says we are
eye-sore to him, let him lose his sight.
Because he who pursures a fowl that does not belong to him
(he) has to fall, while the fowl trots away. Again, A snake that
strikes a tortoise shatters its mouth. Please, the creator guard us (as
we farm, etc). Because the road is dangerous. Therefore, He who
sweeps dirt together ought to clear it off. I f he cannot clear it off
at once, let him repeat. Consequently whoever commits faults,
ought to bear the result of consquence. Whoever breaches
customary tradition, let him be held responsible for it; may I be
responsible, if I breach any. He who acts with justice, will be
saved. He who comes to kill melus let him kill himself. So be it.
Amen l 3
7.4.2.3

Prayer Before The Last Dreg Of Palm-Wine Is Thrown
To the Gods
Anywhere in Igboland whenever palmwine is brought the titled man or an

elder present, is required to open the pot of wine. This is the formal ritual
opening which the elder or the titled man does which is quite different from the
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actual opening and sharing of the palm-wine by the sharer. The formal opening
co~isistsi n stretching tlie Ofi, (the consecrated branclllet o f the Ofo tree) over the
top of tlie calabash containing the palm wine. He does this ceremoniously after
which the sharer does the actual opening and sharing. The manner of formal
opening varies from one locality to the other. But tlie last dreg of the palm-wine
is given to the oldest man present who prays to God, throws some of the dreg

outside for the gods before he finally consumes the remaining. This prayer below
was said by Mathias Onwelani of Nnokwa in Idemili South Local Government
Area of At~arnbra State. 'I'he researcher was present to record the prayer.
Onwelani was brief in his prayer. I will first give the Igbo version:

'I'ranslation:
Greatest Spirit, Creator of all things Ours is to thank you.
carrier o f the world behold your own share o f palm-wine,
and d r i n k . Our fore-fathers, come and drink palm-wine.
goddess come and drink palm-wine. All the gods come and
palm-wine.

God,
come
Earth
drink

Ar the iwiitio~iof each of tlie gods hegiliriirig will1 ~lleSupreme Being, Or~welani

tlirows some dregs to all.
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7.4.4.3

ANALYSIS AND I)E1)UCrI'ION
I Iiavc taken out tinic t o dwell on the Typc B - category of prayers and

pctitions to CIJI-UKWU for our analysis and more especially to correct the false
riotion that the lgbo invoke God only as a last resort and that no prayers or
peti~ior~s
are commonly atldresses directly to Him. N o doubt, the frequency of
direct prayers, petitions arid sacrifices to the Igbo Supreme Being is less than
those offering and devotions to the gods.
The u~iderlyingattitude and belief of the traditional Igbo in this category
o f praycrs arid petitions, namely, the Type B prayers and petitions is the absolute

srlpreniacy of CHI-UKWU (God) in relation to other gods with relative
sllprernacy. 'I'llis is the kind of supremacy that is not challenged by the gods. But
llic gods are lot totally forgotten or practically pushed to the background. The
g o t l ~are rccogiized but tllc Iiierarchy of being is strictly respected as such. The
top~iiost,[lie al,solute Beings is recognized first, then come the earth goddess, the
ancestors, etc; in that order. In short CHI-UKWU'S place and nature is ipso facto
recognized in the Type I3 prayers thus strengthening His absolute power and
ai~tliorityover the gods. Consequently it does not follow that God must be
rllentioned first at all circumstances in order to assure His supremacy as the
r~lli~i~ate
recipient of all prayers and petitions as Arinm ~vouldwant us to believe.

'I'liis 11rings us to the Type. C. Prayers, a clear case where the gods are
~iwntioneclfirst.
7.4.3 Type C Prayers Ant1 Petitions: The Gods Mentioned First
7.4.3.1

Prayer To Anyanwu For Recovery From Sickness

This k i r d of prayer is said during a sacrifice to Anyanwu, (Sun god). The
a i m of the rite is to bring down the spirit of the sick marl which may have begun
to ;~scendto the sun god. A fowl is sacrificed at the symbol of the Sun god by

the l~rotherof the sick man. I provide below the prayer and petitions furnished
to me by Okoli. Izuegbu a traditional medicine man in Nnokwa in central
Igbola~ldduring my research tour to parts of Jgboland in 1996197. A sick lady
was brought (o him arid he prayed thus:

'I'his woman is sick Ar~jmnwu
And I perform these rites to bring her back to life
May you, Aiiynnwrr ( S o n of God), the Creator God and
all the :tr~cestorsgrant that She tnay be restored to health.

7.4.3.2

Prayer For Announcing The Decision Of A Tribunal

Most traditional Igbo communities are governed by the council of elders,
headed by the Okpala (the clan head). His symbol of authority are the ancestral

OJo (a consecrated branchlet of an Ofo tree) and the Otonsi (ancestral staff).
Before announcing the decision reached by the council of elders, the Okpala
plants the Otonsi on the ground infront of him and taking his Ofo on his hand
prays:

Ala bia taa oji. Achichi bia taa oji Chukwu kere mmadu, bia taa
oji. Ndichie bianu taa oji. Oburu n'lhe mu ga ekwu, abughi Ihe tzdi
Ichie kwuru, Oburu n'omegidere Omenala, Ala Sobe mu. Ngi
Achichi were ndum. Ngi Chuhvu, kere mrnadu were ndum. Ngi
Igwekala, sobee in, Ngi Omeje, Sobein Unu Ndi Ichie sobenu mu.
Let us have the Iiteral'English Version:

Ala come and eat kola,
Achichi, come and eat kola. God the creator come and eat kola.
Ancestors, come and eat kola. If what I am about to say is not the
decision of our elders, and is contrary to our customs; Then may
you, the earth deity follow me. May you Achichi, follow me.
May you Chukwu kere mmadu follow me. May you Omeje follow
me. May you Ndichie follow me,
He then strikes his Ofo on the ground and announces the decision, and backs it
up with quotations of precedents. Those present respond Ofo.

l4
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7.4.3.3

I'rsyer At 'I'he Ancestral Shrine For Administering Of Oaths

As i~dividualsor as families struggle for life and existence, they infringe
on tllc rights ol'others and Ijy so doing breed hatred, rancour and discourd in the
society. Such disputes that may arise as a result of authentic existence of man (in
relation to others) as a being - with - others, in the family or lineage could be
scttled by oaths sworn on the Ofi. Such oaths are administered by the Okpala

(clan head) who plants his Otoitsi (ancestral staff) before the ancestral shrine, and
taking up his Ofi prays as follows:

A fi~irlyEnglish translatiotl runs thus:
Aln collie and drink for you are senior. Chkwrr come and drink.
Ofi) and Al-o come arid drink. This man is about to take an oath on

you. If lie has done an evil thing arid persists in denying it, then,
may you take away his life.Is
7.4.3.4

I'rayer l o A Fsmily/Line~geAncestor

Oghu Kah in his article: "Precarious vision: 'The African's perception of
his World", records this prayer and petitons and 13.S.C, Nwaozuzu quotes him
word to word. It has no Iglw version but the English traslation still lends itself
to our philosopllical analysis. He (Nwaozuzu) writes:

Please make us all very fruitful
l
And give us long life ~ i c prosperity.
If anyone wishes death to his lineage
May he sr~fferdeath first
The wicked people are like fire
which mrst he extiriqr~islml
Before tlie good people enjoy a perfect peace.'"

Ill

'Type C. Prayers and Petitions above, it is noted that the ulti~nacyof

C'IjI-[JKWIJ is not always validated by invoking him first. Here the Supreme
I3eirig is not invoked first h u t the gods at whose shrine the prayer is said, the one
iricli;~rgcof a ~mrticr~lar
arcn of influeiicc and authority, that is to say, the god
w l ~ oby rigllt is solely rcspor~sildeSor the area of ir~(ci~sior~s
sought or solicited.
But God cvllo has the over a11 power and authority is not practicaliy out of the

prayer. He is mentioned eitlier in the midddle or mentioned last.
The underlying hclief here is the Independent authority o f tlie gods
tlcsignatecl in charge of various areas. 'They are rccognizcd as such by mentioning
tl~elrifirst. They are alerted to carry the message to CHI-UKWU (the Greatest

Chi) whose throne is easily approached by the gods and who by their position in
the hierarchy of' beings are God's special friends.

At other cases as we saw in Type C. Prayer (number 4) above, the god
concerned is not mentioned in the company of other gods and the Supreme Being.
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Ir is the same belief in the independent authority and power of the gods that is

heing ernpll;~sized.Rut i n either case, God is the Ultimate recipient of the prayers
;ltid petitions 1,rought before the gods. This does not detract from the absolute

S I I I I ( -iI~, ~vor~ IMot~olIwis~i(~
1 l I 1 i 1 1 i ; r q 01'

(

'Ill-tlA'\V(J i l l ~ - c l ; ~ tto
i o the
~ ~ gods. I t

rather enharices it. The mention of Ilis name in the rniddle or last, is really
another way o f saying that any prayers and petitions which does not involve CHIUKWU no matter the position He occupies in the structure of the prayer are
Inckitig the essential object, namely, God or CHI-UKWU, the personal and real
object of worship in Igbo traditional religion. Where He is not mentioned at all
as we indicated in Type C Prayer (no.4) above,is a clear case of an exception,
not a rule. A~idin that case also, the attitude is not total exclusion of CHIUKWU. The Igbo man has the Ultimacy of CHI-UKWU (the Greatest Chi) in
mind. It is taken for granted that the mediator god should do the rest of the
work, nanlcly, appropacliing the Supreme Being with the request brought before

it. Moreover, a traditional Igboman recognizes division of labour and the
prirlciple of sr~hsidiaritywhereby he approaches or refers cases to the appropriate
authority without having to disturb the over all master except in extreme

circumstances such as when the meduins have failed or are not available.
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Any case that could be'handled by a minor authority.is best handled by the
lower authority. The gods have therefore powers to handle cases assigned to them
by God. This is exactly the case or situation in this Type C Prayers and Petitions.
The primary belief is the recognition of the individual authority and influence of
the gods in their areas of influence. Instead of diminishing the Master - Servant
relationship or the Ultimate power and authority of CHI-UKWU, it enhances
them. The gods must eventually carry the prayers and petitions to God and bring
back the reply to the petitioner. This line of action is nothing short of the type
of relatioriship that exists between the ultimate or absolute and the relative, the
Necessary and the contingent or simply put the kind of relationship that exists
between a king and his servants where the king is invested with absolute powers
and the servants with delegated powers in their areas of operations.
.. -

CHI-UKWU (the Greatest Chi) is therefore the last court of appeal.
Though mentioned in the middle or last, He may be the last in the least but not
the least. Wherever He is mentioned or forgotten as in Type A Prayers, the
belief of the Igboman still remains constant, namely, that all must eventually
reach God for approval and execution. Take number 3 prayer in Type C as an
example the mere mention of Ala (the earth goddess) first, some how, respects
the role of the earth goddess in her area of jurisiction. Here She is to come first
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before other gods and any position accorded the Supreme Being is believed by
the traditional Igbo religionist that the earth goddess must eventually report back
to God the Ultimate Being who is the Creator, absolute master and dispenser of
all blessings. There is a discrepancy between belief

and practice in Igbo

traditional world-view. The internal belief may differ essentially from the
practice. Applying this attitude of the pre-modern Igbo to our analysis of Type

C prayers, the absolute power and authority of the Supreme Being is uppermost
in the mind of the petitioner but in practice, the relative Supremacy of the gods
is immediately practicalized. Such that at all instances the thought and practice
of the pre-modern Igboman is a combined but excellent recognition of the
Absolute Supremacy of CHI-UKWU and the relative Supremacy of the gods.
Furthermore, one understands the attitude of the Igboman as he relates to
the Supreme Being and the gods. At first the Supreme Being is recognized as the
Absolute Being very majestic in nature and must not be approached or His name
mentioned at random but He must be approached through intermediaries who
know how to approach Him. Even the gods in the Type C prayers are recognized
as beings higher than man in the hierarchy and for this reason, man does not
emphatically order the gods to carry the petitions to God. Rather he presumes
that the gods know their functions and should comply accordingly, efficiently and

effectively.
In practice therefore, the Independent authority of the gods are highlighted
but in principle or intentionally, the belief is that the gods are belived to be
messengers of God. Whether God's name is ~nentionedfirst, in the middle or
last, makes no difference. He is superior to the gods both in kind and power.
The most important thing to bear in mind when examining the religious
beliefs of the pre-modern Igbo is the discrepancy of his internal beliefs and his
practices - his attitude to life. His external behaviours must be marched with his
interior beliefs if one is to arrive at the true nature of things in Igbo World-view
at ny particular circumstances. Failure to recognize this much is bound to lead
one to protesting too much, in the face of facts, worse still, it leads to partial and
erroneous representations of Igbo traditional beliefs and fundamental assumptions.
7.4.4 Type 11 Prayers And Petitions: The Gods Are Explicitly
Believed To Be Messengers
7.4.4.1

Prayer To Chi (Personal god) For Protection.

This propitiatory prayer made to Chi a personal god, a simple prayer for
that matter, was personally offered by Woma, wife of Ojubari, an elder from Abo
town during a sacrifice made to her personal god. She devotedly prays:

Biko Tshi, merein Ihoma Ngi Wo ndu
Biko Kpere Tshuku Abiama Gwa Ya obiin durn.
Ma biko wepo ilzinye ojo di na obim Tsufu Amusu, me kwa akku bia
biam. Lekwa ehu rzgi, maya rzgi.

The English translation runs thus:
I beseach thee, my guide make me good Thou hast life, please pray
God the Spirit; Tell him my heart is clean. I beseach thee to deliver
me from all bad thoughts in my heart. Drive out all witchcraft let
riches come to me. See your sacrificial goat, see your kola-nuts,
see your rum.. .17

Prayer To Anyanwu (Sun God) For Fortune

7.4.4.2

Anyanwu, (the Sun god) is acknowledged as the son of God, a god that

brings good fortune and wealth. He also intercedes between God and man in time
of sickness. The diba (medicine men) are believed to possess power of
apprehending evil spirits through the help of the Sun god. This is done at sun set.
More importantly all unclassified spirits or gods are propitiated on the altar of
the Sun god.
Any one may on his own or on the advice of a diviner, perform a rite to
pray to Anyanwu for good fortune. This may be done at sun rise or sun set. An
example of such a prayer was recorded by Meek and the only English version
available is given below:
Anyanwu you are coming. Receive this chicken and bear it to Obasi
God. Protect my life and that of my family and avert all forms of

evil. May sickness Iw kept at a distance. ~ G t grant
l
that I may
ohtain children rn:llc and female.''

7.4.4.3

Analysis Ant1 1)eclwtion

111 Type D prayers and petitions the gods are explicitly or emphatically
bclicved to l ~ cmessengels of the Supreme neing. God works through the gods;
they some Iiow serve Him, run errand for Him. They act for and on behalf of the
Sr~pretneBeing. The relationship here is comparable to that existing between a
king and his servants such that any messages in the form of prayers and petitions
coriitnitted to their care are sure to reach God through them.
'This is the view expressed by Ezeanya when he writes that "in all
tlcvoiions, however, an i~nplicithornage is always paid to the Supreme God. In
some cases, {lie deities are explicitly asked to convey the prayers to God.I9 This
is the type that really brings out the attitude of the permodern Igbo. Whether the
gods are explicitly asked to carry the prayers and p'etitions during sacrifice or
tiot, the uriderlying belief or attitude of the traditional religionist is that the gods
are CHI-UKWII'S servants and must always be related to Him as such even if
llis name is ~ncntionedfirst, at the middle or ever1 last. The gods receive these
prayers arid petitions on behalf of CHI-UKWU (God) and bring back God's
blessings to the offerer. The phenomenon whereby an Igboman later turns back

39 1
10 give

1l1:111ks
ro (;od lborI11(*wI~lcssirigsol)tailictl ~l~tx)rrgli
tllc help o f tllcsc gods

are clear evitlelices that tllese gods arc there to serve God in their different
capacities assigned to them by God who is vested with Supreme powers and

NO amount of power and independent ar~thoritydelegated to the gods
a~~tliority.
\vould he a threat to the absolute Supremacy of CHI-IJKWU.
In practice, God may be relegated to the background, but intentionally, He
is tllc Alpha a11d Omega. The gods rnay be given due honour and reverence by
approaching the Greatest Chi through them. And indeed, in practice the gods are
addl-essed and they receive petitions. But it is understood that they must carry the
pcritions to tl~eircreator arid master who delegalcd these powers and assigned
different portSolios to them. They must therefore relate to him as servants as
'I'ype I> prayers and petitions explicitly specify.

'7.4.5 Type li: Prayer And I'etitions: Total Resignation To The
Will Of Chi-Ukww (God)

Very often the Igbornan suffers deprivations or harm or diminution of his
vital force

ill

the hands of a stronger person or feels that he has no need to

engage in an open combat with his considered enemies to whom he has done no
wrong. The gods thenlselves may deliberately persecute human beings. The only
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option opeti to him is to offer sacrifices to God who alone can effect appropriate
revenge. He feels relieved at the end of this kind of Sacrifice which is followed
by prayer and petitions popularly known as 17'11 OGII (prayer of protest or

prayer of a persecuted soul). 'This kind of prayer is still in vogue in the riverrine
areas of Igboland, namely, Nte-je, Igbariam, Nsugbe, Nkwelle - Ezunaka. etc. Let
us listen to this prayer of protest which the researcher witnessed and recorded in
1006. This prayer was said by Mrs Veronica Nnaerneka who feels that Mr and

Mrs Anthony Oreh were persecuting him for one reason or the other. Mrs
Veronica Nnaemeka was brief but all that is needcd for our analysis is contained
there in. She prays:

The Greatest Chi who "creates" I am in your hands. You will bear
witness that I have not wronged these people. 0 God! If I have
wronged these people, take my life immediately.
The researcher was surprised to witness at last the withdrawal and apology

~nadeto these alleged enemies that necessitated this prayer of a persecuted soul,
namely, Mrs Veronica Nnaemeka. This apology r w d in publis during one sunday
mass presided over by the researcher after he had worked among the people of

N t ~ j ein Oyi Lmal Government Area of Anambra State for over five years. One
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irllmediately grasps the contradiction that is inherent in the nature of the prayer
of' this pctseclltcd soul wlio feels that lie Ilas done r ~ owrong to anyone and tlie

;~pologyrer~tlcred in puldic for ernharking on this kind of prayer and other
u ~ i k i r l d l yacts.

7.4.5.2

Andysis Ant1 1)erluction

Without minding the contradictions demonstrated by the actions of this
wornan. In this Type E Prayer and Petitions one can say that it is the type that
represents [he stage of traditional excellence and ~ i l a f ~ r i t In
y . this type, too, the
1gbornan rises beyond his traditional manner of relating with his Creator. Instead
of approaching His Creator and the Creator of the gods through the gods which
are his ow11 making he gocs straight to tlie Alpha and Omega. The mediums

might be tl~cre,but he must have the opportunity to go straight to his Creator.
'I'his Type E prayer answers the perenial question of Igbo traditional religion:

I low Tar does the Greatest Chi take part in the afl'airs of men? Why must He be
pictr~redas worshipping God through the gods who are intermediary gods? Thus
'I'ype E prayer is indicative and demonstrative of the fact that the Iglm conceive
(;od as absohltely Supreme and as possessing virtues and attributes in an inifinite

manner and always interested in the affairs of men. He features either explicitly
or implicitly in their practical life. No little wonder this stage is the stage of
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traditional excellence. God is'not in any way to be compared to the gods who are
His creatures like human beings except, may be, the gods are immortal beings
who also occupy a higher position than man in

llle

hierarchy of beings. God's

absolute, creative nature, majestic though He may be, "has the Yam and the knife
to whom he cuts he eats" says an Igbo Idiom. The gods may help man as God's
Servants but not in all cases when in the last analysis man side-tracks these gods,
and the Ultimacy of CHI-UKWU, (One Ultimate Chi) is highlighted and the
mediatorship of the gods (Alusi) is also highlighted.

7.4.6 Personal Interview
I carried out a personal research and interview to confirm that all prayers
and petitions made to the gods during sacrifices ultimately go to CHI-UKWU at
least intentionally; that the traditional worshipper mean that these prayers and
petitions offered through the gods must eventually go to God.
Below is an interview with a really traditional Igbo religionist and the
oldest man in Nnokwa who was very articulate in the tenets of Igbo traditional
religion. When asked to tell me what happens really when an Igbo man goes to
the gods to sacrifice and to pray for his various needs. What is the attitude of
such a person who comes with a sacrifice before Udo Eke (one of the gods
situated at Eke market at Aboh - Nnokwa) He declares:
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Answer:
Whether we niention only the name of Eke (god) and leave Chukwu (the
Greatest Chi) behind, that is to say without mentioning Him at all, He is
understood to be the final court of appeal which the Eke (god) has to refer the
request to and finally bring back the answer to the offerer. The Eke (god) must
carry the request to CHI-UKWU.

Question:
On further interrogation, I asked him: Now tell me: In such a situation
whereby all prayers and petitions move from the gods to CHI-UKWU, who is the
greatest in this case?

Answer:
No servant is greater than His master. CHI-UKWU is the Master of the
gods who help Him in his day to day organization of the world.20 Some other
elders consulted at Nnokwu on this issue are of the same view with Okeke Ude
except very few who raised the issue of whether or not the gods receive the
sacrifices on their own and who are affirmative, namely, that the gods receive
the sacrifices on their own and carry the prayers and petitions to God.
But whether or not the gods receive sacrifices on their own, t i e general
belief is, and I support this view, namely, that God is the Ultimate recipient of
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all prayers a t ~ lpetitions which is thc essence of all sacrifices. The gods may

receive sacrifices. the blood of goats and all what not. they have human passions.
God does not need all these. The gods need be brided or remunerated with these

sacrifices of chicken. fowl, goats, cow, food items, etc. Man manoeuvers his
way to CHI-IJKWU through the gods. Among the pre-modern Igbo, God and the
gods exists for Inan and tiot man for God and the gods.

From the foregoing discussions the nature and kinds of the gods; the
arlalysis of the five categories of prayers and petitions one is certainly cleared of
the doubt that may still linger as to the following controversial issues: the nature
of the gods; God's relationship with other gods; and finally the nature of Igbo

God. On these problems, I posit:
1.

'That the gods in Igbo Ontology are many. In almost all cases the kind of
the god may tell of the natural phenomena and the role of the god.

2.

That CHI-UKWU the Ultimate Being in Igbo Ontology is related to the
gods as Creator is to creatures, king to servants, Father to Sons and
daughters, Necessary to contingent being.

3

That the nature of God in Igbo world-view, the most controverted problem
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of the pt-oblerns of Igbo philosophy, is Monopolytheism, that is to say, the
Igbo Iwlieve essentially in One God and in many gods at the same time.
I t is riot csscr~tinllymany or polytlicism

ill

its classical meaning hecause

there is certainly tlic existence of a unifying Absolute, CIn-UKWU.

It is not Explicit Monotheism" because, though there is a belief in a
Suprerne Being, there is the existence of other divine beings, within the structure
of the metaphysical beliefs of the pre-modern Igbo. Instead of holding absolutely
to a belief in a Supreme God to the complete exclusion or denial of the existence
of' other gods, Igbo metapliysical beliefs accommoclates belief in the existence of

a Supreme ki11g that is served by many gods technically called Monopolytheism
or- simply "One and Many".

Neitlicr is it appropriate to describe the nature of God in Igbo world and
world-view as Monolatry. This is because the Igbo man worships the Supreme
Heing and n o other, never the deities or gods for they are reverenced as God's
IIIcsseligcrs.
We re-affirm that it is more reasonable to stand for "Implicit monotheism"
or Monopolytheism as the best descriptive term for the nature of God in Igbo
Ontology. 'I'llis is the same thing as Idowu's "Difl'used n~onotheism"which is a
kind of n~onotlleistnwhere i~ltimacyis accorded to God, with the existence of
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other spiritual powers (gods) which derive their being and authority from God
and can be regarded as ambassadors of God and even as ends in themselves. It
is not a complete surprise that Idowu exclaimed that as far as African conceptions
particularly with regard to the nature of God. in African Ontology is concerned
"implicit Monotheism or "Diffused Monotheism" is the best and most appropriate
term" .2'
It is therefore erroneous or false certainty to say that such a monotheistic
and polytheistic traditional Society that it is essentially polytheistic or
Monotheistic which is what is implied in the view of many Supreme beings or
gods or simply One Supreme being for the Igbo respectively. There is no way
the nature of God in Igbo Ontology can fit into any of the two Western moulds,
or categories, namely, Monotheism or Polytheism, The two theories about the
nature of God in Western thought are inseparably bound together in Igbo
Ontology. The nature of God in Our context differs essentially from the nature
of God in Western philosophy. It is African brand of theism and in our context
it is simply Igbo theism if inventing another "Ism" is to abate the controversy.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
CRITICAL REFLECTIONS

8.1

INTRODUCTION
In our Investigations and critical analysis qf CHI-UKWU (the Ultimate

Being In Igbo Ontology a lot of worthwhile insights and possible limitations on
Igbo ideas of the Ultimate Reality are easily noted,
This chapter titled: Critical Reflections is gn analytical frame-work for
reconciling or harmonizing some of these possible limitations as well as insights
on Igbo Ideas of CHI-UKWU the Ultimate Chi. The Chapter breaks into the
following sub-sections:
God And Human Suffering: With evil in the Igbo universe, is CHI-UKWU
(God) still an Omnipotent and a benevolent Creator God?
CHI-UKWU'S Influence On Morality: If other gods have influence on
morality Is God still the Ultimate Source and controler of the Ontological
and moral orders?
CHI-UKWU And The Gods: The Question of Supremacy: How then Is
CHI-UKWU Supreme amidst other gods which Nze and some others
suggest are also Supreme gods?
CHI-UKWU And The Final End of Man: God is the principles of
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absoluteness, creation and continued existence and dependence of all
creature but not the final end of man in Igbo world-view: And attempt at
expl;lri;ltion.
7 1 I'ot~r(io.~
~
of the

"Oile

and Mmiy " of Igkq God: We begin with that

pheno~nenoncommon to all peoples of the world and which indeed has at
all ti~nestaxed men's ~nintls,namely, the proble~nof "Evil".

GOI) ANJ) HUMAN SUFFERJNG:THE THREE BROAD VIEWS
This is the paradox of evil and an omnipotent and Benevolent Creator
God. The history of philosophy reveals that the metaphysical question: Whence
is evil in a universe created by an Omnipotent and Good God? is coeval with

Greek thought and philosophy even though the early Greek Philosophers turned
Ihcir attention priinarily to unravelling the cause or causes of the material
mliverse. Yet the problem of evil which is the problem of the source and purpose
of Good and Evil in the universe has at all times drawn the attention of

philosophers and laymen alike. No little wonders the problem was interwoven
with that of the universe.
Schopenhauer and Leibniz, who perhaps could rightly be regarded as the
hest known modern philosophers to raise the issue of evil with renewed urgency.
Scllopenhauer alerted the world in his view that this is, if anything, the worst of
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all possible worlds and that consequently we are not justified in concluding that

God exists or that the world with all its evil is thc creation of a good God.
lxilmiz on his p;irt was aware of the fact of evil and disorder but considers
it compatible with the notion of a benevolent Creator. He (Leibniz) poses the

4
rpestion very rngly: "If God exists, whence is evil"? If he does not exist,
whence is good? The contention of Leibniz is clear.Thel-e are enough grounds to
raise doihts about either God's goodness or His Omnipotence. If indeed He is
benevolent, all-powerful, all-knowing and yet in effect produces a world in which
there is suffering and moral evil, either IIe is no more good or good but not
capable or 'tle does not exist at all.
This paradox of the existence of evil in a worlci created by an all-knowing,
all-powerful and good God is revived in the medieval ages by St. Augustine and
St. 'I'l~omas Aquinas in their search for the solution to the problem. It is on
record that St. Augustine once posed this sole-searching question:
Wl~cv~cc,
therefore, is evil, sincc God the good has made all tllcse
things good? He the greater, the Supreme good, has made these
lesser goods, yet both creator and all created things are good.
Whence comes evil'?

'

Budha though an atheist was nevertheless worried about the same problem,
namely, evil in the world. His beliefs and assumptions condition his views on the
origin, presence and meaning of evil i n the universe. IIe taught that all suffering
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or evil is born out of persistent and insatiable desire. This lead him to conclude
that "all suffering and evil would stop when all desires have been quenched".'
Many Western Philosophers approached the problem of evil by denying
the existence of God. This explains why many of then like Karl Mark, Fredrich
Engels, Nitche, Schopenhauer etc; never succeeded in reconciling the contradition
involved in the problem of evil in the world. For these atheists, God does not
exist, God never existed and he now does not exist. If however, he chanced to
exist, then He is long dead and should be forgotten. If we discover Him still, He
should be killed or retired or do away with him. This does not solve the problem.
In this atheistic stand and in this atheistic world people are liberated from the
burden of sin with its attendant consequences, namely, a permissive society
where injustice, oppression, falsehood, lawlessness all forms of moral evils we
are searching for their solution increases at an alarming rate. God's existence and
His essential nature must be admitted and addressed alongside with the existence

of evil in the world. This is a vexing issue which we must address in what
follows below.
It is not the concern of this section of our investigation to examine evil
in Western philosophy and in Christianity but we intend here to study the
controverted issue within a traditional context, namely, Igbo tribal universe. To
comprehend the problem in all its dimensions, let us briefly clarify the concept
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of evil itself. What then is evil? What are the very species of evil? Whence is
evil in a world created by a good and all-powerful God? A philosophical
Reappraisal of the concept of evil among the Igbo where Edeh rightly observes
that:
Jungles of beings preying on other beings, savage disorder in the
face of order, human suffering in bodies ravaged and spirits torn,
the destruction of man by man, the self-destruction of moral evil?3
The meaning of evil becomes less elusive and easy to grasp when placed
side by side its opposite, namely, "good". The "good" simply defined as "that
which all desire or the desirable". "Evil" is the privation of a good or a quality
which is natural to a being, which should be present in a being, and therefore is
the "undesirable". No one desires evil. All beings in so far as they are beings are
good. Even depraved wills like satan's and evil people are good as beings but
turned towards evil. A distinction is often made between the good which starts
from us and the good which comes to us. Analogously, there is the evil which
we do and the evil which we suffer and endure. Niven, W.D. in his article in the
Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics titled: "Good and Evil" identifies the former
as moral evil and the latter he calls physical evil. Then there is the metaphysical
evil which consists in imperfections inherent in a being. "Evil", that is to say,
"the absence of perfection" or privation is regarded by the Igbo as an offence

against On~enani.~
Moral Evil, that is to say, those serious personal or moral crimes or abomination
which we commit, namely, patricide, incest, stealing of yams and sheep,
bestiality, wilful abortion, pregnancy within a year of husband's death, suicide
by hanging, the killing of sacred animals, etc.
Physical Evil are those bodily pains which we suffer and endure and which
L

constitute "limit situations" to man. These include sickness, pain, hunger,
anguish, disaster, earthquake, drought, flood, famine, plague, death: the ultimate
"limit situation" to use that existentialists' phrase.
Metaphysical Evil which as we indicated earlier consists in those imperfections
inherent in a being. The Igbo consider these imperfections as abnormal and unnatural. Consequently in Igbo world-view the following fall within the category
of metaphysical evil:
Giving birth to twins (ejima), a person dying without anyone to
attend to him (Ikpu Iru), pounding the pestle on the ground instead
of in the mortar while pounding fou-fou, even if by mistake (Isu
Odudu n'ani), a woman climbing a palm tree, abnormal
presentation in the birth of a bady (Iji Okpn puta Uwa), a child
cutting the upper teeth first (nnwa eze-enu), and the fighting of a
masquerade (mmuo n~munwu)~
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Ahnortnal behaviours on the part of animals come under this category of evil and
they include such acts as if' a dog or a fowl crosses a corpse; If a fowl lays only
one egg; If a goat brings forth its young without anyone to attend it (Ewu Imu
11

'Ogbili).
Having discussed the concept of evil and its various categories, we now

ask: whence is evil? How could the presence of evil be reconciled with the
attributes of CHI-UKWU (the Ultimate Spirit) which the pre-modern Igboman
hclieves to be essentially Illtimate, Good, Omnipotent, Omniscient, etc?. How
did the Igbo address this age-long problem that has been harassing great thinkers?

The researcher intends to tackle this vexing issue by examing three views
illat have been advanced by Igbo traditionalists and which have found or gained
rllc Support of indigenous scholars of Igbo philosophy and Igbo Traditional
licligion. 'I'liese views will hopefully serve as possible reconciliation of the
1ri1ditio11:ll~mtxloxicalprohlc~nof evil

ill

a world created by a Benevolent and

Omnipotent God. This will be followed by a concludirig reflection.
Various attempts have been made by Igbo traditionlists and scholars of
Igbo philosophy to reconcile the question of evil in the world. Actually in Igbo
World-view there are no known myths, proverbs or even any cultural expressions
wliich set out clearly to reconcile the dilema or paradox of how God who is
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otnnipotent and all-good could cause evil. However. a critical analysis of some
Igho metaphysical and costnological assumptions will give us some insights into

the critical problem. Thus God's nature, particularly fIis Omnipotence, Goodness
and Justice. IIis Omniscience. etc; which we had earlier treated and the practical
experience of evil in a world created by such a God have lead scholars of Igbo
pllilosophy to raise the issue a-new, namely, Wlie~iceis evil in a world created
h y a Good and Olnnipoletit God?

This basic problem of lgbo pl~ilosophycan be said to have divided Igho
traditionalists and indeed the whole scholars of Igho philosophy. But since the
Ilunlan mind presses for categories in things, the range and scope of the
seemingly opposing camps of traditionalists and scholars on this problem can be
grouped into three, maniely. those who advance rile theory that "man is solely
; ~ c c o ~ i ~ ~ tfi)r
n b levil
e in the world". In the second camp are those who adhere to
"the personal god and destiny theory or view and finally the third camp, the
nl iddle

course traditionalists and scholars who niaintain that man, his personal

god and destiny and some spirits are responsible for the evil in the world. Evil

according to scholars and Igbo traditionalists in this camp is the result of the
cornhined activities of man and some spirits. This view is held nearly by all
~
Rut how these activities can he explained in the face
sclmlars of I g l philosophy.
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01' an alniiglit y and benevolent CHI-IJK WU (the Greastest

c-cmtrovcrsii~l. 'I'liis ac(~or(1sill all

I W ~ C C ' ~with
S

Chi) is difficult and

the olmrvntion which Edch tnakcs

o f the problenl of evil wllcn he writes:

If God were all-powerful, all good, and beings are, according to
the Ighos, basically good because of their participation in the divine
goodness, God would want to take away all evil and be able to do
so. Sincc everyday experience teqtifics to tllc presence of evil in the
world. ( h d n w t not he either all-powerful or all-good. In either
case Flc would not he God."
8.2.1 Iglm CosmologicnI Optimistic ViewKamp
This view owed its origin from the Igbo traditional religionists and was
Imrrowed

aid

revived in a slightly different form in this modern period by some

indigenous sclmlars of Iglm traditional tllought, namely that evil in the world is
traceable to man. According to this view the Igbo expressly explain the problem
of evil, that is to say, the origin and nature of various sorts of evil by assuming

that God as Okike (Creator) is essentially good in Himself and that His creation
is intrinsically good, evil is something extraneous to it in the sense that evil is the
consequences of sorne moral evil committed by man. The major exponents of this
view very often point to the rnyths of withdrawal of God, proverbs and other
cultural expressions as traditional rational grounds for insisting on this view,
namely, that Igbo cosmological optimism explains the problem of evil in the

universe. 'I'.l.J.Nwala for illstance supports this view lodging the whole cause of
evil in the world on man. For Nwala:
There is a belief in a created univcrse which is controlled by
creator Cllrrkw-Okikr. Man is in the centre of this creation. He is
endowcd with freedom and its attendant responsibility. There is
belief in the unity among beings, belirf in original cosmic
(univer-sal)Iiarn~onyatid order which ~mforu~iately
the action of the
hurnarl heings upsets (in this case as with the Bible story the woman
starts the co~ifusion!).~

In Okafor, his study o f Igbo world-view and Igbo Cosmological concepts
(:ompelled him to believe in the Igbo cosmological optimism. This cosmological
optinlism w:~shis basis or I-wit backgromd for regarding:
7'he physical world as ontologically good. It is a perfect world in
structure and a beaul'if~ilworld whose architect is a subject of
admiral ion.. . The apparent evil and imperl'cction in the world are
not intrinsic. 'They are rather the negation of the perfect cosmic
order usually caused by the actions of men.. .. A popular Igbo
proverb says that Mtrd~lrrb i njo crln - "man makes the world evil".
The J g h saying that IJwa ezrr (Ike which literally means that the
world is imperfect docs not imply :my inpcrf'cction in creation but
ratlicr s~resscsthe itisatiability of human wa~its."
111

Okali)r, therefore the Ideas of some premodern Igbo as also

documented by Nwala seen1 to be reflected with due clearness, scientificity,
criticality and precision, particularly, since they backed up their arguments with
some Igbo proverbs and cultural expressions. Thus showing that the Igbo are
reasonable in what they hold. Consequently there is little or no doubt that in
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Okafor as in Nwala, evil i s t.he function of man hiniself, who is at the centre of
Gods creation. Thus all tile changes in nature depend on man. Man frees the

1.1-ozen forces in "thillgs" and sets them in motion and even to meaningful
Ixhviour. Man is theref'orc responsible for every cvil that happens in this world
hccause of his actions and mode of being-in-the-Igbo-world.
This view emphasizes the Igbo belief that man is the corrupter of the land
or society. "Whether we accept the Christian version of the origin of evil or
not", says Dr. Nwala, "the pre-modern Igbo tend to believe that evil in all its
various di~ncnsio~is,
namely, metaphysical as well as physical evils are ultimately
d w to the ~nornlactions o f Inan which is a moral disorder. Good and evil exist

in the world as the traditional Igbo and the proponents of this view clearly
affirm. 'I'liough God is the author of everything that is, some Igbo traditionalists
and the advocates of this view with their deep-rootctl concept of the all-embracing
goodness, righteousness, justice and all-powerful nature of CHI-UKWU (God) do
11ot l~esitatcto attribute evil to man. God is good, they say, He created the world
good. but thc clrildren of men have spoilt it. Got1 car1 never be the proximate

cause of evil in the world. Proxitnately, tnari is responsible for the evil in the
world, rcnlotely, God causes it not as evil as such but in the sense that out of the
good (man) He causes, evil comes as part of it. God therefore does not cause evil
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proximately. man causes it. Even in the remote sence He (God) does not cause
wil

;IS

S I I C I I . I Ic' crcalctl w c r y bcillg, good.

?'his is another way o f re-echoing the beautiful description of'the goodness
o f the world at the time of creation and the disobedience on the part of man

which introtlt~cedevil in Ll~eworld which was intrinsically good. The authors of
the Old 'Testament tell us that at the end of God's creative work, God sat back,
looked at Ilis creation and pronounced it good. Evil came into the world as a
consequence of man's sin. God's creation was intrinsically good, evil was
something extrinsic.
It is worth mentioning here that despite the existence of an extreme

position which some traditional Igbo in this view held, no modern scholar in this
camp traces evil ultimately to man, to mean that man is the sole tune-player of

nlistortune in the world. Some spirits or gods are involved in one way or the
other.
This view creates more problems that it set our to solve. For it dissociates
God from the problem, clings to the dogmatic assumptions of the goodness of

God, and keeping quiet about the power of God. Admittedly, in this view, there
is no known myths, proverbs and Igbo sayings which specifically set out to solve
the paradox of God's infinite goodness, Omnipotence and evil in the world. But
the itnportance and relevance of this view lies in subjecting some of these
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trietaphysical and cosmological belief's of the Igbo to various rationcinative
nictllods thereby arriving at a more scientific explanation of the problem at stake.
'I'lie insightful br~tstill defective solution does not tlctract from the goodness and
ominpotence o f God but preserves it in a way that complicates the issue the
more. Some vexing prohlerns like: Why can't CHI-UKWU ((God) prevent man
from causing evil? Still remains unanswered. Is man and only man and no other
beings the cause of all misfortunes that we experience today? This brings us to
[lie next view: The personal god and destiny view.

8.2.2 Personal God And Destiny CampIView

Evil as viewed by the pre-modern Igbo and scholars in this camp has some
link rlot directly with man but with his personal god who chooses his destiny
package at the moment the individual is being born into the world. Its main
contributions to our discussions on evil is that it began first by linking evil in the
world to M I - U K W U , C h d , only to turn back later to rationalize his role in the
01' evil; rlatrwly as the sourcc. controler and guarantor of ontological
tlis~r~il~r~tio~i
mid

moral orders in the universe. This view also recognizes the clear distinction

as well as the close connection between physical, metaphysical and moral evil,
as well as the proximate and remote causes of evil. Ut~avoidablyphysical evil is
I,l;l~llctlor] orics persorlal god arid desti~iy.This perscwil god and destiny assigned
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to man by God are also invoked to explain persolla1 traits which one recognizes
and may want to get rid of, but finds it extremely formidable to effect any
serious changes. The summary point of it all is that the concept of personal god
and destiny help to impute personal accountability in ethical behaviours as well
as furnishing explanation for undeserved and unavoidable evils, namely, why are
some people intelligent, rich, gifted, enjoy life, health and good fortune, while
others may be born blind, deformed, foolish, become orphans, die young and end
up barren so that directly questioned are God's justice, and goodness and
indirectly His power.
According to this view each person's personal god and destiny are
accountable for both avoidable and unavoidable evils and mistakes in life. The
traditional Igbo believe that the Supreme Being assigns a personal god (Chi) to
an individual which Chi in turn brings a man a11 his good sometimes bad fortunes
as well such as poverty and sickness by choosing the destiny package (Chi) on
which one's lot depend so much that every good and bad thing are attributed to
it and also blamed for individual's mistakes in life.
The Igbo have personal names, proverbs and other cultural expressions
which serve as traditional grounds for holding to this view, namely, that all good
and misfortune or evil that befall a man in this life are blamed on this personal
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god and destiny. Such personal names like Nkechiiz.yer-e (lot given by the personal
god) Chihrlrilntn. CIiiIm~w(personal god makes and unrnakes one), Clzibrloke

(personal god determines one's lot), Chih14de(personal god makes one famous),
a1c proofs for holding to this view.
Igbo expressions like Onattrra Chi (received from Chi but ratified by God)
arid 1I;P Siii~lChi (misfort~~nes
and good fortunes come from the personal god) are
I'urtller denlonstrations o f the origin of good and evil from ones personal god.
Some Igbo proverbs when critically analysed yield results which support
the same belief that the traditional Igbo expressly put the blame on the personal
god who made the choice of the desitny package that brings a man his lot in life.
'I'hey have the following proverbs to Support their thesis.

Onpe cholrr Ign Chi yo n9irri ga nghnghrr Onwe yn n'oso: Literally it means

whoever wants to go before his personal god will run himself to death. But on
;111;1lysisis nr~otller way of saying that a person's personal god is the sole
tlcterminant and responsible for man's destiny. The individual cannot but resign
I i i ~ i m l fto the dictates of his personal god and the destiny assigned to him of

wliicli the individual has liltle or nothing to add or subtract. His destiny had been
predestined and packaged with the active participation of the personal god. And
tile Igbo sliow this belief by their saying that you cannot escape bad fortune by
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I c(;orircclirlncss

(Aghntnphr Ajo chi rt 'rrzo olrr). Again the Igbo say: Ehe Onye

~ l t r l rk(r
~ ('hi Jir K~vclir~lrl
f i r . (where a person falls tllerc his personal god pushed
hi111

ciown). 0 1 1 analysis this proverb tncans that a man can only go as far as his

pcrsorial god allows him. l'liis is because his destiny has been chosen for himlher
by the personal god. It is on these traditional rational grounds, namely, personal

names, pro\lerbs and some other cultural expressions that the proponents of this
view cannot ljut exonerate God from the evil in tlic world only to put the whole

t ~ l a ~on
~w
nian's personal god and destiny. But God assigns and entrusts to each
111:111

both his personal god aild destiny that are responsil~lefor the evil. Is He not

tlicri to be hI:lr~ied'?This embiguity is explained il' we remember that the Igbo
Ixlieve that God can never be either the proximate or the remote cause of evil
as srrcll.
It rilrrst Ilowever he adtnitted that in ~notlcr-11
times, that is, among some

Sclwlars of'1g1~)traditiolvll pl~ilosophy,this view has not enjoyed popular support
even alllong tl~osewho really studied the concept of Chi in Igbo Ontology. The
atnbiq~ity.or the equivocal nature of the concept 01'

might explain why some

t ~ ~ o d c rsc.l~ol;its
n
are hesitatlt to suhscrihe solely t o this traditional view.
That ~iotwithstandingany traditional Igbo believe that God permits evil for
a good reason and that God does not commit evil against His creation. For that

4 17
~vor~ld
hc a cotltridiction. ('onsequently. i f a man's personal god ratified by God
when cl1osc.11by the persorial god 1)rings out misfortime or calamity, God must
I)(- cxc.~llp:~~c'tl.
I'lw rnisfiu tune result irig therci~i slior~ld be interpreted as a

p~iiiislin~ent
liv the tnishcliaviour of a man or his kith and kin in his present or
p w i o u s lil'c respectively. For in Igbo traditional tllougllt, the good and evil that
mcn do 11aw consequences not only on those who commit them but on those who
iivc after tliclii, in tlie sense that it has an effect on their kith and kin. This
explaiiis why physical evil is always explained by always trying to trace it back
to either the deeds of a person or back to his close relations. Thus through
diviriation ~ l i cIglw try to xwcrtain whose action !lad invited a particular evil.
' l ' l l r . ~ j o i ~ Iwilig
tt

c ' . Y ~ I ( ~ isl ls cIllis
* ~ view is I W I I ~ I . cxpresscd

ill

tliesc wcll

documented words of professor Metuh in Iiis article titled: "African views On
'T'lie rroblerrl of Evil": The pliilosophical Rase of African Ethical Attitudes". In
tliis alticle Metull thinks that Chi, as a spirit guardian is God's vicar in man. It
;~tlmiiiistcrsllic contents of the parcel which Ile Ii:i(; cliosen for the interest of the
ilid iv idunl person. 'I'he pcrson is conipeletly ignorant of what his Chi holds in

stork for him or her. This explains why a persistent misfortune or persistent
~liorallaps could be blamed on one's Chi. Similarly any undeserved fortune or
misfortune is regarded as a surprise packet from Chi. Metuh concludes that when
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a nian dies. his Chi goes back to God to give account of his work and conduct.

The i~rlportanceof this view, namely, personal god and personal destiny
lies in the f ; ~ ( . t that it sees evil in the world in such a wily that it does not detract

from the gootlncss ant1 omnipotence o f the Divinity. God in this view transcends
[lie ~rioraland ontological orders and undergards it as its Ultimate source and
g~iarantorwitlioilt compromising any of IIis essential clwacteristics. Above all,
it hcl ieves tlla t God sanctions human conducts, influences ethical attitudes even

if slowly sometimes. On the other hand, it is defective in the sense that it does

not offer sufficient explanation to our problem under discourse, namely, why
(;od, a benevolent and omnipotent being should allow the existence of evil in the

f'ilst place. IIowever its role seems to be explained by its use as a means of
preventing fur-tlwr evil (punishment). It deals rnore directly on the role of God,
the individual deity and destirly rather than on the critical problem, the origin of
evil in a worlcl created by a n Omnipotent and Good God. From the personal god
arid destiny view, let us niove over to the middle course view in search of the
best explanation to the lv-ohler?~ncriticrrrn (Critical problem). The two views
already examined are insightful but certainly they have not offered enough or
satisfactory explanation to our- problem which is the task of our discussion here.
We take a htief look at a ~rloderateview. This moderate approach with regard to
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lie problem of evil will a t least shows us how far removed the two previous

8.2.3 R4icldlc-Course ViewICamp

Wliat I tlii~ikis ~ I I C11iost probable and dek1isi1)lcposition to hold is not lo

i~itcnclsto I~oltlthis middle course view as some scholars do hold. According to
lliis

view

IIMII,

his personal god and destiny and some other known and unknown

spiri~sparticrllarly some spirits who specialize in mischief making are the
orignators of evil in the world. Many nod ern Igbo scholars support this view.
For Okafor evil in the world is contingent upon tlie actions of man and the

spirits. "'l'lie apparent evil anci imperfection in the world are not intrinsic. They
are ratlier the negation of the perfect cosmic order usually caused by the actions
of men and o f ihe spirit^".^ Edeh is a little more philosophical in his approach
to the mattcr. I Ie distinquisl~edbetween the proximate and remote causes of evil,

judged and acquitted CIJI-UKWU (God) from the case. For Edeh God can never

be the proximate cause of evil. He finally blamcd man. and the spirits for the
existence of evil. He reasons thus:
IIowever, judging from our treatment of the causes of evil.. . the
three proximate causes of evil are the evil spirits, the element gods
and hrltnan beings.

'"
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And by element gods in Igbo' culture is meant: "Earth, water (sea), Air (Wind),
and Fire (Sun)". They are so called because they are extensions of divine activity
and are feared and dreaded throughout Igboland.
I subscribe to this view for the following reasons. It will be accepted with
less objections. This view is born out of experience and common sense. Man all
through history apart from few exceptions, is traditionally accepted to be
essentially a composite of body and spirit and the combined activities of these
component parts of man, namelly, those of the soul and of the body or spirit and
matter in conjunction with the influence of his environment, all combine to share
in the blame.
What might be considered as the most important reason for supporting this
view is that it does not sacrifice or detract from the goodness and omnipotence
of God. He does not cause evil neither proximately nor remotely. He is the
supreme Good, all-poweful and the cause of all things which are good in
themselves. The point being emphasized here is that:. Even if God is spoken of
to be the remote cause of evil in the sense that He created the proximate, causes
of evil, it must not be in the sense that He caused evil as such but in the sense
that out of the good he created evil comes as a part of it. The evil spirits
mentioned here as one of the proximate causes of evil are not to be seen as
created and designated as such. The Igbo believe that they were originally created
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good by God like other creatures. But later, during ilie course of their existence
ihey turned evil, became depraved wills and are contributive of tllc cvil in the
world. In this way, the ambiguity that arises from the Pact that (iod in creatiilg
the proxilnate causes of evil also creates evil spirits

IWL

as cvil

1 ~ 1 1as

good is

explained.
Furlhermore

this

moderate

view

recogni~es tlic

i~ll'i~iily a ~ d

incomprellensibility of God's nature. Ile is a mysterious being, "Sclf-lhinking
Though" in the sense that He knows only Himself and thinks o ~ d yIIimsclf alld
cannot thhk evil sincc I k is Good

ill

Himsell'. '1'0 think o~l~erwise
wodd

tantamount 10 contradicting Himself. Consequently, f Ic should be cxculpatcd
from evil in the world. 11;s Creatures sliould be inc~iinii~ated.
'I'lieir finite a11d
imperfect nature already disposes thenl to cerlain li~nitations,privations or
deprivalions one of which is evil, our subject ol' 111ucl1c o n t ~ w c ~ s Man
y. m d
creatures of God considered as imperfect creatures of a perfect Being cannot but
be the causes of evil. God transcends evil. He is wholly "Other". Otlrveghi 0 1 1 y
nwhir Ihle yit-i Yu. And by the principle of identity which states lliat a bcing is

what il is, Ckeatures of Ciod are finite and limiteti in perlkctio~iillcy can iievcr
be otherwise, that is to say, they can never turn out to be perfect. 'I'licy conlinue
to cause evil in the world.
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I3el'ot.c we wind up this section of our discussion on God and evil, let us
say a word o r more ahor~tthe fate of those who die in evil. Since evil in Igbo
world-view is a hreach o f Or~r~nnni
(body of Igl~oSocio-religious customs and
tradition) they believe that anyone who disrupts this God's established order or
Omertnni and who until at the time of his death does not set in motion proper

means to restore the ontological disorder already disrupted by his act through
apperiselnent of' the gods and goddesses will never, never become an ancestor
wither will he reincarnate. This so called belief in reincarnation among the Igbo
which stipulates that only the certified "good" reincarnate makes the whole
explanation of' evi 1 more elusive. Questions like what happens to the personal
god, tlle malevolent spirits, the human person who are the tune-players in the

scoring of evil i n the world remain unsolved. Reincarnation and ancestorhood are
two traditional theories that are contradictory and unacceptable respectively.
While the Sosmcr is unreasonable because it teaches that man's spirit can be in
the spirit world and in the physical world simultat~eously.And Ancestorhood as

a n eschatological theory about the final end of man is not vertically oriented, that
is to say, it is not oriented towards God who is the Ultimate Source, sustainer,
controller and governor and final end of all things and as such leaves much to be
tlcsitctf .
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Christian theology attributes evil to Lucifer, Arch-enemy of God and man.
Since after his revolt and consequent damnation. he has left the world and God
: ~ r i c l pcoplc. I le has 1)cc11charged with evil

ill

the world. lle succeeded in

clcu4ving Ad:l~n and Eve a l ~ made
l
them disobey God's order by eating the

forlidden fruit. God is not the cause of evil in Cllristian theology, precisely in
Catlwlic circles. 'The whole Old Testament and New Testament are historical
narrations of God's Fatherly care of His creatures. Such a loving and kind Father
as God is completely free from the blame. God gave man freedom and grace and
does not force rnan to follow any particular line of action. The choice of man's
actions which results into evil is man's own making and he should be accountable
I'or such. If we do good and live a life of faith we reach heaven but if we lead
evil life, ahandon our faith to do evil, Lucifer will be happy to accept us in the
fire of eternal damnation, a place of eternal punishment for the evil ones. In this
revealed religion, there are no gods, which ale declared existent in Igbo
'I'raditio~lalReligion. Man and only man is to be hlar~ied.

In Iglm world-view there are no Hell, Heaven or Purgatory. God is not a
wicked Father but so kind and Good a Creator God that there was no need for
such places. IIe does not destine anyone for Hell. The evil are freed from the
Iwrden of eternal damnation by suffering here o n earth. It is here that
Srrpernatural religion like ('llristianity supcrseds Igbo 'I'raditional Religion. This
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is because. to recipitulate what we had earlier said somewhere else, it enjoys the
revelation in Jesus Christ who is revelation par excellence a quintescence of
~ c w l ; ~ t i o Ilc
n . 113s or lle is the perfect exartlple o f rcvclation, With revelation
tlicrel0rc.

111;in

is the sole originator of evil in the world. This is a dogmatic

assumption hased on revelation.
The problem of evil among the Igbo is never to be taken as a dead issue
in the face of' the fore-going discussions above. For one thing, the Igbo apart

from believing that Divinity is a kind Father, is also a Divinity which is
ri~anifestedi n tlie gods who are His agents of moral order and who atimes cause
Inan to com~iiitevil and who administer raw deal to evil men when occasion calls
for i t and very drastically too. This co~nplicaks rather than reconcile the
problem. 'I'lie problem is complicated the more, in the light of some Igbo

traditional tliought and practice. They sometimes accept some undeserved evils
without questioning and try to explain them away hy not blaming God rather
sr~lncrilingto the belief that God and His ways are incomprehensible. He is
A11ln17.m-Anirr,~i-Arnnsi
(Known but not fully known). This is a simplistic panacea

and is another way o f admitting that tile traditional Igbo have no final answer to
the problem of evil. It's ghost keep on haunting modern scholars of Igbo
philosophy. And I guess that as long as the solution to the problem is oriented
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toward the easy and toward the easier side of thc easy, that is to say, keeping
guiet and insisting on prolecting the essential nature of God without sufficient
rcasotis. and more importantly trying to explain sucll a metaphysical problem
witliout any reference to Supernatural revelation or raith, the solution is not likely
to Iw abated in the near futr~re.'This is because there are truths about God which
are accessible to reason; and there are others which transcend it and the problem
of evil i n tho world and some concepts of God :ue sllch truths that transcend

reasoli's c2pacity. These cannot be comprehended only by the traditional mind.
'l'lie role 01' faith here is indispensable. Faith in the incomprehensible confers
upwi ratiorial knowledge its perfection and crowtling perfection. Faith must
co~nple~~icnt
reason's efforts if some of these metaphysical problenis are to
wceive adeqt~ateand more acceptable solution. That is,if faith is accepted to
coli~ril~r~tc
to human k~iowlcclge.
Igl~otraditional world-view does not enjoy this supernatural faith which
( 'liristiani ty

furnishes. That notwithstanding, it accepts evil as an existent reality

i n a universc created by an omnipotent and Good God. Furthermore, with that

fi~cull y c o ~ i i ~ i ~tooall
n men, namely, rationality. It tries lo profer solutions to the

p:~radox only acceptable to the extent reason can go to comprehend the
i~icomprehensible.Rather than allow the problem of evil to lead the traditional
mind to conceive God in such a way that it detracts from His essential nature, he
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prefers to defend it. Thus God can never cease to be good, Omnipotent,

Omniscient. etc; even if evil contnues to multiply in a geometrical progression.
God is Good IIi~nselfas opposed to His creatures who were created good but

Iatcr turned evil. And because the traditional mind does not enjoy the benefits of
sr~pernatural revelation to reveal the hidden truths about God, he resorts to
atlriii~lingtIm1 Illcir tracli~ional mind callnot render any final answer to such
rnelaptlysical problems. The lgboman therefore believes that God and His ways
are incomprehensible. Ele is a mystery and His ways are also mysterious.
At bolton, prior to creation there was perfect structural order and there
was 11o evil o r disorder, the Igbo believe this and they very much put it into
practice. Disorder was introduced into the whole system after man has disrupted
the order by his actions and the actions of some spirits.

God call never cause evil proximately neither can He be blamed if evil
rcwrlls frorii ilic good Ile cl.ci!Ied. Such a created being is to take the Idame and
not God wlio created it good per se (in itself). God reniains the Utirnate, Good,

Benevolent, Omniscient and Creator God.
Notwithstanding all the illuminations on the origin of evil in the world
from these views which are supported by traditional rational grounds, the solution
is still far from being adequate. Our solutions are still sitnplistic and elusive, and
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it remains if not a complete enigma, puzzle, definitely, an ever perplexing

paradox to 111ostmodern scholars of Igbo philosophy who are not keen to marry
reason with faith as the surest rneans of establishing the truths about evil and God
in the world. Faith must come in to supply the truths about God which reasons
capacity cannot reach
8.3

CHI-UKWU'S INFLAUENCE ON MORALITY

Another important but worthwhile insight and possible limitation or
contradiction on Igbo Ideas of the Supreme Being is CHI-UKWU'S Influence on
~norality.If other gods have influence on morality, Is God still the Ultimate
Source arid Ultimate controller of the Ontological and moral orders? Some have
always believed in the Supreme powers and influence of the Igbo gods in moral
matters; while others contend that though the gods may have powers and
influence on morality theirs is relative supremacy while CHI-UKWU is vested
with Absolute powers in moral matters. The task of reconciling this contradictory
view is our immediate task.
Law is an ordinance of reason for the common good promulgated by the
person who has the care of the community. With regard to the author of law,
Law is either divine or human depending on whether it is instituted by God or
by man. Divine law is subdivided into eternal, natural and positive laws. The
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eternal law is identical with the eternal plan of God. Natural law is that which
1 ~ 1 Ixcn
s
ihiprititect o n rational creatures. Positivc~tlivilie law is that which lias

Iwcn protriulgatctl explicitly I,y God in the Old and Ncw 'I'estatnents.
In Traditional Igbo society, law and morality coincide. The legal is moral
and the moral is legal. What we call abomination or taboos when we were
discussing various types of evil in Igbo world-view are the same as sin or the
crilninal code in ecclesiastical and secular circles respectively.
God has imprinted in man the natural law and from these natural law, the
traditional Igbo has formulated or articulated what can be regarded as the highest
elements of Olmwnln (moral laws) and these relate to those fundamental rules of
human and cosmic intercourse which i~~clude:
Duties towards God and the gods
and the community in general; Duty towards Individual fellow human beings.
These rules are aimed at achieving Justice, peace and order in the community.
'Those duties that relate to cosmic intercourse are duties towards God and the
gods and these include: performing the proper religious and social rituals;
ohserving the taboos and prohibitions in the community such as not to spill the
hlood of a kinsman; It also includes fulfilling one's duty to one's fellow men,
namely, respect for elders, and for parents. In Igbo traditional world-view it is
an abomination if one fails to observe these high principles Omegidelu Omenala
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wllicli God tias imprinted in man.
But it is not CHI-IJKWU (the Greatest Chi) who is most prominent in

inflr~encingmorality in Igbo traditional world-view. He (God) has delegated such
powers to Ani (earth goddess) and Ndi-Iclzie (ancestor gods). The ancestors are
hclicved to he living in h i (earth) from where they invisibly keep surveillance

over men's actions. "Aln (the earth goddess) guards the morality of any given
place in a nurnber of ways. What she sanctions constitutes right conduct and what
she condemns is tabooed" . I 2 The ancestors on their part are themselves guardians
of public morality. They know best what is good for their offsprings because in
life they interpreted the mind of the earth goddess. It is by doing what the
ancestors would approve, that is, by being loyal to the traditional code of
morality Onl~rtmtnthat the tribe or extended family can survive.

Amndiohu the spiritual aspect of the sky god is God's orderly agent of
instant justice. He descends swiftly on moral offenders especially witches,
sorcerers, those who poison, those who steal and those who break his laws. How
tllen is CHI-UKWU (the Greatest Chi) if these other gods exert such influence on

morality, Is He still the Ultimate?
In Igbo traditional world-view, this is no limitation to the nature of God.

In the practical life of the Igbo people God is pushed to the background if not
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completely forgotten, but He remains the Ultimate principle which influence the

ethical attitudes of the Igbo. He is both the source and Ultimate controller of both
tlic Ontological and moral orders.
Although God (CHI-IJKWU) is not proximately the source of evil, yet evil
is r~ltirnatelyunder His control. Evil has two dimensions. Ontologically, it is a
disruption of God's established order. Morally, it is seen as a rebellion against

God's laid down norms. The most important rules of conduct are categorized as
t;d~oosagainst CHI-UKWU or God Himself. Those offences which are linked
directly with CHI-UKWU, are not strictly observed because He is not seen to
visit ol'l'erders with irnmedi;ite sanctions. His mercy and forgiveness to mankind

rwke people not to worry about offences against God.
On the other hand, those evils regarded as disruptions of the ontological
order are viewed as offences against the gods became these gods are linked with
different natural phenomena which they are supposed to control. Offences against
tlwn meet with immediate reprisal because these gods are thought by the prer~iodernIgbo to respond quickly in power and olncns to his needs and problems.
Therefore, the gods most prominent in controlling morality are Ani (the
earth goddess) ancestors, Anmdioha (the thunder god), etc. In Igbo conceptions
these beings i~nmediatelyconcerned with morality are God's police guards. They
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know better what offends God than men. Though the gods, particularly the earth
gocldess, the ancestors, etc.. are regarded as immediate controllers of morality,
it cannot he denied that the Igbo morality is ultimately referred to God who is the

IJltirnate source of all natural laws, power, authority and who delegates same to
rhe gods.
This view. namely, CHI-UKWIJ as the source and Ultimate controller of

all ~noralcode is easily deduced fiom certain Igbo cultural practices and
expressions. Citrrkwu Ma Njo Onye is one such Igbo traditional expressions which

rnearis that only God knows the inner thouglits and sins of man. And only Him
car1 reward each according to his deeds. He is able to know the secret thoughts
of Inen because he sees in the light and in the dark. He has long eyes, and
literally trarislated as Ezc Ogl~ologhoAliyn?

The rites of purific:~tiori in Igbo traditional religion are sure instances and
proofs of the Igho belief in the Ultimate power of CHI-UKWU (God) and as the
ulli~iiatei t 1 all lr~oralmaters. For instance, in all expiatory sacrifices which is
generally the prerogative o f Nri priests, the victim is either a sheep or a goat.
During the sacrifice, there is an invocation to a Supreme God through Ala (the
earth goddess) and the Ndi-Ichie (the ancestors) to forgive the crime of the
culprit. After the expiatory sacrifice the offender is said to have been reconciled
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with God, and to regain full association with the community. Whether CHIIIKWU or God is mentioned or not mentioned first or at the middle or comes last

in the practice of expiatory sacrifices, He is the Ultiniate source, power and

controller hehind all codes of morality. The relative Supremacy of the gods in
~nol-almatters does riot constitute any threats to His absolute Supremacy in all
~rloralissues. rather it enhances it.
In Igbo social life the authority of the greatest in power is measured by the
number o f subordinate powers around him. God is surrounded with all the gods
and spirits in the metaphysical world of the Igbo. Whatever power or influence
they have in their areas of influences, in this case in moral issues, He delegated
those powers to them. hey are by this fact accountable to Him. They can never
be Iris rivals hut his servants. Should any act beyond their delegated powers,
God will definitely call s~lcllto order. And in this case, it is an exception and not

a rille. It happens in practical life for a junior authority to act beyond the limits

of powers delegated to him. This is not viewed as possessing absolute power but
a total disol~edicncewhich the higher norm or authority has to check by calling
the lower autliority t o order and when need be apply some sanctions to get the
dissident autl~orityto comply. This brings us to tllc next area where there seems
to be a limitation or contradiction in the Igboman's concept of the Supreme God,
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namely, CIII-IJKWU'S Supremacy vis-a-vis other allegedly supreme gods.

8.4

CIII-I.IKWU AND 'I'IlE GODS: '1'IIE QUISSTION OF SIJPKEMACY
The paradox is articulated thus: How Supreme is "CHI-UKWU (the

Illtiriiate being) amidst other gods which Nze and some others suggest are also
Supreme gods. Nze for instance contends, and vel~emently,too, "the existence
of rlutnerous gods - Almighty gods operative in n a t ~ r e " ' ~

One who is familiar with the hierarchy of beings in Igbo Ontology need
not have any problems here. Of all tht: beings in Igbo Ontology, CHI-UKWU is
the topmost in the list and IIe transcends all other beings including the gods,
spirits, man a11d "things" ( i h ~in) nature. Me has therefore no rivals because there
is none like him Onweghi Onye rnobr~ihe yiri ya n'ife Obuna. H is wholly
"Otl~er".'I'he Igbo are not essentially polytheists because of the existence of God
or

( 'HI-(JK IVIl

who is the imifying absolr~teor principle behind the activities of

the gods.

Nze later made a very interesting statement: " Critiques may point out that
there is a hierarchy in Igbo society. Of course, this is true.. . but their Supremacy
is not universal or absolute; it is rather relative.. . . " I 4 It is the point of Nze that

the gods have relative Supremacy. The power of the gods are restricted to their
own sphere of special influence as other supreme gods. It is preciselly here that
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Nzc vcnturcs illto deep wakrs. Accorrling to him there is a Supreme Reing that

crealcd man; there is a Supreme Being that created trees; there is a Supreme god
of the Earth. etc. 'The Igho cannot have this multiple supreme gods by Nze. CHI-

IIK Wrl is the only being in Igbo Ontology who is known to have Supreme or

lllli~nateI'owcr arid authority over other gods who are His creatures. Nze's
sutltle~ldiscovery of' the relative Supremacy of the gods in their area of influence
I~clpedus to prove that just as the gods have relative supremacy in their areas of
operations ('III-UKWU has absolute Supremacy over all these gods. Thus the
Supre~nacyo f the gods, namely, Nze's Supreme gods are not universal or
aljsolute.
CHI-IJKWU (the Greatest Chi) is the principle of absoluteness and the

principles of creation, continued existence and dependence of all creatures
irlcl~~tlir~g
Nzc's Supre~ric gods. His Supremacy is necessarily absolute or
universal and not relative. The god's are subordinate to CHI-UKWU'S Power.
'I'here is o m Supreme God, Creator of all things.
More clarifications could be sought in the relationship that exists between
C'III-UKCVU (God) and the gods; the nature of gods and God in Igbo world-view.

In all these instances the gods are no rivals to the Supreme Being of Igbo
Ontology. They administer their assignments with a great deal of Sovereignty and
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I~idepe~idcr~ce.
hut the Ultimate power and authority rest with CHI-UKWU (God).
In that sense His nature is not threatened, neither does the existence of the gods

challenge Ilis ultimacy and unity. In Igbo world and world-view, God is "One
and Many". 'The gods merely have powers delegated to them and they mediate
betweell God and man.And if it is accepted, that the gods have no independent
existence. Iiow can they be Supreme gods? Nnamani adds a corollary which
tl~rowsmore light on the paradox of the Ultirnacy of CIII-UKWU (God) and the
Supreme gods. He profers this solution:
Rather than conslituting a challenge to the Supreme God, therefore,
t l ~ c cxislcnce and power of the minor tlcities are themselves
~ i i : i ltst:~l
~ ~ i iow 01' his power a ~ i d~ ~ i : ~ g ~ ~ a n
''i ~ ~ i i t y .

8.5

CIJl-UKWU AND 'HIE FINAL END OF MAN
Another seemingly limiting factor to the concept of CHI-UKWU (the

IJltimate Deing) in Igbo world and world-view is: In Igho world view, God is the
~ ) r i ~ ~ c i pof'
l c sabsoluteness, creation, continued existence and dependence of all
c r c : ~ ~ u r cI3r1t
s . IIe could not create out of nothing and at the same time not the
f'inal end of man.
These seemingly limitations are informed by the fact that such an
onmipotent God is said to "make" or "produce" things from some existing
~liaterials,co-eternal with Him. But the Christian God created out of nothing;
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What is wrong with this 1glw God? Two: Any proposition as regards the ultimate
elid o f anytliing be it living or dead which has no bearing on God, is a baised
orle. In Iglm world-view, ancestorhood is the ultimate end of man. But in
('hristian ~hcology.God is. What is the problem with this Igbo God? How
~rItitii;~te
js Ile if He could not create out of nothing and also be able to draw the
mitlds of the Tgbo to the fact that He is the final purpose of all things?
The premodern Igbo himself is to blarrle and not his God. As far as God
o r the Ultimate Being is concerned, He exists and is Supreme. But as far as his

reason can carry him (the Jglmnan) the level of his knowledge or appearance of
(;ocl-:wgraspctl. lie could not go beyond his reason to grasp any concepts of God
wliich is accessible only tlrl-ough supernatural revelation. The eschatological
coriccpt o f God as the ultiniate end of all things and the concept of creation out
ol' riotliiug are concepts not within the category of' Igbo traditional thought as in

:)I! ~r:~(iitio~i:~l
~ ~ ~ I t u r ehe
s . Igho worlcl-view prepares the traditional Igbo with
vague ideas of these concepts. We can rightly say that these concepts are latent
o~ilyt o he ~ ~ ~ nexplicit
d c
at any least cultural contact or influence with these
higher cultures which happen to get more insights from supernatural revelation.
They are therefore no limiting factor to the concept of CHI-UKWU (the Ultimate
Being) in Igbo Ontology. To be is not to be grasped. A thing exists before it is
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pt rccived .

.

Silnilarly these concepts, namely, creation out of nothing and God as

thc f'irlal prtrpose of all t.hings exist as eschatological concepts and they are
I~c!vor~d
the c;~pacityof reason alone. But that does not mean that such concepts
do not exist or that because the pre-modern Igbo does not have them, therefore

they do not exist or that their non-existence in Jgho world-view is a limiting
factor in tlieir coticeptions o f God as the Ultimate Reality.
8.6

IGI10 GOD: 'I'IJIS I'ARAIJOX OF "ONE AND MANY"
(NION( )I'OI,Y1'1 JEISM
Anotlicr seemingly cor~tradictoryassumption or belief of the premodern

Iplw is their conception of Gcd as "One and Many" or ~ o n o ~ o l ~ t h e i s n f v h i c h

is rlle true 11atureof God in Igbo Ontology. This traditional belief need not sound
contrxlictory or constitute m y serious problem to anyone who is familiar with
the corlcept of' Igbo God as a generic name for the One Supreme Being and the
111;1tiygods

1I1:it I . C C C ~ Vs:~~t.if'i~cs,
~
prayers arltl pctitio~isin Igbo 1:mtl citl~cron

tlicir own or carry the same to CHI-UKWU (the Greatest ~ h & h o is the Ultimate
recipient o f the essence of' all sacrifices.

The One is unique and differentiated from the "Many" by its nature,
attributes and relationships. 'I'he "Many", the gods, by their nature are many and
are the creatures of the "One" and they relate to Him as a Creator is related to
the created. 'I'he "Many" cannot but be what they are by nature. For to be
o~licrwise\voitld go against the principle of Identity. The Igboman is always
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logical in his techniques of reasoning. He is always aware of the basic principles

IIe knows that a being is what it is, and IIe also knows what makes a
tliing to he what it is. For liitn "One" is "One" and God is God; and the gods are
gods. Consequently, "One" is not "Many" or anything else. He is able to make
llicse distinclions such that when he says that "One is One" and "Many are
Many", which is an inevitable tautology but a useful one, he is reaffirming the
arrtlienticity and reality of "One as One" and "many as many" but not in the sense
of creating real contradiction in terms. One necessarily is One, it cannot but be

011~.One is not many. 'I'hey are two different beings which are different in
tiaturc atid kind.
In Igho world-view, when the premodern Igbo say that God is "One and
Many", they are insisting that the term or idea "god" is a generic one in the

r~ictapliysical order of being which adnlits of species. This is because Igbo
~ ~ ; ~ c t i t i orcligion
~ ~ a l is orie that accepts a plurality of gods (polytheism). The
spccies o f god are dcclarcd existent. Consequently the premodern Igho who are
both polytheists and Monotlieists regard the concept of god as a genus that acepts

a specific difference, in the sense that of all the gods that are in existence One
is differentiated from the rest by its nature. One occupies the topmost position in
the lists of gods. The rest of the gods, many in nrrnlber, are differentiated from
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each other hy their various cl~aracteristics.Thus A i ~ i(the earth goddess) differs

I'ro~nA i ~ i ( d i o l w(the t11u11cIc1-god), etc. Out each is a god all the same. The
t s o ~ ~ ~ l ) i ~ i 01'
; ~ t ~licsc
i o ~ ~ c:~tcgo~
ics

oS gods 11;i11w1y,
(;od ;\IKI the gods which Sor~n

tllc essential features of Igho metaphysical beliefs is what is technically called
Igtm God, or "One and Many" or "God and the gods" or simply
" Monopolytheism"

'The "One" is acceptcd as the Greatest tllc real, Ultimate target of Igbo
'I'raditional Rcligim. The "Many" also exist as gods and messengers of the One
Supreme God. 'T'hey are not declared non-existelit as in Judaeo-Christian and
1sl;lmic traditions. Neither are they simply reduced to the status of messengers.
Again there is no contradiction in a system that holds this basic outlook in life,

~larnely,"One and Many". Just as there is no contradiction in a king having many
suhjccts under him or a master having many servants to help him in the day to
d a y administration of his busi~lessenterprises. One is at the topmost position and

tllc Many fall below Him.
The "Orle" is "Ukwu" that is to say, the Greatest among the "Many".
None of the Many in this case, can be regarded as the greatest in the presence
o f the One Greatest Chi. The word greatest as applied to God or the One in

rcl:~(iotito the t r m y gods is therefore not a disturbing superlative as its critics
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arglle frorti some quarters. It is on record that Arazu made such a statement,
mniely, that Chi-lJkwu is the Great Spirit and not necessarily the Greatest spirit
(S~tpcrlaiivc).Ii can only hc n disturbing superlative if CHI-UKWU is placed side
by

side with any of the gods. Jn this case. for instance, God or CHI-UKWU will

I,c Great God and any o f the gods will be CHI-NTA or small god. In all cases

tlierefore IJk\t9rr does not necessarily mean greatest in all contexts. It is either
grcnt or grcatcst Chi. In eiilier case, it is even not a problem. The great and the
greatest i i ~ e a the
~ i same tliing in Igbo world-view. The Igbo have no comparative
adjectives for some terms. Consequently the "One" is One, Almighty,
Oti~nipotent.Great, Greatest, Supreme. absolute, etc. 'The "Many" are many and
llicy come iniriiediately after God.

If the Jgbo were to believe in One and only One God, their unique concept
of' One arid Many gods would either be

a fiction of' the mind or probably elude

tliem. We will now be talking of Only One God (Monotheism) as the true nature
of' God in Igbo Ontology. And the implication is that the Igbo man's notion of

the concept of' One Ultimate Being CHI-UKWU in Igbo Ontology will be
rcgarded as what its critics say it is, a foreign import. Thanks to God the Igbo
co~iceptionof the nature o f God embraces the One Supreme Being Who is served
by gods "Motiopolytheis~~i"
or "One and Many" and not simply "One".

This concept of "O~le"or Monotheism represents an advanced stage in
human development, in man's evolutionary concepts of God which the White
m a n strongly believes canrwt be attained by any traditional or primitive cultures.
"Deity " is a pliilosophical concept which the "untuttored" are incapable of
framing. Again, it is believed by the West that:
Tliroiigh the influence of Europe, it is believed, Africa is adapting
liersell', giving u p llcr traditions and adopting foreign ideas,
metlwtls of work, forlns of government and principles of economic
organization ... Europe is held to be the teacher and Africa the
pupil, Europe is to decide when Africa is ripe: ripe for faith, ripe
for action, ripe for freedom. Europe is thought to know what is
good for Africa, better than Africa herself.

'"

(.'onserpently, for the West, anything that conforms to their own accepted ideas

regarded as "primitive". For instance, African or lgbo brand of the nature of
God. because i t does not conform to the Western pattern of pure Monotheism or

I~olyrlieisrnis Iwanded "Primitive" in the derogatory sense o f the word. While in
actual fact, African or Igbo brand of the nature of God (theism) is purely
traditional and natural to the African as it is to the Igbo.
'The nature of God in Igbo Ontology is "Monopolytheism" "One and
Many". The One is the Ultimate, a unifying factor among the many gods. His
iiature is absolute, namely, the principles of absoluteness, creation, and continued
existence and dependence of the many gods that are subordinates and mediators;
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designated to serve various needs in their areas of authority and power. This
coricept is unique to the Igho. It differs essentially from the Judaeo-Christian and
oI' pure Monotlicism or Polytheism. And this concept
Islatnic tlio~~gllt-categories
:~lonc, natncly. Monopolytheism or Orlc God that is served by Many gods

(lisapprovcs of the foreign nature of the concept of the One ultimate Being in
Iglw Ontology. It is traditio~nl,Indigenous or natural. It is Igbo brand of theism.

?'he tlicory and praxis of' the pre--tnoderti Iglw provides a good example
ol' tlie incotisistency or discrepancy between thought and practice. The Igbo are
a people who have a cor~ceptof One Ulliinate Being, liowever naive or vague

(Iicy express i t . 'I'lle same people are also seen

it1

practice to make this ultimate

13cirlg so~rwl~ow
irreleva~itto everyday life, in the seme that His Ulliniacy is

always in qlrcstion vis-a-vis other gods. The gods who are conceived as His
messengers are made to appcar as supreme gods

ill

their areas of influence and

operations.

Actually man takes advantage of the position of these gods, namely, their
nearness to God, and uses them for his necessary ends through the sacrifices,
prayers and petitions sometimes made to God through them in most ritual
practices. But in the end God remains the Ultimate in power and influence in
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Igbo Ontology. He has the absolute power. That of the gods is relative at all
instances. The gods may compete among themselves but it is always clear that
they are no rivals to God who made them and assigned powers and authority to
them in the day to clay adminstration of the universe. They are God's
ambassadors. He (CHI-UKWU) is Okasi Akasi (the Highest Highest) or the
Ultimate Being, in Igbo Ontology. In the next and the last Chapter of this our
scholarly investigation, we shall assess, articulate, all our thoughts and findings
about Igbo conceptions of the Ultimate Being in their traditional Ontology, draw
some conclusions on some controversial issues in the God-question debate
without loosing sight of any insights that need not appear in the main body of this
investigation.
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CHAPTER NINE
SUMMAKY AND CONCLUDING REFLECTIONS
God has always been Identified as the Ultimate Reality in existence by
Western thinkers. The God-question in philosophy, namely, His existence,
nature, attributes, role and place in nature, etc; has indeed divided Western
thinkers.
The same God who is the Ultimate being in Christianity is the same
Ultimate Reality in Greek religious thought or in Western philosophy. In Greek
religious thought or in Western philosophy, God is spoken of as the One behind
the Many and the principle of coherence respectively. Aristotole's God though
"a fiction of the mind" invented to account for the continuous occurrence of
change and a principle of unity for the world is the Ultimate in existence.
Aristotle calls Him the "Absolutely Matterless Form". The "Highest and Purest
of Substances"; St. Thomas is sure that God is the Ultimate Reality and he
prefers to call such a being, the "Supreme Good". Moving over to the
contemporary period we saw Hegel who was much influenced by Aristotle's
doctrine of the "Absolute" and this compelled him (Hegel) to identify God as the
Ultimate Being in existence and Hegel refers to such a being as the "Absolute
Spirit".

,
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'I'l~isAl~solutelyM a t ~ c ~ l c forrn
s s " of Aristotle is "'I'ranscendent" rind Self
!I~ir~ki~~g-'I'llo~~gl~tI'.
nut this 'Thought thinking-Itself" of Aristotle is not

rr:~l~sctrridcntI N I ~in~rrianentin 1Iepel's philosopl~yof God. It is only in Aquinas
as i n Igbo Otitology that this "Thought thinking Itself" is transcendent and

inmancnt at the same time. The only insignificant difference is that while
'['lmmistic or Western tradition emphasizes more or God's Immanent nature than
I l k transcenclrntal nature, the Igbo emphasize more of His transcendental nature.
'I'his has mislead many scholars of Igbo Ontology to believe that the Igbo God
is a wittidrawn God, a theory which we had earlier dismissed as false due to
inadequate k~iowledgeof the traditional thought and pratice of the pre-modern

Igho. 'Hie Iglw God was transcendent and immanent at the same time but was
Itm~ianenthcfot-e it hecorne transcendent.
This same hydra-headed problem, namely, the God-question, manifests
itself

ill

Igbo Ontology and i n turn divides scholars of Igbo Ontology into warring

r:trnps. And the problern goes even deeper when it is seen in the light of some
dogmatic assr~lnptionsof the pre-modern Igbo. To recapitulate, the major issues
in the God question debate in Igbo Ontology are:
Whetlwr o r not there is the concept of One Ultimate Being in Igbo
tradition thought and practice and if there is, what is that Being? Articulated in
another way: IIave the igbo always believed in a supreme being or was this
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concept a foreign element in their traditional Ontology such that there is no hint
01' Ilim in their traditional life and thought?

Ilow srlptwic is

tliiq

lwing Vi*;-a-visother bcirigs particularly the gods

which some sr~ggestare almighty gods operative in nature? What position does
this being occupy in the hierarchy of beings in 1gl)o Ontology?

I n Igho Ontology view scholars are not yet agreed on whether or not the
pre-modern Igbo believed in and worshipped One Supreme God and many gods
at tile same time. And the problem which this coritroversy generates is: Is God

in I g l ~ontology "One and lnany"; "One" or "Many"; or simply "Many" in the
sense of eq~lali~y
in kind? What is the precise nature of God in Igbo Ontology?
What is h e role and function of this ultimate Being in nature? How is Me
I

c.l:~lr(l
10 o111(.1
:~llr.gc.tllysrll~twlcgotls? 'I'l~c.scati(1 11i;\11y
tliore ~ ~ ~ ~ I C Iclosely
I I S

tied to the colicepts of the supreme Being are the problems we have gone at great

length to investigate and happily we have arrived at certain over-all conclusions
tvllic11 this investigation is a11 about, namely, that: "Of all the beings that occupy
o r inhabit the metaphysical and physical worlds of the Igbo CHI-UKWU is the

Illtitnate". Jle Occupies the highest position in the lists of being in Igbo
Ontology. He is the one behind the many and the unifying principle in nature.
His other principal nature in different Igbo localities are CHI-NA-EKE OR
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EZEUII-7E-OKE both terms mean the God who creates shares, apportions or
l
((joti, carrier of I I K World).
;tssigt~s:a t ~ O,Sl<-DtJI,lJ-N\\~,4

'I'lic

~ I ; I ~ I I I - ant1
C

co~iccptof Got1 in various cultural groups, IIis attributes

are indepenclent of' foreign it~flr~ence.
7'11ey are no theological terms, insights or

cxpt~cssiorisirltroduccd by tlic Christian rnissio~in~
ics. Neither can we interpret

(,-TIT-UKWU the universal S ~ ~ p r e mGod
e of Igbo traditional religion to mean the
local god of the Ar-o people liwmerly known as Ibirzi Ukpabi nor CHI-NA-EKE
as the dual deity, namely, CIJI and EKE. The concept of CHI-UKWU (the
ultimate being o r ChI) anlorig the igbo was a rationalization invented by the
traditional mind as he wonders about the mysteries of life as a "being-in-the-Igbo
tribal-u~iiversc".
Every itidivitlual persoti according to Igho traditional beliefs has an
i~idividr~alC'lri (personal god) which is responsible for choosing the destiny
package of cacli individual also known as Chi, birt this personal god is not the
Creator of t l ~ cindividual person such that there are as many creating Chis as
tliere are i~idividualhuman beings in Igbo world. The Igbo cannot have this.
CHI-IJKWIJ the Greatest Chi is Okike (creator). He also assigns to each

i~idividualhis personal god and destiny in His capacity as the only creator Chi.
I'lwe is "One" Almighty Creator God, One Supreme Being which in Igbo
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thinking admits of species 'known and addressed as CHI-NTA (small gods)
because they derive their being from the Greatest Chi as their Creator.
CHI-UWKU (God) in Igbo traditional life and thought is therefore

conceived under three unique principles, namely, The Principle of Absoluteness;
The Principle of Creation and the Principle of Continued Existence and
Dependence of all Creatures existent in nature. His other entitative and operative
attributes in our proper context compare favourably with the Christian and
Western conceptions. But that is not to say that the phenomenal God of the
Christians is the same as the phenomenal God of the Igbo.
The God of Igbo Ontology is not far beyond their world or too great to
trouble about the affairs of men. The Supreme Being of the pre-modern Igbo is
both transcendent and Immanent. To think, suggest or even to believe that He
created the world only to leave it to run its course while He enjoys a life of
complete Idleness and repose and passes His time dosing and sleeping, since I-Ie
is too lazy or too indifferent to exercise any control over earthly affairs, is
erroneous. There is always an atmosphere of His ever engulfing presence in the
world. His name is Ose-bulu-uwa (God, carrier of the world) because He is
always conceived by the Igbo to have continued the work of creation by
preserving providing, sustaining, conserving and governing all things to their

final end.
Atheism, a negation of God's existence is foreign to Igbo traditional
thought. God CHI-UKWU exists and is real for the Igbo. There are many
instances where the Igbo perform sacrifices or worship their Supreme Being. He
is the real target or object of all their cultic practices; the ultimate recipient of all
.-

prayers and petitions; the Ultimate Source and guarantor of both the Ontological
i

and ~noralorders. He has altars, priests and feasi days when He is worshipped

r
1

directly and sometimes indirectly through numerous gods who are mediators
between Him (God) and man. This Supreme God exists and is recognized except
that He is a God of Mercy and compassion, slow to anger. No one taught the
Igbo how to believe in such a Supreme God. They arrived at this indigenous
concept through their natural light of reason. It is therefore false certainty to hold
that the concept of One Supreme Being is a new-corner or a stranger to Igbo
traditional Ontology. God as such, that is to say, God or the Ultimate Being in

b

i

Himself, by Himself, and of Himself, is never a foreign concept among the premodern Igbo. And the fact remains that the Noumenal God is the same for a
traditional as well as for the Christian believer. For it is the same God who

I

revealed Himself to Moses from the burning bush that is the Father of Our Lord
Jesus Christ. It is the same God who reveals Hiinself to traditional religionists

I
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and Christians alike, through the things IIe has made.

'The concepts o f God among the pre-modern Igbo at the epistemological
Icvcl. that is t o say, at the level of knowledge or appearance, of "God-asgrasped", (the plienornenal God) is in many ways opposed to or different from
lllc

('Ill-is ti:^^^

or Westcrri plictio~nenal(3x1, in the scnse that their sources of

knowledge diffcr essentially. While the phenomenal God of the Igbo is a God
art ivcd at within the strict limits of reason, that of the Christian is through both

rcason a~idS~~pernatural
revelation. The i~nplicationis that perfect knowledge of
(;od at this episte~iiologicallevel is both the function of reason and faith. 'Thus
C'lir isliarlity wliich avails l~erselfo f the benefits of Supernatural revelation which

pure rcason cannot attain, pl:iys an intlispensablc role i n providing traditional
rniritls with tlw perfect truths about Got1 which their reason's capacity could not
provide. It is otdy at lllis level that one can think of the importation of ideas from
c'hristianity t o Igho traditional concepts of God. But there is no room for "wholesale" ilnportation o f such ideas even at this level.
Admittedly, the pre- nod ern Igbo man's notions of God especially at the
epistemological level are not scientifically expressed and documented as in other
Western cultures. But he has vague, ex-ucle and uncoordinated ideas about this
plienornenal God. What I tllitik Christianity contributed to Igbo concepts of the
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Supreme k i ~ i g CHI-{JKWiJ
.
does not spring beyond the epistemological level.
And even at this level, its contribution is better summarized in the phrase

"1 ,ogical conclrrsion and Fulfillment". Areas brought to their logical conclusion

i ~ i c l ~ ~doc~~rlie~itatio~~:
de
tlic precise natr~reof God: Creation and Ultimate end of
all things including nmn: God's relationship with other spiritual beings; the

vertical dimension of tlic probletn of auto-transcende~lce,etc.
"Creation out of rlothing" is not within the thought category of the
trt~ditionalIgho. Similarly the escliatological concept of God as the final purpose
of all tlli11gr cludes the prc nod ern Igbo. The Igbo understands creation in the
senre o f "to make", or to produce things from already existing matter by bringing
tllclri into scpnra re and ir~dqmldentexistence. Their concept of the find purpose
of a11 things is

hiased one hccause rather than posit God as the Ultimate end of

a1 1 tl~irigs,rllc Igl~omanliolds tenaciously to ancestorhood. These two concepts,
c ~ .~
( b :~i l .i o ~ i O I I ~of ~iotliinganti ( i o t l ;is the
II:IIIIC

I'itial

ctid of all things, are very

atlv:ilicecl c.oricepts whicli ('hristianity got from revelation and not through natural
and logical processes. A~ldto contend that Igbo traditional minds had already
achieved "that level of knowledge or rnental gymnastics involved in these areas
before the arrival of Christianity is to defend the indefensible, the tendentious and
the incredible. Traditional outlook can never be equated with an outlook that is
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hascd on Supernatural faith and reason, namely, Christian or Isamic outlook.

F'itlier. or. is a higher one hecause it enjoys some insights from revealed faith.But
to :~ssert11ic reality and perfection of the higher in no way invalidates the reality
of the lower. Rather it is more reasonable to Iiold that in Christianity the

niysterious is f~tllyrevealed, the hazy made clearer and the uncoordinated,
cool-diriatetl.
The point of i t all is that we can 11ow say without any doubts that the
concept of the Supreme God is not wholly a missionary or cultural import. Prior
to ('hristianity arid any other foreign religions or traditions the premodern Igbo
believed in arid worshipptxl their God through the gods. Christianity just brought
God nearer and less elusive t o the traditional Igbo. Ilis knowledge of God now

r~)ovcsfrom tr;lditional to tlrcological or supernatural. It would therefore seem
w~prisirigor ir~cleedr~nteri:~l~le
or even

it

tantaniou~~ls
to false certainty to think

or even to srlggest that the Igho do not have any basic concepts of the Supreme
Heirig prior to a n y foreigri cultures.
Polytlieism and Monotheism are the two renowned classical theories about
the nature of Goti in Western tliought. They represent stages or phases of the
religious development of ~iiankind.Monotheism it is often believed, represents

a n advmced stage in the evolutionary history of this development. But our
exa~ninationof the nature of God in Igbo Ontology reveals a unique view,
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ri;i~nely.t h a t the precise nature of God in this context is "Monopolytheism" or
"One and Many" technically called"1gbo God", a generic term for the Supreme

h il

i atid
~

otl~crspirits that receive pr;lyers. petirions and sacrifices in Igboland

Ixf'ore the arrival of the ('hristian God: the "One" and only God revealed in
Jcsrrs ('hrist wliich does not admit of species of gods. Ile abhors any other gods
and are tl~ereforenon-existent in Christianity. Tlicy may exist as mediators.

In traditional Igbo society God and the gods exist and are real, too. To
discover !lie latter which the researcher calls Alrrsi (gods) which our scholars of
1gbo traditiorinl Religion have translated as "Idol" wllich St. Paul says does not

exists, and fail to discover the former in traditional life and thought is a sure
i~idicatiotiof the whitetnan's hold attempt to deprive the pre-modern Igbo what
is iridige~~ous,
traditional and natural to him perhap(; due to ignorance, prejudice
atid false certainty. Orrr fore-fathers worshipped a God and many gods at the
s:itne time frorii time i~nn~e~norial.
The false theory of a withdrawn High God
of the Igbo, born out of ipiorance coupled with 1 1 1 ~~~nlirnited
number of Indirect

approaches to CHI-[JKWU (God) through these gods are no reasons at all for
dcriying the Igho this unique and inborn belief in One Absolute Principle. Neither
is a n y one jr~stifiedto use the influence of any of these higher religious of the
world whicli are late-comers and stangers in Igbo world and world-view to cancel
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out the Igboman's magnificent conceptions of God both at the Ontological and
cpiste~nologicallevels. Nor can anyone be forgiving for maintaining that our
or logical
I'orc I';l~lic't.swcre not r;~~io~l:rl

(iw

that is what is implictl in denying

hem this cot~ceptof God lllc cause of' all things which any reasonable mind,

wliether traditional or otherwise can arrive at, and certainly, too. The "thinking"
;iiicl

the "doing" of the pre modern Igboman are two different things which must

Iw harnloni7et1, married together if the over all attitude of the Igboman is to be

correctly grasped. 'There is no pre-logical stage of human development and no
"pre--thinkinguman by nature is a rational animal.

"Polytl~eisrnand " Monoheisin" form part of the essential metaphysical
Iwliefs of' llie rue-modern Iglwman. Consequently, none taken singly can be used
as the hest appropriate tcrrn to describe their nature of God. "Polytheism needs
to 11e qualified. Although tlie Igbo hdieve in and worship many gods, there is
alw the heliof in the existence and worship of a unifying and transcendental
Ulrimate Being. 'I'liis is characteristic of their belief- systems. The gods are CHIIJKWU'S (Gods) creatures and are subordinated to 1Iim. God's domain is

tx!ically differentiated from that of the gods.
llMonothei~~nll
also necds to be modified. Although the Igbo believe in and
worship One Supreme God, Yet there is no definite denial of other gods. They
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also believe in the existelice of many gods and these gods receive prayers,
pctitions, sacrifices either in themselves or on behalf of the Supreme Being.
I'licr-c*is Ilicrtliwc no way "1gl~otheism" can fit into any one or the other of the
two ~lieoricsol' the nature of God characteristic ol' Western moulds or thought
categories, narnely "Monotlieisrn" or "Polytheism" except the work argues, by

modifying or qualifying any of the two terms or by combining both terms to
cmhrnce the One unifying arid transcenclcntal Ultininte Being CHI-IJKWUand the
m i n y mediator-gods to who~nHe created and designated incharge of various

areas of Itiflr~enceand authority. These gods do not constitute any limitation to
God Ultiriiate nature whatsoever rather they sort ol' enhance His absolute power
aiid

autliority .
The gods in Igbo Ontology evoke emotional intensity. They are man-made,

l'n~;lny",and are differentiated from each other by their various characteristics

or kind. They are declared existent contrary to the belief in Christian theology,
wllicli denies them real existence. In Igholand, the gods exist as gods and
rlicsscrigers at [lie same time. They relate to God as creator is related to creature;
Father to So~i;Master to servants. Thcy may receive sacrifices on their own as
tokens and reniunerations to inspire them in their role as "go-betweens" between
God and man. Man occupies a central and strategic position in the hierarchy of
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btings such that all interactions and intercommunications between the visible
created order and the invisible world of God, spirits and gods are possible
through hiin.
Christianity and any other foreign cultures taught the pre-modern Igbo the
hest concepts of God. Similarly, Igbo traditional religion prepares the soil for
el'l'cctive evangelization. Christian evangelizers for instance. did not have to begin
tlicir- work of evangelizatio~iin Jgboland on a clean sheet. Experience bears out
that Clllristianity or Jesus Christ came to Igbolancl some hundred years ago but
llic p:ig;iti gods linvc not

t

~

co~nplctely
~
i
ror~tetlby ('liristianity, the coliverted

('l~ristia~~s
are r l o t deeply rooted in their new faith because the pagan gods do not
appear to be fast in retreat. 'This is just to highlight the neglected, negative
corltribution of Jgbo traditional religion to Christianity.
Most o f the concepts of God in Igbo traditional Ontology are uncritical,
riujristified, u~itlel'cnded.Most scholars of Igbo Ontology and scholars of Igbo
traditional religion are still not aware of the distinction between myths, folklore,
proverbs and reality. The result is that they still make an unwarranted jump from
~nythicalor folk order to real order. Consequenlly more wild assertions and
sweeping statements characterize their honest, scholarly, investigations. However
dogmatic, naive, hazy, illogical, unscientific these might seem they are materials
for critical Igbo philosophy. For no philosophy ever starts in a vacuum. All that
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is ~icededis 10 subject them to real philosophical analysis with the awareness that

proverbs mytlis and dogmatic assumptions are not reality nor are they proofs of
real order except, and only if. their relationships with reality are established to
avoid illicit iunlp or inference from fictions of the ~iiindto reality .
'I'lle advent of literary education, the growing interest and identification of
rlw problem of Igbo traditional Ontology by modern scholars both from within
atid ftorii witllo~~t
Igbo coulitry are sure indices that there is hope that the sumlotal of all the assumptions entertained by the premodern Igbo and those already

docr~~i~e~itccl
by scliolars ol' Igbo tratlitiorial religior~will be subjected to real
crilical analysis and puliislied, too, tliereby making further researches in Igbo
philosophy less curnbersomc.
Iglw pl~ilosophyis 1~1thfascinating and interesting. It contains valuable

c.o~iceptsalmut God,

I

I

~

the
,
universe and man's prospects in it. Its essential

liorizon is the past, present and future experiences o f the Igbo man as he
continues to wonder at the mysteries in his tribal universe. This is unquestionably
tile young discipline (Igho philosophy) in the making. And when eventually these
elements o f Idief about God, religion reality, universe and man's role in it are

subjected to various ratiocinative methods, the resultant views would compare
favourably with the philosophies of various Western thinkers like Plato, Aristotle
S l . 'l'llon-~nsAqr~inas,Ilegel, Marcuse, Sartre, etc.
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'The only hindrance between us. namely, African philosophers and the
Western pliilosophers is that we are not all animated by the spirit of philosophy
itself, naniely. the spirit of love for wisdom and truth, spirit of sacrifice and selfdiscipline atid spirit of openness and dialogue. \Vc tilust like the West rid ourselves of the Idol of total attachment t o our dogmatic and unproven assumptions
which invariably block the road to serious and meaningful, sophisticated, philosophic entel-prise. We cantlot claim to he real philosophers unless the spirit of the
same discipline is cultivated. Philosophy as we know it starts with wonder, grows
in wonder and ends in worlder. Arid criticism as we also know remain the
Sorcmost task of philosophy and in philosophy, qucs~ionsare more important than
atiswers.
Philosophy as a serious academic discipline is gradually but firmly
cst:~l~lisliingitself in African tertiary institutio~is. Many scholars of African
t l t ~ c ~ 1 1:IIT
1

in protiioting Al'riw11 philosopliy. 'I'lirrc :ire now

1 1 0 ~ilitc~c*q~r(l

hooks disc~~ssirig
various problems of African pliilosophy. There are now a
co11ple of professors of African philosophy. This work in its small way is an
Iionest attempt by the researcher at doing African philosophy within the Igbo
context. It is hoped that the conclusions arrived at in this thesis will definitely
serve as meaningful point of departure or referelw for further researches. It is
designed to provoke more serious thoughts on the problems studied.
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More importantly. this paper will definitely contribute to some
co~nparative studies of v:~rious African cultures for a more global, more
gu~eralizedarid valid conclr~sionsfor the emergent African philosophy which is
l';irt establisl~ir~g
itself here

question cotllin~res.

in Africa and elsewhere. The debate on the God-
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